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WELCOME

Congratulations on your purchase of TrendReader 2 software.  We are confident that you
will find it to be a most valuable and useful tool for your data collection applications.

For important information on how data loggers work and how to use them, read the
introductory chapter for the family of the logger that you have.  It will give you an overview
of how the loggers work and how to configure them for your application.  Next, read the
chapter that deals specifically with the type of logger you have.
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SECTION 1   Introduction

1.1 Welcome

Welcome to TrendReader, an easy-to-use program for displaying and analyzing data from
portable data loggers.  The first part of the guide explains how to use  TrendReadersoftware
while the second part provides information on the portable data loggers.

With TrendReader you can:

· Quickly retrieve information from a data logger by connecting the logger to your
computer.

· Produce annotated, automatically scaled presentation-quality graphs of your logged
data.

· Open data files from different loggers, or from different time periods, within the same
graph.

· Retrieve and analyze information from one or more remote data loggers by using a
modem.

· Display Realtime -- as they happen -- readings from a data logger.

· Transfer logger information to other software packages, for instance, to spreadsheets.

· Write mathematical equations that enable you to interpret your data.

See the Installation section for computer requirements and for instructions on how to install 
TrendReader software.
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1.2 Registering Your TrendReader

There are two ways to register your TrendReader.

1. If you entered your serial number during the installation you can now go to Start | Programs
| ACR Data Logger Software | TrendReader | Websites | ACR Software Registration Website,
or just click here.

2. If you have been using the Trial version when you enter your serial number from the Help
menu in TrendReader you will get a message asking you if you want to register now. Clicking
Yes will take you directly to the registration website, of just click here.

http://www.acrsystems.com/support/software_registration/regform
http://www.acrsystems.com/support/software_registration/regform
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1.3 Software Updates

Make sure your software stays current...

Visit us at www.acrsystems.com to download and install the latest software enhancements
and updates free of charge.

http://www.acrsystems.com/support/downloads
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SECTION 2   For Previous TrendReader Users

2.1 Introduction to the New TrendReader

This chapter will help transition users of previous versions of TrendReader software to the
new TrendReader software.  The  Communication , Loggers , Graphs , Equations ,
Files , and Options  sections illustrate how to perform common operations in
TrendReader.

5 6 7 8

9 10
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2.2 Communication

In TrendReader, communication occurs through connections.  You no longer open a COM port
to contact a logger, instead you scan for loggers based on properties set in the connection
setting.  If you connect to various types of loggers (SmartReader and SmartReaderPlus for
example) on the same COM port, you should create user-defined connection settings,
otherwise you can use a system-defined COM connection setting.  To learn how to create a
connection setting and contact a logger, see Connection .

In previous versions of TrendReader, you set communications parameters such as the baud
rate, preferred logger, SRP network, and modem properties through the Communicate Menu. 
These and other properties are stored in the connection setting.  To learn how to set these
properties, see Edit Settings .

45

56
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2.3 Loggers

Once you contact your logger, you will see its status information in the Work Area.  A separate
logger window does not appear.  Instead of buttons for Back Up, Edit Setup, etc., you activate
these functions from the Actions Menu, the Work Area, or the menu that appears when you
right-click on the logger name.  For further information, see Logger .48
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2.4 Graphs

In TrendReader, graphs open up in a new window, separate from the main interface window.
In the graph window , you can the see the graph, data table, and statistics all at the same
time.  To execute common functions you can use the standard menus, toolbars, or you can
also right-click in the graph to bring up menus.

You set your graph properties in Graph Settings , located in the Graph Menu .  In
addition to standard graph properties, you can change units, disable lines, change equations,
and change calibration values in Graph Settings.  

When working with comments, you no longer use functions keys or the Format menu. 
Instead, you right-click in the graph to bring up a menu.  See Comments  for further
information.

In addition to a horizontal zoom, you can now select a box zoom, where you zoom on both
axes, or a date and time zoom.  See Zoom  for further information.
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2.5 Equations

TrendReader uses wizards to handle equations.  Equations now have an extension of .EQN
and are no longer simple text files.  To use your existing custom equations, you must Import

 them first.  Also, equations are now associated with a particular logger and channel type.
For instance, you cannot use voltage-type equation on a current channel.  See Equations
for further information.

115
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2.6 Files

In TrendReader, the default folder where your data files are stored is called the Data Folder
and is set from within Preferences .  

You can now use long file names for your files.  Data logger files now have a .DLF extension
and a new format.  To convert your existing .TRW and .GPW files, open them from the File
Menu  and select Save As from the File Menu  in the graph window.  You can also export
the data to different file formats from the File Menu in the graph window.

There is no longer a Revise File function.  Instead, you can change equations, calibration
values, titles, etc., in the graph itself.  You cannot change the sample rate.

159
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2.7 Options

In TrendReader, options are set using functions available in the Tools Menu .  Most options
are set using Preferences .  To change units for Realtime readings, select Change Units
.

37

153 39
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SECTION 3   Installation

3.1 Introduction to Installation

This guide provides instructions on how to install and remove TrendReader.
 
The minimum requirements for your computer are:

· a Pentium II-350 MHz processor
· Windows 2000, XP or Vista
· 250 MB of hard drive space
· 128 MB of RAM
· a CD-ROM drive
· at least 1 communications port:  either serial or USB
· a mouse
· Internet Explorer 6
· screen resolution 1024 x 768 for optimal viewing results

The recommended minimum requirements for your computer are:

· a Pentium lV-1.6 GHz processor
· Windows 2000, XP or Vista
· 250 MB of hard drive space
· 256 MB of RAM
· a CD-ROM drive
· at least 1 communications port:  either serial or USB
· a mouse
· Internet Explorer 6
· screen resolution 1024 x 768 for optimal viewing results

All user accounts on your computer will allow access to TrendReader, however only an
administrative user (Standard/Computer administrator) with full access will be able to install
the application.  Non-administrative users (Restricted user/ Limited) can run the application if
they are given read/write access to the application folder: \Program Files\ACR
Systems\TrendReader.  This folder is found on the drive that TrendReader is installed on
(usually the C: drive).

If you do not have permission to the application folder see you network administrator to have
your permissions change to allow you to use the application.  See also Troubleshooting |
Rights.
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3.2 Installing TrendReader

Before starting the installation, it is recommended that you disconnect all data
logger cables from your computer and close all other applications.  To install
TrendReader, insert the Installation CD into the CD drive of your computer.  The installation
should start immediately, with the following window popping up briefly.

1. A window will appear asking you which language you want to select for the installation
(this may not be the language that TrendReader uses).  Click on the appropriate
language and then click Next to continue.  Clicking Cancel at any time will abort the
installation.

Note that the Chinese (Simplified) will not display in Chinese characters unless you have setup
Simplified Chinese in the Regional Settings for your operating system.  In Windows XP,
Regional and Language Settings, Chinese must also be selected under the Advanced tab to
display the Unicode characters.  See How Can I Use TrendReader 2 in Another Language? to
change the language for TrendReader.
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2. A window indicating that the InstallShield Wizard is being prepared is shown briefly and
then disappears.  No action is required.   

3. A window welcoming you to the installation of TrendReader then appears.  Click Next to
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continue.  

4. The license agreement is then shown.  Ensure that you thoroughly read the terms and
conditions.  If you want, click on Print to print a copy of the license agreement.  Before
you can proceed with the installation, you must accept the terms of the license
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agreement.  Click Next to continue.  

5. In the next screen, enter your User Name, Company Name, and License Serial Number
of the software.  Enter TRIAL to install the software as a 30-day trial version.  Note that
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the trial version can only be installed once.  Click Next to continue.  

6. In the next screen, you select the setup type.  For the initial installation, a Complete setup
is recommended.  In a Custom setup you can, for example, change the installation
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directory.  Click Next to continue.
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7. The wizard is now ready for installation.  Click Install to begin the installation.
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8. Depending on your computer, the installation may take several minutes.

The latest updates will be installed and the progress is shown on a smaller screen.

You may continue to work on other applications while the updates are loading as this may take
a few minutes.  These updates include logger drivers, languages, and other updates to 
TrendReader you will see the Updater progress bar during the loading of the updates.  
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9. Once the installation is complete, click Finish.
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3.3 Installing from CD

If the TrendReader installation does not start automatically after the TrendReader CD is
inserted into your CD-ROM, you can install TrendReader by using the following steps:

1. Click Start Menu
2. Click Control Panel (in Windows 2000, click Settings, then click Control Panel)
3. Double-click Add or Remove Programs 
4. Click Add New Programs, and then click CD or Floppy
5. Follow the instructions in the pop-up window
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3.4 Removing TrendReader

To remove TrendReader:

1. From the Start Menu select open the Control Panel >> Add/Remove Programs.  
2. Select ACR TrendReader and click Change/Remove.

3. A window indicating that the InstallShield Wizard is being prepared is shown briefly and
then disappears.  No action is required.  Clicking Cancel at any time will abort the
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removal.  The uninstall will run in the same language that was selected for the install.

4. A confirmation box is then shown.  Click Yes to remove TrendReader software.  Clicking
No will abort the removal.

5. A window indicating that the InstallShield Wizard is configuring your installation is shown.
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No action is required. 

6. Next the window will show that the Uninstall is completed.  Click Finish to close the
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wizard.
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SECTION 4   Quick Start

4.1 Introduction

Quick Start provides you with a tutorial  showing you how to contact your data logger, set it
up, backup the data to your computer, display a graph of the data, and print the graph.

27
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4.2 Tutorial

This tutorial gives you step-by-step instructions on how to perform the essential operations in 
TrendReader.

1. Connect your data logger to a communications port on your computer.

2. Double-click the Connection icon corresponding to the communications port in order to
contact your logger.
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3. Select the type of logger to scan for.

4. Once the logger has been contacted and you see the logger status, click on the Edit
Setup button to pop up the Edit Logger Setup form.
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5. Enable the channels that you want to record data with.  Set the sample rate to 8 seconds.
Click OK to setup the logger.

6. Wait a couple of minutes while the logger collects data.  Click Contact to verify the logger
is recording.

7. Click Backup.  
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8. In the Logger Backup Settings form that pops up, click OK.

9. Once the data gets backed up, the graph should appear.  Click on the Print icon to print
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the graph.
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SECTION 5   User Interface

5.1 Introduction to User Interface

TrendReader has a standard, easy-to-use interface.  There is the Title Bar , Menus ,
and Toolbars  at the top.  On the left side we have the Shortcuts Bar , the Work Area
in the centre and the Graph List  on the right.  Finally, we have the Message Log  at the
bottom.
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5.2 Title Bar

The Title Bar shows the name of the software and has buttons at the far right.

You can minimize TrendReader by clicking on the .  This will close the window and place
an icon on the Task Bar, indicating that TrendReader is still running.

There are several ways to resize the window running TrendReader.  If the window is full

screen, click on  to restore the window to a smaller size.  You can then also drag the

edges and corners to resize the window.  To maximize the window again, click on .  Also,
double-clicking on the Title Bar will alternately restore and maximize the window.

To close TrendReader, click on .
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5.3 Main Menu

This section provides an overview of the organization of menus in TrendReader.  The menus
and the functions available are described in the following chapters.  Detailed descriptions can
be found by following the given links.

5.3.1 File Menu

The File Menu allows you to perform standard file and printing operations through the following
selections:  Open , Recent Files , and Exit .

5.3.1.1 Open

Selecting Open from the File Menu pops up a standard Open file dialog box.  From here you
select the file you want to open.  When a file is opened it is also graphed.  You can choose a
new format file, *.DLF, or an older format file, *.TRW or *.GPW.  Note that for *.GPW files, the
entire graph will be shown and comments may be out of place or not displayed.

When you open a file using the command, the graph will be displayed as it was saved.  For
example, if you had disabled one channel and had zoomed in on a section of the graph when
you saved it, this is the way it will appear.  If you add the graph to Graph List  and open it
from there, then the entire graph will be shown, not the zoomed section.  Also, you will have
the option of showing any or all of the channels.

5.3.1.2 Recent Files

Selecting Recent Files from the File Menu brings up a list of the most recently used files. 
From here, simply select the file you want to open.

5.3.1.3 Exit

Selecting Exit from the File Menu will close the application.

34 34 34
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5.3.2 Edit Menu

The Edit Menu allows you to perform the standard text editing functions Copy  and Select
All .  

5.3.2.1 Copy

Selecting Copy from the Edit Menu will copy the highlighted text to the Clipboard.  

5.3.2.2 Select All

Choosing Select All from the Edit Menu will select or highlight all the text in a field.  You can
then Copy  the text.

5.3.3 View Menu

The View Menu allows you to select which Toolbars  are to be displayed.  If you are
exploring the file system, you can use Go To  to move around.  Select Refresh to update
the display if recent changes have been made, such as a logger file backing up.

5.3.3.1 Toolbars

You can enable toolbars for various functions by selecting Toolbars from the View Menu. 
Check Toolbars  to see which toolbars are available.

5.3.3.2 Go To

You can use the Go To menu to help you navigate your file system.  The program keeps an
ordered record of what folders you have recently displayed in the Work Area.  Use the Back
and Forward functions to access these recent folders.  Up One Folder will take you to one
level higher from the current folder in the folder hierarchy.  

If you are not performing actions where the selections in the Go To menu are not applicable,
such as contacting loggers, the Go To menu selection will not be available.

35
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5.3.3.3 Message Logs

You can use the Message Logs menu to view all messages saved from the Status Log and
Diagnostic Log to help with any troubleshooting.  The Message Logs is a data file that stores
all Status Log and Diagnostic Log messages from the initial installation of TrendReader.  
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5.3.4 Tools Menu

In the Tools Menu, you can launch a variety of utilities that help you configure TrendReader,
including:  Logger List , Preferred Loggers , Change Units , and Preferences .

5.3.4.1 Logger List

Selecting Logger List from the Tools Menu will launch the Edit Settings window where you can
edit logger names or delete loggers from the system.

Click on a logger name to pop up the Logger Name form.  To edit the logger name, click in the
text field and type the new name.  Click OK to accept the changes.  Click Delete if you want to
remove the logger.  To save the changes to the system, you can either click on Apply or OK
in the Edit Settings window.  OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas

37 38 39 39
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Apply will leave the window open, thereby allowing you to make other changes.

 

5.3.4.2 Preferred Loggers

Selecting Preferred Loggers from the Tools Menu will launch the Edit Settings window where
you can set which loggers the application will search for, and in what order, for each
connection setting.

Click on a connection setting to pop up the Preferred Loggers form.  Click in the check box
beside each logger type to add or remove that logger from the search list.  Select a logger and
then click on either of the "arrow" buttons at the right side to sort the loggers.   Click OK to
accept the changes.  To save the changes to the system, you can either click on Apply or OK
in the Edit Settings window.  OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas
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Apply will leave the window open, thereby allowing you to make other changes.

5.3.4.3 Change Units

Selecting Change Units from the Tools Menu will launch the Preferences window and take you
to the Axis tab of the default Graph Template  screen.  You can then select which units to
use for your graph and Realtime readings.

5.3.4.4 Preferences

Selecting Preferences from the Tools Menu will launch the Preferences  window where you
can configure how you want TrendReader to appear.

5.3.5 Equations Menu

The Equations Menu provides you with tools for working with equations.  You can create a 
New  equation or Edit  an existing one.  With Import , you can bring in equations that
were created on another computer or by an earlier version of the software.  If you want to
share your custom equation with someone else, you can Export  equations.  Select
Compound Line  to create or edit compound line equations.  You can also Delete
unwanted equations.  See Equations  for more details on equations or click on the links to
learn how to perform the functions.  
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5.3.6 Actions Menu

The Actions Menu provides you with various tools for functions that work with data loggers and
connections.  The items available in the menu depend on what has been selected in the
Shortcuts Bar.  See the Shortcuts Bar  for a detailed description of the actions available.

As an example of the actions available, when a COM Port node is selected there are
selections for Scanning for Loggers, Closing the Connection, Adding Connection Settings and
Edit Settings.

5.3.7 Help Menu

The Help Menu allows you to access standard help and product related functions, including: 
displaying the Help Manual  (contents or search function), entering the License Serial
Number , accessing the internet , and displaying the software version .

44
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5.3.7.1 Help

Selecting Help from the Help Menu will launch the Help Manual, providing you with information
on features of the software and instructions on how to execute functions.

5.3.7.2 Search

Selecting Search from the Help Menu will launch the Help Manual directly to the Search tab,
from here you can search the Help files for information.

5.3.7.3 License Serial Number

When you purchase TrendReader you will be provided with a License Serial Number which
you enter during the installation.  If you installed a trial version of TrendReader and have
recently purchased a license serial number, select Enter License Serial Number from the Help
Menu to enter the serial number.  

5.3.7.4 TrendReader on the Web

Selecting TrendReader on the Web will connect you to the ACR Systems Inc. web site,
provided you have an Internet connection.

5.3.7.5 About TrendReader

Selecting About TrendReader from the Help Menu will pop up a window indicating the name
and version of the software.
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5.4 Toolbars

By selecting Toolbars from the View Menu, you can enable toolbars for File , Edit , Tools
, Equations , and Help  functions.  The toolbars allow you quick access to commonly

performed actions.  Simply click on the icon to execute the function.  They can be docked
almost anywhere in the window, including over the work area, not just at the top.  You can
select text to be displayed beside the icons and enable tooltips from Preferences  in the
Tools Menu .  

5.4.1 File

The File Toolbar has an icon allowing you to Open  a file.

5.4.2 Edit

The Edit Toolbar has an icon allowing you to Copy  the highlighted text.

5.4.3 Tools

The Tools Toolbar has icons for a variety of utilities, including:  Logger List , Preferred
Loggers , Change Units , and Preferences .

5.4.4 Equations

The Equations Toolbar has icons for working with equations: New , Edit , Import ,
Export , Compound Line , and Delete .
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5.4.5 Actions

While there is no actual Actions Toolbar that you can enable or move around, the Action icons
are part of the Work Area.  The icons shown are dependent on what has been selected in the 
TrendReader Explorer Tree in the Shortcuts Bar.  See the Shortcuts Bar  for a detailed
description of the TrendReader Explorer Tree and the actions available.

As an example, when a COM Port node is selected there are icons for Scanning for Loggers,
Closing the Connection, Editing the Connection Setting, Adding Connection Settings, and
Refreshing the Connection.

5.4.6 Help

The Help Toolbar has icons for displaying the Help Manual , entering the License Serial
Number  (only for a trial version), and accessing the Internet .
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5.5 Shortcuts Bar

The Shortcuts Bar houses the TrendReader Explorer  tree that allows you to quickly
navigate and access your connected data loggers and data files.  

You use the Connections  node to connect to loggers.  The Connection Settings  node is
for storing settings for loggers you regularly access that have specific properties, such as
networks or remote connections.  The Data Folder  node allows you to access the folder
where your logger data files are stored by default.  The Desktop  node allows you to access
all the folders in your system.  

To execute functions on a selected node, you can select from the Actions Menu , select a
button at the top of the Work Area  (beside the Shortcuts Bar), or simply right-click to pop
up a menu.  The actions available are the same in each option.  Once an action is executed,
the Work Area is updated with the results.

5.5.1 TrendReader Explorer

You can choose to view the entire tree by clicking on the TrendReader Explorer title bar or
view individual nodes of the tree by clicking on the appropriate title bar within the Shortcuts
Bar.  The actions available are the same regardless of the selected view.
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5.5.2 Connections Node

The Connections node is used for finding out information on the connections available on your
computer.  To contact a logger, see connection .
 

Actions
When the Connections node is selected, you can Scan for Connections.  Scanning will check
to see which communications ports are available.  If you have added a port after running the
program, such as by plugging in an IC102 Cable into the USB port, select Scan for
Connections so that TrendReader can recognize the port.  Also use Scan for Connections if
you have connected an external modem after running the program.  To avoid the need for
scanning, simply connect the cable or modem before starting the program.

5.5.2.1 Connection

Connection settings are used for contacting loggers on a given connection.  Before you
contact a logger, you must first select the appropriate connection setting associated with the
COM port the logger is attached to.  

45
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If your connection setting is not shown in the Connections node:
1. Click the Connection Settings node to see all the connection settings in the system and

select your connection setting. 
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2. Click Apply Settings.  

3. You will be brought back to the Connections node with your connection setting shown.

Actions
When a connection setting is selected, you can Scan for Loggers, Close the Connection, Edit
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Connection Settings, Add Connection Settings, or Refresh the Connection.  

1. Scan for Loggers will contact and connect to loggers on the port associated with the
connection setting.  You can also double-click on the connection icon to scan the port. 
Make sure that you have connected your logger to the corresponding port using an
interface cable, such as an IC-101, IC-102, or LIC-101.  See Logger  for details on
what you can do once you connect to a logger.

2. If you are finished working with the loggers on the connection, select Close Connection to
stop communication.

3. Edit Connection Settings will allow you to set the properties of the port.  A window will pop
up allowing you to configure COM, modem, and logger settings.  See Edit Settings  for
further details.

4. Add Connection Settings will add another node, retaining the current port settings, to
Connection Settings .  A window will pop up asking you for a name for the new setting.

5. Refresh Connection will close and then re-scan the connection.  This is useful if you were
initially using the port as a serial connection but now want to use an external modem.

6. Scan For Connections will check to see which communications ports are available.

Logger5.5.2.1.1

A Logger node is used to access connected loggers.  Once a logger is contacted, its status is
displayed.  Initially, the COM Port menu actions are still shown at the top of the Work Area.  If
you want to perform actions on the logger, you need to first activate the logger menu.  

If you are in the Connections view, click in the logger status window in the Work Area.  If you
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are in the TrendReader Explorer, you can click on the logger serial number in the Shortcuts
Bar or click in the logger status window in the Work Area.  The Work Area with the logger
menu is shown below.

Actions
When a Logger is selected, you can choose to Contact, Backup, Edit the Setup, or Close the
logger.  You can also Maximize the Realtime display and Stop and Start Realtime, if your
logger supports Realtime, or display Help for your logger.  Note that if you have a network of
loggers, the actions will be performed only on the selected logger.

1. Contact will re-establish a connection with the logger or connect to a new logger if the
previous one was removed.  

2. Backup will download the data from the logger into a file.   See Backing up a Logger
below for more details. 
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3. Selecting Edit Setup will pop up a form allowing you to configure the logger.  Check the
guide for your particular logger for information on the various parameters.

4. Clear Data will erase all stored data on the logger. All current logger settings will be
maintained and a new logging session will start.

5. Closing the logger will disable the connection to the logger.

6. Maximizing Realtime will bring up a window showing the Realtime values of the channels
of the logger.  Check Realtime  to see how the display works.  Note that once enabled,
the Realtime window will stay open, even if you Stop Realtime.

7. Stop Realtime will stop Realtiming the logger.  If you have previously stopped Realtime,
then the menu selection will be Start Realtime.

8. If you are unsure of something, select Logger Help to get information about the features
available for that logger type.

Backing up a Logger
1. Contact the logger that you want to backup.
2. Select Backup from the Actions Menu, click the Backup button at the top of the Work

Area, or right-click on the logger in the Shortcuts Bar to pop up a menu and select
Backup.

3. If you have Enabled Backup Settings in Preferences, then a window will pop up asking
you to enter the settings such as the file name.  Otherwise, the backup of all the data in
the logger will start automatically.  In this case, the file name will contain the logger type,
logger serial number, and the date and time.  The file will be stored in the Data Folder.

4. In the Logger Backup Settings dialog box, you can change File Settings and Partial
Backup Settings, if your logger supports partial backups.  In File Settings, you set the
graph title, sub-title, and file name.  To change the title and sub-title, click on the
appropriate field and enter the text.  To change the file name and location, click in the file
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name field to bring up a standard Save As dialog box. 

5. In Partial Backup Settings, you set the start and end times for the backup.  To change the
date and time, simply drag the start and end pointers to the desired date and time.

6. Once you have entered the settings, click OK to start the download.  A download
progress bar will appear indicating the percent complete, rate at which the download is
progressing as readings per second(r/s) and estimated time remaining until the download
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is complete.

7. If you have set your Preferences to open the graph when the backup is finished, a graph
window will appear when the backup is complete.

5.5.3 Connection Settings Node

If you have loggers that you regularly access, you can store the connection information under
the Connection Settings node.  This is most useful when you have networked loggers or
differing connection properties.  For example, if you were connecting to a network of loggers,
you would save the network details in a connection setting, instead of entering them each time
you accessed the network.  Check your logger's guide for details on how to setup a network of
loggers.

Another example is remotely connecting to loggers that  have their own particular
communications settings.  Saving the connections would relieve you from having to remember
and enter in all the modem settings for each remote site.  Check Modems  for details on
using modems to communicate with loggers.

In Connection Settings, you also configure the default, or system-defined, settings for your
connections.  For example, you can set COM1 to only look for OWL loggers.

To create a user-defined connection setting, you must first select the appropriate COM Port in
the Connections node (not Connection Settings) for the connection that you will be using. 
Select Add Connection Settings and enter a name.  See Edit Settings  for information on
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how to set the connection properties.

Actions
When the Connection Settings node is selected, you can Reload Connection Settings. 
Reloading will refresh the Connection Settings node with the connections stored in the
database.

To access a particular setting, simply click on it under the Connection Setting Icon in the
Shortcuts Bar.
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5.5.3.1 Connection Settings

When you select a connection setting in the Connection Settings node, the Work Area shows
the properties of the setting.  If it contains a network, the loggers in the network are also
displayed.

When you scan a connection setting, its properties are copied to the corresponding COM Port
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in the Connections Node, as shown below, and the loggers are contacted.  

Under the Connection Settings Node you will also see COM Port connections.  These
system-defined connections store the original COM Port settings.  In the example above, the
"My Local SRP Network" setting is for a network of loggers connected on COM1.  If you are
finished with the network of loggers and want to connect a single logger to COM1, you can
simply select the COM1 setting in Connections Settings and then scan for the logger.

Actions
When a Connection Settings Node is selected, you can Scan for Loggers, Edit the Connection
Setting, Apply the Settings, Rename, or Delete the Connection Setting.

1. When you select to Scan for Loggers, the setting properties are first copied to the
corresponding COM Port in the Connections Node.  Then the port is scanned to see
which loggers are connected.  

2. Select Edit Connection Settings to set the properties of the connection.  See Edit Settings
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 for further details.

3. Select Apply Settings to copy the setting properties to the correspond COM Port in the
Connections Node.  Scanning for loggers does not occur.

4. Select Rename to change the name of the connection.  A form will pop up where you can
enter the new name.  Click OK to save the new name.

5. Selecting Delete Connection Settings will remove the selected setting from the
Connection Settings Node.  Before removal, a window will pop up asking for confirmation.
Note that deleting a connection setting cannot be undone.

5.5.3.2 Edit Settings

Connection Settings have properties for the COM Port they are connected to, modem
connections, and logger types.

To change a setting:
1. Select the Connections Settings view in the Shortcuts Bar.

2. Click on the connection setting you want to edit.  This can be a system-defined COM
setting or a user-defined connections setting.  The current properties will be shown in the
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Work Area.

3. Select Edit Connection Settings from the Actions Menu, the Work Area, or the menu
that appears when you right-click on the connection setting.

4. In the Connection Settings form that pops up, select the appropriate tab:  COM ,59
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Modem , or Logger type .

5. To edit a property, click in the text field you want to change.  For example, to set the baud
rate for an SRP, first select the SRP tab and then click in the Baud Rate field. 
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6. A window will pop up allowing you to enter or select the new setting.

7. Click OK to save the setting and close the pop up window.

8. In the Connection Settings window, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will
implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open,
thereby allowing you to make other changes.

COM Tab
The COM Tab is for setting how the port functions and what loggers will be connected.  
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The Autoscan Setting determines when the application will search the connection for loggers. 
If the setting is Continuous, the application will constantly scan to see which logger is
connected.  If the setting is Off, no automatic scanning will be done.  You will need to click on
Scan for Loggers to check for a connected logger.  If the setting is Stop when found, the
application will scan only until it finds a logger.
 

The Preferred Logger Setting determines which loggers the application will search for and in
what order.

The Scan Options Setting when set to On enables a Logger Scanning Selection form that
appears each time you scan for a logger.  The Logger Scanning Selection form allows you to
visually select the logger type to scan for.  When the Scan Options Setting is set to Off the
Logger Scanning Selection form will be disabled.  The Scan Options Setting can also be
disabled by checking the box "Do not show this form again for this connection" on the Logger
Scanning Selection form.
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The SRP Logger Network List is used to indicate which loggers are connected in a network
configuration for the connection.  You can enter in the serial number of a logger or select it
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from a list of previously entered loggers.

The Detect Options determines when the application will search the connection for a modem. 
If the setting is Scan for Modem, the application will scan the COM port to see whether there is
a modem connected.  If the setting is Do not scan for Modem, no automatic modem scanning
will be done and it is assumed no modem is present on this port.  If the setting is Set as
Modem, the application sets the COM port to a modem.  When the Set as Modem option is
applied it is assumed a modem is present on the COM port.
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Modem Tab
The Modem Tab is for setting properties for the modem you use to connect to a remote
logger.  Note that these are the settings for your local modem.  Check Modems  for details
on using modems to communicate with loggers.  Please refer to your modem's manual to
determine what values are appropriate.

Logger Tabs
The Logger Tabs are for setting the parameters the application will use to connect to the
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loggers.  

Your loggers should work properly with the default settings.  Check the logger help file for your
particular logger for further information.

5.5.4 Data Folder

The Data Folder node provides a convenient place to organize all your logger data files.  You
can quickly access the files instead of having to navigate through numerous subdirectories
and folders.  The folder used as the Data Folder  is set in Preferences.  The Work Area
shows the names and sizes of the files in a directory.  When the data from a logger is backed
up, the file will be stored in this folder by default.  For a given file, you can save it in a different
folder by first Enabling Backup Settings in Basic Settings  and then selecting a new folder
when backing up the logger.  

The Work Area shows the name, size, creation and modification date for each file in the folder.
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Double-click on a file  to display its details.

Actions
When a directory is selected, you can create a New Folder for storing files.  Creating a new
folder will create a new sub directory below the currently selected folder.

5.5.4.1 File

When you select a file, the Work Area will show a summary of the file and the logger.  The file
information includes the graph title, file path and number of loggers.  The logger info includes
the logger serial number, description, sample rate, start and end times, number of channels,
and channel descriptions.  

Actions
When a file is selected, you can Open it or Add it to the Graph List.

1. Select Open if you want to graph the file by itself.
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2. Select Add to Graph List if you want to graph several files together.  You can also drag
the file from the Work Area to the Graph List.  When all your files have been selected,
click on Graph in the Graph List  to display them.

5.5.5 Desktop

The Desktop node allows you to access all folders in your system.  It is essentially the same
as the file explorer available on your computer, except only relevant files, such as data or
equation files, are shown.  You can perform functions such as copying and moving files in the
same way as you would with the file explorer.

If there are data files (*.DLF, *.TRW, or *.GPW) in the folder, you can double click them to the
view the file details and then you can display them.  If there are equation files (*.EQN or
*.EQU), you can also double click them to view the source code.  If the equation is not in the
system, you can launch the Import Equation Wizard to bring it into the system.
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5.6 Work Area

The Work Area shows the detail of the items selected in the Shortcuts Bar .  For example, if
you have contacted a logger, the Work Area will show the status for that logger.  Buttons for
the functions available, essentially the Actions Toolbar, are shown at the top of the Work Area.
The title of the Work Area will reflect the selection from the Shortcuts Bar.  In this example, the
logger type and serial number are shown in the title.

44
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5.7 Graph List

You use the Graph List to organize files that you want plotted together on the same graph. 
Select files from the TrendReader Explorer Tree in the Shortcuts Bar  and then add them to
the list using the Actions Menu, the Work Area buttons, or by simply dragging the files to the
Graph List.  You can choose to graph only certain channels of a logger by clicking on the box
beside the channel number.  When all your files and channels have been selected, click on the
Plot icon, at the top of the Graph List, to display them.  Click on the Clear icon to clear the list
of logger files or click on the Remove icon to remove just the selected file. 

When you graph files from the Graph List the entire graph will be shown, regardless of
whether the graph was saved in a zoomed state.  If you graph two or more files together, they
will be shown using the settings of the default graph template.

As well as clicking on the icons at the top of the Graph List, you can also right-click within the
Graph List to pop up a menu with the same selections.
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5.8 Status & Diagnostic Logs

The Status and Diagnostic Logs show the actions that the program is performing.  The results
of the actions are shown and can be used to determine if an action was completed. 

The Status Log is for general messages.

The Diagnostic Log provides detailed information.  
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SECTION 6   Graphing

6.1 Introduction to Graphing

Graphs are used to display the data gathered by the logger.  You can set an option in 
Preferences  to automatically display the graph when a data logger is backed up.
Alternatively, you can use the TrendReader Explorer to select channels from one or more files
to display.  First, navigate to find your data files.  Once located, you can click on the Add to
Graph List button or simply drag-and-drop them onto the Graph List .  You can select all the
channels in the file by simply selecting the file or you can select individual channels.  See the 
Shortcuts Bar  for further details on selecting files for graphing.

The data from the logger can be displayed in two forms: graphical and tabular.  The graph
displays a line for each channel selected.  There is also an option to display a bar graph.  The 
tabular  form shows the data points in a spreadsheet format.  Also, the statistics  for the
data set can be displayed.  

When a file is opened, the graph is shown at the top and the data table is shown in the lower
quarter of the screen.  If you want, you can choose to display only the graph or only the data
from the View Menu .  You can also resize the data table by dragging its border.  The
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Statistics Table and Data Table can also be individually docked at either side of the graph.
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6.2 Graph Area

The Graph Area shows a line plot of the data for the selected channels.  It is a typical graph
and usually contains a title, a legend, grid lines, axis labels, and comments.  You can
customize your graph through settings found in the Graph Menu .  Additional lines, called
compound lines , which are based on formulas applied to the data, can also be added.
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6.3 Statistics Table

The Graph Statistics Table shows basic statistics for each channel in the graph.  If you have
zoomed in on a section, only statistics on the visible section are shown.  The information
displayed includes the graph line number, description, maximum, mean, minimum, range, and
standard deviation.  Additional file information shown includes the sample rate, number of
readings and the start and end time for the current view.

You can choose to show or hide information in a section, such as Channels, by clicking on the
box beside the section title.  If the information is already shown, the "-" will then change to a
"+" and the section will be collapsed.  Click on the "+" again to display the section.

*Note that if an equation was not available when the graph was saved (e.g.: deleted) then the
channel is disabled and not graphed.  To change the equation and enable the channel open
the Lines Tab  in Graph Settings97
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6.4 Data Table

The Data Table shows the data points in a spreadsheet format.  The first column shows the
date and time of the sample.  Subsequent columns show the value of the sample for each
channel of the graph.  The data points that are displayed in the graph will show in a different
color.
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6.5 File Menu

The File Menu allows you to perform standard file and printing functions, including:  Save ,
Save As , Page Setup , Print , and Close .

6.5.1 Save

Selecting Save from the File Menu will save the changes in the graph to the current file.  See 
Save As  if you want to change the file name or file format.

6.5.2 Save As

Save As allows you to change the file name, while keeping the same data logger format, or to
save the graph in a different file format.  When you select Save As from the File Menu, a
standard Save As window pops up allowing you to enter a new name and file format.

To save the numerical graph data, you can select either CSV (comma separated) for
spreadsheets or TXT (text) for word processors.

To save the graph as a picture, you can select BMP (bitmap) or JPG for paint and drawing
programs.  The BMP option will result in a large file, while the JPG file will be a compressed
version.  You can also select PDF for a portable document format for use with Adobe Reader.

6.5.3 Page Setup

Selecting Page Setup from the File Menu will pop up a standard print dialog box allowing you
to setup how the graph will be printed.

6.5.4 Print

Selecting Print from the File Menu will pop up a standard print dialog box allowing you to print
the graph.

6.5.5 Close

Selecting Close from the File Menu will close the graph window.
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6.6 Edit Menu

The Edit Menu allows you to Copy  items to the Clipboard.

6.6.1 Copy

The easiest way to copy an item is through right-clicking.  If the pointer is over the graph, a
copy of the graph is put in the Clipboard.  When the pointer is in the data points section, a
table of the currently displayed graph data is copied.  Similarly, when in the statistics section,
the statistics are copied.

You can also select Copy from the Edit Menu to copy an item to the Clipboard.  To choose
what is copied, you must make the section active.  For example, if you want to copy the data
points, click to select the Data Table Tab and then click on the table.  Next, select Copy from
the menu.
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6.7 View Menu

The View Menu allows you to select which Toolbars  are to be displayed and if the Status
Bar  is displayed.  You can also determine if the table and graph are displayed in the
window through Maximize the Table , Split View , and Maximize the Graph .

6.7.1 Maximize Table

Selecting Maximize Table from the View Menu will allow you to hide the graph and only display
the data table or statistics on the screen.

6.7.2 Split View

Selecting Split View from the View Menu will allow you to restore the display with the graph
shown in the upper part and the data table in the lower part of the screen.

6.7.3 Toolbars

By selecting Toolbars from the View Menu, you can enable toolbars for File , Graph ,
and Zoom  functions.  The toolbars allow you quick access to commonly performed actions.
Simply click on the icon to execute the function.  They can be docked almost anywhere in the
window, including over the graph itself, not just at the top.  You can select text to be displayed
beside the icons and enable tooltips from Preferences  in the Tools Menu .
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6.7.3.1 File

The File Toolbar has icons allowing you to Save  or Print  the graph.  It also includes the
Copy  icon.

6.7.3.2 Graph

The Graph Toolbar has icons allowing you to select a Color  or Monochrome  display of
the graph, Mark Data Points , and Hide Comments .
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6.7.3.3 Zoom

The Zoom Toolbar has icons allowing you to select a Box  or Horizontal  style of zoom or
zoom to a region by selecting the date and time.  If you have already zoomed in, you can also
click on icons allowing you to Unzoom Last  and Unzoom All .

6.7.3.4 Maximize Graph

Selecting Maximize Graph from the View Menu will allow you to hide the data table and
statistics and only display the graph on the screen.

6.7.4 Status Bar

If the Status Bar is enabled, it will show the current coordinates of the mouse.  The
X-coordinate will reflect the date and time while the Y-coordinate will reflect the unit values of
the Y-axis.
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6.8 Graph Menu

The Graph Menu provides access to functions allowing the user to customize the graph. 
While you can select some functions directly from the menu, others are selected from
sub-menus.  To set how you want graphs to appear, you can select from Viewing Mode ,
Border Type , Legend Location , Grid Options , Mark Data Points , Hide Comments

, and Hide Y-Axis .  To select what is shown in the display you use Zoom Method ,
Unzoom Last , and Unzoom All .  Select Compound Lines  to work with lines that are
created from graph data.  Graph Settings  allow you to access both general graph features
and advanced channel features.

6.8.1 Viewing Mode

The Viewing Mode Menu enables you to select if the graph is displayed in color.  Color works
best if you are viewing the graph on the monitor or have a color printer.  Selecting
Monochrome or Monochrome + Symbol (which displays symbols, grid lines, and legends)
works best for printing in black and white.  Note that there are only 12 unique symbols, so the
symbols will be repeated if you have more than 12 lines.

The Viewing Mode properties can also be set from the Styles Tab  of the Graph Settings
Dialog Box and the Graph Toolbar .
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6.8.2 Border Type

The Border Type Menu enables you to define how the border of the graph is displayed.  The
options available are: No Border, Thin Line, Shadow and Inset.

The Border Type properties can also be set from the Styles Tab  of the Graph Settings
Dialog Box.

6.8.3 Legend Location

The Legend Location Menu enables you to select if a legend is displayed and where it is
displayed in relation to the graph.  The options available are: Hide Legend, Top, Bottom, Left,
and Right.

The Legend Location properties can also be set from the Styles Tab  of the Graph Settings
Dialog Box.
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6.8.4 Grid Options

The Grid Options Menu enables you to select which grid lines are displayed and how they are
displayed.  The options available for displaying the grid lines are:  Grid in Front, Show X and Y
Axis Grid Lines, Show Y Axis Grid Lines, Show X Axis Grid Lines, Hide Grid Lines.  The
options available for the style of grid lines are: Thin Grid Lines, Thick Grid Lines, Dotted Grid
Lines, and Dashed Grid Lines.

The Grid Options can also be set from the General Tab  of the Graph Settings Dialog Box.

6.8.5 Mark Data Points

Selecting Mark Data Points will place a small dot on each data point in the graph.  Mark Data
Points can also be set from the General Tab  of the Graph Settings Dialog Box and the
Graph Toolbar .

6.8.6 Comments

Data points in the graph can be annotated with comments.  When the mouse is moved over a
data point on the graph, the pointer will change shape.  You can then right-click to pop up a
menu.  This menu allows you to add, edit, move, and remove comments.  You can also add
general comments to the graph or label data points.  
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Add Comment - Data Point
1. Right-click on the data point to pop up the menu and select Add Comment.  

2. Type the comment and click OK.
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If data points from two different lines are plotted at the same location on the graph, you can
only add a comment for one of the lines.  If you want to add a comment to the other line,
temporarily hide the first line (see the Lines Tab  of the Graph Settings Dialog Box), add the
comment, and then show the first line.  

Label Data Point
To label a data point, right-click on the data point and select Label Data Point.
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Add Comment - General
1. Right-click on an empty area of the graph and select Add Comment. 

2. Type the comment and click OK.

Edit Comment
1. Right-click on the data point or the comment itself to pop up the menu and select Edit

Comment.
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2. Click in the text field and modify the comment.  Click OK.

Remove Comment
To remove a comment, right-click on the data point or the comment and select Remove
Comment. 

Move Comment
To move a comment around, simply click on the comment and drag the mouse to the new
position.

Arrows
When a data comment is created, an arrow between the comment and the data point is also
created.  From the pop up menu, you can select Hide or Add Arrow depending on whether
the arrow is already shown. 

Hide Comments
Selecting Hide Comments from the Graph Menu will hide all comments on the graph.  You
will not be able to add new comments or edit existing comments if Hide Comments is
selected.  Hide Comments can also be set from the General Tab  of the Graph Settings
Dialog Box and the Graph Toolbar .

6.8.7 Hide Y-Axis

Selecting Hide Y-Axis will hide the Y-Axis division markings and units.  Hide Y-Axis can also
be set from the General Tab  of the Graph Settings Dialog Box.
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6.8.8 Zoom Method

The zoom function allows you to magnify a section of the graph in order to see it in greater
detail.  The Zoom Method Menu is used to select the style of the zoom and also if you want to
zoom in on specific dates and times.  After zooming, if you want to revert back to previous
displays, use Unzoom Last  or Unzoom All .

The Zoom Method Menu enables you to select the zooming style to use.  Selecting Box Zoom
will allow you to zoom in on both axes.  Selecting Horizontal Zoom will allow you to zoom in
only on the X-axis, showing the entire Y-axis.  The Zoom properties can also be set from the 
Styles Tab  of the Graph Settings Dialog Box, the Zoom Toolbar  or by right-clicking
while the pointer is over the graph.

How to Zoom Using the Mouse
1. To zoom in on a selected portion of the graph, move the pointer to the start (or end) of

the region of interest.  Before you zoom, ensure that the pointer is in an empty area of the
graph, such as above the data bars in a bar graph.

2. Click and drag the mouse to the other end of the region of interest.  
3. Release the button to display the selected region.  

How to Zoom Using the Menu
Selecting Date and Time from the Zoom Method Menu will allow you to zoom in to a specific
time period.  A window appears that allows you to enter the date and time for both the start
and end of the zoom area.  You can either type in the date or pull down the list to pop up a
calendar.  Note that the format for the date and time depends on your Windows settings and
can be set in the Regional Settings of the Control Panel. 
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6.8.9 Unzoom Last

Unzoom Last will restore the display to the last zoom setting.  Unzoom Last can also be
selected from the Zoom Toolbar  or by right-clicking while the pointer is over the graph.

6.8.10 Unzoom All

Unzoom All will set the display to show the entire graph.  It will also restore the scaling of the
Y-axis if it was changed when zooming in.  Unzoom All can also be selected from the Zoom
Toolbar  or by right-clicking while the pointer is over the graph.

6.8.11 Compound Lines

A compound line is a graph line that is made from data from one or more other graph lines. 
An example would be calculating power by multiplying a measured current with a measured
voltage.  In order to Add a Compound Line , you must first create a custom equation for a
compound line.  Please refer to the Equations  section to learn how to create a compound
line equation.

When you create a compound line equation, you specify what the output unit will be.  If you
apply a compound line and then change the units, the results may be invalid.  For example, if
you have a compound line equation that takes the average of 2 temperatures and outputs in
°C, it is expected that the input sources will also be in °C.  If your data is shown in °C, the
results are valid but if you change the display to °F, the results will be invalid.

6.8.11.1 Add A Compound Line

The compound line equation must already be defined and the sources of data will be either
channels in the graph or constant values.  The compound line will be added to the data table
and the statistics as well as being displayed on the graph.  It is recommended that you create
the compound line when the entire graph is displayed, otherwise the compound line will only
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apply to the data in the zoomed area.  Note that if your graph has data from multiple files that
are separated in time, the compound line will not be drawn across the gap.  

1. Select the Compound Lines Menu and then select Add Compound Line.  This will pop
up an input form.

2. Select an Equation from the drop-down list.
3. Enter a Description for the compound line to appear in the Legend box
4. Select the Sources of Data for the Equation Variables.  You can enter a numerical value

or select a graph channel from the drop-down list.  All the sources must be entered.
5. Click OK.

6.8.11.2 Remove Compound Lines

Select the Compound Lines Menu and then select Remove Compound Lines to remove all
compound lines from the graph, data table, and statistics.  Note that removing compound lines
can not be undone.
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6.8.12 Graph Settings

The Graph Settings window enables you to configure both common and advanced graph
features.  The features are grouped together into the following tabs: General , Styles ,
Fonts , Colors , Lines , and Axis .  Click on the appropriate tab to show the
features.  You can also right-click while the pointer is over the graph to pop a menu to select
Graph Settings.

To configure graphs with identical settings, you can use templates.  Templates for the graph
can be loaded or saved.  See Templates  for a detailed description.

6.8.12.1 Templates

A template contains all the properties of a Graph Settings window.  You use templates, like
style sheets, to apply a group of settings to a graph.  For example, suppose that you wanted to
differentiate temperature loggers that were on the first floor from those on the second.  You
could create a template with a red spline line for loggers from the first floor, and another
template with a blue ribbon line for loggers from the second floor.  You would then simply
apply the appropriate template, saving you from manually entering the changes for each
graph.  Note that the default template settings are applied to the graph when a logger is
backed up.  You can manage templates in the Preferences .

Save Templates
1. To save a group of settings so you can apply them to other graphs, click on Save
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Template.  
2. In the window that pops up, enter the name of a new template or, if you want to overwrite

an existing template, select it from the drop-down list.
3. If you want to set this template to be the default, click on the box beside Set as Default.
4. Click OK.

Load Templates
1. To load previously saved settings to the graph, click on Load Template
2. In the window that pops up, select the name from the drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

6.8.12.2 General Tab

The General Tab enables you to set features that apply to the entire graph.  You can change
the following:

1. Enter the Main and Sub Titles by highlighting the title and typing the new title.
2. Enable and disable Mark Data Points, Hide Comments, Hide Y-Axis, and Enable Data

Shadows by clicking in the box beside the feature.
3. Choose which grid lines, if any, that you want to display by clicking on the appropriate

radio button.
4. Choose the number of divisions for both the X and Y axes by either using the up/down

buttons or by highlighting the number and entering the new one.  
5. Choose the grid line type from the drop-down list and you can choose whether you want

to display the grid in front of the graph data.
6. To implement your selections, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will implement

the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open, thereby
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allowing you to make changes in other properties. 

See also:
Mark Data Points
Comments
Hide Y-Axis
Grid Lines

6.8.12.3 Styles Tab

The Styles Tab enables you to set style features that apply to the entire graph.  You can
change the following:

1. Choose how you want to display the graph by clicking on the appropriate radio button in
the Viewing Mode section.

2. Choose how you want the graph border to appear by clicking on the appropriate radio
button in the Border Type section.

3. Choose how you want to zoom by clicking on the appropriate radio button in the Zoom
Method section.

4. Choose whether you want to display the legend and where to display it by clicking on the
appropriate radio button in the Legend Location section.

5. To implement your selections, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will implement
the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open, thereby
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allowing you to make changes in other properties. 

See also:
Viewing Mode
Border Type
Zoom Method   
Legend Location
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6.8.12.4 Fonts Tab

The Fonts Tab enables you to select the fonts used in different sections of the graph.  To
change a font, simply click on the font name to pop up a standard font window.  The
description to the left of a font name indicates where that font will be applied.  To implement
your selections, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will implement the changes and
close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open, thereby allowing you to make
changes in other properties.
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6.8.12.5 Colors Tab

The Colors Tab enables you to select the colors of different elements of the graph and data
table.  To change a color, simply click on the colored box to pop up a standard color picker. 
The description to the left of a color name indicates where that font will be applied.  To
implement your selections, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will implement the
changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open, thereby allowing
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you to make changes in other properties.

1. The Graph Background is the color of the rectangular area of the actual graph data lines.
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2. The Page Background is the color of the area around the graph.
3. The Text color is applied to the title, sub-title, legend, and axes text.
4. The Axis and Gridlines color is applied to the axes division markers and to the grid lines.
5. The Border Shadow is the color of the shadow around the border of the graph.
6. The Highlight Background is the color of the highlighted cells of the data table.
7. The Highlight Foreground is the color of the highlighted numbers in the data table.

6.8.12.6 Lines Tab

The Lines Tab enables you to set the characteristics of the individual graph lines, including
compound lines.  You can choose to show or hide information in a section, such as a channel
number, by clicking on the box beside the section title.  If the information is already shown, the
"-" will then change to a "+" and the section will be collapsed.  Click on the "+" again to display
the section.  You can change the following:

1. Click on the box in the Show column to toggle the line on and off.
2. To change a line's description, click on the description you want to change and type the

new name.  When finished, press Enter or click elsewhere in the window.  The
description is used to reference the line in the legend.
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3. To change the color, first click on the color.  A small grey box will appear at the right side.
Click on this box to pop up a standard color picker.

4. To change the style of a line, first click on the line style.  A drop-down list will appear,
offering you a choice of line styles.

5 To change the equation of a line, first click on the equation.  A drop-down list will appear,
offering you a choice of equations. *

6. To change a calibration value, either Low, Mid, High, or Ext, click on the value and type
the new value.  When finished, press Enter or click elsewhere in the window.  Note that
all the calibration values may not be used and these calibration values apply only to the
graph and do not affect the data logger settings.

7. To implement your selections, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will implement
the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open, thereby
allowing you to make changes in other properties. 

* Note that if an equation was not available when the graph was saved (e.g.: deleted) then the
description will be "No Equation Assigned" and the channel will be disabled.  If no equation is
selected and the channel is enabled the data will be plotted using the byte count values.

6.8.12.7 Axis Tab

The Axis Tab enables you to set the characteristics of the graph axes.  The axis description
cannot be changed.  You can change the following:

1. To change the default sub unit, first click on the sub unit.  A drop-down list will appear,
offering you a choice of sub units.
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2. To change the precision, first click on the precision.  A drop-down list will appear, offering
you a choice for precision.  Note that the precision affects the display of numbers on the
graph, in the data table and in the statistics.

3. To change the style with which the data is displayed, first click on the plot style.  A
drop-down list will appear, offering you a choice of styles.

4. To change the scaling, first click on the scale.  A drop-down list will appear, offering you a
choice of auto or manual.  If you select Auto, no other input is required.  If you select
Manual, then you need to enter the Maximum and Minimum values.  Note that if you
change the default subunit, from °C to °F for example, the graph axis will adjust
appropriately if you have selected Auto scaling but not with Manual scaling.

5. To enter a maximum or minimum value for the scaling, click on the value and type the
new value.  When finished, press Enter or click elsewhere in the window.  

6. To implement your selections, you can either click on Apply or OK.  OK will implement
the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open, thereby
allowing you to make changes in other properties. 
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SECTION 7   Equations

7.1 Introduction to Equations

The data logger records readings in a raw data form.  TrendReader uses equations to
transform the raw data into meaningful, measurable units such as °C, volts or PSI (pounds per
square inch).  There are numerous standard equations that are built into TrendReader.  You
can refer to your particular logger's guide to determine which equations are appropriate.

These standard equations will normally be all that you need to get the information you want. 
However, there can be situations in which no standard equation suits your purpose.  In these
cases, you would need to create a custom equation.  You use the New Equation Wizard  to
create custom equations.  Besides creating new equations, the following sections show you
how to Edit , Import , Export , and Delete  equations.  See the Compound Line
Wizard  if you want to manage compound lines.
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7.2 New Equation Wizard

By selecting the New Equation Wizard in the Equations Menu, you can create new custom
equations.  The wizard takes you through the steps required to create the equation.

7.2.1 Input Source

In the first step of the wizard, you select what logger and channel type the equation is specified
for.  

1. Click on the drop-down list to select the logger type.  
2. Click on the drop-down list to select the channel type.  
3. Select the source equation that you want your equation to be based upon.  For example,

if you are creating a custom equation for a pressure transducer that outputs voltage, you
would select a voltage source equation.

7.2.2 Output Unit

In the second step of the wizard, you select the units for the new equation.  You can select a
Unit Category that is already in the system or you can create a new one.

Unit in the System
1. Click on the drop-down list to select the Unit Category.  For example, for a pressure
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transducer equation, you would select Pressure.  
2. Click on the drop-down list to select the Subunit.  For example, for a pressure transducer

equation, you could select kilopascal.

New Unit
1. Enter the Unit Category.
2. Enter the Subunit.  This will be used as the main Subunit.
3. Enter the Symbol for the Subunit.

7.2.3 Equation Type

In the third step of the wizard, you select what type of equation to create.  If you select either a
Linear, Polynomial, or Thermistor equation, TrendReader will create an equation for you based
on data that you enter.  Select Empty if you want to use you own formulas to write an equation.

A linear equation, as the name implies, represents a straight line where the output is an offset
added to a multiple of the input, typically shown as Y=m*X + b.  The most common use of a
linear equation is with a linear output transducer that measures a phenomenon (for example,
wind speed, power, or acidity) and produces an electrical signal in proportion to that
phenomenon.

A polynomial equation, represents a line that is the sum of coefficients that are multiplied by
powers of the input, typically shown as Y=a0 + a1*X +a2*X^2 + a3*X^3 + ....  The order of the
polynomial represents the highest order of power.
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A thermistor equation, as the name implies, will create an equation for a thermistor
temperature sensor.  The equation is in the form a Steinhart-Hart equation, which is generally
acknowledged as the best equation available for making the thermistor response curve linear. 
The basic form of the equation is as follows:

1/T = A + B*(LnR) + C*(LnR)^3
where:
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin (degrees Celsius + 273.15)
LnR = natural logarithm of the resistance of the thermistor (in ohms)
A, B, C = curve-fitting constants derived from measurement

Note that thermistor equations are created only for NTC (negative temperature coefficient)
thermistors.

Empty Equation
If you want to enter in your own specific formula, and not have TrendReader create an
equation, select Empty Equation.  This will create a shell for your equation.  When the wizard
is completed, you will be taken to the editor window where you can enter in your formula.  For
help on equation coding and examples, refer to APPENDIX A  Equation Language . 

7.2.4 Parameters

In the fourth step of the wizard, you enter the measurements you recorded or obtained from a
specification sheet to generate the equation.  Note that this step is omitted if you selected an
Empty Equation.
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Linear Equation
1. Choose whether you want to use the engineering value or a raw value for the input.  For

the pressure transducer example, you would select Channel engineering value as you
would be entering voltages and corresponding pressures.  If you select Raw value, the
equation will use the input byte count, not the calculated engineering value.

2. Enter the first input value and its matching output.
3. Enter the second input value and its matching output.  
4. Click on Generate to create the equation.  

Polynomial Equation
1. Choose whether you want to use the engineering value or a raw value for the input.  For

the pressure transducer example, you would select Channel engineering value as you
would be entering voltages and corresponding pressures.

2. Enter the order of polynomial equation.  You will need to enter at least 1 more
input-output pairs than the order of the equation.  For example, if you choose a 3rd order
equation, you will need to enter at least 4 input-output pairs.

3. Enter the first input value and its matching output.
4. Enter the second input value and its matching output.
5. Enter the minimum number of input-output pairs required.  If more rows are required,

click on Add row.  If you have added too many rows, remove them by clicking on Delete
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row.
6. Click on Generate to create the equation.  

Thermistor Equation
1. Choose whether you will enter the temperature in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit.
2. Enter the low input temperature and its matching resistance.
3. Enter the mid input temperature and its matching resistance.
4. Enter the high input temperature and its matching resistance.
5. Click on Generate to create the equation.  
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7.2.5 Equation Information

In the fifth step of the wizard, you enter the equation number and description.

1. You will be given an available equation number.  If you want a different number, highlight
the equation number and enter a new one.  The range of numbers is from 1 to 255.  A list
of equation numbers that are already reserved for the specific logger and channel type is
shown. 
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2. Enter a description for the equation.
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7.2.6 Confirmation

The sixth step allows you to verify that the equation you have generated is correct.  If the
equation is acceptable, clicking Next will add the equation to the system.
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7.2.7 Completion

The final step tells you that the equation was created and added to the system.  Click Finish
to complete the wizard.
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7.3 Edit Equation Wizard

By selecting the Edit Equation Wizard in the Equations Menu, you can edit existing custom
equations.  The wizard takes you through the steps required to edit the equation.

7.3.1 Select Equation

In the first step of the wizard, you select what the logger and channel type are for the equation
you want to edit.  

1. Click on the drop-down list to select the logger type.  
2. Click on the drop-down list to select the channel type.  
3. Click on the drop-down list to select the equation you want to edit.

7.3.2 Edit Equation

In the second step of the wizard is where you can modify the contents of the equation.  

1. Edit the code for the equation.  For help on equation coding and examples, refer to
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APPENDIX A  Equation Language .  

2. If you want to embed another equation into the current one, click on Insert Equation.
This will pop up a dialog box allowing you to select the equation to add.  For the inserted
equation, select the logger type, channel type and then the equation from the drop-down
lists.  Click Add to insert the equation.  Note that the equation will be inserted at the

138
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cursor.

3. Click Validate to verify that the equation you entered is structured correctly.
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7.3.3 Change Output

The third step allows you to change what the output type is for the equation.  Select the output
logger type and channel type as necessary from the drop-down lists.  You can also enter a
different equation number.  Once the selections are acceptable, click Save to save the revised
equation to the system.
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7.3.4 Completion

The final step confirms that the equation was saved to the system.  Click Finish to complete
the wizard.  You can also click Back if you want to make more changes.
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7.4 Import Equation Wizard

By selecting the Import Equation Wizard in the Equations Menu, you can import equations that
were created on another computer or by an earlier version of the software.  The wizard takes
you through the steps required to bring the equation into your system.

7.4.1 File Selection

In the first step of the wizard, you select the equation file that you want to import.  Click on the 
Browse button to bring up an Open file dialog box and select the file.  The file may have an
extension of *.EQU, *.EQN of *.DLF.  Earlier versions of TrendReader software create *.EQU
equation files while *.EQN equations files are created by TrendReader.  TrendReader's *.DLF
file (Data Logger File) can also contain custom equations, therefore you may also import an
equation from this file type.
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7.4.2 Input Source

In the second step of the wizard, you select what type and channel type the equation is
specified for.  Note that this step is omitted if you selected an *.EQN type equation or if you are
importing an equation from a *.DLF file.

1. Click on the drop-down list to select the equation type.  
2. Click on the drop-down list to select the channel type.  If you select to import a compound

line, the channel type is disabled.
3. If the equation matches an equation currently in the system, a different number is

required for the new equation.  Highlight the equation number and enter a new one.

The display also shows other equations that are already in the system for the same channel
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and type.

*Note that the wizard will not allow you to import a duplicate equation number when that
equation number already exists in the Reserved equation list.  You can import the equation by
modifying the number.
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7.4.3 Units

In the third step of the wizard, you select the units for the new equation.  You can select a Unit
Category that is already in the system or you can create a new one.  Note that this step is
omitted if you selected an *.EQN type equation or if you are importing an equation from a
*.DLF file.

Unit in the System
1. Click on the drop-down list to select the Unit Category.  For example, for a pressure

transducer equation, you would select Pressure.  
2. Click on the drop-down list to select the Subunit.  For example, for a pressure transducer

equation, you could select kilopascal.

New Unit
1. Enter the Unit Category.
2. Enter the Subunit.  This will be used as the main Subunit.
3. Enter the Symbol for the Subunit.

For each Subunit type, the Symbol, Scale, and Offset will also be shown.  The Scale and
Offset are used to convert from the main Subunit type, listed first, to another Subunit type.

7.4.4 Select Equation to Import

The fourth step allows you to check which equation you are importing.  Click on the Details
button to verify that the equation you are importing is correct before importing the equation.
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The Equation window is opened after clicking on the Details button.  This window shows you
the equation being imported but does not allow you to edit it.
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7.4.5 Completion

The final step provides a summary of the equation that was imported.  Click Finish to
complete the wizard.
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7.5 Export Equation Wizard

By selecting the Export Equation Wizard in the Equations Menu, you can export equations so
they can be used on another computer.  The wizard takes you through the steps required to
bring the equation into your system.

7.5.1 Equation

In the first step of the wizard, you select what the type and channel type are for the equation
you want to export.  

1. Select the equation type from the drop-down list.  
2. Select the channel type from the drop-down list.  If you select to export a compound line,

the channel type is disabled.
3. Select the equation number from the drop-down list.

The display shows the equation and the units.
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7.5.2 File Selection

In the second step of the wizard, you select a file name and path for the exported equation.  A
default file name and path location is displayed.  Click on the Browse button to bring up a
Save As dialog box to enter a new file name and/or to change the path location.  The file will
have an extension of *.EQN.  Clicking Next will export the equation to the file.
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7.5.3 Completion

The final step provides a summary of the equation that was exported.  Click Finish to
complete the wizard.
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7.6 Compound Line Equation Wizard

A compound line is a graph line that is made from data from one or more other graph lines. 
An example would be calculating power by multiplying a measured current with a measured
voltage.  Before you use a compound line in a graph, you require a compound line equation.  A
compound line equation is similar to regular logger equations except that you can specify
multiple sources of data to use in the calculation.  From the wizard, you can choose to Create

 or Edit  a compound line equation.

7.6.1 Create Compound Line Equation

By selecting the Create New Equation option in the Compound Line Equation Wizard, you can
create compound line equations.  The wizard takes you through the steps required to create
the equation.

7.6.1.1 Output Unit

In the first step of the wizard, you select the units for the new equation.  You can select a Unit
Category that is already in the system or you can create a new one.

Unit in System
1. Select the Unit Category.  For example, for a power equation, you would select Power.  
2. Select the Subunit.  For example, for a power equation, you could select kilowatts.
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New Unit
1. Enter the Unit Category.
2. Enter the Subunit.  This will be used as the main Subunit.
3. Enter the Symbol for the Subunit.

7.6.1.2 Enter Equation

The second step of the wizard allows you to enter your formula.  

1. Enter the code for the equation.  For help on equation coding and examples, refer to
APPENDIX B  Compound Line Equations .  Add comments to your equation so that
you know what you have done and why.  A comment is added by entering a single quote
before your comment. 

2. Enter a meaningful Description for the equation.  (The wizard will not proceed if the
description field is left blank).   
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3. Click Validate to verify that the equation you entered is structured correctly.
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7.6.1.3 Confirmation

The third step allows you to verify that the equation you have entered is correct.  At this point
you may change the Description of the equation, the wizard will not proceed if no description is
entered.

If the equation is acceptable, clicking Next will add the equation to the system.
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7.6.1.4 Completion

The final step confirms that the equation was added to the system.  Click Finish to complete
the wizard.

7.6.2 Edit Compound Line Equation

By selecting the Edit Equation option in the Compound Line Equation Wizard, you can edit
existing compound line equations.  The wizard takes you through the steps required to edit the
equation.
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7.6.2.1 Select Equation

In the first step of the wizard, you select the compound line equation that you want to edit.

7.6.2.2 Edit Equation

In the second step of the wizard, you edit or modify the equation description or formula.  

1. Enter the code for the equation.  For help on equation coding and examples, refer to
APPENDIX B  Compound Line Equations .  Add comments to your equation so that
you know what you have done and why.  A comment is added by entering a single quote
before your comment. 

2. Enter a meaningful Description for the equation.  (The wizard will not proceed if the
description field is left blank).
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3. Click Validate to verify that the equation you entered is structured correctly.
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7.6.2.3 Confirmation

The third step allows you to verify that the equation you have entered is correct.  At this point
you may change the Description of the equation, the wizard will not proceed if no description is
entered.

If the equation is acceptable, clicking Next will save the equation to the system.
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7.6.2.4 Completion

The final step confirms that the equation was saved to the system.  Click Finish to complete
the wizard.
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7.7 Delete Equation Wizard

By selecting the Delete Equation Wizard in the Equations Menu, you can delete equations that
you no longer need.  The wizard takes you through the steps required to remove the equation
from your system.

7.7.1 Select Equation

In the first step of the wizard, you select what type of equation you want to delete.  Then you
select the channel type (if applicable) and the equation.

1. Click on the drop-down list to select the equation type.  
2. Click on the drop-down list to select the channel type.  If you select to export a compound

line, the channel type is disabled.
3. Click on the drop-down list to select the equation you want to delete.
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7.7.2 Confirmation

The second step allows you to verify that the equation you are deleting is the correct one.
Clicking Next will remove the equation from the system.  Note that this cannot be undone.
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7.7.3 Completion

The final step confirms that the equation was deleted from the system.  Click Finish to
complete the wizard.
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7.8 APPENDIX A  Equation Language

Equation Language

7.8.1 Equation Language Introduction

Equations in TrendReader use the VB.Net language.  Therefore, any code in an equation must
be compliant with the syntax of VB.Net.  Although the equation script is VB.Net compliant, you
cannot use all VB.Net methods and functions because some method related references may
not be added to the equation project.  Currently, all equation projects have
Microsoft.VisualBasic and System references imported, so any functionality and definitions
under these two references can be implemented.  For detailed information please refer to
VB.Net documentation.

An equation is a block of code, formatted in the VB.Net language, that is saved in the system
database with a unique ID.  Prior to the execution of the equation, it is compiled into a dynamic
link library (dll) and instantiated as an executable object. 

A standard equation looks like:

Sub EQN101( )

'Calculate engineering value from [1] 8bit Logger-> [0] Any Channel-> [38] 8bit
Raw Value

Dim X As Double
Eqn ("CF717AC31D0B479c94AD902D349BDF20", X)

ANSWER0= 2 + 2*X

'Convert user selected subunit to default subunit
ANSWER0=(ANSWER0-0)/1000

End Sub

1. Sub EQN101( ) and End
These lines denote the start and end of the equation code.

2. Dim X As Double 
This line declares a variable X to be used in the code.

3. Eqn ("CF717AC31D0B479c94AD902D349BDF20", X)
This line calculates the engineering value of the current reading from the logger using
another equation and assigns it to the variable X.  The equation is identified using a
unique ID -- "CF717AC31D0B479c94AD902D349BDF20".  This type of statement is used
when you need to use the engineering value for the reading in your equation.  For
example, if you had a transducer that output a voltage proportional to pressure, you would
typically use the voltage channel.  To calculate the pressure, you would first need to
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convert the data logger reading into a voltage using such a statement.  To call another
equation in your code, click the "Insert Equation" button and select the equation from the
pop up window.

4. ANSWER0 = 2 + 2*X
The result of your equation must be assigned to ANSWER0 in the line just before '== end
of user defined code ==.

5. ANSWER0 = (ANSWER0-0)/1000
This line is inserted by the system and is used to convert the result from your selected
subunit into the default subunit.  If you are using the default subunit, this line will not
appear.  

7.8.2 Objects

An object is a software entity which can be used in equations.  An object includes properties
and methods which can be invoked by equations.  You have access to two objects:  Logger
and Channel .

7.8.2.1 Logger

The Logger object is a software representation of the physical logger.  The properties
associated with a Logger are:

Table 1:  Logger Properties

Name Type Description

LoggerName String name of the logger

LoggerType Integer type of the logger

Channel(i As Integer) Object channel object

SampleRate Double sampling rate of logging

NumberOfChannels Integer number of channels logger contains

RangeSize Double range size of logger, OWL logger specific
property

RangeResistor Double range resistor, OWL logger specific property

RangeGain Double range gain, OWL logger specific property

RangeOffset Double range offset, OWL logger specific property

The methods associated with a Logger are:

GetChannelIndexByNumber(ch_number As Integer) As Integer
This method gets the channel index of a given channel number.  A channel index is the
sequential number of Logger object.  A channel number is the number retrieved from the
physical logger.
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GetChannelNumberByIndex(index As Integer) As Integer
This method gets the channel number of a given channel index.

GetChannelReading(index As Integer) As Double
This method gets the engineering value of the reading for the channel referenced by index.

7.8.2.2 Channel

The Channel object is a software representation of the physical channel of logger.  You can
get a given channel's Channel object by calling Logger's property using Logger.Channel( X ). 
The properties associated with a Channel are:

Table 2:  Channel Properties

Name Type Description

ChannelNumber Integer the channel number of the physical channel of
the logger

ChannelDescription String description of the channel

ChannelType Integer type of logger

Equation Integer equation number of the channel

AlarmLowEnabled Boolean low alarm enabled

AlarmHighEnabled Boolean high alarm enabled

AlarmLow Double low alarm threshold

AlarmHigh Double high alarm threshold

LowCalibration Double low calibration value

MidCalibration Double middle calibration value

HighCalibration Double high calibration value

ExtCalibration Double extension calibration

FactZero Double factory defined zero value

FactSpan Double factory defined span value

Reading Double engineering reading that is updated each time
when the equation is executed for current
channel

RawReading Double binary value of reading

ChannelEnabled Boolean channel is enabled

The methods associated with a Channel are:

GetCompensationChannel() As Integer
This method gets the current channel's compensation channel index.

SetCompensationChannel(val As Integer)
This method sets the current channel's compensation channel index. 
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SetEngReading(val As Double)
This method sets the engineering value of the current channel. 

7.8.3 Public Variables

The following is a list of Public Variables that can be read from/written to:
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Table 3:  Public Variables

Name Type Description

SOURCE0 Double current channel's raw value

SOURCE1 Double sample rate in seconds

SOURCE2 Double current channel's low calibration value

SOURCE3 Double current channel's mid calibration value

SOURCE4 Double for OWL loggers:  factory defined zero value 
for other loggers:  current channel's high calibration
value

SOURCE5 Double for OWL loggers:  factory defined span value
for other loggers:  current channel's extension calibration
value.

SOURCE6 Double for OWL loggers:  range size
for other loggers:  compensation value used for
engineering adjustment.

SOURCE7 Double for OWL loggers:  range resistor value
for other loggers:  N/A

SOURCE8 Double for OWL loggers:  range gain value
for other loggers:  N/A

SOURCE9 Double for OWL loggers:  range offset
for other loggers:  sample rate in minutes

ANSWER0 Double persistent parameter that contains the result of the
equation, i.e. you should put ANSWER0={ result } as the
last line of the equation

ANSWER1, ...,
ANSWER9

Double ANSWER1 to ANSWER9 are channel level values
persistent during the life cycle of the logger

LowCalibration Double low calibration value, equivalent to
Logger.Channel(CurrentChannelIndex).LowCalibration

MidCalibration Double middle calibration value, equivalent to
Logger.Channel(CurrentChannelIndex).MidCalibration

HighCalibration Double high calibration value. equivalent to
Logger.Channel(CurrentChannelIndex).HighCalibration

ExtCalibration Double extension calibration value,equivalent to
Logger.Channel(CurrentChannelIndex).ExtCalibration

CurrentChannelIndex Integer current channel index the equation is working with

7.8.4 Reserved Variables

Reserved variables are variables that are declared internally and should not be redeclared in
equations.  The following is a list of reserved variables:

· All reserved variables defined in VB.Net
· All public variables mentioned in Public Variables chapter
· LocalIndex
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· CompensationIndex
· Logger
· Equation

NOTE:  All variables are not case sensitive.

7.8.5 Examples

The following sections give examples on using features of the language to create equations.

7.8.5.1 Using Intellisense

Intellisense is a helpful feature assisting you with selecting available operations that the
current context supports.  For example typing the word Logger. will automatically pop up a list
of applicable properties and methods:

Intellisense is limited to the equation-related level only.  For example, you cannot get system
level intellisense if you type word System.  However, you can still invoke the available
operations by explicitly typing the name of the function.  Similarly, the intellisense for Math only
supports the most popular functions, but you can type the name of any function.

7.8.5.2 Using Math Functions

In order to use math functions in VB.Net, you need to use the Math entity to call any
mathematical functions.  The equation editor only supports the most popular functions with its
intellisense feature, but you can use all functions that Math supports by typing the name of the
function.

For example, if you want to use square root function, you may call:
X=Math.Sqrt(9)

Example:
This example demonstrates how to use a mathematical function in an equation.

Sub EQN101( )
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''Calculate engineering value from [2] 12bit Logger-> [11] 5VDC-> [18] 0-5VDC
Dim X As Double
Eqn("5FD6BC0D64D34f73AFC40144A13A7998", X)

ANSWER0= - 12.5 + 25*X

' Apply square root of logger's sample rate
ANSWER0=ANSWER0+ Math.Sqrt(Logger.SampleRate)

End Sub

7.8.5.3 Object Properties

To get the logger level properties, enter:
X=Logger.{ Property name }

To get the current channel level properties, enter:
X=Logger.Channel ( CurrentChannelIndex ). { Property name }

You can either type in the Property name, or select it from the list that appears because of the
intellisense feature of the editor.

Example:
This example demonstrates how to include calibration properties in an equation.

Sub EQN101( )

''Calculate engineering value from [2] 12bit Logger-> [11] 5VDC-> [18] 0-5VDC
Dim X As Double
Eqn("5FD6BC0D64D34f73AFC40144A13A7998",X)

ANSWER0= - 12.5 + 25*X

' Apply low calibration value of current channel
ANSWER0=ANSWER0+ (

Logger.Channel(CurrentChannelIndex).LowCalibration ) / 100

End Sub

7.8.5.4 Linear Equation

The following is an example of the equation for an SRP7 logger using a relative humidity
sensor.

Input sensor: relative humidity sensor with output of 0.5-4.5V
representing 0-100% humidity

Logger: SRP7 0-5V channel
Equation output: 0-100%

The easiest way to create a linear equation for the relative humidity sensor is through the New
Equation Wizard.  The resulting equation will be:
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Sub EQN101( )

''Calculate engineering value from SmartReaderPlus-> [11] 5VDC-> [18] 0-5VDC
Dim X As Double
Eqn("5FD6BC0D64D34f73AFC40144A13A7998", X)

ANSWER0= - 12.5 + 25*X

End Sub

The following is the data you would enter in the New Equation Wizard to create the equation.
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7.8.5.5 Persistent Variables

The variables ANSWER1 to ANSWER9 are channel level variables you can use that are
persistent during the whole life cycle of the logger.

7.8.5.6 Working with Multiple Channels

The following example shows how to calculate power consumption, in watts, based on the
values of input channels.  The present channel is used as the current, in amps, and the next
channel is the voltage, in volts. 

Sub EQN101( )

Dim Watts, Volts, Current, PowerFactor As Double
Dim VchanNum As Integer,VchanIndex As Integer
Dim x As MsgBoxResult

'*********************Determine the voltage to use for the logging session
'equation assumes that the current channel plus 1 is the voltage source.
'If the current channel plus 1 is not found the equation will prompt the user to input the

voltage
'ANSWER2 will hold the voltage value that is entered by the user
VchanNum =Logger.GetChannelNumberByIndex(CurrentChannelIndex) + 1
VchanIndex = Logger.GetChannelIndexByNumber(VchanNum)

If VchanIndex <> -1 Then
' force to calculate engineering value of channel 'VchanIndex
Volts =Logger.GetChannelReading(VchanIndex)

Else
If ANSWER1 = 0 Then

ANSWER2 = CDbl(InputBox ("Enter the nominal voltage during the logging
session:", "Voltage Input"))

ANSWER1 = 1
End If
Volts = ANSWER2

End If
'**************************************************************************************
'*********************determine if power factor is needed
'if the user does not want to use power factor then the equation will default a power

factor of 1
'ANSWER4 will hold the power factor value
If ANSWER3 = 0 Then

x = MsgBox("Do you want to include the power factor?",vbYesNo,"Power Factor")
If x = vbYes Then

ANSWER4 = CDbl(InputBox("Enter the nominal power factor for the
logging session:","Power Factor Input"))

Else
ANSWER4 = 1

End If
ANSWER3 = 1

End If
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PowerFactor = ANSWER4
'**************************************************************************************

'Invoke equation: 0-250 Amps AC, A60FL for logger: 12bit Logger, channel: AC Current
AMPROBE

'You may replace ANSWER0 with your own parameter and assign the statement to a
boolean.

Eqn("517DF8952F7142c0A70EEC21A23E6AA8", ANSWER0)
Current = ANSWER0
Watts = Current * Volts * PowerFactor
ANSWER0 = Watts

End Sub
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7.9 APPENDIX B  Compound Line Equations

Compound Line Equations

7.9.1 Compound Line Equation Language

Compound line equations in TrendReader use the VB.Net language.  Therefore, any code in
an equation must be compliant with the syntax of VB.Net.  Although the equation script is
VB.Net compliant, you cannot use all VB.Net methods and functions because some method
related references may not be added to the equation project.  Currently, all equation projects
have Microsoft.VisualBasic and System references imported, so any functionality and
definitions under these two references can be implemented.  For detailed information please
refer to VB.Net documentation.

The code for compound line equations and regular equations is very similar.  See APPENDIX
A  Equation Language  for more details on regular equations.  The main difference between
the two is the use of public variables and objects.

The public variables available in compound line equations are: SOURCE0, ..., SOURCE9, and
ANSWER0, ..., ANSWER9.  Whereas the SOURCE variables represent properties such as
sample rate, calibration values, and compensation values for regular equations, in compound
line equations they are used to input data into the equation.  For example, to calculate watts,
you need voltage, current, and power factor correction.  In your equation, you could use
SOURCE0 to represent voltage, SOURCE1 for current, and SOURCE2 for power factor
correction.  When you add the compound line equation in your graph, you would be asked to
enter values for SOURCE0, SOURCE1, and SOURCE2.  You would select which logger
channel corresponds to SOURCE0 and SOURCE1 and possibly enter a constant for
SOURCE2.  You can associate a logger channel or a constant to a SOURCE variable.

ANSWER0 is used the same as for regular equations:  to store the result of the equation.  The
variables ANSWER1 to ANSWER9 are channel level variables you can use that are persistent
during the whole life cycle of the logger, such as for time accumulation type equations. 

An object is a software entity which can be used in equations.  An object includes properties
and methods which can be invoked by equations.  For compound line equations, you only
have access to the Logger object, which is a software representation of the physical logger. 
The only property associated with the Logger available for compound line equations is the
sample rate, stored as type Double, Logger.SampleRate (in seconds).

An example of a compound line to calculate total Watt Hours is shown below:

Sub Equation()

Dim Watts As Double
Dim Hours As Double

'SOURCE0=voltage, SOURCE1=current, SOURCE2=power factor correction

138
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Watts=SOURCE0*SOURCE1*SOURCE2  

Hours=Logger.SampleRate/(60*60)

ANSWER1=Watts*Hours + ANSWER1  'Accumulate Watt Hours over time
ANSWER0=ANSWER1

End Sub
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SECTION 8   Preferences

8.1 Introduction to Preferences

You can customize the way TrendReader appears and operates with selections available in
Preferences, located in the Tools Menu .  Click on the desired topic in the Preferences Tree
to bring up the topic.  Basic Settings  allows you to set preferences that apply to the entire
program.  In Data Folder  you set the default directory where the logger data files will be
stored.  With Graph Templates  you can customize graphs, graph templates, and Realtime
units.  Units Conversions  allows you to create and manage units.  The Advanced
section is for features that optimize the system.
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8.2 Basic Settings

Basic Settings has an Application Mode  that allows you to choose between modes of the
application.  Basic Options  allows you to set whether certain items are displayed in the
program and how the program performs specific actions.  In Basic Settings you set how the 
Menus and Toolbars  look.  In Standard Mode you can setup views in Shortcuts Bar
Options  and Message Log Options .  To implement your selections, you can either click
on Apply or OK.  OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will
leave the window open, thereby allowing you to make changes to other features.

8.2.1 Application Mode

In the Application Mode there are two mode options to choose from.  Express Mode provides
fewer features than Standard Mode.
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8.2.2 Basic Options

In the Basic Options section of the Basic Settings, you set whether you want to display Tooltips
and if Realtime Windows are always shown on top.  You can set the program to enable the
entry of Backup Settings upon backup, and choose if you want to automatically Open a Graph
when a Backup finishes.  In Standard Mode you can also choose whether or not to display the
Graph List.  Click the box beside the item to enable or disable it.
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8.2.3 Menus and Toolbars

In the Menus and Toolbars section of the Basic settings, you set how you want the program to
appear.  For the Look and Feel, select a style from the drop-down list.  Options available
include:  Office XP, Classic, Windows XP and Office 2003.  To select the number of Recent
Files to display, you can either use the up and down buttons or highlight the text and enter in a
number.  

If you select Image and text as a Toolbar Style, icons will be displayed with an image and a
description of the function, otherwise, only the image is shown.  You can also choose either a
small or large size for the Toolbar.
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8.2.4 Shortcuts Bar Options

In the Shortcuts Bar Options section of the Basic Settings, you decide what Shortcuts Bars you
want to see when the program is started.  You can choose from TrendReader Explorer,
Connections, Connections Settings, Data Folder, Desktop, or Last Accessed.  If you choose
Last Accessed, you will be shown the view you had when you last exited the program.  Click
the button beside the view that you want.
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8.2.5 Message Log Options

In the Message Log Options section of the Basic Settings, you decide which Message Log you
want to see when the program is started.  You can choose from Status Log, Diagnostic Log, or
Last Accessed.  If you choose Last Accessed, you will be shown the log you had when you last
exited the program.  Click the button beside the log that you want.
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8.3 Data Folder

The Data Folder is used as the default location for storing your logger data files.  The folder is
accessed through Data Folder in the Shortcuts Bar.  

If you click on Restore Default, the folder will be set to the default folder.  Click on Change to
select a new folder for storing your data files.  This will pop up a window allowing you navigate
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to select the folder or create a new folder.  To see the files in the folder, click on Find Target.

*Note the changes will only be implemented if you either click on Apply or OK.  OK will
implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open,
thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.
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8.4 Graph Templates

Graph Templates allow you to manage and create templates that are used to format graphs
and Realtime units.  You can use the factory default template or you can create your own
through the Templates Window  or the Graph Templates Tree .  Check Templates  in
the Graph section to see how to use templates with graphs.

*Note that the template changes will only be implemented if you either click on Apply or OK.
OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window
open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

162 163 90
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8.4.1 Templates Window

When you click on Graph Templates in the Preferences Tree, you are shown the Templates
Window.  Here, you can create, rename, edit, delete, or set a default template.  The main
screen shows you all the templates available in the system, while the buttons below allow you
to perform the functions.  The default template is applied to the graph when a logger is backed
up, a *.TRW or *.GPW file is opened, files are opened from the Graph List , or a logger is
Realtimed.  The default template is shown in bold.  Note that the Factory Template cannot be
deleted, renamed, or edited.

New Template
1. To add a new template, click on New to pop up a name form.
2. Enter the name and click OK.
3. Select a template to use as the basis for your new graph template.  Choose either the

68
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factory default template or a previously created custom template (If one is available).

Rename
1. To rename a template, highlight the template in the main screen.
2. Click on Rename to pop up a name form.
3. Enter the name and click OK.

Edit
1. To edit a template, highlight the template in the main screen.
2. Click on Edit to replace the Templates Window with the Graph Settings Window. 
3. If you want to learn more about the preferences, see the Graph Templates Tree .

Delete
1. To delete a template, highlight the template in the main screen.
2. Click on Delete to pop up a confirmation form.
3. Click Yes if you are sure you want to delete the template.  The template will be marked

for deletion and will be removed when you save the changes.

Set as Default
1. To set a template as the default, highlight the template in the main screen.
2. Click on Set as Default.

8.4.2 Graph Templates Tree

The Graph Templates Tree, like the Templates Window , allows you to create new
templates, rename or delete templates, or set a default template.  The difference is that you
right-click to pop up menus instead of clicking on buttons.  The default template is shown with
an "X" in the bubble beside its name.  Note that the Factory Template cannot be deleted,
renamed or edited.
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New Template
1. To add a new template, right-click on Graph Templates and select New Template to pop

a name form.  
2. Enter the name and click OK.  
3. See Setting Graph Preferences  below to learn how to set the preferences for this

template.

Rename
1. To rename a template, right-click on the template name in the Graph Templates Tree.
2. Select Rename to pop up a name form.
3. Enter the name and click OK.

Delete
1. To delete a template, right-click on the template name in the Graph Templates Tree.
2. Select Delete to pop up a confirmation form.
3. Click Yes if you are sure you want to delete the template.  The template will be marked

for deletion and will be removed when you save the changes.

Set as Default
1. To set a template as the default, right-click on the template name in the Graph Templates

Tree.
2. Click on Set as Default.

Setting Graph Preferences
When you click on a template name in the Graph Templates Tree, the Templates Window
changes to the Graph Settings Window.  Click on the various tabs and set the listed properties
as you see fit.  See Graph Settings  for a detailed description.  Note that the settings for
subunits and precision, in the Axis Tab of the default template, will be used for displaying the
Realtime values.  For example, you could choose to see temperatures rounded to the nearest
degree in Fahrenheit in the logger status window by setting the appropriate properties of the
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Temperature unit of the default template. 

Differences Between Preferences and Graphs
While most of the graph settings shown in Preferences are the same as those that appear in
the Graph Settings window on a graph, the Lines and Axis Tabs are different.  The main
difference is that in the graph's Graph Setting window, you only see properties that apply to the
specific channels shown in the graph.  

In the Lines Tab of the graph settings in Preferences, you see information about line colour
and style.  You select the order in which to apply the line color and style to the channels in a
graph.  For example, you may specify that the first line is a thick, solid red line; the second is a
thin, solid blue line; the third is a dashed green line, and so on.  In the graph's Graph Setting
window, you will only see as many line colors and styles as there are channels.  You will also
see information for that specific channel, including the channel description, equation, and
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calibration values.

In the Axis Tab of the graph settings in Preferences, you see information about all the units. 
For each unit you set the default subunit, precision, plot style and scaling that will apply to the
channels in a graph.  For example, you may specify that all DC voltage channels will be
displayed in millivolts, rounded to a whole number, and plotted as a spline.  In the graph's
Graph Setting window, you will only see the selections for the units that are present in the
graph.  For example, if you have a voltage and temperature logger, you will see an entry for
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voltage and an entry for temperature.
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8.5 Units Conversions

Unit Conversions allows you to see, manage and create the units used by the equations. 
Each unit has a description, a base subunit and possibly several other subunits.  For example,
the unit DC current has Amps as its base subunit and milliamps and microamps as other
subunits.  The base subunit is listed first.  Each subunit has a description, symbol, and a scale
and offset.  The scale and offset are used to convert values from the base subunit to other
subunits.  

*Note that you cannot edit, delete, or remove factory units and subunits.  Also, if you need to

use a special character, such as "°" for degrees, for the symbol, click on the Map of
Characters in the Subunit form to pop the standard character map.  From the character map,
you can copy the symbol and paste it into the Subunit form.  Note that not all symbols can be
displayed on the graph.

Adding a New Unit
1. Click Add New Unit to pop up a Unit form.
2. Enter the Name of the category unit.
3. Enter the Description and Symbol for the base subunit.  For the Symbol, you can select

an existing one from the drop-down list or you can enter your own.  The Scale and
Offset are automatically set to 1 and 0 respectively.  

4. Click OK.

Remove Unit and Subunits
1. To delete a unit and all its subunits, click on the drop-down list to select the unit

category.
2. Click Remove Unit and Subunits.
3. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box that pops up.
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Adding a Subunit
1. To add a subunit to an existing unit, click on the drop-down list to select the unit

category.  
2. Click Add to pop up a Subunit form.
3. Enter the Description, Symbol, Scale and Offset.  For the Symbol, you can select an

existing one from the drop-down list or you can enter your own.  
4. Click OK.
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Edit a Subunit
1. To edit a subunit, click on the drop-down list to select the unit category.
2. Click on the subunit you want to edit.
3. Click Edit to pop up a Subunit form.
4. Enter the Description, Symbol, Scale and Offset.  For the Symbol, you can select an

existing one from the drop-down list or you can enter your own.  If this is a base subunit,
the Scale and Offset are automatically set to 1 and 0 respectively.  

5. Click OK.

Delete a Subunit
1. To delete a subunit, click on the drop-down list to select the unit category.
2. Click on the subunit you want to delete.  Note that the base subunit cannot be deleted.
3. Click Delete.
4. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box that pops up.

*Note the changes will only be implemented if you either click on Apply or OK.  OK will
implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window open,
thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.
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8.6 Advanced

The Advanced section allows you to Reset the Graph Templates and Compact the
Preferences Database.  Resetting the templates will remove any user-defined templates. 
Compacting the database will remove deleted records and increase its performance.  

To perform these operations, you must first Enable the Advanced Controls.  Then simply click
on Go beside the operation that you want to perform.  Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box
that pops up.

Reset Graph Templates

Compact Config Database
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SECTION 9   Modems

9.1 Introduction to Modems

Modems allow you to communicate over telephone lines with loggers at remote sites.  A
remote logger behaves the same as if it were connected directly to your computer.  Modems
can relieve you of the need to physically go to the remote location to communicate with a
logger.

Equipment Needed
To communicate with a remote logger you will need:

· A telephone line to the remote logger site. 
· Two modems; One at your computer and one at the remote logger site.  These

modems should respond to AT commands.
· At least one standard modem cable.  This cable connects a modem to your computer.
· An IC-101 interface cable at the remote site.

If you are communicating with only one logger, you can use an IC-101 and a 9 to 25 pin
adapter, plus an MA-100 (a null modem adapter).

For communicating with multiple SmartReader Plus loggers, you will need a YA-200 stereo Y
adapter / cable or YA-201 for each additional logger.
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9.2 Connecting the System

Computer Station
The computer station consists of your computer and a modem.  From one computer station,
you can call an unlimited number of remote logger stations.

1. When communicating with an external modem, connect it to your computer using a
standard modem cable.  (This is the same as a serial port cable).

2. Connect the modem to a phone jack.

Remote Logger Station
The remote logger station consists of any one of the following combinations:

A. One SmartReader or SmartReader Plus logger connected to:
1. an IC-101 interface cable and a 9 to 25 pin adapter which connects to
2. an MA-100 null modem adapter, which connects to   
3. a modem

B. Multiple SmartReader Plus loggers connected together with YA-200 Y adapters or
YA-201 to:

1. an IC-101 interface cable and a 9 to 25 pin adapter which connects to  
2. an MA-100 null modem adapter, which connects to
3. a modem
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9.3 Configuring Modems

To communicate with remote data logger sites, the modems have to be configured properly. 
The computer modem and remote site modem each require their own setup parameters.  The
number of modem makes and models is extremely large.  Therefore it is not feasible to
produce a comprehensive list of settings.  The following setup is for the popular US Robotics
Sportster 56K fax modem.  

9.3.1 Setting up the Computer Station

Application programs on a computer usually issue initial commands to modems to establish
their setup.  When the application is terminated, other programs are free to re-configure the
modem.  In TrendReader, you can set up the modem's required configuration in the Modem
section of the Connection's settings.  The commands are sent to the modem to initialize it
before placing a call to the remote logger site.

9.3.1.1 DIP Switch Settings

Set the DIP switches for the computer station's modem as follows (or equivalent settings if you
are using a different brand of modem):

1 UP Normal DTR operation

2 UP Verbal result codes

3 DOWN Result codes enabled

4 UP Echo offline commands

5 UP Auto answer enabled

6 UP Normal CD operation

7 UP Load user defaults

8 DOWN AT command recognition

9.3.1.2 Software Configuration

In TrendReader, you can set up the modem's required configuration in the Modem section of
the Connection Settings.  While you can configure the settings for the COM Port in
Connections, it is better to save it as a connection in Connection Settings.  This way, you only
need to configure the settings once and you simply select the connection when you want to
connect to your remote loggers.  If you have multiple remote sites, create a connection for
each one.  See Connection Settings  for information on connections.52
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You can view the settings by selecting the connection in Connection Settings.  The settings will
be shown in the Work Area.  Click on a node to expand it and view the details.

The modem settings shown in the window are the defaults for the US Robotics Sportster 56K
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fax modem.  To change a setting:

1. Select the connection.
2. Select Edit Connection Settings from the Actions Menu.
3. Select the Modem node.

4. Click in the text field you want to change.  
5. A window will pop up allowing you to enter the new setting.

6. Click OK to save the setting and close the pop up window.
7. In the main settings window, click Apply to save the changes.
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If you have a network of loggers at the remote site, you will need to enter them in the COM
port settings tab.

The following sections describe the various modem settings.

Dial String9.3.1.2.1

The Dial String is the phone number of the remote logger.  You can enter the phone number
with parentheses, spaces, dashes or just numbers.  For example, (123) 456-7890, 123 456
7890, 123-456-7890, and 1234567890, are all valid representations.

Attention Code9.3.1.2.2

The Attention Code prefixes all command strings.

AT Attention (command prefix)

Dial Prefix9.3.1.2.3

The Dial Prefix is used before the number dialed to issue a dial command, either:

DT Tone dial for Touch-Tone phone lines

DP Pulse dial for rotary phone lines
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Numbers can be appended to access outside lines or long distance suppliers.  A "W" after the
number causes the modem to wait for another dial tone.  For example, DT9W tone dials 9
then waits for another dial tone before dialing the number.

Escape String9.3.1.2.4

The Escape String forces the modem into command mode while a link is established.

+++ Escape sequence

Hangup String9.3.1.2.5

The Hangup String is used to disconnect the modem.

HÆ Go on-hook

Initialization String9.3.1.2.6

The Initialization String is a command that clears the modem of any previous setup and puts it
in a known operating state.

&F1 Load factory defaults (hardware flow control)

VÆ Numeric result codes

XÆ Set range for result codes

Setup String9.3.1.2.7

The Setup String determines the modem parameters such as handshaking, protocol, etc.  If
your modem does not work with the parameters shown, consult the modem manual to find the
equivalent settings.

E1 Echo offline commands

QÆ Result codes enabled

SÆ = 1

&B1 Fixed serial port rate

&C1 Normal CD operation

&D2 Normal DTR operation

&HÆ Flow control disabled
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&IÆ Software control disabled

&MÆ Normal mode-error control disabled

&KÆ Disable data compression

Timeout9.3.1.2.8

Timeout is the length of time your computer will wait for a remote site to answer before it
hangs up.

9.3.2 Setting up the Remote Logger Station

The modem used at the remote logger site needs to be configured to work with data loggers. 
The timing of signals generated from TrendReader must be preserved over the modem link.
High-speed modems have features such as data compression, error correction, extra buffers
and proprietary protocols.  These enhance computer-to-computer communications but
interfere with data logger transmission.

9.3.2.1 Software Configuration

Connect the remote modem to your computer (you cannot configure a modem remotely). 
Then, set the remote modem's DIP switches to the same settings as the computer station
modem.

To communicate with the modem you will need a terminal program, such as Hyperterminal
availabe in Windows.   In Windows, choose - Start >> Accessories >> Hyperterminal and
then Hyper Terminal. When you have chosen the correct COM port:

1. Type:  AT & F and press Enter.  The modem should respond, "OK".

2. Type the following command string:  AT EÆ Q1 SÆ=1 VÆ &BÆ &CÆ &DÆ &HÆ &KÆ
&MÆ &W and press Enter.

The modem will not respond.  This is normal.  The modem response mode command Q1 tells
the modem not to respond to instructions.  You have now correctly set up the modem for use
at the remote logger station.  The individual settings are described below:

EÆ Offline commands not echoed
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Q1 Result codes disabled

SÆ=1 Auto Answer enabled (pick up after first ring)

VÆ Numeric result codes

&BÆ Serial port rate follows connection rate

&CÆ Override CD operation

&DÆ Override DTR operation

&HÆ Flow control disabled

&IÆ Software flow control disabled

&KÆ Data compression disabled

&MÆ Error control disabled

&W Write settings to nonvolatile memory

9.3.2.2 DIP Switch Settings

After configuring the remote logger station modem, set the DIP switches as follows (or
equivalent settings if you are using a different brand of modem).

1 DOWN Override DTR operation

2 DOWN Numeric result codes

3 UP Result codes disabled

4 DOWN Offline commands not echoed

5 UP Auto Answer enabled

6 DOWN Override CD operation

7 UP Load user defaults

8 DOWN AT command recognition

To verify that the settings are correct, type the following command.
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AT I4<enter>

Note:  You will not be able to see the above command being typed, but when the enter key is
pressed the modem will respond with one or more screens to show the current settings.  The
screen should look similar to the following.
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9.4 Communicating with Remote Loggers

To contact the remote loggers, first select the remote site from the Connection Settings node
of the TrendReader Tree in the Shortcuts Bar.  Then select Scan for Loggers.  

The modem will dial the number and contact and display the status of the loggers.
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SECTION 10   Realtime

10.1 Introduction to Realtime

The data loggers take samples and store the readings in memory.  To view all the stored data,
either as a graph or a data table, you need to backup the logger.  However, while the logger is
connected to your computer, you can view the current sample, known as the Realtime value or
reading, for each of the channels.  You can use the Realtime value to monitor current
conditions or to verify that you have selected the correct equation for a channel.  Note that not
all loggers have Realtime capability.

The Realtime values are displayed in the logger status window in the Work Area .  (If
Realtime has been stopped, you need to start it again.)  If you want to see just the values and
not the logger information, you can select Maximize Realtime to pop up the Realtime Window

.  Note that if you are backing up the logger, the Realtime Window will be invalid during the
backup.  It will be restored once the backup is completed.

67

185
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10.2 Realtime Window

The Realtime Window displays the values of the current sample for the logger channels.  The
logger's communication port and serial number are also displayed.  The Realtime Window is
useful if you have many loggers connected and want to see what each is measuring.  Also,
since the display is relatively large, it is useful when you want to see the measurements, but
you are not sitting at your computer.

You can minimize the window by clicking on the  and close it by clicking on the 
buttons in the upper right corner.  If the window is minimized, an icon appears on your
computer's taskbar.  You can click on the icon to maximize the Realtime Window again.  Note
that you can operate the Realtime display even if you close the program.  Simply, select Yes
when asked whether you want to leave the Realtime window open after closing.

If you right-click in the Realtime Window, you can choose if you want to have the window
"Always on Top".  With this option selected, regardless of which application you are running,
you will see the Realtime Window on the screen.  If you do not choose this option, the
Realtime Window will be hidden when you switch to another application.  You will then need to
click on the Realtime icon in the Taskbar to display the Realtime Window.
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SECTION 11   Troubleshooting

11.1 Why Can't I Open TrendReader?

Only one instance of TrendReader can be open at a time. 

If you are logged into your computer and can't open TrendReader the computer you are using
may have multiple user accounts. One of the other logged on users may have TrendReader
open. Logon as the other user and use or close TrendReader, you can then logon to another
user account and open TrendReader.
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11.2 Why Can't I Communicate with My Logger?

If your logger does not respond when communication is attempted, check that:

· the logger or modem is attached to the selected COM port

· all connections are secure between the computer and the logger

· there are no other applications using the COM port

· only one serial port is hardware configured for each COM designation

· there are no conflicting IRQ assignments

If the logger still does not work try:

· testing the serial port with another application

· the software on another computer

· other loggers or interface cables
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11.3 Why Can't I Contact My SmartReader Plus Network?

If your logger does not contact your SmartReader Plus network, check that the SRP Network
Logger List  of the site contains the serial number of the loggers in the network.61
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11.4 Why Can't I Backup My Logger?

Check to see that the logger has a minimum of 3 readings, otherwise it will not backup as
there is not enough data.

If the software cannot back up the logger's data, make sure there is enough room on the hard
drive to store the data.
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11.5 How Accurate are theTime Measurements?

There are two answers to this question.  The first answer describes the relative accuracy of
each reading.  The second answer describes the absolute accuracy of the readings.

Relative accuracy
The relative time measurements in normal mode (the time that elapses between one reading
and the next reading) are precise to within ± 2 * sample rate / 24 * 3600.  The accuracy of the
clock inside the logger is ± 2 seconds per day.

Absolute accuracy
TrendReader absolute time accuracy (the difference between the time the data logger took a
reading and the time that TrendReader reports the reading was taken) depends on the time
base in the logger.  The absolute time of the readings are accurate to within ± 4 seconds.

When you back up your data, the logger is unable to tell TrendReader precisely when it stored
its last reading.  TrendReader only knows the current time and the elapsed time in 8-seconds
intervals.
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11.6 What Rights are Needed to Run TrendReader on a Network?

The method for granting rights varies according to which network operating system is being
used.  You should have the following permissions:

· create

· erase

· search

· modify

· read

· write

(or their equivalent) to both TrendReader and the file path directory used to store data.

Note:  Restricted Users will not be able to fully utilize TrendReader if they are not
assigned write permissions.
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11.7 Why Doesn't My Printer Work?

1. Make sure the printer is powered and online by checking that it is plugged in and the
associated lights are on.

2. Check that the printer cable is connected to the appropriate port on your computer.

3. On your computer:

1) Click Start.

2) Choose Settings, Printers.

3) If your printer is not shown in the Printer Window, click on Add Printer and follow the
instructions to add your printer driver.

4. Try the printer's self-test function.  If the printer fails the self-test, repair or replace your
printer.
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11.8 How Can I Use TrendReader in Another Language?

TrendReader is a very flexible application that you can customize to your preferred language.
You can change the language for TrendReader by changing the operating system language.

Changing the Language
If you are using a Windows operating system in a TrendReader supported language
TrendReader will run in that language.

If you are using an operating system in a language not supported by TrendReader or you want
to use a different language other than the one for the operating system you can change it. 
This is done by changing the Regional language settings for the operating system.  The
default language is English for systems in a language not supported by TrendReader.

Windows 2000
1. Open the Control Panel (Start -> Settings -> Control Panel) and double click on Regional

Options.

2. Under the General tab select your locale and language setting for any of the supported
languages in TrendReader.  Click on the "Set default" button and select the default
language.  Note that the settings may require your Windows 2000 installation disk and a
restart of your machine to install the character set.  Follow the Windows instructions for
this procedure.

3. The chosen language will be used the next time you open TrendReader.

Windows XP
1. Open the Control Panel (Start -> Control Panel) and double click on Regional and

Language Options.

2. Under the Regional Options tab you can select an item under "Standards and formats" for
format of numbers, date, time, etc. and your location under the "Location" section.

3. Under the Advanced tab select the TrendReader supported language under "Language for
non-Unicode programs".  Note that the settings may require your Windows XP installation
disk and a restart of your machine to install the character set.  Follow the Windows
instructions for this procedure.

4. The chosen language will be used the next time you open TrendReader.

If the TrendReader supported language you want to use is not available under the Regional
Options or Advanced tabs you will need to install the character set under the Advanced tab.
Under the Advanced tab for languages that require special characters select the "Code page
conversion table" to install the character set for the language you want.  Select "Apply" in
"Default user account settings" and OK.

This will require your Windows XP installation disk and to restart your machine.  Follow the
Windows instructions for this procedure.  After the restart return to this tab and select the
installed language under "Language for non-Unicode programs".

Note that there may be some discrepancies if you select one language under the Regional
Options  tab and a different one under the Advanced tab.
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11.9 How Can I Scan for One Logger Type?

TrendReader will allow you to select which type of logger(s) you want to scan for.  This will
reduce the time spent scanning for loggers you know are not connected to your computer.

1. Open TrendReader

2. Click Preferred Loggers...

3. Select the Connection that the logger is connected to. E.g.: COM1.

4. Uncheck any loggers that are not connected.

5. OK -> OK (to close both windows).

You can also change the number of times the selected logger(s) are scanned for by changing
the Retries field for the logger in the Logger Tab  (found in the Connection Settings for a
selected Connection).

63
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11.10 Technical Support

If you need assistance with TrendReader or ACR Data Loggers, please have the following
available when you call:

· description of problem or question

· access to the computer where the software is installed

· the user name, company name, and license serial number under which the software is
registered

· software version number which appears on the opening window

· logger model and serial number being used

· interface cable or module part number

· this reference guide and all related material

Software operation and hardware support questions should be directed to your dealer. 
However, if you experience difficulty using TrendReader software or related products please
contact ACR Systems Inc. by phone 1-800-663-7845 (North America), or email us:
customerservice@acrsystems.com
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SECTION 12   SmartReader Plus Data Logger

12.1 Introduction to SmartReader Plus Data Loggers

SmartReader Plus data loggers are easy-to-use, battery-powered data loggers.  Pocket-sized
and rugged, they can be used in a wide range of environmental and industrial applications. 
Different SmartReader Plus models are available to directly measure and record variables
such as temperature, relative humidity, pressure, electric current, analog voltage, current loop
and pulses.  Each model can reliably record time-based data for later analysis by 
TrendReader software.

TrendReader software must be installed and ready to run prior to making use of the setup
instructions in this section of the guide.

12.1.1 Features

SmartReader Plus data loggers share many common features that make them useful tools for
data collection: 

· Pocket-sized
· Solid-state components - no moving parts
· Low-power microprocessor controlled circuitry
· 12-bit high resolution readings
· Precision on-board thermistor temperature sensor (except the SmartReader Plus 9)
· High capacity lithium battery
· Quartz clock crystal
· Magnetic backing and secure locking hole
· Rugged die-cast Noryl® case
· Convenient terminal block connector

Figure 1:  SmartReader Plus data loggers

12.1.2 Description

SmartReader Plus loggers can run continuously, constantly measuring and recording readings
from any enabled channel. They can also start logging at a specified time.  Self-powered by a
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long-life lithium battery that will provide years of reliable operation, your SmartReader Plus can
work independently from any external power supply or computer.  When you are ready to look
at the data it has collected, it can transfer all information to your computer through the use of 
TrendReader software.

Main Components
The main components of the SmartReader Plus data loggers include:

· a memory chip that has the capacity to store up to 1 million readings (see 
Specifications )

· a microcontroller and 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (A/D) that converts all input
signals to digital values

· a quartz clock crystal that accurately keeps track of time and regulates the taking of
readings

· an accurate on-board thermistor (except the SmartReader Plus 9) that the logger uses
to measure ambient temperature via changes in resistance

· a lithium battery that provides power to the logger and internal or external sensors

12.1.3 Programmed Operation

SmartReader Plus data loggers run according to settings that you program.  These
pre-selected settings are stored in the logger's memory and instruct it to:

· take readings at regularly spaced intervals either at slow or fast sample rates
· take readings from specific channels that you enable
· associate each channel with an equation in TrendReader software
· start readings with or without a delay
· take readings continuously, or stop when memory is full

12.1.4 How SmartReader Plus Loggers Take Readings

Each SmartReader Plus data logger (except the SmartReader Plus 9) has an on-board
thermistor that you can use to record ambient temperature. Depending on which SmartReader
Plus model you have, you can turn this temperature-monitoring capability on or off using
software.  You can also record other information by connecting sensors, transducers or
external circuitry to the plug-in terminal block.

SmartReader Plus data loggers can record readings in two selectable modes:

1. First-in, First-out (FIFO)*. In this mode the logger continues to take readings when its
memory is full (to make room, it discards the oldest reading every time it adds a new
one).  Thus, the memory will contain a "sliding window" of information.

2. Stop when Full. The logger stops recording when its memory is full.

* Not available in "Fast Mode."

You can set the time interval at which your logger saves readings using TrendReader
software.  The sample rate you select will apply to all enabled channels.  At a sample rate of
eight seconds, one reading is taken every eight seconds and saved to memory. As you slow

201
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the sample rate the logger begins to average readings before saving them to memory.  To do
this the logger takes a reading every eight seconds, but instead of transferring this directly to
the logger's memory, it stores the readings in a buffer (a temporary memory) where it is
retained until the sampling interval is over.

When you backup a logger's data to your computer, the correct time and date are referenced
to each reading.  All readings are then individually time and date stamped and processed by
an equation associated with each logger channel.  The result is a collection of accurate
time-based data ready for detailed graphing and analysis.

12.1.5 How to Use SmartReader Plus Loggers

Using your SmartReader Plus data logger for most applications is a simple process.  With
proper planning, setup and installation of your data logger, you can be assured that the
information you collect will be both correct and useful. The following provides general
procedures for using SmartReader Plus data loggers.   For additional and specific information
on these steps, refer to the chapter in this manual that deals with your particular SmartReader
model.

Planning
Proper planning is the key to successful data logging.  Time spent in this stage will help you
save time and frustration later. To help you plan, answer these questions:

· What exactly do I want to measure?
· Where is the best place to measure?
· How long do I want to monitor for?
· Should other variables be monitored simultaneously?

Setup
To set up your SmartReader Plus data logger you must first have TrendReader software
installed and running on your computer.  You can then configure your logger with various
options by talking to it via the interface cable. 

Set Sample Rate
Always confirm the sample rate (how often the logger saves readings) to make sure it will be
acceptable for your application.  You can alter the frequency at which your SmartReader Plus
logger records readings by changing the sample rate.  You can choose rates from 8 seconds
to 8 hours in the normal mode.  In Fast Read mode, you can select between 0.04 seconds and
2 minutes, with the use of an external power supply or battery pack.  The sample rate chosen
will apply to all the active channels on the logger.

To help determine which sample rate you should choose, answer these questions:

· How long do I need to record data?
· How much time will elapse between when I retrieve the logger and download the data to

my computer (for example, the trip back to the office)?
· How often do readings need to be taken?

NOTE:  To activate readings in the Fast Read mode, an external power source
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must be connected to the data logger.

Making External Connections
If you are using your SmartReader Plus data logger to monitor external modules, sensors, or
circuitry, make sure the connections are tight.  Also, make sure the terminal block is snapped
securely into the logger.

For permanent applications, wiring connections can first be made to the logger's removable
terminal block.  The terminal block can then be attached (with glue for example) to a
permanent fixture.  When it comes time to analyze data, the logger can simply be unplugged
from the terminal block and brought back to your computer.  After backing up the data, the
logger can be returned and plugged back into the terminal block.  Extra terminal blocks are
available from your sales representative.  When unplugging the terminal block from your
logger, use care to pull it straight out so as not to break the plastic casing.

Enable Channels
Always make sure that you have enabled and verified the correct channels for your
application.  This is very important as it can be distressing to find out later that the information
you hoped to collect was from an inactive channel.  You can selectively enable additional
channels in your SmartReader Plus as required.  However, in order to avoid using logger
memory unnecessarily, disable any channels which are not required.

Clear Memory
Before starting a logging session, clear the logger's memory.  This will help to keep the
collected files smaller as well as decrease the time needed to backup the logger later.  Note
that clearing the memory is automatic if you save setup changes (for example, assign different
equations, change sample rate, etc.).

Test
You can directly read the values that your SmartReader Plus data logger is sensing using the
Realtime capability of TrendReader software.  This test gives you the opportunity to check
your logger setup and make any necessary changes before starting the logging session.

Label
If you are working with more than one data logger, label each logger, identifying the task and
location before you distribute them throughout a building or system.  To do this, you can simply
use a shipping tag.  Later, when you retrieve them to graph their data, you will know what each
graph refers to.

Mounting
Use the magnetic backing to conveniently mount your logger on metal surfaces like ductwork
or electrical control cabinets.  If you are concerned about theft, lock your logger to a
permanent fixture using the locking tab or take advantage of its small size and hide it
completely out of view.  Because SmartReader Plus loggers are so light, you can use special
mounting fasteners like Velcro® to attach them to almost any surface.  Make sure your
logger's mounting method will last the full length of your logging session.

Do not rely on the logger's magnetic strip for adhesion if the mounting surface is uneven,
unstable or above 65°C (150°F).
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Cold or Humid Environments
Make sure that the environment you will be placing your logger into will be acceptable by
referring to the Specifications  in this chapter.  If conditions are not adequate for the logger,
consider using a protective enclosure.  For humid conditions you can protect your logger
simply by placing it in a zip-lock plastic bag.

When you place your SmartReader Plus logger in a cold environment, make sure
condensation will not settle on the logger when you bring it back into warmer surroundings,
such as an office.  The best way of preventing moisture is to place the logger in a container
and include a desiccant (a material that absorbs moisture).  When you bring your logger back
to your computer, leave the logger in the container until it has had a chance to warm up to the
surrounding temperature.  You can then take it out and analyze it.

Keep Track
Make sure you keep a record of where you have placed each logger in a building or system
plan.  You will save time looking for them when your data gathering session is over.  Also,
keep track of when you placed the loggers in the area you are monitoring.  This will help when
producing graphs on your computer.  It may be helpful to label (shipping tag) each logger so
you can properly identify and differentiate it from other loggers.

Analysis
After sufficient time has passed for the logger to obtain a representative profile of data, it is
time to analyze the information.  If you are retrieving the logger from the field, bring it back
immediately to your computer for analysis.

In order to analyze your SmartReader Plus logger's data, you must first transfer a backup copy
of its data to your computer.  To do this, see Backup in the TrendReader guide.  After
transferring your information to the computer, the data is automatically copied to disk and time
and date stamped.

You can find a detailed description of all software functions in the TrendReader guide.

12.1.6 Specifications

General
Size: 107 x 74 x 22mm (4.2" x 2.9" x 0.9") 

Weight: 110g (3.75 oz.)

Case Material: Noryl® Plastic

Operating Limits: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F) and 0 to 95% Relative Humidity
(non-condensing)

Clock Accuracy: ±2 seconds/day

Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 1 Amp-hour
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Memory Sizes:

Model Readings Bytes

32 KB 21,500 32 KB

128 KB 87,000 128 KB

1.5 MB 1,048,000 1.5 MB*

*See specific model for availability.

Sampling Methods: 1.  Continuous (First-in, First-out)*
2.  Stop when full (Fill-then-stop)
*Not available with sample rates faster than 8 seconds.

Sample Rates: User-selectable rates from 25 per second to every 8 hours.
(BP-101 battery pack required for sample rates less than 8
seconds).

Resolution: 12-bit (1 part in 4096)

Power Consumption: 5 to 10 microamps (continuous)

Battery Life: Ten years (under normal use) factory replaceable.

External Connector: Removable screw-type terminal strip with Common (-)
connection.

Resistance to X-rays: Tested for protection against a 160kV 150mA-sec. dose @
38" FFD (about 100times that of an X-ray machine).  Tested
for protection against Gamma Ray (equivalent to 0.137-1.38
megavolts) IR192-28 curies @ 30-second exposure source to
object distance 5".

Internal Temperature Sensor*
Type: NTC thermistor; 10k ohms at 25°C (77°F)

Range: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)

Accuracy: ±0.2°C between 0 to 70°C (±0.3°F between 32 and 158°F)

Resolution: 0.03°C (0.05°F) at 25°C (77°F) 
Better than 0.07°C (0.12°F) between -25 and 70°C (-13 and
158°F) 
Better than 0.13°C (0.23°F) between -40 and -25°C (-40 and
-13°F)

Equation: Use Equation 45 in TrendReader software

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

* The SmartReader Plus 9 does not have an on-board temperature sensor.
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12.1.7 Product Approvals

Meets Part 15 for Digital Devices of the Code of Federal Regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC).  Meets Class A radiated and conducted emission
requirements of Section 2 of the Radio Interference Regulations of Communications Canada,
IEC801-2, 3, 4 and EN55011 covering ESD, RFI Immunity, EFT/Burst and Radiated
Emissions respectively for the Commission of the European Communities (CE).
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12.2 SmartReader Plus Software Driver

TrendReader software uses a software driver to communicate with SmartReader Plus data
loggers.  The software driver takes the form of two windows.  The Status window, shown when
you contact the logger, is used to display the settings currently stored in the data logger.  The
Setup window, shown when you select Edit Setup, is used to alter the current settings and
apply the changes to the data logger.  The settings are divided into two main sections:  Status

 and Channels .  Status contains information about sampling, memory and alarms.
Each channel of the logger contains information about the description, equation and Realtime
value, alarms, and calibration associated with the channel.  You can control the level of detail
that you see for the settings by clicking on the "+" and "-" buttons at the left side to expand and
collapse the nodes.

When you want to clear the logger's memory and start a new logging session with new
parameters, select Edit Setup from TrendReader.  In the Edit Logger Setup window, make
any necessary changes.  To implement your changes, you can either click on Apply or OK.
OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window

205 215
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open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

NOTE:  SmartReader Plus data loggers can be connected together in a network.
For information on networks, see Appendix F  Connecting Multiple Loggers .

12.2.1 Logger Status

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Status line indicates whether
the data logger is actively logging, waiting to start or dormant.  If you set up the logger with no
delay, it will immediately start logging and the status will show the number of readings, or
samples, that have been taken.  If you want to have the logger wait before it starts logging, set
the start time accordingly.  The Status subsections are Sampling , Memory , and Alarms

.
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12.2.1.1 Logger Sampling

The sample rate is the frequency with which a logger takes readings.  The Sampling
subsection indicates if the data logger is performing in a regular or fast sampling  mode and
what the sample rate is.  In normal sampling, the rates available are from once every 8
seconds to once every 8 hours, while in fast sampling, the rates can be as quick as 25 times
per second.  

To set the logger for regular sampling, click on the Mode field and select Normal.  To set the
sample rate, click on the desired time unit and select the value from the drop-down list as
shown.  Note that millisecond sample rates are only applicable with fast sampling .

To find out more about sample rates and to view a set of sample rate tables, see Appendix E
Sample Rates .

Fast Sampling12.2.1.1.1

With the fast sampling mode, you can select sample rates from 0.04 seconds (25 readings per
second) to 2 minutes.  An external power source, such as an active computer communications
port, power supply or battery pack, is required to operate the logger.  The only memory mode
available is "Stop When Full".  

206
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*Note that the logger will stop recording (go dormant) when you communicate with it. 
Therefore, if you want to perform fast sampling with the logger connected to your
computer, you need to turn off Realtime.

To ensure that the logger takes data at the correct time, it is best to use the delayed start
feature.  The logger will begin to take readings when you connect the power source, providing
the start delay has expired.  Otherwise, the logger will start when the start delay times out if it
has external power applied to it prior to the timing out of the start delay.  Therefore, you need
to set the start delay long enough for you to have time to save the setup and, if necessary,
disconnect the logger and connect the battery pack or power supply.  If you disconnect the
logger, first set a delay of at least 16 seconds, then disconnect the logger within 8 seconds for
proper operation.

When you are using sample rates as short as 0.04 seconds, you can run out of logger
memory very quickly (two active channels at 0.04 seconds gives you 7 minutes and 10
seconds of memory). It is important that you do not waste any logger memory by starting the
logger too soon or by leaving unused channels active.

To set the logger for fast sampling, click on the Mode field and select Fast.  Next, click on the
desired time unit and select the value from the drop down list.

12.2.1.2 Logger Memory

The Memory subsection indicates how the data is stored in memory and what the start and
end times (or capacity) are for the data logging.  In the FIFO (First In, First Out) mode, the
logger continually stores data and when the memory limit is reached, the new readings start to
overwrite the oldest readings.  In this method, the logger is always collecting data, but only
saves the most recent data in its memory.  In the Stop When Full mode, when the memory
limit is reached, the logger stops recording.

The capacity, or length of time for data capture of the logger is determined by the logger
model, the number of active channels, and the sampling rate.  Loggers come in 3 memory
models:  32KB, 128KB, and 1.5MB.  (If you want, you can choose to use only a portion of the
available memory when you select the end time for the data capture).  To find out more about
how the capacity is affected by the sample rate and active channels, see Appendix E  Sample
Rates .

To set how the logger stores its data, click on the Usage field and select FIFO or Stop When
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Full.  

To set when the logger will start recording click on the Start Time field.  Next, click on the
small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and
time.  Highlight the date or time and enter the appropriate value.  You can also click on the
drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  You can set the logger's starting time for up to 6
days, 1 hour, and 39 minutes ahead.

To set how long to record, click on the End Time field.  Next, click on the small button that
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appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and time or the
capacity.  Just like entering the start time, you can highlight the date or time and enter the
appropriate value or you can also click on the drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  If
you want to record a specific number of readings, simply drag the usage bar to adjust the
number of readings to take.
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12.2.1.3 Logger Alarms

Alarms are used to indicate when any reading has exceeded preset alarm thresholds.  When
an alarm condition occurs, the logger dials the stored number, typically for a phone or a pager,
and leaves the remote site's phone number as a message.  As such, alarms are very useful
for monitoring loggers installed at remote locations.  Note that alarms must be enabled for
each channel  that is monitored.  Other than a modem, no special equipment is needed for
Alarm Dialout.  See the TrendReader guide for information on how to set up a modem at a
remote site.

If the remote logger will be dialing a telephone number, the receiving telephone will need to
have caller ID in order to display the remote site's number since a voice message is not left. 
When you see that the remote site has called, you can call the site to find out which logger
caused the alarm. 

If the remote logger will be dialing a pager, you can include a code, such as the logger's serial
number, along with the phone number.  This helps to identify which logger initiated the alarm
call.  However, in order to be able to do this, you must choose a pager system that accepts
touch-tone codes that can be displayed on the pager.  Since there can be many loggers on a
network, being able to identify the logger that initiated the alarm can save quite a bit of time.

To respond to an alarm, you first need to dial into the site and back up the logger.  Next, fix the
problem that caused the alarm.  Finally, reactivate the alarm by clearing the logger.  As a
precaution, you should regularly test the alarm system to ensure that if an alarm is triggered,
the logger will dial the correct phone number.

To prevent false dialing, there is a delay after the logger is setup before alarms become
enabled.  Note that alarms do not operate in the fast sampling mode.  If you enable alarms,
fast sample mode is disabled.  Alternatively, if you enable fast sampling, the alarms are
disabled.  

The alarm parameters are discussed in the following sections.  In order to set any of the alarm
parameters, alarms must first be enabled.  

215
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Delay Before First Call12.2.1.3.1

The Delay Before the First Call is the length of time that a logger will wait before dialing out
once an alarm condition has occurred.  If you do not want the remote logger to dial out
immediately when one or more of its channels go into an alarm condition, you can set the Call
Delay to designate the number of seconds the logger has to wait before dialing.  The
maximum time for this delay is 2040 seconds.

The alarm condition must exist for the entire delay time, otherwise the logger will not dial out. 
If the logger comes out of an alarm condition during the call delay period, the delay timer will
stop and will start again from zero at the next alarm event.  This is useful in limiting temporary
or false alarm triggering. 

To set this delay, click on the Delay Before First Call field and enter the value.    

Delay Between Calls12.2.1.3.2

The Delay Between Calls is the time between successive calls.  A logger will continue to dial
out after every delay period as long as an alarm condition exists and has not been
acknowledged by backing up the logger.  
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To set this delay, click on the Delay Between Calls field and enter the value.    

Delay After Backup12.2.1.3.3

The Delay After Backup is the period of time that the alarm feature is temporarily disabled
after the logger has been backed up.  The delay begins when you acknowledge the alarm by
backing up the logger that dialed out.  The Delay After Backup deactivates the alarm, giving
you time to fix the problem that caused the alarm.  The maximum delay is 720 minutes.  When
you look at the logger status window (not in Edit Logger Setup) you will see the time counted
down.  Note that the time shown may be slightly inaccurate if you Realtime the logger.

If the delay period elapses and the alarm condition still exists, the logger will dial out again.  To
bypass the Delay After Backup period (if you have fixed the alarm problem but there is time
remaining on the delay which is preventing the alarm from being activated), you can clear the
logger to clear this delay.
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To set this delay, click on the Delay After Backup field and enter the value.   

Baud Rate12.2.1.3.4

The Baud Rate determines the data rate that the logger uses to communicate with the modem
that performs the dialing out.  The baud rates available range from 1200 to 57,600.

To set the baud rate, click on the Baud Rate field and select the value from the drop-down list.
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Alarm Dialout String12.2.1.3.5

The Alarm Dialout String contains the phone number to dial, along with any modem
commands or messages.  To set this string, click on the Alarm Dialout String field and enter
the value.   

Calling a Telephone
Remember that the telephone receiving the alarm call must have caller ID to display the
remote site's phone number, otherwise you will have no way of knowing where the call came
from.

1. The first part of the string contains a dial command for the modem. If the phone line at
the remote site has tone dial, type ATDT.  If the phone line has plus dial, type ATDP.

2. After the dial command, type the number of the telephone that is to receive the alarm call.

For example, if you wanted a logger to dial a number from a tone dial phone line you would
type: ATDT 123-555-2222

Calling a Pager
In order to include a code that will identify the logger that called the phone number, you must
choose a pager system that accepts touch-tone codes that can be displayed on the pager.

1. First type the modem's dial command ATDT.

2. After the dial command, type the number of the pager that is to receive the alarm call.

3. After the pager number and before the identifying code, there must be a pause to allow
the receiving station to answer.  Enter this pause by typing commas. (For most modems
each comma causes a pause of two seconds).

4. Type a code that will identify the logger.
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For example, if you want to dial a pager number, pause for several seconds, and then send
the serial number of the data logger, you would type:  ATDT 123-555-2222,,,,,12345

12.2.2 Logger Channels

The Channels section indicates what channels are enabled (there is a check mark beside the
channel number) and provides information specific to each channel.  When you enable a
channel on a logger, it becomes an active channel and it continually records readings and
stores them in the logger's memory.  You should disable any channels you are not using so
that there is as much memory as possible available for the active channel(s).  The Channel
subsections are Information , Alarms , and Calibration .

12.2.2.1 Channel Information

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Channel line gives the
description and the Realtime value, if Realtime is turned on.  The Realtime value is based on
the equation that you select for the channel.  

The equation is selected in the Setup window but is shown in the Status window only as a
tool-tip.  To see the equation point your cursor over the channel and it will show the channel
type and equation. 

In the Setup window, a channel type tool-tip is displayed when the cursor is pointed over a
channel. 

215 217 217
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To set the description, click on the Description field and enter the name.   

The logger collects and stores raw data readings.  An equation is used to transform the raw
data into measurement units, such as °C, with the current reading shown as a Realtime value.
You can use built-in equations or you can create your own custom equations.  See Equations

 in the TrendReader guide for further information.  To set the equation, click on the
Equation field and select the equation from the drop-down list.  To help you select the proper
equation, the Realtime value using the currently selected equation is shown. *

Some channels compensate their output by using the value of another channel.  For example,
the calculated value for an RH channel depends on the reading of the RH sensor and the
value of the temperature channel.  In such cases, the compensation channel must output in
the correct units.  In the case of RH, for example, the temperature channel must output in
units of temperature.  Using units of byte counts, switch status, or resistance will give invalid
results.

* Note that if a custom equation is not available when Edit Setup... is selected (e.g.: deleted)
then the equation will be shown as unknown.  If a new equation is not selected the Realtime
value will not display correctly.  If the logger is backed up the channel will be disabled then
changes to the equation can be made in the graph using the Lines Tab  in Graph Settings.

100
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12.2.2.2 Channel Alarms

The Alarm subsection shows the high and low alarm thresholds and whether the high and low
alarms are enabled.  See Logger Alarms  for a description of the logger alarms.  To set
each alarm, first enable the alarm, then click on the Alarm field and enter the value.  

For some channels, such as RH, the sensor output depends on the temperature and the
equation needs to compensate for this.  When setting the alarms, you also need to enter the
expected operating temperature in the Comp. Temperature field.

Note that the default high and low alarm values will be displayed when the alarms are enabled.
When you enter alarm values between the high and low range the enabled alarms be saved
upon Apply or closing the window.

12.2.2.3 Channel Calibration

The Calibration subsection shows the Low, Mid, High, and Ext calibration values.  These
values are used to adjust the readings of the logger in order to make the output more
accurate.  To set each calibration value, click on the appropriate calibration field and enter the
value.
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12.2.3 Logger Connection Settings

If you are using a wireless or RF modem, with an RFA adapter cable, then you will have to
change the Cable type and possibly the Block size.  

Cable Type
1. If you have not yet saved a connection setting for the RF modem, select the Connections

view in the Shortcuts Bar of TrendReader.  Otherwise skip to step 4.
2. Select the COM port to which the RF modem is attached.
3. Click Add Connection Settings and enter in the name of the connection setting.

4. Select the Connection Settings view in the Shortcuts Bar of TrendReader. 
5. Select the RF modem connection setting.
6. Click Edit Connection Settings to bring up the connection settings dialog box.

7. Click on the Preferred Loggers field to pop up the Preferred Loggers form.
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8. Select only the SRPLogger.  Click OK.
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9. Click on the SRPLogger node.

10. Click on the Cable Type field to pop up the Cable Type form and select the RFA cable.
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Click OK. 

Block Size
The Block size you use depends on the buffer size of your modem minus the overhead of the
logger, which is 14.  For example,  if your RF modem has a block size of 256, then a
reasonable value for the Block size would be 240.  

11. Click on the Block Size field to pop up the Block Size form and enter in the value.  Click
OK.  

You may have to experiment with the Block size to maximize throughput since smaller block
sizes transmit less data but usually have fewer retries. 
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12.3 SmartReader Plus 1 Temperature Logger

The SmartReader Plus 1 is an easy-to-use logger for recording temperature in a wide range of
applications such as HVAC testing/balancing, property management studies, and
transportation of perishable goods.

Figure 1-1:  SmartReader Plus 1

12.3.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 1 has an on-board thermistor temperature sensor and an external
temperature sensor channel for remote measurements with an optional probe.

12.3.2 Setup

Make sure to enable each channel you want to use. If you are not using a channel, disable it in
order to save memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

2 External Temperature Appendix C

Accessories
The SmartReader Plus 1 Temperature Logger can be used with ET series temperature probes
(refer to Appendix C Thermistor Temperature Probes  or any NTC thermistor data).  To use
an external temperature probe, simply connect the two wires to the terminals marked "Temp.
Sensor" and activate the external temperature channel.  Note, the polarity does not matter
when connecting thermistor leads.  If you are using shielded cable (recommended for cable
extensions), terminate the shield wire by connecting it to the lower of the two "Temp. Sensor"
terminals (the common terminal).

275
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Other Applications
For information on how you can monitor resistance or switch status with your SmartReader
Plus 1, refer to Appendix A Monitoring Resistance and Switch Status .267
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12.4 SmartReader Plus 2 Temperature & Relative Humidity Logger

A self-contained "air-quality" logger, the SmartReader Plus 2 can be used easily in a wide
variety of applications to collect temperature and relative humidity data.

Figure 2-1:  SmartReader Plus 2

12.4.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 2 includes an on-board thermistor temperature sensor and a plug-in
RH Sensor plus two input channels for an optional remote temperature and relative humidity
probe.

How It Works
The relative humidity sensor in the SmartReader Plus 2 is a processed plastic wafer.  This
wafer is actually a laser-trimmed, capacitive thin-film relative humidity sensor.

Changes in relative humidity cause the surface capacitance of the polymer film to vary.  The
SmartReader Plus 2 gauges this capacitance by passing a small electric current through it and
measuring the relative voltage drop.  Because the response of the sensor is temperature
dependent, a temperature reading is always taken at the same time as the humidity reading. 
That way, when the logger's information is backed up into your computer, TrendReader
software can automatically factor in the right compensation values when it calculates the
percentage of Relative Humidity (in % RH).  The result is an accurate set of
automatically-generated and temperature-compensated relative humidity readings.

12.4.2 Setup

Make sure to enable each channel you want to use.  If you are not using a channel, disable it
in order to save memory.

Channel Description Equation
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0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Internal Relative Humidity 71

2 External Temperature Appendix C

3 External Relative Humidity 71

NOTE:  When you activate either RH channel, you must also enable its
corresponding temperature channel, as well, in order to temperature compensate
the RH sensors.

Precautions
The SmartReader Plus 2's RH Sensor is designed for long-term trouble-free performance, but
there are a few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· Never expose the sensor to organic solvents or ionic-laden liquids.  Any chemical
compound that attracts polymers may affect the sensor.

· The RH sensor is particularly susceptible to contamination by sulfur gases and sulfur
compounds.  DO NOT SMOKE NEAR THE LOGGER!

· Always return your SmartReader Plus 2 to a re-sealable plastic bag during non-use to
maximize the in-calibration life of the RH sensor.

12.4.3 Accessories

You can obtain replacement RH Sensors, remote temperature probes, temperature and
relative humidity probes for use with your SmartReader Plus 2.

ET Series Temperature Sensors
The ET series of temperature sensors are thermistor probes that can be used easily with your
SmartReader Plus 2 for remote temperature measurements.  The advantage of these probes
is that they can be used for a wide range of temperatures, are more versatile (they can be
used to record fluid temperatures) and their small size permits them to be easily inserted into
hard-to-get-at-locations (such as in ductwork or under pipe insulation).

To use an ET temperature probe with your SmartReader Plus 2 you must first enable the
logger's external temperature channel.  Connect the remote temperature probe by attaching
one wire (of the two wire probe) to the channel marked Temperature and the other wire to the
terminal marked Common.  For more information on ET series thermistor probes, refer to:
Appendix C Thermistor Temperature Probes .

EH-020A Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe
The EH-020A is a four-wire probe with a temperature and relative humidity sensor.  For
field-mounting convenience, it also has a magnetic backing and a security eyelet.  To use the
EH-020A with your SmartReader Plus 2, you must enable the logger's external temperature
and humidity channels.  To connect the EH-020A probe to your SmartReader Plus 2, follow
instruction notes packed with each RH probe set -- see Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2:  EH-020A Connection

The EH-020A is applicable for measurements between -20 and 40°C (-4 and 104°F) and 10 to
90% RH.

The accurate measurement of temperature and humidity depends primarily on the information
supplied by a particular sensor.  SmartReader Plus 2 data loggers use temperature and
humidity sensors with rugged qualities designed for minimal or no maintenance (under normal
operating conditions).

The SmartReader Plus 2's on-board thermistor is chemically stable and not significantly
affected by aging.  It will typically drift less than 0.1°C over a period of several years.  The
relative humidity sensor, although subject to accuracy degradation when exposed to
contaminants and/or extreme environmental conditions, will drift typically less than 1% per
year (under clean conditions).  You should check your RH sensor periodically and, if
necessary, recalibrate or replace it.

12.4.4 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) in the immediate vicinity of the
sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity and
turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity.

In a room, temperature and RH levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such
factors as air stratification, drafts and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people,
equipment, moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even
within a small confined area.  The individual sensors associated with your SmartReader Plus 2
measure and record temperature and RH only in one location.  They do not, in any way,
represent an overall reading.

If you decide to check the calibration of your SmartReader Plus 2 RH sensor using a Sling
Psychrometer, keep in mind the following:

· Any instrument that requires a person to be present at, or in very close proximity to the
RH sensor in order to get a reading, will have a measurement error introduced to it. 
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That is because the body readily gives off heat and moisture that is especially
noticeable at lower RH levels.

· The time taken between slinging the psychrometer and reading it can exhibit several
degrees of inaccuracy in the wet bulb reading.  Air currents around the body, whether it
is slung in the shade of a building or in sunlight, not knowing how to tie the wet sock, its
condition, and the purity of water used, all contribute to error.  In addition, interpolating
the data from a psychrometric chart can add another 2 to 4% to the accumulative error.

12.4.5 Relative Humidity Calibration

Each relative humidity sensor has been individually calibrated in an environmental chamber
with standards traceable to the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The SmartReader Plus 2 and the EH-020A probe are supplied with a calibration certificate
which provides calibration values.  These calibration values must be entered and stored in the
logger during initial setup.  If your RH sensor is out of calibration, you can simply replace it with
a new one.

NOTE:  A straight replacement of the RH sensor will introduce an additional +2%
tolerance on the RH accuracy.  Calibration of the RH channel with the new RH
sensor is recommended. 

In the event that you wish to confirm the RH calibration of your sensor, you can perform your
own field test. Refer to Appendix B Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibrations  for
more information on RH testing.

Interchangeable replacement RH sensors for loggers are available through your dealer.  For
best accuracy, it is recommended these be calibrated together with the logger  consult your
ACR representative for price and availability of this service.  Replacement EH-020A modules
which are pre-calibrated are available through your dealer.

12.4.6 Specifications

Relative Humidity Sensor & EH-020A
Type: Capacitive thin polymer film

Range: 0 to 95% (non-condensing)

Accuracy: ±3% RH from 10 to 90% (-20 to 40°C [-4 to 104°F])

Resolution: Better than 0.04% between 25 and 60% RH at 25°C (77°F)

Response Time: Adequate ventilation reduces the response time which is
approximately five minutes in still air.

Environmental Conditions: The RH sensor is relatively immune to chemical
contamination but when exposed to extreme environmental
conditions, accuracy degradation could result.  For long-term
stability and reliable readings, the sensor should not be
subjected to liquid immersion or exposed to high
concentrations of organic solvents, corrosive agents, sulfur
gases and strong acids or bases.  Dust settling on the sensor
surface will not affect sensor performance except possibly to
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decrease the speed of response.

Chemical Tolerances: Limits for different chemical groups
1. Organic solvents typically 1,000...10,000 ppm
2. Corrosive agents (strong acids S02, H2SO4, Cl2, HCl,

H2S etc.) typically 1...10 ppm
3. Weak acids typically 100...1,000 ppm
4. Bases typically 10,000...100,000 ppm

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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12.5 SmartReader Plus 3 Current, Voltage and Temperature Logger

The SmartReader Plus 3 is a versatile equipment performance logger.  It monitors and
records AC current and voltage.

Figure 3-1:  SmartReader Plus 3

12.5.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 3 has four current-monitoring channels, three 0-5 VDC inputs for
connection to AC voltage transducers, and one internal thermistor temperature channel.  The
current-monitoring channels are used with external clamp-on-current probes to measure and
record alternating current.

The following current probes from Amprobe Instruments are compatible with the SmartReader
Plus 3:

· A60FL and A70FL for 60Hz power systems
· A65FL and A75FL for 50Hz operation

Use of these probes allows you to measure alternating current of conductors without the need
for breaking circuitry.  For information on current ranges and resolutions possible with the
SmartReader Plus 3, refer to the Specifications  in this chapter.

Current Channel Operation
The SmartReader Plus 3 measures electric current through external current probes.  Each
current probe is a transformer with its internal coil serving as the secondary winding and the
current-carrying conductor being measured serving as the primary winding.  The output of the
probe (which is the input to the SmartReader Plus 3) is conditioned through internal circuitry. 
The probe produces an output of approximately 260 microamps full scale for each range
available on the current probe.  Readings from the current probe are scaled into amperage
units through equations (in TrendReader software) that match the current probe and its range
setting.
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12.5.2 Setup to Measure Current

The procedure for setting up your SmartReader Plus 3 is as follows: 

1. Connect one or more current probes, specified above, to the current channel inputs on
your SmartReader Plus 3.  Make sure to observe polarity when making connections. 
Connect the current probe's red (+) wire to the channel's "+ Red" input.  Connect the
current probe's black wire to the channel's "- Black" input.

Figure 3-2:  Current Probe Connection

2. Adjust the range setting on the current probe(s) to suit your application.  A good way to
verify a conductor's maximum range is to check the circuit breaker or fuse rating.  Set the
range on your current probe to suit.  Since the probes do not give predictable readings
below 10% in any range, always choose the lowest range possible to encompass the full
range of data you want to record.

3. Make sure to enable each channel you want to use.  If you are not using a channel,
disable it in order to save memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Current 1 64

2 5 Volt DC 18

3 Current 2 64

4 5 Volt DC 18

5 Current 3 64

6 5 Volt DC 18
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7 Current 4 64

A60FL / A65FL

Switch Range Equation

5 0.5 to 5 A 63

25 2.5 to 25 A 64

100 10 to 100 A 65

250 25 to 250 A 66

A70FL / A75FL

Switch Range Equation

10 1 to 10 A 67

50 5 to 50 A 68

250 25 to 250 A 69

500 50 to 500 A 70

Precautions
1. DANGER: High voltage may be present!  Do not clamp a current probe around a

conductor without the logger connected to it.  This avoids sparking and prevents the
connectors from prematurely deteriorating.

2. The SmartReader Plus 3 is to be used only with approved current probes from Amprobe
Instruments (A60FL, A70FL, A65FL and A75FL).  These probes provide low voltage DC
current in proportion to the signal being measured.  DO NOT use any other probe unless
approved by ACR in writing.

3. The SmartReader Plus 3 can record current in accordance with the ranges available on
the A60FL, A65FL, A70FL and A75FL probes.  Always make sure the current you will be
recording will fall into the appropriate range you set on the current probe.

12.5.3 Voltage Channels

The SmartReader Plus 3 is equipped with three 0-5V DC voltage channels.  These channels
allow the user to monitor 3-phase AC voltage.  AC voltage is monitored by connecting AC
voltage transducers to the 5V channels.
(See Appendix D Typical SmartReader Plus 3 Connection Diagram  for more information).
These transducers will provide a DC output proportional to the AC input.  The equation editor
in TrendReader software allows displaying this in units of AC voltage.  The current and voltage
graphs can also be multiplied together to obtain a graph of VA.
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12.5.4 Current Probes and Accessories

Each SmartReader Plus 3 has four pairs of input connections for use with the Current Probes
from Amprobe Instruments.  These clamps can be used with a number of accessories to fit
most typical applications.

Low Currents
To log very low currents (such as monitoring the operation of electrical appliances), the probe
can be used with a Line Splitter.  The Amprobe A47L Energizer multiplies the signal to the
logger by ten times over a range of 0.1 to 15A.  It also allows effective splitting of a two-line
conductor, allowing measurements without the need to enter electrical panels or junction
boxes.

For European applications, Amprobe's model A47CL is available with screw-in European
round prongs, two extra British-type prongs and a British fuse plug adapter.  Contact your local
ACR representative for pricing and delivery of this product.

High Currents
You can monitor current ranges higher than those available on a standard probe by using it
with an additional transformer.  For this purpose Amprobe Instruments has available their
Amptran® CT50-2 a 50-to-1 transformer (to monitor currents up to 3000 amps).  Contact your
ACR representative for availability of this probe.

Extending Probe Lead Lengths
The lead length of the Amprobe probes can be extended by splicing in up to 225m (750 ft.) of
2-conductor 18-gauge copper wire.

12.5.5 Specifications

Current Channel Ranges: With A60FL / A65FL current probes: 5, 25, 100, 250 Amps

With A70FL / A75FL current probes: 10,50, 250, 500 Amps

To monitor current ranges up to 3000 Amps, the CT50-2
probe (a 50 to 1 current transformer) can be used in
conjunction with the A60FL or the A70FL.

Voltage Channels: 0-5 V DC

Input Impedance: Typically > 1 M Ohms

Accuracy

Current Channels: ±3.0% of full scale above 10% of range

Voltage Channels: ±0.5% of full scale
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12.5.6 Troubleshooting

The SmartReader Plus 3 seems to give wrong readings. What is wrong?

· If the graphs seem incorrect, check the equation number assigned to the graph file. 
This equation number must correspond to the model number and setting of the current
probe used.  Refer to Setup  in this chapter for a table of equations to use with the
various current probes and settings.

· If your Realtime readings seem incorrect, check the equation number assigned to the
logger channel you are viewing.  Make sure it corresponds to the model number and
active setting of the current probe you are using.

· If your equation numbers are correctly assigned and you are still getting incorrect
readings, it may be because you are measuring currents below 10% of the range.  To
correct this, make sure the range setting on the probe is at the lowest possible range
that will encompass the readings you are interested in.  For example, do not use the
250 amp range for recording currents below 25 amps.  However, if the readings
fluctuate widely (for example, the difference between the day and night time power
consumption), it may be necessary to attach two probes -- one on a high range and the
other on a low range.
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12.6 SmartReader Plus 4 Pressure, Temperature and RH Logger

The SmartReader Plus 4 is a general purpose logger that can monitor pressure, temperature
and in some models, relative humidity.

Figure 4-1:  SmartReader Plus 4

12.6.1 Description

There are two models of the SmartReader Plus 4 data logger:

· The Standard Model. This model is a four-channel logger with internal pressure and
temperature sensors and an optional EH-020A module for recording relative humidity
and temperature remotely.  This model is available for different ranges (refer to 
Specifications ).

Figure 4-2:  SmartReader Plus 4 with EH-020A
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· The Low Pressure Model.  This model has an internal pressure channel with 0 to 10"
water column sensor and an internal temperature sensor.

12.6.2 Setup

Using the Standard Pressure Channel
1. If you are going to measure pressure, you will need the appropriate fittings to tie into the

system or equipment you intend to monitor.

2. Use TrendReader software to enable the pressure channel.  Then assign the correct
pressure equation for the model you are using.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

2 External Temperature Appendix C

3 External Relative Humidity 71

4 Standard Model see below

Pressure Models
The following table describes the models available and includes the range over which they can
be used, the resolution of readings they will provide and the equation you should assign to the
pressure channel.

Range Resolution Gauge Absolute Equation

10" H20 (2.5kPa) 0.006" H20 (0.0015
kPa)

SRP-004-010 n/a 37

±10" H20 Differential 0.006"H20 (0.0015
kPa)

SRP-004-LPD n/a 37

0 to 5 PSI (30kPa) 0.003 PSI (0.02kPa) SRP-004-5G n/a 20

0 to 30 PSI (200kPa) 0.015 PSI (0.1kPa) SRP-004-30G SRP-004-30A 8

0 to 100 PSI (700kPa) 0.05 PSI (0.35kPa) SRP-004-100G SRP-004-100A 22

0 to 150 PSI
(1000kPa)

0.05 PSI (0.5 kPa) SRP-004-150G n/a 104

Pressure Measurement Precautions
The SmartReader Plus 4 is designed for long-term, trouble-free performance but there are a
few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· The pressure sensor in the SmartReader Plus 4 is compatible with non-corrosive gases
and dry air.  It is not to be used for liquid pressure measurements.

EH-020A Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe
The EH-020A is a four-wire probe with a temperature and relative humidity sensor.  For
field-mounting convenience, it also has a magnetic backing and a security eyelet.  To use the
EH-020A with your SmartReader Plus 4, you must enable the logger's external temperature
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and humidity channels.  To connect the EH-020A probe to your SmartReader Plus 4, follow
instruction notes packed with each RH probe set -- see Figure 4-2.

Remote Thermistor Temperature Probe
You can monitor temperature remotely using an ET series temperature probe with your
SmartReader Plus 4 by connecting the probe's two wires to the Temperature and Common
terminals.  Make sure the External Temperature channel is activated and the proper equation
is selected.

12.6.3 Pressure Calibration

The pressure sensor, although subject to accuracy degradation when exposed to
contaminants and/or extreme environmental conditions, will drift typically less than 1%/year
(under clean conditions).  You should check your SmartReader Plus 4 periodically and, if
necessary, recalibrate the pressure sensor.  In the event that you wish to confirm the pressure
calibration of your SmartReader Plus 4 logger, you can perform your own calibration using the
adjustment provisions explained in TrendReader software.

The recommended method of calibration is to use a pneumatic pressure calibrator with a
preferred accuracy of at least 0.1% full scale.

Procedure
The procedure to calibrate is as follows:

1. Activate the pressure and temperature monitoring channels on your SmartReader Plus 4
if not already enabled.

2. Set the LOW, MID and HIGH calibration values to zero.

3. With the input port on the pressure sensor left unconnected (open to ambient), record the
pressure reading you see (it should be close to zero if you are using a gauge sensor or
close to atmospheric pressure if you are using an absolute sensor).

4. Subtract the pressure reading you recorded in step 3, from zero for the gauge sensor or
from calibrator reading for the absolute sensor, and enter it for the Low calibration
adjustment. 

5. Connect the logger's pressure sensor to the calibrator, ensuring all connections are
completely airtight.

6. Adjust the calibrator to produce a test pressure equal to the full scale range of the logger
and record the pressure reading.

7. Subtract the pressure reading you recorded in step 6, from the full scale range of the
sensor (the calibrator reading should be the same), and enter it for the Mid calibration
adjustment.

8. Save the calibration changes to the logger.

NOTE:  The value of the Ext. column is factory adjusted and should not be
changed.
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12.6.4 Specifications

The following specifications apply to the pressure sensors used in the SmartReader Plus 4:

Type: Silicon piezoresistive strain gauge

Max. Pressure: 4 x FS

Media: Noncorrosive gases and dry air

Temp. Range:
Operating: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)
Compensated: 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)

Accuracy: 0.5% FS @ 25°C (77°F)

Thermal: over Compensated Range
10" H20 ±3% FS
5 PSI ±1.5% FS
30 PSI ±0.5% FS
100 PSI ±0.5% FS

Linearity: best fit straight line
10" H20 ±0.1% FS
5 PSI ±0.25% FS
30 PSI ±0.1% FS
100 PSI ±0.1% FS

Hysteresis & Repeatability:
10" H20 ±0.2% FS
5 PSI ±0.2% FS
30 PSI ±0.05% FS
100 PSI ±0.05% FS

Long-Term Stability: per year
10" H20 ±0.5% FS
5 PSI ±0.1% FS
30 PSI ±0.1% FS
100 PSI ±0.1% FS

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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12.7 SmartReader Plus 4 Low Pressure Differential and
Temperature Logger

The SmartReader Plus 4 is a logger that can monitor low gauge and differential pressures and
temperature.

Figure 4-3:  SmartReader Plus 4 Low Pressure Differential

12.7.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 4 LPD is a two-channel data logger with internal pressure and
temperature sensors.  The low-pressure sensor is built into the logger and is capable of
measuring low gauge and differential pressure.

12.7.2 Setup

The logger is shipped with two pieces of permanent protective tubing covering the external
ports.  Never remove these tubes; attach extension tubes to this permanent protective tubing.

1. Connect the interface cable to the logger and to the serial port of your computer.

2. Run TrendReader to communicate with the logger.  (The logger has been shipped
calibrated and with the appropriate equation.  See below for pressure ranges and their
equation numbers.)

3. In the SmartReader Plus window, check that the values in the logger match those on the
calibration card.

4. Select the sample rate you require.

NOTE:  In Realtime mode the logger reads and displays the pressure every eight
seconds.  If the sample rate is greater than eight seconds, the average value for
the sample interval is stored (based on eight-second readings).  (Refer to the 
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TrendReader guide for more information.)

5. Save the new setup.

12.7.3 SRP4 LPD Pressure Specifications

Type: Silicon piezoresistive strain gauge

Max. Pressure: Four times full scale

Media: Non-corrosive gases and dry air

Temp. Range:
Operating: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)
Compensated: 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)

Thermals Accuracy: ±0.5% FS (over compensated range)

Nonlinearity: ±0.05% FS (best fit straight line)

Hysteresis and Repeatability: ±0.05% FS (typical)

Long Term Stability: ±0.5% FS

Pressure Ranges and their Equations

Range in W.C. Equation Accuracy

-0.5   to   +0.5" 13 ± 0.05"

-1   to   +1" 13 ± 0.05"

-2   to   +2" 88 ± 0.05"

-5   to   +5" 89 ± 0.1"

-10   to   +10" 37 ± 0.1"
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12.8 SmartReader Plus 5 Thermocouple Logger

The SmartReader Plus 5 Thermocouple Logger can monitor and record temperatures from J,
K, T, S or E type thermocouples.

Figure 5-1:  SmartReader Plus 5

12.8.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 5 has two external thermocouple temperature channels and one
internal thermistor channel.

For information on temperature ranges and resolutions applicable for the different types of
thermocouples you want to use, refer to the Specifications  section.

12.8.2 Setup

The internal thermistor temperature channel for the SmartReader Plus 5 is used to simulate a
reference junction for the thermocouples - it must always be enabled.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

3 Thermocouple 1 see SmartReader Plus 5 Specifications

5 Thermocouple 2 see SmartReader Plus 5 Specifications
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12.8.3 Use

1. Connect a J, K, T, S or E type thermocouple to one or more channels.  Make sure that
you observe polarity when making connections.  To do this, connect a thermocouple's
negative wire (usually red) to the "-" terminal of the channel you want to use.  Connect the
other (positive) wire to the "+" terminal.  The following table lists the ANSI color code for
the thermocouple wires:

Thermocouple Type Positive (+) Wire Negative (-) Wire

J White Red

K Yellow Red

T Blue Red

S Black Red

E Violet Red

Figure 5-2:  SmartReader Plus 5 Thermocouple Connection

2. Connect the logger to your computer and run TrendReader.  Select the equation number
for each active thermocouple channel (refer to the Specifications  section).

3. Check that you have the thermocouple's polarity correct by warming its tip.  You will see
the Realtime temperature increase if the wires are connected correctly.  If the
temperature decreases, reverse the connections.

NOTE:  The inputs are not isolated from each other (they use the same common
"-" terminal internally).  This means that the thermocouple tips cannot be touching
each other.  If they are touching or are fastened to a conducting surface like a
metal frame, some looping can occur and the readings may fluctuate.  They must
be insulated or prevented from making contact with each other electrically.  Do
not use grounded thermocouples.
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12.8.4 Specifications

Accuracy: ±0.5% of range plus resolution

Thermocouple Range Resolution Equation

J -50 to 600°C
(-55 to 1100°F) 

0.30°C (0.55°F) 50

K -100 to 1150°C
(-145 to 2100°F)

0.50°C (0.90°F) 52

T -200 to 400°C
(-325 to 750°F)

0.40°C (0.75°F) 54

S 0 to 1450°C
(32 to 2642°F)

1.0°C (1.8°F) 74

E -50 to 680°C
(-58 to 1250°F)

0.24°C (0.44°F) 90

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

12.8.5 Manual Calibration

A simple way to manually adjust the calibration values on a SmartReader Plus 5 thermocouple
logger follows.  For each active channel:

1. Install the thermocouple and set the proper equation number for that thermocouple
type.  Set the TrendReader software into Realtime mode.

2. Using a valid low reference temperature (as low as possible), observe the Realtime
reading and adjust the Low calibration value until the logger displays the reference
temperature.

3. Using a valid high reference temperature (as high as possible), observe the Realtime
reading and adjust the Mid calibration value until the logger displays the reference
temperature.

To obtain the best results from the calibration, set the reference temperatures as far apart as
possible.
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12.9 SmartReader Plus 6 Thermocouple Logger

The SmartReader Plus 6 Thermocouple Logger can monitor and record temperatures from J,
K, T, S or E type thermocouples.

Figure 6-1:  SmartReader Plus 6

12.9.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 6 has seven external thermocouple temperature channels and one
internal thermistor temperature channel for cold-junction compensation.

12.9.2 Setup

The internal thermistor temperature channel for the SmartReader Plus 6 is used to simulate a
reference junction for the thermocouples - it must always be enabled.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Thermocouple 1 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications

2 Thermocouple 2 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications

3 Thermocouple 3 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications

4 Thermocouple 4 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications

5 Thermocouple 5 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications

6 Thermocouple 6 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications
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7 Thermocouple 7 see SmartReader Plus 6 Specifications

12.9.3 Use

1. Connect a J, K, T, S or E type thermocouple to one or more channels.  Make sure that
you observe polarity when making connections.  To do this, connect a thermocouple's
negative wire (usually red) to the "-" terminal of the channel you want to use.  Connect the
other (positive) wire to the "+" terminal.  The following table lists the ANSI color code for
the thermocouple wires:

Thermocouple Type Positive (+) Wire Negative (-) Wire

J White Red

K Yellow Red

T Blue Red

S Black Red

E Violet Red

2. Connect the logger to your computer and run TrendReader.  Select the equation number
for each active thermocouple channel (refer to the Specifications  section).

3. Check that you have the thermocouple's polarity correct by warming its tip.  You will see
the Realtime temperature increase if the wires are connected correctly. If the temperature
decreases, reverse the connections.

NOTE:  The inputs are not isolated from each other (they use the same common
"-" terminal internally).  This means that the thermocouple tips cannot be touching
each other.  If they are touching or are fastened to a conducting surface like a
metal frame, some looping can occur and the readings may fluctuate.  They must
be insulated or prevented from making contact with each other electrically.  Do
not use grounded thermocouples.

12.9.4 Specifications

Accuracy: ± 0.5% of range plus resolution

Thermocouple Range Resolution Equation

J -50 to 600°C
(-55 to 1100°F) 

0.30°C (0.55°F) 50

K -100 to 1150°C
(-145 to 2100°F)

0.50°C (0.90°F) 52

T -200 to 400°C
(-325 to 750°F)

0.40°C (0.75°F) 54
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S 0 to 1450°C
(32 to 2642°F)

1.0°C (1.8°F) 74

E -50 to 680°C
(-58 to 1250°F)

0.24°C (0.44°F) 90

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

12.9.5 Manual Calibration

A simple way to manually adjust the calibration values on a SmartReader Plus 6 thermocouple
logger follows.  For each active channel:

1. Install the thermocouple and set the proper equation number for that thermocouple
type.  Set the TrendReader software into Realtime mode.

2. Using a valid low reference temperature (as low as possible), observe the Realtime
reading and adjust the Low calibration value until the logger displays the reference
temperature.

3. Using a valid high reference temperature (as high as possible), observe the Realtime
reading and adjust the Mid calibration value until the logger displays the reference
temperature.

To obtain the best results from the calibration, set the reference temperatures as far apart as
possible.
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12.10 SmartReader Plus 7 Process Signal Logger

A multi-channel, multi-purpose logger, the SmartReader Plus 7 provides a versatile means of
logging a wide variety of measurement signals.  It features seven input channels configured
for easy interface with common transducer and transmitter outputs.

Figure 7-1:  SmartReader Plus 7

12.10.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 7 can measure and record data from five separate channels of analog
DC voltage covering the ranges of 0 to 200 millivolts, 0 to 2.5 volts, 0 to 5 volts and 0 to 10
volts and from two DC current channels covering the range of 0 to 25 milliamps.

How the SmartReader Plus 7 Works
Voltage channels use a pre-amplifier to provide a high input impedance and adjust the signal
for maximum resolution by the A/D converter.  All digital values are converted to their proper
engineering units by equations in TrendReader software.

Current flow through a loop is logged by measuring the voltage drop across an internal 20 ohm
input resistor.  This voltage drop is amplified to use the full range of the A/D converter.  The
digital values are then processed into engineering units by an equation in TrendReader
software.

12.10.2 Setup

This section provides guidelines to follow to get you started with your SmartReader Plus 7.

1. The first step in using your SmartReader Plus 7 is to decide what information, or
parameters, you want to log.  For example, you may simply wish to replace an existing
hard-wired 4-20mA chart recorder or, instead, monitor from a special multiple-transducer
circuit that you have assembled.
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2. Determine what sensors, transducers or transmitters you need to do the job (if not
already present).  Compatible transducers for monitoring temperature, relative humidity,
pressure, speed, and many more variables are available through a wide variety of
vendors (see Selecting Transducers and Transmitters ).

3. Modify the channels externally (using resistors), if required, for maximum resolution (see
Customizing Input Ranges ).

4. Write a Custom Equation to convert the internal A/D converter readings from the
transducer or circuit you want to monitor into the proper engineering units required (for
example, a 4-20mA signal representing 0 to 10,000 l/min).  For help writing these
equations refer to the TrendReader guide.

5. Decide how you are going to power your transducers (if required).  You can, for example,
use a standard power supply and create a circuit like that shown in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2:  Transducer Power Supply Connection

6. Connect your transducers or transmitters and check operation by observing the Realtime
value displayed by TrendReader software. If you can, try to exercise your transducers
(make them change their output) to ensure that everything works.  If it does, then you are
ready to place your assembly in the field to start logging.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 25 mA 6

2 25 mA 6

3 200 mV 19

4 2.5 V 7

5 5 V 18

6 5 V 18

7 10 V 17

253
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Avoiding Ground Loops
Take special care to avoid ground loop problems when you use your SmartReader Plus 7.  A
ground loop can occur when there is more than one path to ground in your logger-transducer
circuit.  Ground loops can damage your SmartReader Plus 7 as well as your transducers.  To
avoid ground loop problems in your SmartReader Plus 7 circuit:

1. Do not use more than one grounded power supply to excite your transducers.

2. Do not connect your logger to your computer for Realtime readings unless:

· your computer is battery-operated (i.e. not grounded) or
· your transducer power supply is not grounded.

If you must use more than one grounded power supply in your SmartReader Plus 7 circuit, 
each transducer you use must be isolated.  If you must use non-isolated transducers, then you
must use a Signal Repeater/Loop Isolator between the transducer output and the
SmartReader Plus 7 input.

Wiring Notes and Considerations
1. The SmartReader Plus 7 has four common inputs (labeled "Common").  These are not

isolated from each other and can be used as the negative "-" connection for the power
supply (or battery) and any of the transducers being logged by the SmartReader Plus 7.

2. The 200mV channels "float" when no connection is made to them.  They can be expected
to read a positive voltage when left unconnected.  When connected, however, they will
read the correct input voltage.

3. The 25mA channels read positive current only.  Make sure to observe polarity.  If you are
using both channels simultaneously, ensure that both 4-20mA transmitters operate with
their negative (-) terminals tied together.

12.10.3 Choosing Input Channels

The SmartReader Plus 7 has seven external input channels to use in your particular
applications.

The resolution of your SmartReader Plus 7 logger is twelve bits.  This means that it can
resolve analog signals into 4096 discrete steps.  All channels have a resolution of 0.025% full
scale (1/4096 x 100%) which produces a very detailed graph in most applications.

The SmartReader Plus 7 can be used for measuring signals with a full scale output as low as
20mV on the 200mV channel (this translates to 1 part in 410 which is better than eight bit
resolution); this is useful for Wheatstone bridge type transducers which typically have a full
scale output in the tens of millivolts.

WARNING: The 200mV channel is more sensitive to noise signals generated by
the environment the logger is placed into - shielded cables should be used.
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12.10.4 Customizing Input Ranges

The standard input ranges on the SmartReader Plus 7 should be suitable for most process
signal applications but occasionally you may require measurement of non-standard input
levels where resolution is a primary concern.  Ranges can be adapted easily by using either
one or two external resistors.  TrendReader software has Equation functions that can be used
to scale the data to the new input levels.

The table below lists several possible input signal ranges and the recommended channels to
use.  It also lists alternative channels that can be used for additional simultaneous monitoring
capability.  These alternative channels will, however, require external resistors.

Range Standard Alternative

0 to 500 mV 2.5 V 200mV

0 to 1V 2.5 V 200mV

0 to 2V 2.5 V 200mV

0 to 3V 5 V 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 6V 10 V 5V, 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 20V 10 V 5V, 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 2mA 25 mA 200mV

4 to 20mA 25 mA 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 50mA n / a 25mA, 5V

0 to 100mA n / a 25mA, 10V

In the above table, the Range column lists examples of input signals that you may wish to
monitor using your SmartReader Plus 7.  The Standard column lists the channel you would
normally choose to monitor that particular signal.  The Alternative column lists other channels
that can be used to monitor the same input signals.  In most cases, these channels will need
to be fitted with external resistors. 

The resistor value that you will require to modify each SmartReader Plus 7 input channels is
selected by inserting your special input requirements into a simple equation.  The following
sections detail these equations and the method of tying in these resistors.

10 Volt Channel
The 10 volt channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 10 volts DC) by
adding a single resistor to the "10V" terminal shown in Figure 7-3.  The value of the resistor
(R) can be calculated by following the formula below, based on the desired voltage input range
(Ein):

R = 102,000 x Ein - 1,020,000

For example, if you wish to measure up to 20 volts, the resistor value should be:

102,000 x 20 - 1,020,000 = 1,020,000 ohms 

NOTE:  It is recommended to use resistors with a resistance tolerance of 1% or
better.
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Since you will not always be able to get the exact resistor value that you calculated, you can
determine the logger's actual input range by plugging the value of the resistor (R) you obtain
back into the equation.  For example, if the closest resistor you could obtain was 1.05M ohms,
then the actual voltage input range would be:

Ein = (R + 1,020,000) / 102,000 

(1,050,000+1,020,000) / 102,000 = 20.29V 

This value will be needed when it comes time to create your own custom equation using 
TrendReader software.

Figure 7-3:  Extended Voltage Range on 10V Channel

You can also easily convert the 10V channel to measure 0 to 100mA current simply by putting
a 100 ohm resistor (minimum rating: 2 watts) between the "10V" and "Common" terminals.

5 Volt & 2.5V Channels
The 5 volt and 2.5 volt channels can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 5 and 2.5
volts DC respectively) by adding a single resistor, in the same way as shown for a 10V
channel in Figure 7-3 to the "5V" and "2.5V" terminals.  The value of the resistor (R) can be
calculated by the following equations, based on the desired voltage input range (Ein).  A final
Range can be determined to write a custom equation in TrendReader software.

Terminal Resistor (R) Range

5 V R = 202,000 x Ein - 1,010,000 Ein = (R + 1,010,000) / 202,000

2.5 V R = 408,000 x Ein - 1,020,000 Ein = (R + 1,020,000) / 408,000

200mV Channel
The 200mV channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 200mV DC) by
adding two resistors to the input terminals as shown in Figure 7-4.  The value of the resistor
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marked "10k" must be 10,000 ohms ±1% or better.

Figure 7-4:  Modified 200mV Channel

The value of the resistor (R) and final Range can be calculated with the following equations:

R = 40,000 x Ein - 10,000

Ein = (R + 10,000) / 40,000

25mA Channel
The 25 milliamp channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 25mA DC) by
adding a single resistor across the input terminals as shown in Figure 7-5.  The value of the
resistor (R) can be calculated by the following the formula below, based on the desired current
input range (Iin) in mA**:

R = 500 / (Iin - 25)

** Where: 500 = max input voltage in mV
25 = max current input in mA

Make sure the resistor can withstand at least twice the power you will be sending it.  To
calculate this, use the following equation: 

RI2P 2
in ´´=

Where:
P = Minimum Power Rating of resistor (in watts)
Iini= Maximum amperage expected through resistor (in Amps)
R = Resistor value (in ohms)

For example, a 20 ohm resistor calculated to measure currents up to 50mA will require a
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power rating greater or equal to 0.1 watts.  Therefore, a quarter watt resistor will do fine.

Figure 7-5:  Modified 25mA Channel

You can also modify the 200mV channel to log current loop signals with greater sensitivity than
the two 25 mA channels.  Put a 100 ohm resistor across the "200mV" and "Common"
terminals and you will be able to log currents from 0 to 2.0mA with approximately ten times the
resolution of the 25mA channels.  The equation to use to determine the other current (Iin)
ranges, in milliamps, is:

R = 200 / Iin

Resistors
Resistors that can be used with the SmartReader Plus 7 are readily available at most
electronic parts supply stores.  Ask for precision 1% metal film resistors with a temperature
coefficient of less than 500ppm.  The most common ones are quite small and made in the
form of a cylinder with axial leads.  To show the value of the resistor, either there is:

· a color code painted on each resistor in the form of bands
· a number (followed by a letter) stamped on them

For resistors with a tolerance of 2% or looser, there are four bands or three number digits
while the resistors that are 1% or better have five rings or four number digits. In the case of
1% values the first three digits or rings correspond to the resistors value and the fourth digit or
band is the number of zeros to be added.  The fifth band or letter indicates the manufacturer's
tolerance of the resistor.  For example, a 30,900 ohms resistor would be shown as orange,
black, white, red, black or "3092F".

Color Number Tolerance Letter

Black 0 1% F

Brown 1 2% G

Red 2
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Orange 3

Yellow 4

Green 5

Blue 6

Violet 7

Grey 8

White 9

Gold 5% J

Silver 10% K

None 20%

WARNING:  Using resistors with tolerances looser than 1%, poor temperature
coefficients and long-term drift characteristics will create undesirable
measurement errors.

12.10.5 Selecting Transducers and Transmitters

A transducer is defined as a device that receives energy from one system and retransmits it, in
a different form, to another system.  A transmitter is a term usually reserved for transducers in
a current loop circuit.  In this section, the terms transducer and transmitter will be used
interchangeably.

For a transducer to be useful, the retransmitted signal must be compatible with standard
instrumentation.  For the SmartReader Plus 7 logger, this can be either in the form of an
analog DC voltage or current.

Many compatible transducers exist for measuring such variables as temperature, relative
humidity, pressure, speed, pH and more.  You can obtain these from a wide variety of
manufacturers or distributors.  An extensive listing of sensors and companies is published
yearly by Sensors Magazine.

To figure out what to look for when choosing transducers, it is helpful to know a few technical
terms and how they relate to use with your SmartReader Plus 7 logger.

Excitation Voltage
This term refers to the input voltage that a transducer requires in order for it to work properly. 
It is either specified as a range (for example, 9 to 30 volts DC) or a specific voltage (for
example, 10 volts DC).  When a range is specified, it means you can use an unregulated
power supply (such as a battery) as long as voltages within the range are provided.  Usually, if
a specific voltage is required, it means you require a regulated power supply.

When an unregulated power supply is specified for the excitation voltage, a regulated one may
also be used.  The reverse, however, is not true. Millivolt pressure transducers, for example,
usually require regulated power supplies.

Maximum Impedance
An important consideration when choosing transducers is the requirement for input or loop
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impedance.  This simply refers to how much resistance your instrumentation (for example, the
SmartReader Plus 7) can have before it will begin to cause problems.  For voltage inputs, a
very high impedance is usually required (greater than 10k ohms).  This prevents the
unnecessary draining of current from the transducer circuit.  The SmartReader Plus 7's
voltage inputs are all high impedance (greater than 1M ohms).

For current loop inputs, it is advantageous to have a very low impedance (the SmartReader
Plus 7's current channels have a low 20 ohm impedance).  This helps to minimize the voltage
requirements and power consumption of the circuit.  Check the specifications for the
transducers you intend to use to ensure the SmartReader Plus 7's input impedance is
acceptable.

Two-Wire Transmitters
Two-wire transmitters are transducers that form part of a current loop circuit.  They vary the
current flow in accordance with changes in the variable which they are sensing. Most two-wire
transmitters have a 4-20mA output.

Three-Wire Transducers
Three-wire transducers have three connections: a supply (excitation) voltage input (V+IN), an
output voltage (V+OUT) and a common (COM-).  You can usually tell if a transducer is 3-wire
by reviewing the wiring diagram and looking for a single common connection.

Four-Wire Transducers
Four-wire transducers fall into two categories: line-type and Wheatstone bridge types.  No
more than one line-type transducer can be attached to a SmartReader Plus 7 unless it has an
isolated output (no electrical connection to the line).  More than one bridge-type transducer
can only be hooked to a SmartReader Plus 7 if each has an isolated power supply.

Output
The specified output of a transducer or transmitter will determine whether it is compatible for
use with your SmartReader Plus 7.  Some of the most popular transducer outputs (such as 0
to 2.5V or 0 to 5V DC) are directly compatible with the logger.  The most popular transmitter
output is 4 to 20mA which can easily be used with the SmartReader Plus 7.

12.10.6 Specifications

Voltage and Current Inputs

Ranges: 0 to 2.5 volts DC 
0 to 5 volts DC 
0 to 10 volts DC 
0 to 200mV DC 
0 to 25mA

Resolution: 0.025% (12-bit)

Accuracy: ±0.5% full scale

Input Impedance: >1 megohm (all voltage channels) 
20 ohms (0 to 25mA channels)
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Overload Protection: Voltage channels: ±40V 
Current channels: ±70mA 
(both are reverse-polarity protected)

Transducer Restrictions: The use of one power supply common only is recommended to
avoid ground loops or use loop isolators.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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12.11 SmartReader Plus 8 Eight-Channel Temperature Logger

The SmartReader Plus 8 is a versatile logger for recording temperatures in a wide range of
environmental and industrial applications.  It can record up to eight temperature channels
simultaneously.

Figure 8-1:  SmartReader Plus 8

12.11.1 Description

The SmartReader Plus 8 has seven external temperature channels (for remote temperature
probes) and one internal thermistor sensor.

12.11.2 Setup and Use

The following procedure will help you prepare your SmartReader Plus 8 for your temperature
monitoring applications.

1. Setup and activate the channels you intend to monitor using TrendReader software.
Disable any channels you are not going to use to conserve memory. 

2. If you are using external channels, make sure to use thermistor sensors appropriate for
the measurements you want to take (for assistance, please refer to Appendix C
Thermistor Temperature Probes ).  Also, confirm that the equation number you are
using for each of your probes is correct.

3. To connect remote temperature probes (two-wire), simply connect one lead into an active
channel (labeled 1 to 7) and the other into a terminal marked "Common".  It does not
matter which lead goes to which terminal.  You can connect more than one thermistor
probe lead to the same Common terminal.  For example, Figure 8-2 shows two external
probes connected to channels 2 and 3 sharing the same Common terminal.  If you are
using a thermistor probe with shielded cable, terminate the shield wire by connecting it to

275
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any Common terminal.

Figure 8-2:  Connecting External Temperature Probes

Accessories
The ET Series Temperature sensors are thermistor probes that can be used easily with your
SmartReader Plus 8 for remote temperature measurements.  The advantage of these probes
is that they can be used for a wide range of temperatures, are very versatile (they can be used
to record liquid or surface temperatures) and their small size permits them to be placed in
hard-to-get-at locations such as in ductwork or under pipe insulation.

For more information on choosing and using thermistor probes, refer to Appendix C
Thermistor Temperature Probes .

You can purchase additional screw-type terminal block connectors for your SmartReader Plus
8.  These make it easy to permanently install sensors around buildings and systems.  Simply
wire them to the unconnected blocks and when you are ready to collect data, you can simply
plug in your SmartReader 8 logger.  For analysis, you can just unplug it again without having to
disconnect any sensors.

Other Applications
For information on how you can monitor resistance or switch status with your SmartReader
Plus 8, refer to Appendix A Measuring Resistance and Switch Status .

275
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12.12 SmartReader Plus 9 Pulse Logger

The SmartReader Plus 9 is a two-channel multi-purpose counter and logger.  With it you can
monitor a wide variety of measurement parameters.

Figure 9-1:  SmartReader Plus 9

12.12.1 Description

Featuring two input channels configured for easy interface with common switch and
transducer outputs, the SmartReader Plus 9 has the capability to count and record voltage
pulses and switch contact closure frequency.  The SmartReader Plus 9 does not have an
internal temperature channel.

12.12.2 How the SmartReader Plus 9 Counts

The SmartReader Plus 9 has two channels.  The channels can count the opening and closing
of external switch contacts and/or the occurrence of DC voltage pulses.  Each channel has a
selectable slow or fast input.  The SmartReader Plus 9 can only count pulses from one input at
a time on each channel.

The pulse logger can count up to 4095 switch contact closures or pulses over any sampling
interval.  For example, if you select a sixteen second sampling interval, the SmartReader Plus
9 can record a maximum of 255 closures per second (4095/16).  If the number of closures or
pulses exceeds 4095 during a sampling interval, the logger will record a count of 4095 for that
interval.

The logger keeps track of the number of times a switch opens and closes by continuously
maintaining a voltage potential across the input terminals.  Every time the voltage changes
from high to low (i.e. switch closing) and back to high again (i.e. switch opening), the logger
increments its internal counter.

Counting voltage pulses (also called logic inputs) is similar to counting switch contacts, only
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instead of the logger supplying the voltage potential, the logger detects the voltage level of the
pulse.  The pulse must have a low level voltage less than 0.5 volts DC and the high level
voltage must be from 4.5 to 24 volts DC.

The minimum pulse length and minimum interval between pulses must be 2 milliseconds for
the slow input and 10 microseconds for the fast input.  For the SmartReader Plus 9 to register
a count, the input voltage must go from a low level to a high level and back again to a low
level.

12.12.3 Setup and Use

The following steps will guide you through the procedure of setting up and using your
SmartReader Plus 9 Pulse Logger.

1. Always make sure that the circuit you want to monitor is compatible to use with the logger
before connecting it.  Refer to the Specifications  section for details on the type of
switches and logic signals that will work. Key things to note are: 

· If you are going to be monitoring the opening and closing of switches, there must not be
a power source connected to the contacts (the contacts must be "dry").

· If you wish to monitor a circuit that produces pulsed signals, then the low level must fall
between 0 and 0.5 volts DC and the high level must be between 4.5 volts and 24 volts
DC.

· The frequency of the pulses or contact closures that you want to monitor must not
exceed the maximum capability of the SmartReader Plus 9 which is 4095 over any
sampling period.

2. Set the mode of operation of your SmartReader Plus 9 in TrendReader.

Channel Description Equation

0 Pulse Input 1 81

1 Pulse Input 2 81

3. Connect your switches or signals to check the operation of the logger by viewing the
Realtime reading while generating pulses.  If the value increments, then you are ready to
start logging in the field.

12.12.4 Specifications

Pulse Inputs
Range: 4095 pulses/sample period

Accuracy: ±1 pulse/sample period

Absolute Max. Voltage: +24/-22 volts DC

Input Impedance: >1.0M for Vin<5V;
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>4.0K for Vin>5V

Min. Pulse Width
50% Duty Cycle: Slow input:2 milliseconds

Fast input:10 microseconds

Restrictions: Maximum frequency over sample interval must not exceed
channel range (the total count will stop at 4095)

Connections: Removable screw-type terminal strip

Switch Inputs
Input-type: Uncommitted "dry" contacts (relay or switch)

Excitation: 5 microamps contact current
3.6 volts open circuit

Contacts: Sealed gold-plated recommended

Voltage Input
Input-type: Active logic signals

Input Voltage: 0 to 0.5 volts DC low
4.5 to 24 volts DC high

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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12.13 SmartReader Plus 10 RTD Temperature Logger

The SmartReader Plus 10 is a temperature logger with four channels: an internal thermistor
channel and three external channels specifically designed for use with RTD (Resistance
Temperature Detector) temperature probes.

Figure 10-1:  SmartReader Plus 10

12.13.1 Description

Two, three, and four-wire RTDs may be used with the SmartReader Plus 10, however,
four-wire RTDs produce the highest accuracy.  RTDs with a Temperature Coefficient
Resistance (TCR) of 0.00385 can be used with this data logger.

12.13.2 Setup

1. Connect the RTDs to the terminal strip.  The connection varies depending on the type of
RTD used:

NOTE:  For the best results, connect the jumper wire as closely as possible to
the probe.

2. Run TrendReader software.

3. In the setup window, assign equation numbers as follows:

For results in temperature:
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For the internal channel, use equation 45
For the 100 ohm probes, use equation 86
For the 1000 ohm probes, use equation 87

For results in resistance (ohms):
For the internal channel, use equation 45
For the 100 ohm probes, use equation 84
For the 1000 ohm probes, use equation 85

 NOTE:  Even equation numbers are for 100 W probes and odd equation
numbers are for 1000 W probes. 

4. Adjust the remaining setup options as desired then save the setup.

12.13.3 Specification of RTD Channels

The following specifications are for: 
4-Wire Platinum 100 Ohm @ 0° C & TCR = 0.00385 
4-Wire Platinum 1000 Ohm @ 0° C & TCR = 0.00385

Description: Value:
+SIG Input Impedance: >1 Meg. ohms
-SIG Input Impedance: >1 Meg. ohms
Excitation Current <=1mA

Temp. Range
(100 & 1000 W probes): -230 to 300°C (-382 to 572°F)

Accuracy ** (100 & 1000 W): ± 0.3°C (0.54°F) + resolution or
± 0.06 % full scale + resolution

Resolution (100 W  &  1000 W): ± 0.14°C (±0.25°F)

Resistance Range (100 W): 5 to 210 W
Accuracy ** (100 W): ± 0.13 W + resolution or

± 0.06 % full scale + resolution

Resistance Range (1000 W): 50 to 2100 W
Accuracy ** (1000 W): ± 1.3 W + resolution or

± 0.06 % full scale + resolution

Resolution (100 W): ± 0.05 W
Resolution (1000 W): ± 0.5 W

* For internal channel specifications, please see Common Specifications  for
SmartReader Plus loggers

** Temperature compensated for the range of -20 to 80°C (-4 to 176°F)

201
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12.14 Conservation Logger Temperature, RH and 5V Input Logger

The Conservation Logger is a self-contained temperature and relative humidity logger with two
external channels for use with a variety of sensors.

Figure 11-1:  Conservation Logger

12.14.1 Description

The Conservation Logger is designed to monitor temperature and humidity (internal or
external) and determine if the readings measured are out of tolerance based on preset
thresholds.  It is equipped with an LED light that will flash its alarm if measurements raise
above or below set limits.  

Alarm Flash Mode
When the Alarm Flash mode is selected the logger will check the current sample and
determine if it is above or below the high or low alarm threshold values.  If the sample is out of
tolerance then the logger will start a delay timer to allow the environment to return to normal
limits.  If the environment does not return to normal limits the alarm will be triggered and the
Alarm LED will begin to flash.

Once an alarm is triggered it is locked and will not clear until the logger is cleared or set up.

Flash Delay
The Flash Delay is the maximum allowable period of time (based on sample periods) for a
channel to be out of tolerance before alarming.  The Flash Delay is started when a channels
current sample is found to be out of the preset alarm limits.  Once the delay timer is started it
will count down from the preset number of samples to zero.  When zero is reached the alarm
will be locked and the Alarm LED will begin to flash.

The Flash Delay timer will be reset if the channel that reported the alarm returns to normal
operating conditions (within the preset tolerances) before the timer reaches zero.

If a threshold is crossed again the delay timer will restart.
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12.14.2 Setup

Make sure to enable each channel you want to use.  If you are not using a channel, disable it
in order to save memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Internal Relative Humidity 71

2 External 5VDC 18

3 External 5VDC 18

NOTE:  When you activate the RH channel, you must also enable its
corresponding temperature channel, as well, in order to temperature compensate
the RH sensors.

Precautions
The Conservation Logger's RH Sensor is designed for long-term trouble-free performance, but
there are a few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· Never expose the sensor to organic solvents or ionic-laden liquids.  Any chemical
compound that attracts polymers may affect the sensor.

· The RH sensor is particularly susceptible to contamination by sulfur gases and sulfur
compounds.  DO NOT SMOKE NEAR THE LOGGER!

· Always return your Conservation Logger to a re-sealable plastic bag during non-use to
maximize the in-calibration life of the RH sensor.

12.14.3 Accessories

You can obtain replacement RH Sensors, remote temperature probes, temperature and
relative humidity probes for use with your Conservation Logger.

The Conservation Logger can also be combined with the Telaire 7001 Handheld Monitor.

12.14.4 Relative Humidity Calibration

Each relative humidity sensor has been individually calibrated in an environmental chamber
with standards traceable to the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The Conservation Logger is supplied with a calibration certificate which provides calibration
values.  These calibration values must be entered and stored in the logger during initial setup. 
If your RH sensor is out of calibration, you can simply replace it with a new one.

NOTE:  A straight replacement of the RH sensor will introduce an additional +2%
tolerance on the RH accuracy.  Calibration of the RH channel with the new RH
sensor is recommended. 

In the event that you wish to confirm the RH calibration of your sensor, you can perform your
own field test. Refer to Appendix B Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibrations  for
more information on RH testing.
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Interchangeable replacement RH sensors for loggers are available through your dealer.  For
best accuracy, it is recommended these be calibrated together with the logger  consult your
ACR representative for price and availability of this service.

12.14.5 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) in the immediate vicinity of the
sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity and
turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity.

In a room, temperature and RH levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such
factors as air stratification, drafts and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people,
equipment, moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even
within a small confined area.  The individual sensors associated with your Conservation
Logger measure and record temperature and RH only in one location.  They do not, in any
way, represent an overall reading.

If you decide to check the calibration of your Conservation Logger RH sensor using a Sling
Psychrometer, keep in mind the following:

· Any instrument that requires a person to be present at, or in very close proximity to the
RH sensor in order to get a reading, will have a measurement error introduced to it. 
That is because the body readily gives off heat and moisture that is especially
noticeable at lower RH levels.

· The time taken between slinging the psychrometer and reading it can exhibit several
degrees of inaccuracy in the wet bulb reading.  Air currents around the body, whether it
is slung in the shade of a building or in sunlight, not knowing how to tie the wet sock, its
condition, and the purity of water used, all contribute to error.  In addition, interpolating
the data from a psychrometric chart can add another 2 to 4% to the accumulative error.

12.14.6 Specifications

Temperature Sensor
Type: NTC Thermistor

Range: -40 to 70°C(-40 to 158°F)

Accuracy: +/- 0.2°C over the range of 0 to 70°C
(+/- 0.3°F over the range of 32 to 158°F)

Resolution: 0.03°C at 25°C (0.05°F at 77°F); 
better than 0.07°C (0.12°F) between -25 and 70°C (-13 and

158°F); 
better than 0.13°C (0.23°F) between -40 and -25°C (-40 and

-13°F)

RH Sensor
Type: Capacitive thin polymer film
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Range: 0 to 95% RH

Accuracy: ±3% RH from 10 to 90% (-20 to 40°C [-4 to 104°F])

Resolution: Better than 0.04% RH between 25 and 60% RH at 25°C
(77°F)

Environmental Conditions: The RH sensor is relatively immune to chemical
contamination but when exposed to extreme environmental
conditions, accuracy degradation could result.  For long-term
stability and reliable readings, the sensor should not be
subjected to liquid immersion or exposed to high
concentrations of organic solvents, corrosive agents, sulfur
gases and strong acids or bases.  Dust settling on the sensor
surface will not affect sensor performance except possibly to
decrease the speed of response.

Chemical Tolerances: Limits for different chemical groups
1. Organic solvents typically 1,000...10,000 ppm
2. Corrosive agents (strong acids S02, H2SO4, Cl2, HCl,

H2S etc.) typically 1...10 ppm
3. Weak acids typically 100...1,000 ppm
4. Bases typically 10,000...100,000 ppm

External Sensors(2):
Range: Any two sensors with a 0-5 VDC output

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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12.15 APPENDIX A   Monitoring Resistance and Switch Status

Monitoring Resistance
and Switch Status

12.15.1 Measuring Resistance

You can also use your SmartReader Plus 1, 2, 4 and 8 model loggers to monitor resistance,
instead of just temperatures.  This capability allows you to monitor devices other than just
thermistors (for example, potentiometers, level indicators or any other device that varies
resistance in accordance with a known parameter).

To use the thermistor temperature channel on your SmartReader Plus logger to measure
resistance, you must change the channel's equation number to the one for resistance.  To do
this, select Equation 44 - Resistance when setting up the logger in TrendReader software.

The highest resolution of the resistance measurements occurs at a 10k ohms midpoint.

12.15.2 Monitoring Switch Status

You can also use your SmartReader Plus 1, 2, 4 and 8 model loggers to record the status of
uncommitted mechanical switch contacts (see Figure A-1).  The switch you want to monitor
must be a "dry" contact, which means that it must have no connection to any type of voltage,
power or ground.

To use the thermistor temperature channel on your SmartReader Plus data logger to monitor
switch status, you must change the channel's equation number to the one for switch status. 
To do this, choose Equation 41 - Switch Status when setting up the logger using
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TrendReader software. 

Figure A-1:  Monitoring Switch Status

When monitoring the status of a switch with your data logger, keep in mind that the logger will
not detect more than one change per sample period.  For this reason, use a fast sample rate if
you expect the switch to open and close frequently.

The type of graph produced when monitoring switch status is a square wave that rises to a
maximum value when the switch is closed, and falls to a minimum value when the switch is
open.
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12.16 APPENDIX B   Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibration

Temperature and
Relative Humidity

Calibration

12.16.1 Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibration

This chapter provides instructions on how you can recalibrate your RH modules, EH-020A
External Temperature and Relative Humidity probes and any thermistor temperature probes.

12.16.2 Thermistor Calibration

If you do not have accurate resistance-temperature data on your thermistors (available with all
interchangeable types) and want to calibrate your own, or simply want to confirm sensor
accuracy, you can perform a simple calibration procedure that will give you the right
information.

List of Materials
Here is a list of items you will need:

· an accurate thermometer, preferably one with 0.1°C increments or better
· a bucket
· crushed or chipped ice
· a pot of boiling water
· a digital multimeter, preferably one with 0.1% resolution or better

Test Procedure
Make sure the thermistors and leads you want to test are properly potted (waterproofed),
insulated or otherwise protected against moisture.  You should not dip an unprotected
thermistor in water since the water will short the leads and produce false readings.  For this
procedure use Equation 44.

1. Label each thermistor sensor so that later you can easily match it to the calibration
equations you produce.

2. Allow the thermistor and thermometer to stabilize at room temperature around 25°C
(77°F).  Record both temperature and resistance readings, being careful not to handle
both devices. This is the Mid calibration point data.

3. Fill the bucket with the crushed or chipped ice.  Add water so that it overflows. Add more
ice until it is tightly packed right to the bottom of the bucket (allowing water to overflow).
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4. Insert the thermometer and the thermistor probes into the bucket ensuring that they do
not touch the side or bottom of the bucket.  Make sure the thermistor probes' leads are
long enough for you to easily take resistance readings.

5. Cover the bucket with foam chips or another suitable insulating material.  Let sit for at
least five minutes while the temperature stabilizes and the thermistor has a chance to
respond.  Add more ice periodically, as before, ensuring that it is tightly packed to the
bottom of the bucket each time.  The goal is to keep the thermistor completely
submerged in the ice slurry until it reaches 0°C (32°F).

6. Measure and record the resistance of the thermistor probe from the logger and the
temperature from the thermometer.  This is the Low temperature calibration point value.

7. Now insert the thermistor probe into a pot of water at room temperature and bring to a
boil.  Record the resistance of the thermistor probe. This is the High calibration point
value 100°C (212°F).

8. With TrendReader software, create a thermistor equation (using the equation wizard)
from the Equation Menu.  Save the equation to the logger.

CAUTION: To avoid damaging your thermistors, when calibrating, make sure you
do not introduce the sensors to rapid changes in temperature (for example, from
ice bucket right into the boiling water).

Calibration Procedure for Temperature Equation 45
This procedure describes how to calibrate equation 45 in TrendReader software.

Normally, you would calibrate a sensor by exposing it to 3 temperatures (0, 25 and 100°C) and
entering the difference of (Measured Temperature - Actual Temperature) as Low, Mid and
High calibration values.  This works fine for our ET-016 temperature probes.  Unfortunately,
this is not possible for internal sensors since the electronics on the data logger cannot
withstand a temperature of 100°C.  You can simulate the calibration at 0, 25 and 100°C by
creating a custom thermistor curve based on temperatures of 0, 25 and 60°C, extrapolating
the curve to 100°C, and using that value for normal calibration.

TrendReader Procedure:

1. Write a resistance equation
Create a custom equation of the form:
SRC = Source0
if SRC < 1 then SRC = 1
if SRC > 254 then SRC = 254
R = 10000 * SRC / (255 - SRC)
Answer0 = R
Save this equation.

2. Set the internal temperature channel of the logger to the resistance equations
Setup the logger, change the equation number to that of the resistance equation, and
save changes.  Sample rate should be fairly long (about 5 minutes is good).  All
calibration values on the internal channel should be set to zero.

3. Expose the logger to three known temperatures
For 0°C, put the logger in a watertight bag and place in ice water bath.  Alternatively,
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place in refrigeration chamber of known temperature.

For 25°C, place logger in insulated box at a known temperature close to 25°C.

For 60°C, place the logger in a watertight bag and place in a warm water bath of known
temperature.

For all the rest, let the logger sit for about 2 hours to acclimatize.  Record the times and
the known temperature for each.

4. Download the logger
After the tests are done, download the logger and graph the data.  You should see 3 flat
spots on the resistance curve which correspond to the times of the temperature tests. 
Record the value of each of the three spots.

5. Generate a thermistor equation
From the Equation Menu, create a thermistor equation (using the equation wizard).  Enter
the low, mid and high temperatures and the corresponding resistances.  Generate the
equation.

6. Revise the Logger File
Revise the logger file and change the equation of the internal temperature channel from
your resistance equation to the new Thermistor Equation.

7. Graph the file
Make sure the units are in Celsius.  Check to make sure that the three flat spots occur at
the known temperatures.

8. Add three compound lines
On the graph, add the three compound lines.  Each line should use the Thermistor
equation you just created.  For each of them, set the Source0 variable to Constant.  The
value of Constant should be 16.24 for the first line, 127.5 for the second line and 195.194
for the third line.  These values correspond to the byte value that corresponds to 100, 25,
0°C under equation 45.

9. Show the graph as a table
Expand the data section of the graph to view the data points.  Note the value of each of
the three compound lines.  The first line should be close to 100°C, record that
temperature as T3.  The second line should be close to 25°C, record that temperature as
T2.  The last line should be close to zero, record that temperature as T1.

10. Calculate the Low, Mid and High Calibration constants
The Low value should be equal to T1
The Mid value should be equal to T2 - 25
The High value should be equal to 100 - T3

11. Final check
Revise the logger file again. This time, set the equation to 45 and enter the new
calibration constants.  Save the file under a new name.  Open this new file and the first
file (using the custom thermistor equation) into the same graph.  Both lines should match
perfectly.

12. Calibrate the logger
Enter the new calibration values into the logger, set the equation to 45 and save the new
changes.
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12.16.3 Relative Humidity Calibration

If you want to confirm the calibration of your RH sensor or EH-020A Temperature and Relative
Humidity probe, you can simply return it to your authorized sales representative or perform
your own field test using the special adjustment provisions in TrendReader software.

Recommended methods of calibration include using an accurate relative humidity test
chamber or by mixing saturated salt solutions.  Both tests are performed at an ambient room
temperature of 20 to 25°C (68 to 77°F).

RH Chamber Test
If you intend to use a Relative Humidity Test Chamber for your calibration, make sure it has
been recently tested to within ±1%.  The procedure to calibrate is as follows:

1. Set up your humidity data logger with a sample rate of 20 seconds, and equation 81 on
the RH channels.  Make sure you have selected Normalized Byte data units.  If you are
calibrating an EH-020A module, ensure it is properly connected to the logger, and the
external RH and temperature channels are enabled.

2. Start the test chamber at 5% RH and place your logger (SmartReader Plus 2 or 4) or
EH-020A probe into the test chamber.  Wait 20 minutes.

3. Adjust the chamber to 20% RH and wait for 20 minutes.  The wait is necessary to ensure
the chamber has adequate time to settle in at the desired level.

4. Adjust the chamber to 80% RH and wait an additional 20 minutes.

5. Remove your logger or RH module from the test chamber and backup the recorded
information to your computer.  If you are working with more than one logger, use the
serial number as the file name to help match the data with the logger when you make
calibration adjustments.

6. Call up the graph on your computer using TrendReader.  The profile you see should
reflect the test you have just performed.

7. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 20% RH level in the test chamber.  Use the
mouse to find the byte value recorded during the latter part of the test (refer to step 3). 
Record this as the "bL" reading.

8. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 80% RH level in the test chamber.  Again, use
the mouse to find the byte value recorded at the end of the test (refer to step 4).  Record
this value as the "bH" reading.

9. Switch to the Setup window in TrendReader software.

10. Use the following equation to calculate the "Low" calibration adjustment value:
Low = (63 x bL - 170 x bH) / 428

11. For the "High" calibration adjustment value use the following equation:
High = 40 x (-107 / (bH - bL) - 1)

12. Now enter the same values by revising the logger file and view the corrected graphs.
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13. If the results are satisfactory, save the calibration changes to the logger (remember to set
the RH channel's equation number back to 71).

Saturated Salt Test
Using saturated salt solutions is the most accurate field technique for RH calibration.

To check your humidity data logger with saturated salt solutions, gather the following
equipment and materials:

· Wide mouth canning jars, 1000ml with metal lids
· #9 stoppers (Fisher #14-130N)
· Powder Funnel (Fisher #10-346-5B)
· Long Stem Funnel (Fisher #10-325D)
· Cardboard or wooden box
· Styrofoam chips (or other insulating material)
· Reagent grade salts:

1. LiCl (anhydrous), 75gm (Fisher #L-121)
2. MgCl2 x 6H2O, 150gm (Fisher #M-33)
3. NaCl, 50gm (Fisher #S-271)

· De-ionized or distilled water, 75ml for each solution

Prepare for the saturated salt test by following these steps:

1. Use the powder funnel to carefully place the salt into the center of the jar bottom.

2. Slowly pour the water onto the mound of salt, using the long stem funnel, taking care not
to splash any water or salt onto the inner walls of the jar.

3. Gently swirl the saturated solution. If the salt dissolves entirely, with no crystals remaining
on the bottom, the solution is not saturated and more salt must be added.  There must be
crystals remaining on the bottom but they must not be exposed above the water level.

4. Put a nail through the jar lid and bend into a small hook.  Tape the head of the nail (or
use rubber cement) to create an airtight seal of the opening.  The logger with RH sensor
(or EH-020A) can be inserted into the jar by first hanging it on the nail loop then screwing
on the lid to the jar.

5. The saturated salt solutions should be kept in a well insulated environment to minimize
any temperature changes.  The equilibrium RH over saturated salt solutions is only
slightly temperature dependent.  However, for close calibration work to 5% RH or better, it
is important to keep the temperature of the salt solution and the air space above it
identical.  To ensure this, the temperature of the lab should be constant.

To perform the saturated salt test, follow these steps:

1. Setup your relative humidity logger with a sample rate of 20 seconds and equation 81 on
the RH channel(s).  Make sure you have selected Normalized Byte data units.

2. Place the jars into the box with 1 to 2 inches of Styrofoam chips on the bottom, then fill all
remaining air spaces between the jars and the interior spaces of the box with the chips.

3. Cover the box with cardboard in which 6cm (2.5") diameter holes have been cut to allow
access to the tops of the jars for insertion of the logger or RH module.
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4. Place the logger with sensor or EH-020A module into the jar containing the LiCl solution
(RH = 11%) overnight to eliminate any hysteresis effects.

5. Quickly insert the logger (or module) into the next solution by swapping the lids.
Transfers should always be made in the direction of higher RH conditions.  The jar
should be well sealed.  Allow at least two hours to get within three percent of the
equilibrium RH. Repeat for next solution.

Salt RH

MgCl2 33%

NaCl 75%

6. Call up the graph on your computer using TrendReader software.  The profile you see
should reflect the test you have just performed.

7. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 33% RH level in the test chamber.  Use the
mouse to find the byte value recorded during the latter part of the minimum two hour test
portion (refer to step 5). Record this as the "bL" reading.

8. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 75% RH level in the test chamber. Again, use
the mouse to find the byte value recorded at the end of the minimum two hour test (refer
to step 5). Record this value as the "bH" reading.

9. Switch to the Setup window in TrendReader software.

10. Use the following equation to calculate the "Low" calibration adjustment value:
Low = (71 x bL - 145 x bH) / 296

11. For the "High" calibration adjustment value use the following equation:
High = 40 x (-74/ (bH - bL) - 1)

12. Now enter the same values by revising the logger file and view the corrected graphs.

13. If the results are satisfactory, save the calibration changes to the logger (remember to set
the RH channel's equation number back to 71).
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12.17 APPENDIX C   Thermistor Temperature Probes

Thermistor Temperature
Probes

12.17.1 Thermistor Temperature Probes

The SmartReader Plus 1, 2, 4 and 8 data loggers can record temperature from a wide variety
of external thermistor temperature probes.  You can use the standard thermistor probes ACR
makes available or you can use your own.

12.17.2 What are Thermistors?

Thermistors are temperature-sensitive resistors.  The most common are those classified as
the NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) type, which, at high temperatures, have a
relatively low electrical resistance.  At low temperatures their resistance is much higher.  In
between, the resistance varies with temperature at a predictable rate that can be made linear
by a mathematical equation (refer to Equations in the TrendReader guide).

Thermistors provide a rugged, highly stable and accurate means of measuring temperature. 
They can be used for very low temperature applications down to -80°C (-112°F) or with special
probe configurations, in environments up to 450°C (850°F).  

Thermistors with consistent properties, for a given type, are readily available.  These
interchangeable thermistors can be substituted without recalibrating the logger.

12.17.3 ET Series Temperature Probes

The ET Series External Temperature Probes provide added versatility to the temperature
measuring capabilities of your SmartReader Plus 1, 2, 4 and 8 data loggers.  Accurate,
interchangeable and suitable for various defined temperature ranges, they interface easily to
the terminal connector block on each logger. Each ET Series Temperature Probe consists of a
NTC thermistor potted into the tip of a short length of stainless steel tubing.

Equations
Each ET series thermistor probe is associated with a standard linearizing equation in 
TrendReader software.  The equation converts the resistance values of the thermistor to
accurate temperature readings, depending on the specific characteristics of the thermistor
type.

Why the Different Types?
Individual thermistor types are most effectively used over specific and defined temperature
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ranges in order to maximize measurement accuracy and resolution.  In addition, some
thermistor probes are constructed to accommodate special environmental or application
conditions.

There are six different types of ET Series Temperature Probes available that cover a wide
range of operation.

· ET-016 General Purpose Temperature Probe is best suited for general purpose
temperature measurements centered on ambient room temperature.

· ET-004 Low Temperature Probe is ideal for sub-zero temperature measurements and
consists of a handle with a stainless steel penetration probe (it can be used, among
other applications, to monitor semi-solid frozen foods).

· ET-081 High Temperature Probe is best suited for higher temperature centered on
77°C (170°F).

· ET-086 Oven Temperature Probe is designed for even higher measurement centered
on 150°C (300°F).

· ET-016-STP is used to monitor skin temperature on human and animals.

· ET-016-SMP is used to measure pipe surface temperature. It wraps around any pipe
less than 2" in diameter.

If your needs for temperature measurement do not quite fit the ET series profile, you may
consider using a different type of probe.  The Custom Probes  section in this chapter
describes how you can work with other commercially-available thermistor probes from many
different suppliers.

12.17.4 Setup and Use

ET series thermistor probes are easy to use and setup with your loggers.  To make a probe
work with your particular logger, follow the instructions for using remote thermistor probes in
the chapter that deals with your SmartReader Plus model.  After connecting your thermistor,
make sure:

· the proper temperature equation is loaded for each enabled channel.  If you do not use the
correct equation, you will end up producing misleading readings.

· to check the operation of your external probes before heading out in the field by viewing the
Realtime values in TrendReader software.

Probe Range Equation

ET-016 -35 to 95°C (-30 to 200°F) 45

ET-004 -60 to 55°C (-75 to 130°F) 46

ET-081 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F) 47

ET-086 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F) 48

286
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Extending Cable Lengths
If you find the standard length of your ET Series Temperature Probe cable is not long enough
for your intended application, you can extend the cable yourself up to 30m (100ft). Use
2-conductor 22-gauge shielded wire.  To prevent measurement errors, make sure the
connections are properly insulated and well protected from moisture. 

Applications
The ET Series Temperature Probes lend themselves to a wide range of applications.  For
example, to log temperatures from pipes, you can insert your ET Probe into an existing
thermometer well or strap the tip of the probe to the pipe for a surface conduction temperature
(for best thermal conductivity, epoxy the probe tip directly to the pipe and replace the pipe
insulation back over top).  You can also easily measure duct temperatures by simply drilling a
hole in the duct and inserting your ET probe.

12.17.5 Specifications

ET-016 General Purpose Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 25mm (1")
long by 5mm (3/16") diameter cylindrical stainless steel tip.

Equation: 45

R25 Value: 10k ohms

Range: -35 to 95°C (-30 to 200°F)

Max. Temp.: 150°C (300°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-1

Accuracy: ±0.2°C (±0.36°F) from the temperature values listed in Table
C-1 over the range of 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)
±0.5°C (±0.9°F) from -35 to 0°C (-30 to 32°F)
±0.5°C (±0.9°F) from 70 to 120°C (158 to 248°F)

Cable: 6m (20ft) standard length with a Teflon® protective jacket;
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red and black leads are stripped and tinned.

Figure C-1:  ET-016 Probe Resolution

ET-016: Extended exposure to temperatures above 70°C may result in permanent
resistance drift, resulting in loss of ±0.2°C tolerance over the 0 to 70°C temperature
range. Extended exposure to temperatures below 0°C may result in some mechanical
damage due to thermal contraction effects.

ET-004 Low Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 89mm (3½
") long tapered stainless steel penetration tip with 89mm (3½
") long by 19mm (¾") diameter tapered plastic handle.

R25 Value: 2,252 ohms

Equation: 46

Range: -60 to 55°C (-75 to 130°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-2

Accuracy: ±0.2°C (±0.4°F) from 0 to 55°C (32 to 130°F)
±0.6°C (±1.1°F) from -50 to -30°C (-58 to -22°F)
±0.3°C (±0.54°F) from -30 to 0°C (-22 to 32°F)

Cable: 3m (10ft) standard length with Teflon® protective jacket; red
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and black leads are stripped and tinned.

Figure C-2:  ET-004 Probe Resolution

ET-081 High Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 22mm
(7/8") long by 5mm (3/16") diameter nickel-plated eyelet.

R25 Value: 100k ohms

Equation: 47

Range: 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F)

Max. Temp.: 190°C (375°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-3

Accuracy: ±0.5°C (0.9°F) from the temperature values listed in Table
C-1 over the range of 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F)

Cable: 6m (20ft) standard length with twisted-pair Teflon® insulated
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wire; red and white leads are stripped and tinned.

Figure C-3:  ET-081 Probe Resolution

ET-086 Oven Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 22mm
(7/8") long by 5.5mm (7/32") diameter nickel-plated eyelet.

R125 Value: 26,266 ohms

Equation: 48

Range: 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F)

Max. Temp.: 275°C (525°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-4

Accuracy: ±1°C (1.8°F) from the temperature values listed in Table C-1
over the range of 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F)

Cable: 6m (20ft) standard length with twisted-pair moisture-proof
Teflon®- coated glass yarn wire; white leads are stripped and
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tinned.

Figure C-4:  ET-086 Probe Resolution

12.17.6 Resistance vs. Temperature Tables

The following table lists the Resistance vs. Temperature characteristics of the ET series
thermistor probes as they relate to use with the SmartReader Plus 1, 2, 4 and 8 loggers.

For each thermistor probe model the table documents the complete set of temperature
readings and corresponding thermistor resistances possible for the logger's eight most
significant bits.  The 12-bit reading values are normalized to a full scale value of 255; this
allows the same equation to be used for both 8 and 12 bit loggers.  The least significant bit of
the 12-bit value is weighted 0.062 (255/4095).
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Table C-1:  Temperature-Resistance Values for ET Series Probes
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12.17.7 Custom Probes

Obtaining thermistors through specialty suppliers allows you wider flexibility in the number of
possible probe assemblies for your specific applications.  That way, if you have a special
surface, penetration, pipe well or immersion sensing applications, you can usually get
off-the-shelf or even custom probes to suit. Contact your dealer for recommendations.

Writing Your Own Thermistor Equations
Each thermistor temperature probe you use with SmartReader Plus data loggers must be
associated with a standard or custom equation in TrendReader software.  This equation
translates the internal digital logger readings for the specific thermistor, or thermistor type, into
the units of your choice (e.g. degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit).

TrendReader software includes a function that can automatically create custom equations for
use with your own thermistors.  See Equations in the TrendReader guide.
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12.18 APPENDIX D   Typical SmartReader Plus 3 Connection
Diagram

Typical SmartReader Plus 3
Connection Diagram

12.18.1 AC Current and AC Voltage Recording

ACR Systems stocks voltage transducers.  These devices connect directly to AC voltage
sources, and produce a linear output of 0-5V DC directly proportional to the input voltage. 
They are average-sensing transducers calibrated to indicate the RMS voltage.

We stock two models: a 120V single-phase model, and a 480V 3-phase model.

Figure D-1:  480V Power Systems
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12.18.2 AC Voltage Transducer Specifications

Voltage Input
Single phase 3-phase

Nominal: 120V 480V

Range: 0-150V 0-600V

Overload Continuous: 180V 600V

Burden per Element: 2.5VA at 120V 2.5VA at 480V

Rated Output (RO): 0-5VDC
Can be changed to 0-1mA by removing the 5k
ohms resistor

Accuracy: ±(0.15% Reading + 0.1% RO)

Temp Effect on Accuracy: ±0.01% / °C
Load with 0-1mA Output: 0-10,000 ohms

Load with 0-5VDC Output: 5M ohms minimum

Output Ripple Peak: < 0.25% RO

Response Time: < 400 ms to 99%

Standard Calibration 
Adjustments: ±10% of reading

Frequency Range: 60Hz
Stability (per year): ±0.25% RO Non-Accumulative

Operating Humidity: 0-95% Non-Condensing

Dielectric Withstand: 1500 VRMS at 60Hz

Isolation: Complete Input/Output/Case

Surge Withstand: ANSI/IEEE C37.90.1

Maximum Net Weight:
VT110A2-RS: 14oz, (0.4kg)
3588-2-RS: 28oz, (0.8kg)

Approximate Dimensions:
VT110A2-RS: 3.1"W X 2"D X 4.1"H

79 X 51 X 104mm)
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3588-2-RS: 4.4"W x 3.8"D x 4.7"H
(112 x 97 x 119mm)

Figure D-2:  120V Voltage Transducer

Figure D-3:  480V Voltage Transducer
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12.19 APPENDIX E   Sample Rates

Sample Rates 

12.19.1 How a Data Logger Stores Readings

The sample rate of your data logger is the frequency with which it stores readings in its
memory.  A selected sample will apply for all channels on a SmartReader Plus.

If you set your data logger's sample rate to eight seconds, it reads its input channels and
stores the readings once every eight seconds.  If you choose a sample rate longer than eight
seconds, the logger still reads its input channels once every eight seconds, and stores an
averaged reading at the end of the sample interval you have chosen.

For example, if you use a two-minute sample rate, the data logger takes fifteen separate
readings over each two-minute interval.  At the end of each two-minute interval, the logger
calculates the average of the fifteen readings, and stores that average in its memory.

12.19.2 Sample Rate Tables

The following tables list the maximum time spans over which your SmartReader Plus will
record readings.  The time spans depend on the number of channels enabled and the length
of the sample rate.  A SmartReader Plus-32K has a memory capacity of 21,500 readings.  A
SmartReader Plus-128K can store 87,000 readings and a 1.5 MB version can store 1,048,000
readings.

In each table, the Sample Rate column lists the available sample rates.  The Days, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds columns list the time spans over which your logger will record readings
at each sample rate.

For example, a SmartReader Plus-32K with two channels enabled, using a sample rate of ten
minutes, will store readings for 74 days, 15 hours and 40 minutes.  After that time, depending
on how it was set up, the logger will either continue to take readings and replace the oldest
readings with the new readings, or it will stop taking readings.

Table F-1:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - One Channel Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 14 20

 0.1 sec. 0 0 35 50

 0.2 sec. 0 1 11 40

 0.5 sec. 0 2 59 10

 1 sec. 0 5 58 20
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 2 sec. 0 11 56 40

 5 sec. 1 5 51 40

 8 sec. 1 23 46 40

 20 sec. 4 23 26 40

 1 min. 14 22 20 0

 2 min. 29 20 40 0

 5 min. 74 15 40 0

 10 min. 149 7 20 0

 30 min. 447 22 0 0

 1 hr. 895 20 0 0

 2 hrs. 1791 16 0 0

 4 hrs. 3583 8 0 0

Table F-2:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate Table - Two Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 7 10

 0.1 sec. 0 0 17 55

 0.2 sec. 0 0 35 50

 0.5 sec. 0 1 29 35

 1 sec. 0 2 59 10

 2 sec. 0 5 58 20

 5 sec. 0 14 55 50

 8 sec. 0 23 53 20

 20 sec. 2 11 43 20

 1 min. 7 11 10 0

 2 min. 14 22 20 0

 5 min. 37 7 50 0

 10 min. 74 15 40 0

 30 min. 223 23 0 0

 1 hr. 447 22 0 0

 2 hrs. 895 20 0 0

 4 hrs. 1791 16 0 0

Table F-3:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - Three Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 4 46
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 0.1 sec. 0 0 11 56

 0.2 sec. 0 0 23 53

 0.5 sec. 0 0 59 43

 1 sec. 0 1 59 26

 2 sec. 0 3 58 53

 5 sec. 0 9 57 13

 8 sec. 0 15 55 33

 20 sec. 1 15 48 53

 1 min. 4 23 26 40

 2 min. 9 22 53 20

 5 min. 24 21 13 20

 10 min. 49 18 26 40

 30 min. 149 7 20 0

 1 hr. 298 14 40 0

 2 hrs. 597 5 20 0

 4 hrs. 1194 10 40 0

Table F-4:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - Four Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 3 35

 0.1 sec. 0 0 8 57

 0.2 sec. 0 0 17 55

 0.5 sec. 0 0 44 47

 1 sec. 0 1 29 35

 2 sec. 0 2 59 10

 5 sec. 0 7 27 55

 8 sec. 0 11 56 40

 20 sec. 1 5 51 40

 1 min. 3 17 35 0

 2 min. 7 11 10 0

 5 min. 18 15 55 0

 10 min. 37 7 50 0

 30 min. 111 23 30 0

 1 hr. 223 23 0 0

 2 hrs. 447 22 0 0

 4 hrs. 895 20 0 0
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Table F-5:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - Five Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 2 52

 0.1 sec. 0 0 7 10

 0.2 sec. 0 0 14 20

 0.5 sec. 0 0 35 50

 1 sec. 0 1 11 40

 2 sec. 0 2 23 20

 5 sec. 0 5 58 20

 8 sec. 0 9 33 20

 20 sec. 0 23 53 20

 1 min. 2 23 40 0

 2 min. 5 23 20 0

 5 min. 14 22 20 0

 10 min. 29 20 40 0

 30 min. 89 14 0 0

 1 hr. 179 4 0 0

 2 hrs. 358 8 0 0

 4 hrs. 716 16 0 0

Table F-6:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - Six Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 2 23

 0.1 sec. 0 0 5 58

 0.2 sec. 0 0 11 56

 0.5 sec. 0 0 29 51

 1 sec. 0 0 59 43

 2 sec. 0 1 59 26

 5 sec. 0 4 58 36

 8 sec. 0 7 57 46

 20 sec. 0 19 54 26

 1 min. 2 11 43 20

 2 min. 4 23 26 40

 5 min. 12 10 36 40

 10 min. 24 21 13 20

 30 min. 74 15 40 0

 1 hr. 149 7 20 0
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 2 hrs. 298 14 40 0

 4 hrs. 597 5 20 0

Table F-7:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - Seven Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 2 2

 0.1 sec. 0 0 5 7

 0.2 sec. 0 0 10 14

 0.5 sec. 0 0 25 35

 1 sec. 0 0 51 11

 2 sec. 0 1 42 22

 5 sec. 0 4 15 57

 8 sec. 0 6 49 31

 20 sec. 0 17 3 48

 1 min. 2 3 11 25

 2 min. 4 6 22 51

 5 min. 10 15 57 8

 10 min. 21 7 54 17

 30 min. 63 23 42 51

 1 hr. 127 23 25 42

 2 hrs. 255 22 51 25

 4 hrs. 511 21 42 51

Table F-8:  SmartReader Plus-32K Sample Rate - Eight Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 0.04 sec. 0 0 1 47

 0.1 sec. 0 0 4 28

 0.2 sec. 0 0 8 57

 0.5 sec. 0 0 22 23

 1 sec. 0 0 44 47

 2 sec. 0 1 29 35

 5 sec. 0 3 43 57

 8 sec. 0 5 58 20

 20 sec. 0 14 55 50

 1 min. 1 20 47 30

 2 min. 3 17 35 0
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 5 min. 9 7 57 30

 10 min. 18 15 55 0

 30 min. 55 23 45 0

 1 hr. 111 23 30 0

 2 hrs. 223 23 0 0

 4 hrs. 447 22 0 0
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12.20 APPENDIX F   Connecting Multiple Loggers

Connecting Multiple Loggers

12.20.1 Network Configurations

SmartReader Plus data loggers can be connected in three network configurations:

·  the Basic Network

·  the Modular Network

·  the Shielded Network

The Basic Network can accommodate up to three loggers and a total cable length of 100 feet
(30m).  The Modular and Shielded Networks can accommodate up to ten loggers and a total
cable length of 1000 feet (300m).  The Shielded Network is used in electrically noisy
environments.

The table below shows the equipment needed for each network.

Network
Configuration

Maximum
# of

Loggers

Total
Cable
Lengt

h

Computer/
Modem

Connection
Network

Cable
Logger

Connection
s

External
Power to Last

Logger

Basic Network 3 100 ft.
(30m)

IC-101
 Interface

Cable

CB-020
20 ft. (6m)
Extension

Cable

YA-200
Y-Adaptor

Cable

  
Optional*

Modular
Network

10 1000 ft.
(300m)

IC-101 Plug
 and YA-201

Modular
Y-adaptor

 
Modular

Flat
Cable

YA-201
Modular

Y-Adaptor
(except to
last logger)

PS-201
Network
Power
Supply

and YA-200
Y-Adaptor

Shielded
Network

10 1000 ft.
(300m)

 

IC-101
Interface
Cable 

Shielded
Cable

YA-200
Y-Adaptor

Cable

PS-201
Network

Power Supply

*PS-201 Network Power Supply may be required for some computers or modems.

Note that once the hardware has been set up you will need to set up a Network List  for the
loggers you are going to connect.

61
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12.20.2 Basic Network

The Basic Network accommodates a maximum of three loggers.

Figure G-1:  Basic SmartReader Plus Network

1. Insert Y-adaptor cables (YA-200) into each logger except the last one on the network.

2. Connect the first logger to your computer (or remote modem) using the IC-101 interface
cable.  If you are connecting to a modem, refer to the TrendReader guide for information
on how to set up a modem.

3. Connect the loggers together with extension cables (CB-020).
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12.20.3 Modular Network

The Modular Network accommodates a maximum of ten loggers.

Figure G-2:  Modular SmartReader Plus Network

1. Insert a Y-adaptor cable (YA-200) into the last logger on the network.

2. Insert a Modular Y-adaptor (YA-201) into:

·  the plug portion of the IC-101 Interface Cable

·  each logger except the last one on the network

·  one end of the last logger's Y-adaptor cable

3. Cut and crimp the Modular Flat Cable.

NOTE:  Do not use modular cable crimped for telephone use as the wiring will be
"mirror image".  Instead, crimp your own jacks using a "straight through" wiring
method.

4. Connect the IC-101 to the first logger, and all the loggers to each other, using Modular
Flat Cable.

5. Connect the Network Power Supply (PS-201) to the last logger using the available end of
the Y-adaptor cable.

6. Plug the power supply into an electrical outlet.
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12.20.4 Shielded Network

The Shielded Network accommodates a maximum of ten loggers.

Figure G-3:  Shielded SmartReader Plus Network

1. Insert Y-adaptor cables (YA-200) into each logger on the network.

2. Connect the IC-101 Interface Cable to the first logger.

3. Connect all the loggers to each other, using shielded cable.

4. Connect the Network Power Supply (PS-201) to the last logger using the available end of
the Y-adaptor cable.

5. Plug the power supply into an electrical outlet.

12.20.5 Connection Problems and Solutions

Network communication can be affected by:

·  network cable length

·  type of network cable

·  number of loggers on network

·  interference from electrical equipment

·  lack of external power supply

If you have problems communicating with loggers on a network please try the following steps:
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1. Slow the baud rate.

2. Use the PS-201 Power Supply connected to the last logger on the network, or anywhere
along the line, wherever the lone voltage may sag below 4.5VDC.

3. Reroute the cable (to avoid electrical interference).

4. Use shielded cable.
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SECTION 13   SmartReader Data Logger

13.1 Introduction to SmartReader Data Loggers

SmartReader data loggers are easy-to-use, battery-powered data loggers.  Pocket-sized and
rugged, they can be used in a wide range of environmental and industrial applications. 
Different SmartReader models are available to directly measure and record variables such as
temperature, relative humidity, pressure, electric current, analog voltage, current loop and
pulse.  Each model can reliably record time-based data for later analysis, by TrendReader
software.

TrendReader software must be installed and ready to run prior to making use of the setup
instructions in this section of the guide.

13.1.1 Features

SmartReader data loggers share many common features that make them useful tools for data
collection:

· Pocket-sized
· Solid-state components - no moving parts
· Low-power microprocessor controlled circuitry 
· Precision on-board thermistor temperature sensor
· High capacity lithium battery.
· Quartz clock crystal
· Magnetic backing and secure locking hole
· Rugged die-cast Noryl® case
· Convenient terminal block connector

Figure 1
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13.1.2 Description

SmartReader loggers can run continuously, constantly measuring and recording readings from
any enabled channel.  They can also start logging at a specified time. Self-powered by a
long-life lithium battery that will provide years of reliable operation, your SmartReader can
work independently from any external power supply or computer.  When you are ready to look
at the data it has collected, it can transfer all information to your computer through the use of 
TrendReader software.

Main Components
The main components of the SmartReader data loggers include:

· a memory chip that has the capacity to store up to 32,768 readings
· a microprocessor with an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter (A/D) that converts all input

signals to digital values
· a quartz clock crystal that accurately keeps track of time and regulates the taking of

readings
· an accurate on-board thermistor that the logger uses to measure ambient temperature

via changes in resistance
· a lithium battery that provides power to the logger and internal or external sensors.

13.1.3 Programmed Operation

SmartReader data loggers run according to settings that you program.  These pre-selected
settings are stored in the logger's memory chip and instruct it to:

· take readings at regularly-spaced intervals
· take readings from specific channels that you enable
· associate each channel with an equation in TrendReader software
· start readings with or without a delay
· take readings continuously, or stop when memory is full

13.1.4 How SmartReaders Loggers Take Readings

Each SmartReader data logger has an on-board thermistor that you can use to record ambient
temperature.  Depending on which SmartReader model you have, you can turn this
temperature-monitoring capability on or off using software.  You can also record other
information by connecting sensors, transducers or external circuitry to the plug-in terminal
block.

SmartReaders can record up to 32,768 readings in two selectable modes:

1. First-in, First-out (FIFO). In this mode the logger continues to take readings when its
memory is full (to make room, it discards the oldest reading every time it adds a new
one).  Thus, the memory will contain a "sliding window" of information.

2. Stop when Full. The logger stops recording when its memory is full.

You can set the time interval at which your logger saves readings using TrendReader
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software.  The sampling rate you select will apply to all enabled channels.  At a sample rate of
eight seconds, one reading is taken every eight seconds and saved to memory.  As you slow
the sample rate the logger begins to average readings before saving them to memory.  To do
this the logger takes a reading every eight seconds, but instead of transferring this directly to
the logger's memory, it stores the readings in a buffer (a temporary memory) where it is
retained until the sampling interval is over.

When you backup a logger's data into your computer, the correct time and date are referenced
to each reading.  All readings are then individually time and date stamped and processed by
an equation associated with each logger channel.  The result is a collection of accurate
time-based data ready for detailed graphing and analysis.

13.1.5 How to Use SmartReaders

Using your SmartReader data logger for most applications is a simple process.  With proper
planning, setup and installation of your data logger, you can be assured that the information
you collect will be both correct and useful.  The following provides general procedures for
using SmartReader data loggers.  For additional and specific information on these steps, refer
to the chapter in this manual that deals with your particular SmartReader model.

Planning
Proper planning is the key to successful data logging.  Time spent in this stage will help you
save time and frustration later. To help you plan, answer these questions:

· What exactly do I want to measure?
· Where is the best place to measure?
· How long do I want to monitor for?
· Should other variables be monitored simultaneously?

Setup
To set up your SmartReader data logger you must first have TrendReader software installed
and running on your computer.  You can then configure your logger with various options by
talking to it via the interface cable.

Set Sample Rate
Always confirm the sampling rate (how often the logger takes readings) to make sure it will be
acceptable for your application.  You can alter the frequency at which your SmartReader data
logger records readings by changing the sample rate.  You can choose rates from 8 seconds
to 5 days.  The sample rate chosen will apply to all the active channels on the logger.

To help determine which sampling rate you should choose, answer these questions:

· How long do I need to record data?
· How much time will elapse between when I retrieve the logger and download the data to

my computer (for example, the trip back to the office)?
· How often do readings need to be taken?

Making External Connections
If you are using your SmartReader data logger to monitor external modules, sensors, or
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circuitry, make sure the connections are tight.  Also, make sure the terminal block is snapped
securely into the logger.

For permanent applications, wiring connections can first be made to the logger's removable
terminal block.  The terminal block can then be attached (with glue for example) to a
permanent fixture.  When it comes time to analyze data, the logger can simply be unplugged
from the terminal block and brought back to your computer.  After backing up the data, the
logger can be returned and plugged back into the terminal block.  Extra terminal blocks are
available from your sales representative.  When unplugging the terminal block from your
logger, use care to pull it straight out so as not to break the plastic casing.

Enable Channels
Always make sure that you have enabled and verified the correct channels for your
application.  This is very important as it can be very distressing to find out later that the
information you hoped to collect was from an inactive channel.  You can selectively enable
additional channels in your SmartReader as required.  However, in order to avoid using logger
memory unnecessarily, disable any channels which are not required.

Clear Memory
Before starting a logging session, clear the logger's memory.  This will help to keep the
collected files smaller as well as decrease the time needed to backup the logger later.  Note
that clearing the memory is automatic if you save setup changes (i.e. assign different
equations, change sample rate, etc.)

Test
You can directly read the values that your SmartReader data logger is sensing using the
Realtime capability of TrendReader software.  This test gives you the opportunity to check
your logger setup and make any necessary changes before starting the logging session.

Label
If you are working with more than one data logger, label each logger, identifying the task and
location before you distribute them throughout a building or system.  To do this, you can simply
use a shipping tag.  Later, when you retrieve them to graph their data, you will know what each
graph refers to.

Mounting
Use the magnetic backing to conveniently mount your logger on metal surfaces like ductwork
or electrical control cabinets.  If you are concerned about theft, lock your logger to a
permanent fixture using the locking tab or take advantage of its small size and hide it
completely out of view.  Because SmartReader loggers are so light, you can use special
mounting fasteners like Velcro® fasteners to attach them to almost any surface.  Make sure
your logger's mounting method will last the full length of your logging session.

Do not rely on the logger's magnetic strip for adhesion if the mounting surface is uneven,
unstable or above 65°C (150°F).

Cold or Humid Environments
Make sure that the environment you will be placing your logger into will be acceptable by
referring to the Specifications  in this chapter.  If conditions are not acceptable for the305
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logger, consider using a protective enclosure.  For humid environments, you can protect your
logger simply by placing it in a zip-lock plastic bag.

When you place your SmartReader logger in a cold environment, make sure condensation will
not settle on the logger when you bring it back into warmer surroundings, such as an office. 
The best way of preventing condensation is to place the logger in a container and include a
desiccant (a material that absorbs moisture).  When you bring your logger back to your
computer, leave the logger in the container until it has had a chance to warm up to the
surrounding temperature.  You can then take it out and analyze it.

Keep Track
Be sure to keep a record of where you have placed each logger in a building or system plan. 
You will save time looking for them when your data gathering session is over.  Also, keep track
of when you placed the loggers in the area you are monitoring.  This will help when producing
graphs on your computer.  It may be helpful to label (shipping tag) each logger so you can
properly identify and differentiate it from other loggers.

Analysis
After sufficient time has passed for the logger to obtain a representative profile of data, it is
time to analyze the information.  If you are retrieving the logger from the field, bring it back
immediately to your computer for analysis.

In order to analyze your SmartReader logger's data, you must first transfer a backup copy of
its data to your computer.  To do this, see Backup in the TrendReader Guide.  After
transferring your information to the computer, the data is automatically copied to disk and time
and date-stamped. 

You can find a detailed description of all software functions in the TrendReader guide.

13.1.6 Specifications

General
Size: 107 x 74 x 22mm (4.2" x 2.9" x 0.9") 

Weight: 110g (3.75 oz.)

Case Material: Noryl® Plastic

Operating Limits: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F) and 0 to 95% Relative Humidity
(non-condensing)

Clock Accuracy: ±2 seconds/day

Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 1 Amp-hour

Power Consumption: 5 to 10 microamps (continuous)

Battery Life: Ten years (under normal use) factory replaceable

Memory Size: 32,768 readings
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Sampling Methods: 1.  Continuous (First-in, First-out)
2.  Stop when full (Fill-then-stop)

Sample Rates: User selectable rates between 8 seconds to once every 5
days.

Resolution: 8 bits (1 part in 256)

Resistance to X-rays: Tested for protection against a 160kV dose @ 5 mA for 30
seconds (150 mA-sec) @ 38 in. F.F.D. (about 100 times that
of an airport X-ray machine).  Tested for protection against
Gamma Ray (equivalent to 0.137 - 1.38 mega volts) IR 192 -
28 curies @ 30 second exposure source to object distance
5".

Internal Temperature Sensor
Type: NTC thermistor; 10k ohms at 25°C (77°F)

Range: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)

Accuracy: ±0.2°C between 0 and 70°C (±0.3°F between 32 and 158°F)

Resolution: 0.4°C at 25°C (77°F)
Better than 1.0°C (1.8°F) between -25 and 70°C (-13 and
158°F)
Better than 2.0°C (3.6°F) between -40  and -25°C (-40 and
-13°F)

Equation: Use Equation 45 in TrendReader software

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

13.1.7 Approvals

Meets Part 15 for Digital Devices of the Code of Federal Regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC).  Meets Class A radiated and conducted emission
requirements of Section 2 of the Radio Interference Regulations of Communications Canada,
IEC801-2, 3, 4 and EN55011 covering ESD, RFI Immunity, EFT/Burst and Radiated
Emissions respectively for the Commission of the European Communities (CE).
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13.2 SmartReader Software Driver

TrendReader software uses a software driver to communicate with SmartReader data loggers.
However, TrendReader software will not work with loggers with a serial number less than
20,000.  The software driver takes the form of two windows.  The Status window, shown when
you contact the logger, is used to display the settings currently stored in the data logger.  The
Setup window, shown when you select Edit Setup, is used to alter the current settings and
apply the changes to the data logger.  The settings are divided into two main sections:  Status

 and Channels .  Status contains information about sampling and memory.  Each
channel of the logger contains information about the description, equation and Realtime value,
and calibration associated with the channel.  You can control the level of detail that you see for
the settings by clicking on the "+" and "-" buttons at the left side to expand and collapse the
nodes.

When you want to clear the logger's memory and start a new logging session with new
parameters, select Edit Setup from TrendReader.  In the Edit Logger Setup window, make
any necessary changes.  To implement your changes, you can either click on Apply or OK.
OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window

308 310
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open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

13.2.1 Logger Status

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Status line indicates whether
the data logger is actively logging, waiting to start or dormant.  If you set up the logger with no
delay, it will immediately start logging and the status will show the number of readings, or
samples, that have been taken.  If you want to have the logger wait before it starts logging, set
the start time accordingly.  The Status subsections are Sampling  and Memory .

13.2.1.1 Logger Sampling

The Sampling subsection indicates the sample rate, which is the frequency with which a logger
takes readings.  The rates available are from once every 8 seconds to once every 5 days.  

To set the sample rate, click on the desired time unit and select the value from the drop-down

308 309
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list as shown.  

To find out more about sample rates and to view a set of sample rate tables, see Appendix D
Sample Rates .

13.2.1.2 Logger Memory

The Memory subsection indicates how the data is stored in memory and what the start and
end times (or capacity) are for the data logging.  In the FIFO (First In, First Out) mode, the
logger continually stores data and when the memory limit is reached, the new readings start to
overwrite the oldest readings.  In this method, the logger is always collecting data, but only
saves the most recent data in its memory.  In the Stop When Full mode, when the memory
limit is reached, the logger stops recording.

The length of time for data capture of the logger is determined by the number of active
channels and the sampling rate.  To find out more about how the capacity is affected by the
sample rate and active channels, see Appendix D  Sample Rates .

To set how the logger stores its data, click on the Usage field and select FIFO or Stop When
Full.  

To set when the logger will start recording click on the Start Time field.  Next, click on the

389

389
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small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and
time.  Highlight the date or time and enter the appropriate value.  You can also click on the
drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  You can set the logger's starting time for just over
2 years ahead.

13.2.2 Logger Channels

The Channels section indicates what channels are enabled (there is a check mark beside the
channel number) and provides information specific to each channel.  When you enable a
channel on a logger, it becomes an active channel and it continually records readings and
stores them in the logger's memory.  You should disable any channels you are not using so
that there is as much memory as possible available for the active channel(s).  The Channel
subsections are Information  and Calibration .311 312
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13.2.2.1 Channel Information

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Channel line gives the
description and the Realtime value, if Realtime is turned on.  The Realtime value is based on
the equation that you select for the channel.  The equation is selected in the Setup window but
is not shown in the Status window.    

The logger collects and stores raw data readings.  An equation is used to transform the raw
data into measurement units, such as °C, with the current reading shown as a Realtime value.
You can use built-in equations or you can create your own custom equations.  See Equations

 in the TrendReader guide for further information.  To set the equation, click on the
Equation field and select the equation from the drop-down list.  To help you select the proper
equation, the Realtime value using the currently selected equation is shown. *

Some channels compensate their output by using the value of another channel.  For example,
the calculated value for an RH channel depends on the reading of the RH sensor and the
value of the temperature channel.  In such cases, the compensation channel must output in
the correct units.  In the case of RH, for example, the temperature channel must output in
units of temperature.  Using units of byte counts, switch status, or resistance will give invalid
results.

* Note that if a custom equation is not available when Edit Setup... is selected (e.g.: deleted)
then the equation will be shown as unknown.  If a new equation is not selected the Realtime
value will not display correctly.  If the logger is backed up the channel will be disabled then
changes to the equation can be made in the graph using the Lines Tab  in Graph Settings.

100

97
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13.2.2.2 Channel Calibration

The Calibration subsection shows the Low, Mid, and High calibration values.  These values
are used to adjust the readings of the logger in order to make the output more accurate.  To
set each calibration value, click on the appropriate calibration field and enter the value.
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13.3 SmartReader 1 Temperature Logger

The SmartReader 1 is an easy-to-use logger for recording temperature in a wide range of
applications such as HVAC testing/balancing, property management studies, and
transportation of perishable goods.

Figure 1.1: SmartReader 1

13.3.1 Description

The SmartReader 1 has an on-board thermistor temperature sensor and an external
temperature sensor channel for remote measurements with an optional probe.

13.3.2 Setup

Make sure you have enabled the channels you want to use.  If you are not using a channel,
disable it to save logger memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 External Temperature Appendix C

Accessories
The SmartReader 1 Temperature Logger can be used with ET series temperature probes
(refer to Appendix C Thermistor Temperature Probes  or any NTC thermistor data).  To use
an external temperature probe, simply connect the two wires to the terminals marked "Temp.
Sensor" and activate the external temperature channel.  Note that polarity does not matter
when connecting thermistor leads.  If you are using shielded cable (recommended for cable
extensions), terminate the shield wire by connecting it to the lower of the two "Temp. Sensor"

374

374
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terminals (the common terminal).

Other Applications
For information on how you can monitor resistance or switch status with your SmartReader 1,
refer to Appendix A Monitoring Resistance and Switch Status .367
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13.4 SmartReader 2 Temperature & Humidity Logger

A self-contained "air-quality" logger, the SmartReader 2 can be used easily in a wide variety of
applications to collect temperature and relative humidity data.

Figure 2-1: SmartReader 2

13.4.1 Description

The SmartReader 2 includes an on-board thermistor temperature sensor and a plug-in RH
Sensor plus two input channels for an optional remote temperature and relative humidity
probe.

How It Works
The relative humidity sensor in the SmartReader 2 is a processed plastic wafer.  This wafer is
actually a laser-trimmed, capacitive thin-film relative humidity sensor.

Changes in relative humidity cause the surface capacitance of the polymer film to vary.  The
SmartReader 2 gauges this capacitance by passing a small electric current through it and
measuring the relative voltage drop.  Because the response of the sensor is temperature
dependent, a temperature reading is always taken at the same time as the humidity reading. 
That way, when the logger's information is backed up into your computer, TrendReader
software can automatically factor in the right compensation values when it calculates the
percentage of Relative Humidity (in % RH).  The result is an accurate set of 
automatically-generated and temperature-compensated relative humidity readings.

13.4.2 Setup

Make sure to enable each channel you want to use.  If you are not using a channel, disable it
to save logger memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Internal Relative Humidity 71
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2 External Temperature Appendix C

3 External Relative Humidity 71

NOTE:  When you activate either RH channel, you must also enable its
corresponding temperature channel, as well, in order to temperature compensate
the RH sensors.

Precautions
The SmartReader 2's RH Sensor is designed for long-term trouble-free performance, but there
are a few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· Never expose the sensor to organic solvents or ionic-laden liquids.  Any chemical
compound that attracts polymers may affect the sensor.

· The RH sensor is particularly susceptible to contamination by sulfur gases and sulfur
compounds.  DO NOT SMOKE NEAR THE LOGGER!

· Always return your SmartReader 2 to a resealable plastic bag during non-use to
maximize the in-calibration life of the RH sensor.

13.4.3 Accessories

You can obtain replacement RH Sensors, remote temperature probes, temperature and
relative humidity probes for use with your SmartReader 2.

ET Series Temperature Sensors
The ET Series Temperature sensors are thermistor probes that can be used easily with your
SmartReader 2 for remote temperature measurements.  The advantage of these probes is
that they can be used for a wider range of temperatures, are more versatile (they can be used
to record fluid temperatures) and their small size permits them to be easily inserted in
hard-to-get-at-locations (such as in ductwork or under pipe insulation).

To use an ET Temperature probe with your SmartReader 2 you must first enable the logger's
external temperature channel.  Connect the remote temperature probe by connecting one wire
(of the two-wire probe) to the channel marked Temperature and the other wire to the terminal
marked Common.  For more information on ET series thermistor probes, refer to Appendix C
Thermistor Temperature Probes .

EH-020A Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe
The EH-020A is a four-wire probe with a temperature and relative humidity sensor.  For
field-mounting convenience, it also has a magnetic backing and a security eyelet.  To use the
EH-020A with your SmartReader 2, you must enable the logger's external temperature and
humidity channels.  To connect the EH-020A probe to your SmartReader 2, follow instruction

374
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notes packed with each RH probe set -- see Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2: Connecting the EH-020A Temperature and RH Probe

The EH-020A is applicable for measurements between -20 and 40°C (-4 and 104°F) and 10 to
90% RH.

NOTE:  The EH-020A probe is compatible with loggers that have serial numbers
above 20,000 only.

The accurate measurement of temperature and humidity depends primarily on the information
supplied by a particular sensor.  SmartReader 2 data loggers use temperature and humidity
sensors with rugged qualities designed for minimal or no maintenance (under normal
operating conditions).

The SmartReader 2's on-board thermistor is chemically stable and not significantly affected by
aging.  It will typically drift less than 0.1°C over a period of several years.  The relative humidity
sensor, although subject to accuracy degradation when exposed to contaminants and/or
extreme environmental conditions, will drift typically less than 1% per year (under clean
conditions).  You should check your RH sensor periodically and, if necessary, recalibrate or
replace it.

13.4.4 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) only in the immediate vicinity of
the sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity
and turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity.
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In a room, temperature and RH levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such
factors as air stratification, drafts, and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people,
equipment, moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even
within a small, confined area.  The individual sensors associated with your SmartReader 2
measure and record temperature and RH only in one location.  They do not, in any way,
represent an overall reading.

If you decide to check the calibration of your SmartReader 2 RH Module using a Sling
Psychrometer, keep in mind the following:

· Any instrument that requires a person to be present at, or in very close proximity to the
RH sensor in order to get a reading, will have a measurement error introduced to it. 
That is because the body readily gives off heat and moisture that is especially
noticeable at lower RH levels.

· The time taken between slinging the psychrometer and reading it can exhibit several
degrees of inaccuracy in the wet bulb reading.  Air currents around the body, whether it
is slung in the shade of a building or in sunlight, not knowing how to tie the wet sock, its
condition, and the purity of water used, all contribute to error.  In addition, interpolating
the data from a psychrometric chart can add another 2 to 4% to the accumulative error.

13.4.5 Relative Humidity Calibration

Each relative humidity sensor has been individually calibrated in an environmental chamber
with standards traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The SmartReader 2 and the EH-020A probe are supplied with a calibration certificate which
provides calibration values. These calibration values must be entered in and stored in the
logger during initial setup.  If your RH sensor is out of calibration, you can simply replace it with
a new one.

NOTE:  A straight replacement of the RH sensor will introduce an additional +2%
tolerance on the RH accuracy.  Calibration of the RH channel with the new RH
sensor is recommended. 

In the event that you wish to confirm the RH calibration of your sensor, you can perform your
own field test.  Refer to Appendix B Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibrations  for
more information on RH testing.

Interchangeable replacement RH sensors for loggers are available through your dealer.  For
best accuracy, it is recommended these be calibrated together with the logger  consult your
ACR representative for price and availability of this service.  Replacement EH-020A modules
which are pre-calibrated are available through your dealer.

13.4.6 Specifications

Temperature Sensor (internal)
Type: NTC Thermistor - 10,000 Ohm at 25°C (77°F)

Range: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)

Accuracy: +/- 0.2°C over the range of 0 to 70°C
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(+/- 0.3°F over the range of 32 to 158°F)

Resolution: 0.4°C (0.7°F) at 25°F; better than 1°C (1.8°F) 
between -25 and 70°C (-13 and 158°F); 
better than 2.0°C (3.6°F) between -40 and -25°C (-40°F and

-13°F)

Relative Humidity Sensor & EH-020A
Type: Capacitive thin polymer film

Range: 0 to 95% (non-condensing)

Accuracy: ±4% from 10 to 90% RH (-20 to 40°C [-4 to 104°F])

Resolution: Better than 0.4% RH between 25 and 60% RH at 25°C (77°F)

Response Time: Adequate ventilation reduces the response time which is
approximately 5 minutes in still air.

Environmental Conditions: The RH sensor is relatively immune to chemical
contamination but when exposed to extreme environmental
conditions, accuracy degradation could result.  For long-term
stability and reliable readings, the sensor should not be
subjected to liquid immersion or exposed to high
concentrations of organic solvents, corrosive agents, sulfur
gases and strong acids or bases.  Dust settling on the sensor
surface will not affect sensor performance except possibly to
decrease the speed of response.

Chemical Tolerances: Limits for different chemical groups
1. Organic solvents typically 1,000...10,000 ppm
2. Corrosive agents (strong acids S02, H2SO4, Cl2, HCl,

H2S etc.) typically 1...10 ppm
3. Weak acids typically 100...1,000 ppm
4. Bases typically 10,000...100,000 ppm

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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13.5 SmartReader 3 Electric Current and Temperature Logger

The SmartReader 3 is a versatile equipment performance logger.  It can simultaneously
monitor and record up to three external channels of AC current without having to interrupt
circuitry under test.

Figure 3-1: SmartReader 3

13.5.1 Description

The SmartReader 3 has three current monitoring channels and one internal thermistor
temperature channel.  The current-monitoring channels are used with external clamp-on
probes to measure and record alternating current.

The SmartReader 3 is compatible with the following current probes from Amprobe
Instruments:

· A60FL and A70FL probes for 60Hz power systems
· A65FL and A75FL for 50Hz power systems

Use of these probes allows you to measure alternating current of conductors without the need
for breaking circuitry.  For information on current ranges and resolutions refer to the 
Specifications  in this chapter.

How It Works
The SmartReader 3 measures electric current through external current probes.  Each current
probe is a transformer with its internal coil serving as the secondary winding and the
current-carrying conductor being measured serving as the primary winding.  The output of the
probe (which is the input to the SmartReader 3) is conditioned through internal circuitry.  The
probe produces an output of approximately 260 microamps full scale for each range available
on the current probe.  Readings from the current probe are scaled into amperage units
through equations (in TrendReader software) that match the current probe and its range
setting.
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13.5.2 Setup and Use

The basic procedure for setting up your SmartReader 3 is as follows:

1. Connect one or more current probes, specified above, to the current channel inputs on
your SmartReader 3.  Make sure to observe polarity when making connections.  Connect
the current probe's red (+) wire to the channel's "+ Red" input.  Connect the current
probe's black wire to the channel's "- Black" input.

Figure 3-2: Connecting an external current probe

2. Adjust the range setting on the current probe(s) to suit your application.  A good way to
verify a conductor's maximum range is to check the circuit breaker or fuse rating.  Set the
range on your current probe to suit.  Since the probes do not give predictable readings
below 10%, always choose the lowest range possible that will encompass the full range
of data you want to record.

3. Make sure to enable each channel you want to use.  If you are not using a channel,
disable it to save logger memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Current 1 as below

2 Current 2 as below

3 Current 3 as below

A60FL / A65FL

Switch Range Equation

5 0.5 to 5 A 63
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25 2.5 to 25 A 64

100 10 to 100 A 65

250 25 to 250 A 66

A70FL / A75FL

Switch Range Equation

10 1 to 10 A 67

50 5 to 50 A 68

250 25 to 250 A 69

500 50 to 500 A 70

Precautions
1. DANGER: High voltage may be present!  Do not clamp a current probe around a

conductor without the logger connected to it.  This avoids sparking and prevents the
connectors from prematurely deteriorating.

2. The SmartReader 3 is to be used only with approved current probes from Amprobe
Instruments (A60FL, A70FL, A65FL, and A75FL).  These probes provide low voltage DC
current in proportion to the signal being measured.  DO NOT use any other probe unless
approved by ACR in writing.

3. The SmartReader 3 can record current in accordance with the ranges available on the
A60FL, A65FL, A70FL and A75FL probes.  Always make sure the current you will be
recording will fall into the appropriate range you set on the current probe.

13.5.3 Current Probes and Accessories

Each SmartReader 3 has three pairs of input connections for use with the Current Probes
from Amprobe Instruments.  These clamps can be used with a number of accessories to fit
most typical applications.

Low Currents
To log very low currents (such as monitoring the operation of electrical appliances), the probe
can be used with a Line Splitter.  The Amprobe A47L Energizer multiplies the signal to the
logger by ten times over a range of 0.1 to 15A.  It also allows effectively splitting of a two-line
conductor, allowing measurements without the need to enter electrical panels or junction
boxes.

For European applications, Amprobe's model A47CL is available with screw-in European
round prongs, two extra British-type prongs and a British fuse plug adapter.  Contact your local
ACR representative for pricing and delivery of this product.

High Currents
You can monitor current ranges higher than those available on a standard probe by using it
with an additional transformer.  For this purpose Amprobe Instruments has available their
Amptran® CT50-2 a 50-to-1 transformer (to monitor currents up to 3000 amps).  Contact your
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ACR representative for pricing and availability on this probe.

Extending Probe Lead Lengths
The lead length of the Amprobe probes can be extended by splicing in up to 225m (750 ft.) of
2-conductor 18-gauge copper wire.

13.5.4 Specifications

Output Current: 260 mA DC full scale into 400 ohms.

Lead Length: 1.5m (5ft)

Accuracy: ±4% FS above 10% of range.

Ranges: A60FL / A65FL: 5, 25, 100, 250A
A70FL / A75FL: 10, 50, 250, 500A

Maximum Voltage: 1500 Vrms secondary to core
3000 Vrms (4200 Vpeak) lamination to case

13.5.5 Troubleshooting

The SmartReader 3 seems to give wrong readings. What is wrong?

· If your graphs seem incorrect, check the equation number assigned to the graph file.
This equation number must correspond to the model number and setting of the current
probe used.  Refer to Setup  in this chapter for a table of equations to use with the
various current probes and settings.

· If your Realtime readings seem incorrect, check the equation number assigned to the
logger channel you are viewing.  Make sure it corresponds to the model number and
active setting of the current probe you are using.

· If your equation numbers are correctly assigned and you are still getting incorrect
readings, it may be because you are measuring currents below 10% of the range.  To
correct this, make sure the range setting on the probe is at the lowest possible range
that will encompass the readings you are interested in.  For example, do not use the
250 amp range for recording currents below 25 amps.  However, if the readings
fluctuate widely (for example, the difference between the day and night time power
consumption), it may be necessary to attach two probes  one on a high range and the
other on a low range.
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13.6 SmartReader 4 Pressure & Temperature Logger

The SmartReader 4 is a general purpose logger that can monitor pressure, temperature and
relative humidity.

Figure 4-1: SmartReader 4

13.6.1 Description

The SmartReader 4 is a five-channel logger designed to work with external pressure,
temperature, and relative humidity sensors that you can order separately.  The plug-in
Pressure Module is available in several different ranges.  The internal RH sensor allows you to
record relative humidity.  The EH-020A Temperature & Relative Humidity probe allows you to
do remote temperature and RH sensing.
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Figure 4-2: SmartReader 4 Accessories

13.6.2 Setup

Using the Pressure Modules

1. If you are going to measure pressure, you will need a Pressure Module, a length of plastic
tubing and the appropriate fittings to tie into the system or equipment you intend to
monitor.

2. To connect the Pressure Module, plug it into the five terminals as shown in Figure 4-2.
Make sure it is properly plugged in and secured to the terminal block.

3. Use TrendReader software to enable the pressure channel.  Then assign the correct
pressure equation for the model of Pressure Module you are using.  If you want to switch
from one Pressure Module to another, change the equation number assigned to the
pressure channel.

Module Range Type Resolution Equation

PM-005-G 0 to 5 PSI (30 kPa) Gauge 0.03 PSI (0.2 kPa) 20

PM-030-G 0 to 30 PSI (200 kPa) Gauge 0.15 PSI (1.0 kPa) 8

PM-100-G 0 to 100 PSI (700 kPa) Gauge 0.5 PSI (3.5 kPa) 22

PM-150-G 0 to 150 PSI (1000
kPa)

Gauge 0.5 PSI (3.5 kPa) 22

PM-030-A 0 to 30 PSI (200 kPa) Absolute 0.15 PSI (1.0 kPa) 8

PM-100-A 0 to 100 PSI (700 kPa) Absolute 0.5 PSI (3.5 kPa) 22
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Pressure Measurement Precautions
The SmartReader 4 is designed for long-term, trouble-free performance but there are a few
precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· The pressure sensor in the Pressure Module is compatible with non-corrosive gases
and dry air.  It is not to be used for liquid pressure measurements.

· Always try to make your pressure connections separate from the Pressure Module and
logger.  To do this, leave a short length of tubing continually attached to the input port. 
Stressing the input connection may cause it to break, resulting in erroneous readings.

EH-020A Remote Temperature & RH Probe
The EH-020A is a four-wire probe with a temperature and relative humidity sensor.  For
field-mounting convenience, it also has a magnetic backing and a security eyelet.  To use the
EH-020A with your SmartReader 4, you must enable the logger's external temperature and
humidity channels.  To connect the EH-020A probe to your SmartReader 4, follow instruction
notes packed with each RH probe set -- see Figure 4-2.

Remote Thermistor Temperature Probe
You can monitor temperatures remotely using an ET temperature probe with your
SmartReader 4 by connecting the probe's two wires to the Temperature and Common
terminals.  Make sure the External Temperature channel is activated and proper equation is
selected.

13.6.3 Pressure Calibration

The pressure sensor (in the Pressure Module), although subject to accuracy degradation
when exposed to contaminants and/or extreme environmental conditions, will drift typically
less than 1%/year (under clean conditions).  You should check your SmartReader 4
periodically and, if necessary, recalibrate or replace the Pressure Module.  In the event that
you wish to confirm the pressure calibration of your SmartReader 4 Logger, you can perform
your own calibration using the adjustment provisions explained in TrendReader software. 

The recommended method of calibration is to use a pneumatic pressure calibrator with a
preferred accuracy of at least 0.1% full scale.  All the pressure modules can be calibrated with
an offset and a gain up to ±5% of full scale. 

Procedure
The Low calibration value is a zero adjustment and the Mid calibration value compensates for
span.  The calibration procedure is as follows:

1. Activate the pressure and temperature monitoring channels of your SmartReader 4 if not
already enabled.

2. Set all calibration values to Zero.

3. Ensure that the correct equation is selected.

4. With the input port unconnected (open to ambient), Record the pressure reading you see
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as (A).  The reading should be close to zero if you are using a gauge sensor, or close to
ambient pressure (AP) if you are using an absolute sensor.

5. Enter a Low calibration value using:
· For absolute sensor: -(A-AP)*100/FS
· For gage sensor: -(A*100/FS)
Where:
A = The Realtime reading (in PSI) observed in previous step.
AP = Ambient pressure.
FS = Full scale rating of the logger.

NOTE:  Make sure you enter the Low calibration value before going to the next
step.

7. Connect the input port of the logger to the calibrator, ensuring all connections are
completely airtight.

8. Adjust the calibrator to produce a test pressure equal to the full scale (FS) range of the
logger.  Record the pressure reading you see as (B).

9. Enter a Mid calibration value using:
· (FS/B-1)*100
Where:
FS = Full scale range of the logger.
B = The real-time reading

10. Save the calibration changes to the logger.

13.6.4 Specifications

The following specifications apply to the pressure sensors used in the SmartReader 4:

Type: Silicon piezoresistive strain gauge

Max. Pressure: 4 x FS

Media: Noncorrosive gases and dry air

Temp. Range:
Operating: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)
Compensated: 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)

Accuracy: 0.5% FS @ 25°C (77°F)

Thermal: over Compensated Range
5 PSI ±1.5% FS
30 PSI ±0.5% FS
100 PSI ±0.5% FS

Linearity: best fit straight line
5 PSI ±0.25% FS
30 PSI ±0.1% FS
100 PSI ±0.1% FS
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Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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13.7 SmartReader 5 Thermocouple Logger

The SmartReader 5 Thermocouple Logger can monitor and record temperatures from type J,
K, T, or S type thermocouples.

Figure 5-1: SmartReader 5

13.7.1 Description

The SmartReader 5 has two external thermocouple temperature channels and one internal
thermistor temperature channel.  There are two different temperature ranges:

· Channel 1 (Low) is suited for use over a relatively narrow temperature range.  It
provides the best resolution readings.

· Channel 2 (High) is useful over a much wider temperature range thus offering greater
application flexibility.  Resolution is coarser using this channel.

For information on temperature ranges and resolutions applicable for the different types of
thermocouples and channels you want to use, refer to the Specifications  section.

13.7.2 Setup and Use

The internal thermistor temperature channel for the SmartReader 5 is used to simulate a
reference junction for the thermocouples -- it must always be enabled.

1. Connect a J, K, T, or S type thermocouple to one or both channels.  Make sure that you
observe polarity when making connections.  To do this, connect a thermocouple's
negative wire (usually red) to the "-" terminal of the channel you want to use.  Connect the
other (positive) wire to the "+" terminal.  The following table lists the ANSI color code for
the thermocouple wires:
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Thermocouple Type Positive (+) Wire Negative (-) Wire

J White Red

K Yellow Red

T Blue Red

S Black Red

Figure 5-2: SmartReader 5 with a Thermocouple

2. Connect the logger to your computer and run TrendReader.  Select the equation number
for each active thermocouple channel (refer to the Specifications  section.)

3. Check that you have the thermocouple's polarity correct by warming its tip.  You will see
the Realtime temperature reading increase if the wires are connected correctly.  If the
temperature decreases, reverse the connections.

NOTE:  The inputs are not isolated from each other (they use the same common
"-" terminal internally).  This means that the thermocouple tips cannot be touching
each other.  If they are touching or are fastened to a conducting surface like a
metal frame, some looping can occur and the readings may fluctuate.  They must
be insulated or prevented from making contact with each other electrically.  Do
not use grounded thermocouples.

13.7.3 Specifications

Accuracy: ±1% of range + resolution
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Type J Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 49 -20 to 190°C
(0 to 370°F) 

1.4°C (2.5°F)

2 (Wide) 50 -50 to 600°C
(-55 to 1100°F)

5°C (9°F)

Type K Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 51 -25 to 230°C
(-10 to 440°F)

1.7°C (3°F)

2 (Wide) 52 -100 to 900°C
(-145 to 1650°F)

6.7°C (12°F)

Type S Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 73 0 to 960°C
(32 to 1750°F)

7°C (12.6°F)

2 (Wide) 74 0 to 1760°C
(32 to 3200°F)

23°C (41.5°F)

Type T Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 53 -35 to 200°C
(-30 to 390°F)

1.7°C (3°F)

2 (Wide) 54 -200 to 400°C
(-325 to 750°F)

6.7°C (12°F)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

13.7.4 Calibration

Low, Mid and High Calibration Values

The Low calibration value compensates for offset while Mid compensates for span.  These
values are set at the factory using an accurate millivolt reference.  The following procedure
may be used if you want to calibrate each channel to a specific piece of thermocouple wire:

1. Change the equation number of the channel you want to calibrate to 38, and replace any
previous Low, Mid and High calibration values with zero (0).  Make sure you have
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selected Byte Count data units.

2. Short the "+" and "-" terminals of the channel with a piece of wire.  Observe the Realtime
value for the channel.

3. Enter a Low calibration value of 50 - R, where R = the Realtime value observed in the
previous step.

4. Change the equation number to the correct one for your thermocouple type and connect
the highest possible temperature reference to the channel.  Make sure you have selected
Celsius temperature units.  Observe the Realtime values for the thermocouple channel
and the internal temperature channel (Channel 0.)

5. Calculate the Mid calibration value using this formula:
100 x ( (A - C) - (B - C) ) / (A - C)

where:
A = thermocouple channel reading
B = high reference temperature
C = internal temperature channel reading

For example, if your thermocouple channel reads 502°C at a high reference of 500°C,
and the internal temperature channel reads 25°C, the Mid calibration value is equal to:

100 x ( (502 - 25) - (500 - 25) ) / (502 - 25) = 0.419

6. Enter the Mid calibration value obtained in the previous step and save the setup to the
logger.
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13.8 SmartReader 6 Thermocouple Logger

The SmartReader 6 Thermocouple Logger can monitor and record temperatures from type J,
K, T, or S type thermocouples.

Figure 6-1: SmartReader 6

13.8.1 Description

The SmartReader 6 has six external thermocouple temperature channels and one internal
thermistor temperature channel for a cold-junction reference.

There are two basic models of SmartReader 6:

· SmartReader 6 N has all channels set for use over a narrow temperature range.

· SmartReader 6 W has all channels set for use over a wider temperature range but
resolution is coarse.

For information on temperature ranges and resolution for the different types of thermocouple,
refer to the Specifications  section.

13.8.2 Setup and Use

The internal thermistor temperature channel for the SmartReader 6 is used to simulate a
reference junction for the thermocouples -- it must always be enabled.

1. Connect a J, K, T, or S type thermocouple to one or more channels.  Make sure that you
observe polarity when making connections.  To do this, connect the thermocouple's
negative wire (usually red) to the "-" terminal of the channel you want to use.  Connect the
other (positive) wire to the "+" terminal.  The following table lists the ANSI color code for
thermocouple wires:
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Thermocouple Type Positive (+) Wire Negative (-) Wire

J White Red

K Yellow Red

T Blue Red

S Black Red

2. Connect the logger to your computer and run TrendReader.  Select the equation number
for each active thermocouple channel (refer to the Specifications  section).

3. Check that you have the thermocouple's polarity correct by warming its tip.  You will see
the Realtime temperature reading increase if the wires are connected correctly. If the
temperature decreases, reverse the connections.

NOTE:  The inputs are not isolated from each other (they use the same common
"-" terminal internally).  This means that the thermocouple tips cannot be touching
each other.  If they are touching or are fastened to a conducting surface like a
metal frame, some looping can occur and the readings may fluctuate.  They must
be insulated or prevented from making contact with each other electrically.  Do
not use grounded thermocouples.

13.8.3 Specifications

Accuracy: ±1% of range + resolution

Type J Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 49 -20 to 190°C
(0 to 370°F) 

1.4°C (2.5°F)

2 (Wide) 50 -50 to 600°C
(-55 to 1100°F)

5°C (9°F)

Type K Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 51 -25 to 230°C
(-10 to 440°F)

1.7°C (3°F)

2 (Wide) 52 -100 to 900°C
(-145 to 1650°F)

6.7°C (12°F)

Type S Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 73 0 to 960°C 7°C (12.6°F)
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(32 to 1750°F)

2 (Wide) 74 0 to 1760°C
(32 to 3200°F)

23°C (41.5°F)

Type T Thermocouple Inputs

Thermocouple Equation Range Resolution

1 (Narrow) 53 -35 to 200°C
(-30 to 390°F)

1.7°C (3°F)

2 (Wide) 54 -200 to 400°C
(-325 to 750°F)

6.7°C (12°F)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

13.8.4 Calibration

Low and Mid Calibration Values

The Low calibration value compensates for offset while Mid compensates for span.  These
values are set at the factory using an accurate millivolt reference.  The following procedure
may be used if you want to calibrate each channel to a specific piece of thermocouple wire:

1. Change the equation number of the channel you want to calibrate to 38, and replace any
previous Low and Mid calibration values with zero (0).  Make sure you have selected Byte
Count data units.

2. Short the "+" and "-" terminals of the channel with a piece of wire.  Observe the Realtime
value for the channel.

3. Enter a Low calibration value of 50 - R, where R = the Realtime value observed in the
previous step.

4. Change the equation number to the correct one for your thermocouple type and connect
the highest possible temperature reference to the channel.  Make sure you have selected
Celsius temperature units.  Observe the Realtime values for the thermocouple channel
and the internal temperature channel (Channel 0.)

5. Calculate the Mid calibration value using this formula:
100 x ( (A - C) - (B - C) ) / (A - C)

where:
A = thermocouple channel reading
B = high reference temperature
C = internal temperature channel reading

For example, if your thermocouple channel reads 502°C at a high reference of 500°C,
and the internal temperature channel reads 25°C, the Mid calibration value is equal to:

100 x ( (502 - 25) - (500 - 25) ) / (502 - 25) = 0.419
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6. Enter the Mid calibration value obtained in the previous step and save the setup to the
logger.
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13.9 SmartReader 7 Process Signal Logger

A multi-channel, multi-purpose logger, the SmartReader 7 provides a versatile means of
logging a wide variety of measurement parameters.  It features seven input channels
configured for easy interface with common transducer and transmitter outputs.

Figure 7-1: SmartReader 7

13.9.1 Description

The SmartReader 7 can measure and record data from five separate channels of analog DC
voltage covering the ranges of 0 to 200 millivolts, 0 to 2.5 volts 0 to 5 volts, and 0 to 10 volts
and from two DC current channels covering the range of 0 to 25 milliamps.

How the SmartReader 7 Works
The 200 mV channel uses a pre-amplifier to magnify the signal ten times for maximum
resolution by the A/D converter.  The 5 and 10 volt channels are converted to a 0 to 2.5 volt
signal by internal resistive divider circuits.  All digital values are converted to their proper
engineering units by equations in TrendReader software.

Current flow through a loop is logged by measuring the voltage drop across an internal 100
ohm input resistor.  This voltage drop is accurately gauged by comparing it to a highly-stable
voltage reference before conversion to a digital value by the A/D converter.  The digital values
are then processed into engineering units by an equation in TrendReader software.

13.9.2 Setup

This section provides guidelines to follow to get you started with your SmartReader 7.

1. The first step in using your SmartReader 7 is to decide what information, or parameters,
you want to log.  For example, you may simply wish to replace an existing hard-wired
4-20 mA chart recorder or, instead, monitor from a special multiple-transducer circuit that
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you have assembled (see the Applications  section).

2. Determine what sensors, transducers, or transmitters you need to do the job (if not
already present).  Compatible transducers for monitoring temperature, humidity,
pressure, speed, and many more variables are available through a wide variety of
vendors (see Selecting Transducers and Transmitters ).

3. Modify the channels, externally (using resistors), if required, for maximum resolution (see
Customizing Input Ranges ).

4. Write a Custom Equation to convert the internal A/D converter readings from the
transducer or circuit you want to monitor into the proper engineering units required (for
example, a 4-20mA signal representing 0 to 10,000 l/min).  For help in writing these
equations refer to the TrendReader guide.

Figure 7-2: Using Transducers with a Power Supply

5. Decide how you are going to power your transducers (if required).  You can either use a
standard power supply, creating a circuit like that shown in Figure 7-2 or use batteries,
producing your own self-contained logging assembly (Figure 7-3).  For this application
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you must activate the battery switch (see External Battery Control ).

Figure 7-3: Using Transducers with a Battery

6. Connect your transducers or transmitters and check operation by observing the Realtime
values displayed by TrendReader software.  If you can, try to exercise your transducers
(make them change their output) to ensure that everything works.  If it does, then you are
ready to place your assembly in the field to start logging.

Avoiding Ground Loop Problems 
Take special care to avoid ground loop problems when you use your SmartReader 7.  A
ground loop can occur when there is more than one path to ground in your logger-transducer
circuit.  Ground loops can damage your SmartReader 7 as well as your transducers.  To avoid
ground loop problems in your SmartReader 7 circuit:

1. Do not use more than one grounded power supply to excite your transducers.

2. Do not connect your logger to your computer for Realtime readings unless:

· your computer is battery-operated (i.e. not grounded); or
· your transducer power supply is not grounded.

If you must use more than one grounded power supply in your SmartReader 7 circuit, each
transducer you use must be isolated.  If you must use non-isolated transducers, then you must
use a Signal Repeater/Loop Isolator between the transducer output and the SmartReader 7
input.

Wiring Notes and Considerations
1. The SmartReader 7 has two common inputs (labeled " - Common").  These are not

isolated from each other and can be used as the negative "-" connection for the power
supply (or battery) and any of the transducers being logged by the SmartReader 7.

2. The 2.5V and 200mV channels "float" when no connections are made to them.  They can
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thus be expected to read a positive voltage when left unconnected.  When connected,
however, they will read the correct input voltage.

3. The 25mA channels read positive current only.  Make sure to observe polarity.  If you are
using both channels simultaneously, ensure that both 4-20mA transmitters operate with
their negative (-) terminals tied together.

13.9.3 Choosing Input Channels

To choose which of the SmartReader 7's seven external input channels is best for your
particular applications, an understanding of resolution is required.

Maximizing Resolution
The resolution of your SmartReader 7 Logger is eight bits.  This means that it can resolve
analog signals, with a defined range, to 256 discrete steps (2 to the power of 8).  When
logging from the 2.5V channel, for example, the SmartReader 7 will record digital values in
increments of 2.5 volts divided by 256, or approximately 10 millivolts.

Resolution is usually not a significant factor until you have logging applications that will
produce input signals far less than that of the range of the logger's channel itself.

The 2.5V channel will have a resolution of 0.4% over a range of 0 to 2.5 volts (.01/2.5 x 100)
which should be more than adequate for most applications.  If, however, you are intending to
measure signals ranging from 50 to 150 millivolts (with the same 2.5V channel), resolution will
be much coarser (10%).  By switching the 50 to 150 millivolt input to the 200mV channel,
resolution can be improved to approximately 1%.

Choosing Input Channels
It is important to maximize resolution when measuring and recording from the SmartReader
7's current and voltage channels.  Usually you can do this simply by choosing the channels
that match or approximate the input signals you will be using.  The table below lists several
possible input signal ranges and the recommended channels to use.  It also lists alternative
channels that can be used for additional simultaneous monitoring capability.  These alternative
channels will, however, require the addition of external resistors (see Customizing Input
Ranges ).

Range Standard Alternative

0 to 500 mv 2.5V 200mV

0 to 1.0 volt 2.5V 200mV

0 to 2.0 volts 2.5V 200mV

0 to 3.0 volts 5V 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 6.0 volts 10V 5V, 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 20 volts N / A 10V, 5V, 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 2.0 mA 25mA 200mV

4 to 20 mA 25mA 2.5V, 200mV

0 to 50 mA N / A 25mA, 5V
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0 to 100 mA N / A 25mA, 10V

In the above table, the Range column lists examples of input signals that you may wish to
monitor using your SmartReader 7.  The Standard column lists the channel you would
normally choose to monitor that particular signal.  The Alternative column lists other channels
that can be used to monitor the same input signals.  In most cases, these channels will need
to be fitted with external resistors.

Non-Standard Ranges
You may want to use a special transducer or tie into an existing process signal loop that does
not match the SmartReader 7's standard input ranges.  The following step-by-step procedure
will help you choose which channel is best:

1. Determine the maximum output signal (M) and the zero offset signal (Z) of the transmitter
or circuit you wish to tie into.  For example, a transducer with a specified range of 1 to 6
volts DC will have a maximum output signal of 6 volts and a zero offset signal of 1 volt. A
4 to 20 milliamp transmitter will have a maximum output signal of 20 mA and a zero offset
signal of 4 mA.

2. Determine the transducer's full scale output (F).  You can do this simply by subtracting Z
from M.  The full scale output of the 1 to 6 volt transducer is thus 5 volts.  The full scale
output of the 4-20mA transmitter is 16 mA.

3. Compare M with the channels available on the SmartReader 7 and choose a channel
with an input equal or greater to this value (if available).  If no such channel exists, then
modify one to suit by referring to the Customizing Input Ranges  section.

4. Determine if the resolution (R) of the channel you chose in Step #2 will be adequate.  You
can determine this, in percent, by using the following equation:

R = C * 0.4 / F
Where:

C = the input range of the channel you chose to use (in units of either millivolts, volts
or milliamps).

F = the full scale output of your transducer (M - Z) measured in the same units as for
C.

R = the resolution expressed in a percentage (%) of full scale output.

For example, a 0.5 to 2.5 volt transducer connected to the 2.5V channel will be logged
with a resolution of 0.5%.  A 4 to 20mA transducer hooked up to the 25mA channel will
log with a resolution of 0.6%.

Generally, it is good practice to keep resolution to within 1% for most applications. 
However, you might accept far coarser resolution in some applications and, in others,
require far better.  You will be able to determine your own requirements after you have
become familiar with the results you can expect with different arrangements.  If your
requirements demand greater resolution than what you calculated, then you should set up
your inputs with resistors as described in the Customizing Input Ranges  section in this
chapter.

5. To find out in what actual steps (S) your logger will collect data, first determine the input (I
) of your transducer or transmitter.  You can do this by subtracting the lowest level input
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from the high.  A thermocouple transmitter, for example, with a range of -20°C to 600°C
will have an input span of 620° (600-(-20)).  A pressure transducer with a range of 0 to
100 psi will have an input span of 100 psi.

6. To calculate S, measured in the same units as the input span (I) above, use this
equation:

S = R * I / 100

For example, a 4 to 20mA Relative Humidity transmitter with an input span (I) of 90% RH
and a calculated resolution (R) of 0.6% will record data in steps of 0.54% RH.

13.9.4 Customizing Input Ranges

The standard input ranges on the SmartReader 7 should be suitable for most process signal
applications, but occasionally you may require measurement of non-standard input levels
where resolution is a primary concern (see Choosing Input Channels ).  Ranges can be
adapted easily by using either one or two external resistors.  TrendReader software has
Equation functions that can be used to scale the data to the new input levels.

The resistor value that you will require to modify each SmartReader 7 input channel is
selected by inserting your special input requirements into a simple equation.  The following
sections detail these equations and the method of tying in these resistors.

10 Volt Channel
The 10 volt channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 10 volts DC) by
adding a single resistor to the "10V" terminal shown in Figure 7-4.  The value of the resistor
(R) can be calculated by the following formula below, based on the desired voltage input range
(Ein):

R = 4,090 x Ein - 40,900

For example, if you wish to measure up to 20 volts, the resistor value should be:

4,090 x 20 - 40,900 = 40,900 ohms 

Since you will not always be able to get the exact resistor value that you calculated, you can
determine the logger's actual input range by plugging the value of the resistor (R) you obtain
back into the equation.  For example, if the closest resistor you could obtain was 42k ohms,
then the actual voltage input range would be:

Ein = (R + 40,900) / 4,090 

(42,000 + 40,900) / 4,090 = 20.27V 

This value will be needed when it comes time to create your own custom equation using 
TrendReader software.
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Figure 7-4: Modifying the 10 Volt Channel for Extended Voltage Range

You can also easily convert the 10V channel to measure 0 to 100mA current simply by putting
a 100 ohm resistor (minimum rating: 2 watts) between the "10V" and "-Common" terminals.

5 Volt Channels
The two 5 volt channels can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 5V DC) by
adding a single resistor, in the same way as shown for the 10V channel in Figure 7-4, to either,
or both, of the two "5V" terminals.  The value of the resistor (R) can be calculated by the
following equation based on the desired voltage input range (Ein):

R = 4,000 * Ein - 20,000

For example, if you wish to measure up to 20 volts, the resistor value should be:

4,000 * 20 - 20,000 = 60,000 ohms

Since you will not always be able to get the exact resistor value that you calculated, you can
determine the actual input range you will have by plugging the value of the resistor back into
the formula:

Ein = R + 20,000 / 4,000

You can easily convert either or both 5V channels to measure 0 to 50 mA current by wiring a
100 ohm resistor (minimum rating: 0.5 watts) between the "5V" and "-Common" terminals.

2.5 Volt Channel
The 2.5 volt channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 2.5V DC) by adding
two resistors to the input terminals as shown in Figure 7-5.  The value of the resistor marked "
10k" must be 10,000 ohms ±1% or better.  The value of the resistor (R) can be calculated by
the following equation, based on the desired voltage input range (Ein):

R = 4,000 * Ein - 10,000

For example, if you wish to measure up to 20 Volts, the resistor value should be:
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4,000 * 20 - 10,000 = 70,000 ohms

Figure 7-5: Modifying the 2.5 volt channel

Since you will not always be able to get the exact resistor value that you calculated, you can
determine the actual input range you will have by plugging the value of the resistor back into
the formula:

Ein = R + 10,000 / 4,000

This value will be needed when it comes time to create your own custom equation using 
TrendReader software.

You can easily convert the 2.5V channel to measure 0 to 25 mA current by wiring a 100 ohm
resistor between the "2.5V" and "-Common" terminals.

200 millivolt Channel
The 200 millivolt channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 200 mV DC) by
also adding two resistors, in the same way as shown for the 2.5V channel in Figure 7-5.  The
value of the resistor marked "10k" must be 10,000 ohms ±1% or better.  The value of the
resistor (R) can be calculated by the following formula, based on the desired voltage input
range (Ein):

R = 50,000 * Ein - 10,000

You can also modify the 200 mV channel to log current loop signals with greater sensitivity
than the two 25 mA channels.  Put a 100 ohm resistor across the "200mV" and "-Common"
terminals and you will be able to log currents from 0 to 2.0 mA with approximately ten times
the resolution of the 25mA channels.  The equation to use to determine other current (Iin)
ranges, in milliamps, is:

R = 200 / Iin
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25 milliamp Channel
The 25 milliamp channel can be modified to span higher ranges (greater than 25mA DC) by
also adding a single resistor across the input terminals as shown in Figure 7-6.  The value of
the resistor (R) can be calculated by the following formula, based on the desired current input
range (Iin) in mA:

R = 2,500 / (Iin - 25)

Make sure the resistor can withstand at least twice the power you will be sending it.  To
calculate this, use the following equation: 

RI2P 2
in ´´=

Where:
P = Minimum Power Rating of resistor (in watts)
Iini= Maximum amperage expected through resistor (in Amps)
R = Resistor value (in ohms)

For example, a 50 ohm resistor calculated to measure currents up to 75mA will require a
power rating greater or equal to 0.56 watts.  Therefore, a one watt resistor will be fine.

Figure 7-6: Modifying a 25mA Channel

For increased sensitivity at lower current ranges down to 2.5 milliamps, refer to the section for
modifying the 200 mV channel.

Resistors
Resistors that can be used with the SmartReader 7 are readily available at most electronic
parts supply stores.  Ask for precision 1% metal film resistors with a temperature coefficient of
less than 500ppm.  The most common ones are quite small and made in the form of a cylinder
with axial leads.  To show the value of the resistor, either there is:

· a color code painted on each resistor in the form of bands
· a number (followed by a letter) stamped on them

For resistors with a tolerance of 2% or looser, there are four bands or three number digits
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while the resistors that are 1% or better have five rings or four number digits. In the case of
1% values the first three digits or rings correspond to the resistors value and the fourth digit or
band is the number of zeros to be added.  The fifth band or letter indicates the manufacturer's
tolerance of the resistor.  For example, a 30,900 ohms resistor would be shown as orange,
black, white, red, black or "3092F".

Color Number Tolerance Letter

Black 0 1% F

Brown 1 2% G

Red 2

Orange 3

Yellow 4

Green 5

Blue 6

Violet 7

Grey 8

White 9

Gold 5% J

Silver 10% K

None 20%

WARNING:  Using resistors with tolerances looser than 1%, poor temperature
coefficients and long-term drift characteristics will create undesirable
measurement errors.

13.9.5 External Battery Control

You can activate a special switch on the SmartReader 7 designed to optimize the use of
battery-powered sensors while out in the field.  The battery-saving contacts can provide
switching capability to draw power from the battery only when needed, thus maximizing its life
for extended field applications.

The battery switch allows you to power external transducers with a separate battery pack. 
This capability makes it easy for you to assemble your own self-contained data logging kit for
long-term in-field use where there is no convenient power supply receptacle.

The battery switch is enabled in TrendReader software.  The switch works by closing eight
seconds prior to a reading, remaining closed until the reading is taken, then immediately
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opening again before repeating the cycle (Figure 7-7).

Figure 7-7: Battery Voltage Profile at 32 sec. Sampling

It extends battery life by only drawing power, when necessary, to meet the input requirements
of the transducer or transmitter circuit that you want to monitor (Figure 7-8).

Figure 7-8: How the Battery Switch Extends Battery Life

To use the battery switch, the battery's positive (+) terminal must be wired to the "+ Battery In"
terminal on the SmartReader 7 (refer to Figure 7-9).  The power to your external transducers
will then be available from the "+ Power Out" terminal.  The battery's negative (-) terminal can
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then be wired to either of the "- Common" terminals.

Figure 7-9: Using the Battery Switch

The maximum current that the battery switch can source is 100mA.  Battery supply voltage
can be from 9 to 25 volts. Short circuit protection is continuous at 9 volts, but only one second
at higher voltages.

Things you should know about batteries
When using batteries for powering your external sensors and transducers, you should keep in
mind these key points:
1. The rated voltage of a battery only applies to initial use.  Once under load, the voltage will

decrease gradually until completely drained (refer to Figure 7-8).  By knowing how the
battery voltage is affected through use you can make sure that the voltage requirements
of your external transducers will be met.  A good rule of thumb to follow is to exceed the
minimum required input voltage for your transducers by at least two times (where
acceptable).

2. Nickel-Cadmium (rechargeable) batteries self-discharge at a rate approximating 1% of
their remaining capacity per day.  This should be taken into account for extended logging
sessions.

Determining how long your batteries will last
To estimate how long your batteries will successfully power your external sensors and
transducers, you will need to know both the capacity of the batteries as well as the proposed
resistance presented to them by the load (your own transducers).

Battery capacity, usually expressed in milliampere-hours (mAh), is the total amount of
electrical charge a cell can store or deliver.  Unfortunately, most commercially-available
batteries are sold without any of this capacity information listed.  To get this information you
can usually call one of their local representatives.

As a general guide, most good quality nine volt batteries have a capacity of approximately 500
mAh.  This means, at an average continuous current draw of 50mA, it will deliver
approximately ten hours of service.
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The load you impose on your battery will depend on how many transducers you intend to have
in your logging circuit.  The greater the number of transducers, the greater the power draw
from the battery.  If you are logging from a 4 to 20mA transducer, the maximum current it will
draw will be approximately 20mA.  If you power it continuously, your 500 mAh battery should
not run out until you have had at least twenty-five hours of service.  Since your transducer
probably will not always draw maximum current (12mA might be a more reasonable figure),
you can probably expect up to forty-two hours of service.

The battery-saving switch contacts can increase the lifetime of your external batteries
significantly.  Since the batteries will be powered only for eight seconds out of every logging
interval, the power draw on the battery will be reduced considerably.

Example
Problem: You want to log pressure once every thirty minutes from a 0 to 300 psig transducer.
The output of the transducer is 4 to 20mA.  The excitation voltage is listed at between 9 and
40 volts DC.

Solution: From this information we know that a 4 mA signal will represent 0 psig and a 20 mA
signal will represent 300 psig.  Since the minimum excitation voltage is 9 volts, we should
supply at least 18 volts initially from our batteries.  We can do this by simply connecting two
nine volt 500 mAh batteries in series.

Without the battery-saving switch enabled, our minimum expected battery life would be
approximately twenty-five hours.  With the switch enabled, and thus closing only eight out of
every 1,800 seconds (or thirty minutes), the life will be extended by a factor of 225 (or 1800/8).
This means that we should be able to log from this transducer for over 5,625 hours, or over
234 days.  Actual life may even be higher depending on what pressures are actually recorded
(the lower the pressure, the lower the power draw).

Regulated Voltages
The unstable voltage characteristics of batteries makes them, by themselves, incompatible for
use with transducers that require a regulated voltage supply.  You can, however, add your own
voltage regulator to your transducer circuit to compensate for this instability (see Figure 7-10). 
Voltage regulators are readily available at most electronic parts supply stores.
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Figure 7-10: Regulating Battery Supply Voltage

Make sure that your supply voltage to your regulator is at least two volts higher than the level
to which you want to regulate to.  To do this, you can easily increase the voltage of your
batteries by hooking them up in series as shown in Figure 7-10.

If the wires between the voltage regulator, batteries, and transducers are long (more than a
few inches), the regulator may oscillate and produce an unstable voltage.  You can correct for
this by connecting one 0.1 microfarad capacitor to each of the regulator's outside pins then
wiring them to the regulator's center pin.  Make sure to keep the capacitor leads as short as
possible.

13.9.6 Selecting Transducers and Transmitters

A transducer is defined as a device that receives energy from one system and retransmits it, in
a different form, to another system.  A transmitter is a term usually reserved for transducers in
a current loop circuit.  In this section, the terms transducer and transmitter will be used
interchangeably.

For a transducer to be useful, the retransmitted signal must be compatible with standard
instrumentation.  For the SmartReader 7 Logger, this can be either in the form of an analog
DC voltage or current.

Many compatible transducers exist for measuring such variables as temperature, relative
humidity, pressure, speed, PH, and more.  You can obtain these from a wide variety of
manufacturers or distributors.  An extensive listing of sensors and companies is published
yearly by Sensors Magazine.

To figure out what to look for when choosing transducers, it is helpful to know a few technical
terms and how they relate to use with your SmartReader 7 logger.

Excitation Voltage
This term refers to the input voltage that a transducer requires in order for it to work properly. 
It is either specified as a range (for example, 9 to 30 volts DC) or as a specific voltage (for
example, 10 volts DC).  When a range is specified, it means you can use an unregulated
power supply (such as a battery) as long as voltages within the range are provided.  Usually, if
a specific voltage is required, it means you require a regulated power supply.

When an unregulated power supply is specified for the excitation voltage, a regulated one may
also be used.  The reverse, however, is not true.  Millivolt pressure transducers, for example,
usually require regulated power supplies.

Maximum Impedance
An important consideration when choosing transducers is the requirement for input or loop
impedance.  This simply refers to how much resistance your instrumentation (for example, the
SmartReader 7) can have before it will begin to cause problems.  For voltage inputs, a very
high impedance is usually required (usually greater than 10k ohms).  This prevents the
unnecessary draining of current from the transducer circuit.  The SmartReader 7's voltage
inputs are all high impedance (greater than 20k ohms).

For current loop inputs, it is advantageous to have a very low impedance (the SmartReader 7's
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current channels have a low 100 ohm impedance).  This helps to minimize the voltage
requirements and power consumption of the circuit.  Check the specifications for the
transducers you intend to use to ensure the SmartReader 7's input impedances are
acceptable.

Two-Wire Transmitters
Two-wire transmitters are transducers that form part of a current loop circuit.  They vary the
current flow in accordance with changes in the variable which they are sensing.  Most two-wire
transmitters have a 4-20mA output.

Three-Wire Transducers
Three-wire transducers have three connections: a supply (excitation) voltage input (V+IN), an
output voltage (V+OUT) and a common (COM-).  You can usually tell if a transducer is 3-wire
by reviewing the wiring diagram and looking for a single common connection.  

Four-Wire Transducers
Four-wire transducers fall into two categories: line-type and Wheatstone bridge types.  No
more than one line-type transducer can be attached to a SmartReader 7 unless it has an
isolated output (no electrical connection to the line).  Bridge-type transducers can only be
hooked to a SmartReader 7 if they are signal conditioned.

Output
The specified output of a transducer or transmitter will determine whether it is compatible for
use with your SmartReader 7.  Some of the most popular transducer outputs (such as 0 to
2.5V or 0 to 5V DC) are directly compatible with the logger.  The most popular transmitter
output is 4 to 20 mA which can be easily used with the SmartReader 7.

13.9.7 Specifications

Voltage and Current Inputs

Standard Ranges: 0 to 2.5 volts DC (1 channel)
0 to 5 volts DC (2 channels)
0 to 10 volts DC (1 channel)
0 to 200mV DC (1 channel)
0 to 25mA (2 channels)

Accuracy: ±1% F.S.

Input Impedance: >1 M ohms (0 to 200 mV channel)
>1 M ohms (0 to 2.5 V channel)
20 k ohms (0 to 5.0 V channels)
40.9 k ohms (0 to 10.0 V channel)
100 ohms (0 to 25 mA channels)

Maximum Input Voltage: Voltage channels: ±40 V
(reverse polarity protected)
Current channels: ±70 mA
(reverse polarity protected)
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Connections: Removable screw-type terminal strip

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

13.9.8 Applications

The SmartReader 7 Logger can be used for a wide variety of data recording applications.  You
may decide to use it as a direct replacement for your existing analog voltage or current loop
strip chart recorders.  That way you will be able to easily get valuable data into your computer,
instead of always being restricted to just the charts.

You may also want to set up your own self-contained logging stations for monitoring
commercially available transducers and transmitters (for example: temperature, pressure,
humidity, wind speed, flow, level, pH, position, and more).  That way you will be able to easily
set up your SmartReader 7 in the field with a minimum of trouble.

Application Example
Here is an example to guide you in your own SmartReader 7 applications:

Problem: You want to monitor static pressure in a duct, over a period of about a week, to
determine how a fan is performing in an air conditioning system.  The location you want to
monitor is not very accessible and there is no nearby power supply.  It is estimated that the
pressure in the system will vary as much as 3 to 4" W.C. (.75-1.00 kPa).

Solution: You decide a self-contained logging station is the best solution.  For the pressure
measurements you choose a Model 264 0 to 5" (0 to 1.25 kPa) unidirectional transducer from
Setra Systems.  The 264 requires an unregulated excitation of 12 to 28 volts DC to produce a
linear 0 to 5 volt DC output signal.

Figure 7-11 illustrates the setup of this logging station using two 9 volt batteries wired in series
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(to produce an initial eighteen volt supply).

Figure 7-11: Using Voltage Channels with a Power Supply

To set up the SmartReader 7 you first disable all the input channels except for one of the 5V
channels. You set this channel with a sampling rate of 2 minutes and activate the battery
switch. That way you will minimize battery consumption and maximize memory, allowing you to
collect over forty-five days of data. It will also leave plenty of time for you to retrieve the logger
after the logging session and transfer the data to your computer.

Before heading out into the field, write a simple equation converting the 0 to 5 volt signals into
the 0 to 5" W.C. pressures. See your TrendReader software guide for information on writing
custom equations. After saving the equation to the 5V channel, you can then test the logger's
operation by viewing channel's Realtime reading using TrendReader software.
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13.10 SmartReader 8 Eight-Channel Temperature Logger

The SmartReader 8 is a versatile logger for recording temperatures in a wide range of
environmental and industrial applications.  It can record up to eight temperature channels
simultaneously.

Figure 8-1: SmartReader 8

13.10.1 Description

The SmartReader 8 has seven external temperature channels (for remote temperature
probes) and one internal thermistor sensor.

13.10.2 Setup and Use

The following procedure will help you prepare your SmartReader 8 for your temperature
monitoring applications.

1. Setup and activate the channels you intend to monitor using TrendReader software.
Disable any channels you are not going to use to conserve memory. 

2. If you are using external channels, make sure to use thermistor sensors appropriate for
the measurements you want to take (for assistance, please refer to Appendix C
Thermistor Temperature Probes ).  Also, confirm that the equation number you are
using for each of your probes is correct.

3. To connect remote temperature probes (two-wire), simply wire one lead into a channel
input (labeled 1 to 7) and the other into a terminal marked Common. It does not matter
which lead goes to which terminal.  You can connect more than one thermistor probe to
the same Common terminal.  For example, Figure 8-2 shows two external probes
connected to channels 2 and 3 sharing the same Common terminal.  If you are using a
thermistor probe with shielded cable, terminate the shield wire by connecting it to any 
Common terminal.
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Figure 8-2: Connecting External Temperature Probes

Accessories
The ET Series Temperature sensors are thermistor probes that can be used easily with your
SmartReader 8 for remote temperature measurements.  The advantage of these probes is
that they can be used for a wider range of temperatures, are very versatile (they can be used
to liquid or surface temperatures), and their small size permits them to be easily inserted in
hard-to-get-at locations such as in ductwork or under pipe insulation.

For more information on choosing and using thermistor probes, refer to Appendix C
Thermistor Temperature Probes .

You can purchase additional screw-type terminal block connectors for your SmartReader 8. 
These make it easy to permanently install sensors around buildings and systems.  Simply wire
them to the unconnected blocks and when you are ready to collect data, you can simply plug
in your SmartReader 8 logger.  For analysis, you can just unplug it again without having to
disconnect any sensors.

Other Applications
For information on how you can monitor resistance or switch status with your SmartReader 8,
refer to  Appendix A Monitoring Resistance and Switch Status .
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13.11 SmartReader 9 Pulse Logger

The SmartReader 9 is a three-channel, multi-purpose counter and logger.  With it you can
monitor a wide variety of measurement parameters.

Figure 9-1: SmartReader 9

13.11.1 Description

Featuring two input channels configured for easy interface with common switch and
transducer outputs, SmartReader 9 has the capability to count, totalize, and record voltage
pulses and switch contact closure frequency as well as monitor ambient temperature from -40
to 70°C (-40 to 158°F).

13.11.2 How the SmartReader 9 Counts

The SmartReader 9 can count and log data from either of its two external input channels.  The
channels can count the opening and closing of external switch contacts and/or the occurrence
of DC voltage pulses.

The SmartReader 9 keeps track of the number of times a switch opens and closes by
continuously maintaining a voltage potential across the input terminals.  Figure 9-3 shows a
simple circuit for monitoring such a switch.  Every time the voltage potential changes from high
to low (i.e. switch opening) and back to high again (i.e. switch closing) the logger registers a
count of '1.'

Using the standard 32/sec. counting channel in the Normal Rate mode, the logger can count
up to 256 switch contact closures over any eight second period (or an average of 32 closures
per second).  At the end of every eight second period the total number of counts is stored in a
memory buffer.  If the logger's sampling rate is set for eight seconds this total is immediately
saved to memory as a reading.  If the sampling rate is more infrequent than eight seconds the
total number of counts for each eight-second period is added up and then averaged for the
amount of the sampling rate.
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Counting voltage pulses (also called logic inputs) is similar to counting switch contacts, only
instead of the logger supplying the voltage potential, the logger detects the voltage level of the
pulse.  The pulse must have a low level voltage less than 0.5 volts DC and the high level
voltage must be from 4.5 to 24 volts DC.

The minimum pulse length and minimum interval between pulses must be 4 milliseconds.  For
the SmartReader 9 to register a count of '1,' the input voltage must go from a low level to a
high level and back again to a low level.

You can configure each of the two counting channels for any one of three possible rates: 32,
64, and 128 Hz (pulses per second).  When the rate select jumper is attached to the 32/sec.
setting, the logger can count up to 256 pulses every eight seconds.  If the number of counts
exceeds 256, the counting will restart from zero thereby producing an incorrect reading.

13.11.3 Quick-Start Tutorial

By setting up the following simple application, you can gain a basic understanding of how this
logger works.  The concepts learned here will help you use your SmartReader 9 correctly for
your own applications.

This section assumes you are familiar with the basic operation of TrendReader software.  If
you need help, please refer to the TrendReader guide.

1. Start TrendReader software and connect the SmartReader 9 to your PC via the interface
cable.

2. Select equation 34 for the Pulse 1 channel, ensure that the channel is enabled, and
choose Normal counting mode (do not activate the logger's Accumulate mode).  Save the
setup to the logger.

3. Observe the Realtime reading.  It should be 0.0 Hz.

Figure 9-2: SmartReader 9 Test Configuration

4. Connect the three wires to your logger as shown in Figure 9-2 with one wire going from
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"Rate Select 1" to "32/second," one wire from "Rate Select 2" to "64/second" and the third
wire from "Pulse Input 1" left unconnected.

5. Now tap (touch and release) the third wire to the screw head of the terminal marked "
Common."  Do this continuously at a rate of about once per second.  The Realtime
reading from the "Pulse 1" channel should be close to "1.0 Hz" depending on how
accurately and steadily you are tapping.

6. Try varying the rate at which you tap to see how the Realtime display changes.

Each time you tap the wire to the "Common" terminal you are simulating a switch opening and
closing.  Note that these readings are in Hertz (Hz) which refers to the number of pulses or
switch contact closures the logger detects per second.  This is because the logger totalizes
the number of contact closures (or pulses) it detects in periods of eight seconds at a time.  It
then expresses this in Hertz (or pulses per second).

Figure 9-3: Counting Switch Contact Closures

13.11.4 Using Your SmartReader 9

The following steps will guide you through the procedure of setting up and using your
SmartReader 9 Pulse Logger.

1. Always make sure that the circuit you want to monitor will be compatible for use with your
SmartReader 9.  Refer to the Specifications  section for details on the type of switches
and logic signals that will work.  Key things to note are:

· If you are going to be monitoring the opening and closing of switches, then there must
not be a power source connected to the contacts (the contacts must be "dry").

· If you wish to monitor a circuit that produces pulsed signals, then the low level must
fall between 0 and 0.5 volts DC and the high level must be between 4.5 volts and 24
volts DC.

· The frequency of the pulses or contact closures that you want to monitor must not
exceed the maximum capability of the SmartReader 9 which is 1024 over any eight
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second period (using the 128 pulses/sec. channel).

2. Decide which mode you want to have your SmartReader 9 count in.  For more
information on the two choices you have -- Normal Rate mode and Accumulate mode --
refer to the Counting Modes and Equations  section.

3. Connect the Rate Select jumpers to the correct positions for your application, and choose
the corresponding equation or write your own custom equation.  Custom equations allow
you to convert raw readings from a circuit (in Hz) to the units you require (for example,
litres per second). See your TrendReader software guide for more information on custom
equations).

4. Connect your transducers or transmitters and check the operation of the logger by
viewing the Realtime readings in TrendReader software.  If you can, try and exercise your
transducers (make them change their output) to ensure that everything works properly.  If
it does, then you are ready to place your assembly in the field to start logging your data.

13.11.5 Rate Select Connections

The maximum number of pulses the logger can count in any eight-second period is 255, or
about 32 pulses per second.  To count more than this, you need to divide the pulse rate down
to less than 32 pulses per second.  This can be done by altering the Rate Select jumper
connections.

Figure 9-4: Setting the Rate Select Jumpers

For each pulse channel, the rate select terminal should connect to the 32/sec. terminal (to
count every pulse), to the 64/sec. terminal (to count every second pulse) or to the 128/sec.
terminal (to count every fourth pulse).  Do not connect any external device to the 32/sec.,
64/sec., 128/sec. or rate select terminals.  These connections are only for selecting internal
rate.  For each channel, make sure that one of the 32, 64, or 128/sec. terminals is connected
to its own rate select terminal.  If you connect more than one of these at a time for each
channel, the logger will not count pulses.  If you do not connect any of these, the logger also
will not count pulses.
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13.11.6 Counting Modes and Equations

There are two counting modes for the SmartReader 9, Normal Rate and Accumulate mode. 
These modes are selected using TrendReader software.  The mode you select applies to both
logger channels.  Make sure you choose equations for both channels that match the counting
mode.

Normal Rate Mode
The Normal Rate mode counts and records a totalized reading in a buffer, then restarts
counting at a fixed rate of once every eight seconds.  The logger uses these eight-second
totals to determine the actual reading it records in memory.  Depending on how you set up
your logger's sampling rate, the readings you obtain may be calculated by averaging the
eight-second counts that make up the logger's sampling rate.  For example, if your logger is
set to take a reading every two minutes, then each reading the logger stores will consist of the
average of fifteen eight-second intervals.  If the logger counts 150 pulses in the first
eight-second interval, and there are no pulses during the other fourteen eight-second intervals,
your logger will average all fifteen intervals and store a raw byte value of 10.  This indicates
that during the two-minute interval there were an average of ten pulses per eight-second time
period.  The Normal Rate mode equations read out directly in Hz (pulses per second) both in
Realtime display and during graphing.

Accumulate Mode
The Accumulate mode counts and records a totalized reading to memory at a frequency
matching the sampling rate that you have set for your logger.  For example, if your logger is
set to take a reading every two minutes, then each reading the logger stores will consist of the
total of all the pulses that occurred during the two minutes.  The Accumulate mode equations
read out in pulses per logger time interval during graphing.  In Realtime mode, TrendReader
software displays pulses per eight-second period.

Equations
There are six possible methods of operation for each of the SmartReader 9's two pulse
channels.  That is because there are three rate select jumper settings and two counting
modes, Normal Rate mode and Accumulate mode.  To collect correct data, you must select
the equation that relates to your logger settings.  The Rate Select Table provides you with a
summary of these equations.

For each equation number listed in the following table, the corresponding information is
provided:

· The counting mode the logger has been set to operate in ("A" for Accumulate mode, "N"
for Normal Rate mode).

· The required setting for the rate select jumper on your logger.  The maximum number of
pulses that this configuration can count up to during an eight-second period (for normal
rate mode) or the logger's sampling rate (for accumulate mode).

· The contents of the equation itself which you can use to create custom equations in
your own choice of engineering units (i.e. flow rate in gpm, traffic in cars/minute, or
speed in km/hour).
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Rate Select Table

Equation
Number

Counting
Mode

Rate Select Setting
(Pulse/Sec.)

Maximum
Pulses

Equation Coding

31 A 32 256 answer0 = source0

32 A 64 512 answer0 = source0 * 2

33 A 128 1024 answer0 = source0 * 4

34 N 32 256 answer0 = source0 / 8

35 N 64 512 answer0 = source0 / 4

36 N 128 1024 answer0 = source0 / 2

13.11.7 Specifications

Pulse Inputs (General)
Standard Ranges: 32, 64, and 128 pulses/second.

Resolution: 8 bits

Accuracy: 32 Hz Channel: ±1 pulse/8 seconds
64 Hz Channel: ±2 pulses/8 seconds
128 Hz Channel: ±4 pulses/8 seconds

Maximum Voltage: ±40 volts (reverse polarity protected)

Connections: Removable screw-type terminal strip with single common (-)
connection

Totalizing: Eight seconds. Average pulse frequency over this period
must not exceed the channel range or counting will restart
from zero.

Minimum Pulse width: 4 milliseconds

Input Types:
Contact: Uncommitted ("dry") switch or relay contacts (internally

generated pulses). Switches with gold-plated sealed contacts
are recommended.

Excitation: 5 microamps contact current, 3.5 volts open circuit

Logic: Active logic signals

Input Voltage Low = 0 to 0.5 volts (DC)
High = 4.5 to 24 volts (DC)

Input Impedance: 750k ohms

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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13.12 Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Logger

The Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Logger, when combined with the Telaire 7001Handheld CO2

Monitor, records the three leading indicators of indoor air quality, which are temperature,
relative humidity, and carbon dioxide.

The IAQ Logger is a SmartReader data logger.

Figure 10-1: IAQ Logger

13.12.1 Description

The IAQ Logger has five channels; one internal temperature sensor, one internal RH sensor,
one CO2 sensor with an input range from 0 to 2.5VDC, and the remaining two for an optional
remote temperature and RH probe (EH-020A).

How It Works
The relative humidity sensor in the IAQ Logger is a processed plastic wafer.  This wafer is
actually a laser-trimmed, capacitive thin-film relative humidity sensor.

Changes in relative humidity cause the surface capacitance of the polymer film to vary.  The
IAQ Logger gauges this capacitance by passing a small electric current through it and
measuring the relative voltage drop.  Because the response of the sensor is temperature
dependent, a temperature reading is always taken at the same time as the humidity reading. 
That way, when the logger's information is backed up into your computer, TrendReader
software can automatically factor in the right compensation values when it calculates the
percentage of Relative Humidity (in % RH).  The result is an accurate set of
automatically-generated and temperature-compensated relative humidity readings.

13.12.2 Setup

Make sure to enable each channel you want to use.  If you are not using a channel, disable it
to save logger memory.

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

1 Internal Relative Humidity 71
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2 External Temperature Appendix C

3 External Relative Humidity 71

4 0 - 2500 PPM 124

NOTE:  When you activate either RH channel, you must also enable its
corresponding temperature channel, as well, in order to temperature compensate
the RH sensors.

Precautions
The IAQ Logger's RH Sensor is designed for long-term trouble-free performance, but there
are a few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· Never expose the sensor to organic solvents or ionic-laden liquids.  Any chemical
compound that attracts polymers may affect the sensor.

· The RH sensor is particularly susceptible to contamination by sulfur gases and sulfur
compounds.  DO NOT SMOKE NEAR THE LOGGER!

· Always return your IAQ Logger to a re-sealable plastic bag during non-use to maximize
the in-calibration life of the RH sensor.

13.12.3 Accessories

You can obtain replacement RH Sensors, remote temperature probes, temperature and
relative humidity probes for use with your IAQ Logger.  The IAQ Logger can also be combined
with Telaire 7001 to measure carbon dioxide and temperature levels.

ET Series Temperature Sensors
The ET Series Temperature sensors are thermistor probes that can be used easily with your
IAQ Logger for remote temperature measurements.  The advantage of these probes is that
they can be used for a wider range of temperatures, are more versatile (they can be used to
record fluid temperatures) and their small size permits them to be easily inserted in
hard-to-get-at-locations (such as in ductwork or under pipe insulation).

To use an ET Temperature probe with your IAQ Logger you must first enable the logger's
external temperature channel.  Connect the remote temperature probe by connecting one wire
(of the two-wire probe) to the channel marked Temperature and the other wire to the terminal
marked Common.  For more information on ET series thermistor probes, refer to Appendix C
Thermistor Temperature Probes .

EH-020A Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe
The EH-020A is a four-wire probe with a temperature and relative humidity sensor.  For
field-mounting convenience, it also has a magnetic backing and a security eyelet.  To use the
EH-020A with your IAQ Logger, you must enable the logger's external temperature and
humidity channels.  To connect the EH-020A probe to your IAQ Logger, follow instruction
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notes packed with each RH probe set -- see Figure 2-2.

Figure 10-2: Connecting the EH-020A Temperature and RH Probe

The EH-020A is applicable for measurements between -20 and 40°C (-4 and 104°F) and 10 to
90% RH.

NOTE:  The EH-020A probe is compatible with loggers that have serial numbers
above 20,000 only.

The accurate measurement of temperature and humidity depends primarily on the information
supplied by a particular sensor.  IAQ  Loggers use temperature and humidity sensors with
rugged qualities designed for minimal or no maintenance (under normal operating conditions).

The IAQ Logger's on-board thermistor is chemically stable and not significantly affected by
aging.  It will typically drift less than 0.1°C over a period of several years.  The relative humidity
sensor, although subject to accuracy degradation when exposed to contaminants and/or
extreme environmental conditions, will drift typically less than 1% per year (under clean
conditions).  You should check your RH sensor periodically and, if necessary, recalibrate or
replace it.

13.12.4 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) only in the immediate vicinity of
the sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity
and turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity.

In a room, temperature and RH levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such
factors as air stratification, drafts, and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people,
equipment, moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even
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within a small, confined area.  The individual sensors associated with your IAQ Logger
measure and record temperature and RH only in one location.  They do not, in any way,
represent an overall reading.

If you decide to check the calibration of your IAQ Logger RH Module using a Sling
Psychrometer, keep in mind the following:

· Any instrument that requires a person to be present at, or in very close proximity to the
RH sensor in order to get a reading, will have a measurement error introduced to it. 
That is because the body readily gives off heat and moisture that is especially
noticeable at lower RH levels.

· The time taken between slinging the psychrometer and reading it can exhibit several
degrees of inaccuracy in the wet bulb reading.  Air currents around the body, whether it
is slung in the shade of a building or in sunlight, not knowing how to tie the wet sock, its
condition, and the purity of water used, all contribute to error.  In addition, interpolating
the data from a psychrometric chart can add another 2 to 4% to the accumulative error.

For accurate CO2 sensor readings when using the IAQ Logger in conjunction with a Telaire
7001, make sure that the Telaire 7001 is set with the correct altitude/elevation setting for your
locale.  The factory default for the Telaire's CO2 sensor is zero, for elevations higher than 500
feet, an adjustment should be made to ensure optimum sensor readings.

13.12.5 Relative Humidity Calibration

Each relative humidity sensor has been individually calibrated in an environmental chamber
with standards traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The IAQ Logger and the EH-020A probe are supplied with a calibration certificate which
provides calibration values. These calibration values must be entered in and stored in the
logger during initial setup.  If your RH sensor is out of calibration, you can simply replace it with
a new one.

NOTE:  A straight replacement of the RH sensor will introduce an additional +2%
tolerance on the RH accuracy.  Calibration of the RH channel with the new RH
sensor is recommended. 

In the event that you wish to confirm the RH calibration of your sensor, you can perform your
own field test.  Refer to Appendix B Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibrations  for
more information on RH testing.

Interchangeable replacement RH sensors for loggers are available through your dealer.  For
best accuracy, it is recommended these be calibrated together with the logger  consult your
ACR representative for price and availability of this service.  Replacement EH-020A modules
which are pre-calibrated are available through your dealer.

13.12.6 Specifications

Temperature Sensor (in IAQ logger)
Type: NTC Thermistor

Range: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)
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Accuracy: +/- 0.2°C over the range of 0 to 70°C
(+/- 0.3°F over the range of 32 to 158°F)

Resolution: 0.4°C (0.7°F) at 25°F; better than 1°C (1.8°F) 
between -25 and 70°C (-13 and 158°F); 
better than 2.0°C (3.6°F) between -40 and -25°C (-40°F and

-13°F)

Relative Humidity Sensor & EH-020A
Type: Capacitive thin polymer film

Range: 0 to 95% (non-condensing)

Accuracy: ±4% from 10 to 90% RH (-20 to 40°C [-4 to 104°F])

Resolution: Better than 0.4% RH between 25 and 60% RH at 25°C (77°F)

Response Time: Adequate ventilation reduces the response time which is
approximately 5 minutes in still air.

Environmental Conditions: The RH sensor is relatively immune to chemical
contamination but when exposed to extreme environmental
conditions, accuracy degradation could result.  For long-term
stability and reliable readings, the sensor should not be
subjected to liquid immersion or exposed to high
concentrations of organic solvents, corrosive agents, sulfur
gases and strong acids or bases.  Dust settling on the sensor
surface will not affect sensor performance except possibly to
decrease the speed of response.

Chemical Tolerances: Limits for different chemical groups
1. Organic solvents typically 1,000...10,000 ppm
2. Corrosive agents (strong acids S02, H2SO4, Cl2, HCl,

H2S etc.) typically 1...10 ppm
3. Weak acids typically 100...1,000 ppm
4. Bases typically 10,000...100,000 ppm

CO2 Sensor (in Telaire)
Range: 0 to 4,000 ppm voltage output

0 to 10,000 ppm display

Sensitivity: +/- 1 ppm

Accuracy: +/- 50 ppm or +/- 5% or reading (whichever is greater)

Repeatability: +/- 20 ppm

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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13.13 APPENDIX A   Measuring Resistance and Switch Status

Monitoring Resistance
and Switch Status

13.13.1 Measuring Resistance

You can also use your SmartReader 1, 2, 4 or 8 model loggers to monitor resistance, instead
of just temperature.  This capability allows you to monitor devices other than just thermistors
(for example, potentiometers, level indicators, or any other device that varies resistance in
accordance with a known parameter).

To use the thermistor temperature channel on your SmartReader data logger to measure
resistance, you must change the channel's equation number to the one for resistance.  To do
this, choose Equation 44 - Resistance when setting up the logger in TrendReader software.

The highest resolution of the resistance measurements occurs at a 10k ohms midpoint.

13.13.2 Monitoring the Status of Switches

You can also use your SmartReader 1, 2, 4 or 8 model loggers to record the status of
uncommitted mechanical switch contacts (see Figure A-1).  The switch you want to monitor
must be a "dry" contact, which means that it must have no connection to any type of voltage,
power or ground.

To use the thermistor temperature channel on your SmartReader data logger to monitor switch
status, you must change the channel's equation number to the one for switch status.  To do
this, choose Equation 41 - Switch Status when setting up the logger using TrendReader
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software. 

Figure A-1: Monitoring Switch Status

When monitoring the status of a switch with your data logger, keep in mind that the logger will
not detect more than one change per sample period.  For this reason, use a fast sample rate if
you expect the switch to open and close frequently.

The type of graph produced when monitoring switch status is a square wave that rises to a
maximum value when the switch is closed, and falls to a minimum value when the switch is
open.
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13.14 APPENDIX B   Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibration

Temperature and
Relative Humidity

Calibration

13.14.1 Temperature and Relative Humidity Calibration

This chapter provides instructions on how you can recalibrate your RH modules, EH-020A
External Temperature and Relative Humidity probes and any thermistor temperature probes.

13.14.2 Thermistor Calibration

If you do not have accurate resistance-temperature data on your thermistors (available with all
interchangeable types) and want to calibrate your own, or simply want to confirm sensor
accuracy, you can perform a simple calibration procedure that will give you the right
information.

Items You Will Need
Here is a list of items you will need:

· an accurate thermometer, preferably one with 0.1°C increments or better
· a bucket
· crushed or chipped ice
· a pot of boiling water
· a digital multimeter, preferably one with 0.1% resolution, or better

Test Procedure
Make sure the thermistors and leads you want to test are properly potted (waterproofed),
insulated or otherwise protected against moisture.  You should not dip an unprotected
thermistor in water since the water will short the leads and produce false readings.  For this
procedure use Equation 44.

1. Label each thermistor sensor so that later you may easily match it to the calibration
equations you produce.

2. Fill the bucket with the crushed or chipped ice.  Add water so that it overflows.  Add more
ice until it is tightly packed right to the bottom of the bucket (allowing water to overflow).

3. Insert the thermometer and the thermistor probes into the bucket ensuring that they do
not touch the side or bottom of the bucket.  Make sure the thermistor probes' leads are
long enough for you to easily take resistance readings.
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4. Cover the bucket with foam chips or another suitable insulating material.  Let sit for at
least five minutes while the temperature stabilizes and the thermistor has a chance to
respond.  If the test is to continue for more than a few minutes, add more ice periodically,
as before, insuring that it is tightly packed to the bottom of the bucket each time.  The
goal is to ensure that the thermistors are always in contact with an ice / water mixture
over their entire surface.

5. Measure the temperature of the water (it should be very close to 0°C) and the resistance
of the thermistor.  This is the Low calibration point data.

6. Next, fill up a pot of water and heat it up till it reaches approximately 50°C.  Once the
temperature and thermistor have stabilized, again take an accurate reading of both the
temperature and the thermistor's resistance, and record.  This is the Mid calibration point
data,

7. Now heat the water so it boils.  Record the temperature (100°C) and the resistance again.
 This is the Mid calibration point data.

8. With TrendReader software, create a thermistor equation (using the equation wizard)
from the Equation Menu.  Save the equation to the logger.

Note that the accuracy of the above test procedure is primarily limited by the cumulative
accuracy of the instruments you are using and how carefully you carry out the procedure.  You
should, however, be able to achieve accuracies within ±1.0°C under most circumstances for
thermistors with R25 values of between 10k and 100k ohms.  You can perform tests with
thermistors of other R25 values by using dry ice (for very low temperatures down to -70°C) or
an oven (for temperatures up to a maximum of 450°C).

To avoid damaging your thermistors, when calibrating, make sure to note the following:

· do not exceed the upper temperature limit rating for your high calibration point, and

· do not introduce the sensors to rapid changes in temperature (for example, from the ice
bucket right into the boiling water).

13.14.3 Relative Humidity Calibration

If you want to confirm the calibration of your RH sensor or EH-020A Temperature and Relative
Humidity probe, you can simply return it to your authorized sales representative or perform
your own field test using the special adjustment provisions in TrendReader software.

Recommended methods of calibration include using an accurate relative humidity test
chamber or by mixing saturated salt solutions. Both tests are performed at an ambient room
temperature of 20 to 25°C (68 to 77°F).

RH Chamber Test
If you intend to use a Relative Humidity Test Chamber for your calibration, make sure it has
been recently tested to within ±1%.  The procedure to calibrate is as follows:

1. Set up your humidity data logger with a sample rate of 20 seconds and equation 38 on
the RH channels.  Make sure you have selected Normalized Byte data units.  If you are
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calibrating an EH-020A probe, ensure it is properly connected to the logger and the
external RH and temperature channels are enabled.

2. Start the test chamber at 5% RH and place your logger (SmartReader 2 or 4) or EH-020A
probe into the test chamber. Wait 20 minutes.

3. Adjust the chamber to 20% RH and wait for 20 minutes.  The wait is necessary to ensure
the chamber has adequate time to settle at the desired level.

4. Adjust the chamber to 80% RH and wait an additional 20 minutes.

5. Remove your logger or RH module from the test chamber and backup the recorded
information onto your computer.  If you are working with more than one logger, use the
serial number as the file name to help match the data with the logger when you make
calibration adjustments.

6. Call up the logger file on your computer using TrendReader.  The profile you see should
reflect the test you have just performed.

7. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 20% RH level in the test chamber.  Use the
mouse to find the byte value recorded during the latter part of the test (refer to step 3). 
Record this as the "bL" reading.

8. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 80% RH level in the test chamber.  Again, use
the mouse to find the byte value recorded at the end of the test (refer to step 4).  Record
this value as the "bH" reading.

9. Switch to the Setup window in TrendReader software.

10. Use the following equation to calculate the "Low" calibration adjustment value:
Low = (63 x bL - 170 x bH) / 428

11. For the "High" calibration adjustment value use the following equation:
High = 40 x (-107 / (bH - bL) - 1)

12. Now enter the same values by revising the logger file and view the corrected graphs.

13. If the results are satisfactory, save the calibration changes to the logger (remember to set
the RH channel's equation number back to 71).

Saturated Salt Test
Using saturated salt solutions is the most accurate field technique for RH calibration.

To check your humidity data logger with saturated salt solutions, gather the following
equipment and materials:

· Wide mouth canning jars, 1000ml with metal lids
· #9 stoppers (Fisher #14-130N)
· Powder Funnel (Fisher #10-346-5B)
· Long Stem Funnel (Fisher #10-325D)
· Cardboard or wooden box
· Styrofoam chips (or other insulating material)
· Reagent grade salts:

1. LiCl (anhydrous), 75gm (Fisher #L-121)
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2. MgCl2 x 6H2O, 150gm (Fisher #M-33)
3. NaCl, 50gm (Fisher #S-271)

· De-ionized or distilled water, 75ml for each solution

Prepare for the saturated salt test by following these steps:

1. Use the powder funnel to carefully place the salt into the center of the jar bottom.

2. Slowly pour the water onto the mound of salt, using the long stem funnel, taking care not
to splash any water or salt onto the inner walls of the jar.

3. Gently swirl the saturated solution.  If the salt dissolves entirely, with no crystals
remaining on the bottom, the solution is not saturated and more salt must be added. 
There must be crystals remaining on the bottom but they must not be exposed above the
water level.

4. Put a nail through the jar lid and bend into a small hook.  Tape the head of the nail (or
use rubber cement) to create an airtight seal of the opening.  The logger with RH sensor
(or EH-020A) can be inserted into the jar by first hanging it on the nail loop then screwing
on the lid to the jar.

5. The saturated salt solutions should be kept in a well insulated environment to minimize
any temperature changes.  The equilibrium RH over saturated salt solutions is only
slightly temperature dependent.  However, for close calibration work to 5% RH or better, it
is important to keep the temperature of the salt solution and the air space above it
identical.  To ensure this, the temperature of the lab should be constant.

To perform the saturated salt test, follow these steps:

1. Setup your relative humidity logger with a sample rate of 20 seconds and equation 38 on
the RH channel(s).  Make sure you have selected Normalized Byte data units.

2. Place the jars into the box with 1 to 2 inches of Styrofoam chips on the bottom, then fill all
remaining air spaces between the jars and the interior spaces of the box with the chips.

3. Cover the box with cardboard in which 6cm (2.5") diameter holes have been cut to allow
access to the tops of the jars for insertion of the logger or RH module.

4. Place the logger with sensor or EH-020A module into the jar containing the LiCl solution
(RH = 11%) overnight to eliminate any hysteresis effects.

5. Quickly insert the logger (or module) into the next solution by swapping the lids.
Transfers should always be made in the direction of higher RH conditions.  The jar
should be well sealed.  Allow at least two hours to get within three percent of the
equilibrium RH.  Repeat for next solution.

Salt RH

MgCl2 33%

NaCl 75%

6. Call up the graph on your computer using TrendReader software.  The profile you see
should reflect the test you have just performed.

7. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 33% RH level in the test chamber.  Use the
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mouse to find the byte value recorded during the latter part of the minimum two hour test
portion (refer to step 5).  Record this as the "bL" reading.

8. Zoom in on the section that relates to the 75% RH level in the test chamber.  Again, use
the mouse to find the byte value recorded at the end of the minimum two hour test (refer
to step 5).  Record this value as the "bH" reading.

9. Switch to the Setup window in TrendReader software.

10. Use the following equation to calculate the "Low" calibration adjustment value:
Low = (71 x bL - 145 x bH) / 296

11. For the "High" calibration adjustment value use the following equation:
High = 40 x (-74 / (bH - bL) - 1)

12. Now enter the same values by revising the logger file and view the corrected graphs.

13. If the results are satisfactory, save the calibration changes to the logger (remember to set
the RH channel's equation number back to 71).
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13.15 APPENDIX C   Thermistor Temperature Probes

Thermistor Temperature
Probes

13.15.1 Thermistor Temperature Probes

The SmartReader 1, 2, 4 and 8 data loggers can record temperature from a wide variety of
external thermistor temperature probes.  You can use the standard thermistor probes ACR
makes available or you can use your own.

13.15.2 What Are Thermistors?

Thermistors are temperature-sensitive resistors.  The most common are those classified as
the NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) type, which, at high temperatures, have a
relatively low electrical resistance.  At low temperatures their resistance is much higher. In
between, the resistance varies with temperature at a predictable rate that can be made linear
by a mathematical equation (refer to Equations in the TrendReader guide).

Thermistors provide a rugged, highly stable, and accurate means of measuring temperature. 
They can be used for very low temperature applications down to -80°C (-112°F) or with special
probe configurations, in environments up to 450°C (850°F).

Thermistors with consistent properties, for a given type, are readily available.  These
interchangeable thermistors can be substituted without recalibrating the logger.

13.15.3 ET Series Temperature Probes

The ET Series External Temperature Probes provide added versatility to the temperature
measuring capabilities of your SmartReader 1, 2, 4 and 8 data loggers.  Accurate,
interchangeable and suitable for various defined temperature ranges, they interface easily to
the terminal connector block on each logger.  Each ET Series Temperature Probe consists of
a NTC thermistor potted into the tip of a short length of stainless steel tubing.

Equations
Each ET series thermistor probe is associated with a standard linearizing equation in 
TrendReader software.  The equation converts the resistance values of the thermistor to
accurate temperature readings depending on the specific characteristics of the thermistor
type.  

Why the Different Types?
Individual thermistor types are most effectively used over specific and defined temperature
ranges in order to maximize measurement accuracy and resolution.  In addition, some
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thermistor probes are constructed to accommodate special environmental or application
conditions.

There are six different types of ET Series temperature probes available that cover a wide
range of operation.  

· ET-016 General Purpose Temperature Probe is best suited for general purpose
temperature measurements centered on ambient room temperature.

· ET-004 Low Temperature Probe is ideal for sub-zero temperature measurements and
consists of a handle with a stainless steel penetration probe (it can be used, among
other applications, to monitor semi-solid frozen foods).

· ET-081 High Temperature Probe is best suited for higher temperature centered on
77°C (170°F).

· ET-086 Oven Temperature Probe is designed for even higher measurement centered
on 150°C (300°F).

· ET-016-STP is used to monitor skin temperature on human and animals.

· ET-016-SMP is used to measure pipe surface temperature. It wraps around any pipe
less than 2" in diameter.

If your needs for temperature measuring do not quite fit the ET series profile, you may
consider using a different type of probe.  The Custom Probes  section in this chapter
describes how you can work with other commercially-available thermistor probes from many
different suppliers.

13.15.4 Setup and Use

ET series thermistor probes are easy to use and setup with your loggers.  To make a probe
work with your particular logger, follow the instructions for using remote thermistor probes in
the chapter that deals with your SmartReader model.  After connecting your thermistor, make
sure:

· the proper temperature equation is loaded for each enabled channel.  If you do not use
the correct equation, you will end up producing misleading readings.

· to check operation of your external probes before heading out in the field by viewing the
Realtime values in TrendReader software.

Probe Range Equation

ET-016 -35 to 95°C (-30 to 200°F) 45

ET-004 -60 to 55°C (-75 to 130°F) 46

ET-081 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F) 47

ET-086 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F) 48

384
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Extending Cable Lengths
If you find the standard length of your ET Series Temperature Probe cable is not long enough
for your intended application, you can extend the cable yourself up to 30m (100ft).  Use
2-conductor 22-gauge shielded wire.  To prevent measurement errors, make sure the
connections are properly insulated and well protected from moisture.

Applications
The ET Series Temperature Probes lend themselves to a wide range of applications.  For
example, to log temperatures from pipes you can insert your ET Probe in an existing
thermometer well or strap the tip of the probe to the pipe for a surface conduction temperature
(for best thermal conductivity, epoxy the probe tip directly to the pipe and replace the pipe
insulation back over top).  You can also easily measure duct temperatures by simply drilling a
hole in the duct and inserting your ET probe.

13.15.5 Specifications

ET-016 General Purpose Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 25mm (1")
long by 5mm (3/16") diameter cylindrical stainless steel tip.

Equation: 45

R25 Value: 10k ohms

Range: -35 to 95°C (-30 to 200°F)

Max. Temp.: 150°C (300°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-1

Accuracy: ±0.2°C (±0.36°F) from the temperature values listed in Table
C-1 over the range of 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)
±0.5°C (±0.9°F) from -35 to 0°C (-30 to 32°F).
±0.5°C (±0.9°F) from 70 to 120°C (158 to 248°F)

Cable: 6 m (20ft) standard length with a Teflon® protective jacket;
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red and black leads are stripped and tinned.

Figure C-1: Resolution Chart for the ET-016 Probe

ET-016: Extended exposure to temperatures above 70°C may result in permanent
resistance drift, resulting in loss of ±0.2°C tolerance over the 0 to 70°C temperature
range. Extended exposure to temperatures below 0°C may result in some mechanical
damage due to thermal contraction effects.

ET-004 Low Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 89mm (3½
") long tapered stainless steel penetration tip with 89mm (3½
") long by 19mm (¾") diameter tapered plastic handle.

R25 Value: 2,252 ohms

Equation: 46

Range: -60 to 55°C (-75 to 130°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-2

Accuracy: ±0.2°C (±0.4°F) from 0 to 55°C (32 to 113°F)
±0.6°C (±1.1°F) from -50 to -30°C (-58 to -22°F)
±0.3°C (±0.54°F) from -30 to 0°C (-22 to 32°F)

Cable: 3m (10ft) length wtih a Teflon® protective jacket; red and
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black leads are stripped and tinned.

Figure C-2: Resolution Chart for the ET-004 Probe

ET-081 High Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 22mm
(7/8") long by 5mm (3/16") diameter nickel-plated eyelet.

R25 Value: 100k ohms

Equation: 47

Range: 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F)

Max. Temp.: 190°C (375°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-3

Accuracy: ±0.5°C (0.9°F) from the temperature values listed in Table
C-1 over the range of 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F).

Cable: 6m (20ft) standard length with twisted-pair Teflon® insulated
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wire; red and white leads are stripped and tinned.

Figure C-3: Resolution Chart for the ET-081 Probe

ET-086 Oven Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 22mm
(7/8") long by 5.5 mm (7/32") diameter nickel-plated eyelet.

R125 Value: 26,266 ohms 

Equation: 48

Range: 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F)

Max. Temp.: 275°C (525°F)

Resolution: Refer to Figure C-4

Accuracy: ±1°C (1.8°F) from the temperature values listed in Table C-1
over the range of 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F)

Cable: 6m (20ft) standard length with twisted-pair moisture-proof
Teflon®- coated glass yarn wire; white leads are stripped and
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tinned.

Figure C-4: Resolution Chart for the ET-086 Probe

13.15.6 Resistance vs. Temperature Tables

The following table lists the Resistance vs. Temperature characteristics of the ET series
thermistor probes as they relate to use with the SmartReader 1, 2, 4 and 8 loggers.

For each thermistor probe model, the table documents the complete set of temperature
readings and corresponding thermistor resistances possible from the logger's 8-bit processor
(256 byte values).
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Table C-1: Temperature-Resistance Values for ET Series Probes
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13.15.7 Custom Probes

Obtaining thermistors through specialty suppliers allows you wider flexibility in the number of
possible probe assemblies for your specific applications.  That way, if you have special
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surface, penetration, pipe well, or immersion sensing applications, you can usually get
off-the-shelf or even custom probes to suit.  Contact your dealer for recommendations.

Writing Your Own Thermistor Equations
Each thermistor temperature probe you use with SmartReader data loggers must be
associated with a standard or custom equation in the TrendReader software.  This equation
translates the internal digital logger readings for the specific thermistor, or thermistor type, into
the units of your choice (e.g., degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit).

TrendReader software includes a function that can automatically create custom equations for
use with your own thermistors.  See Equations in the TrendReader guide.

13.15.8 Where to Get Thermistors

Thermistor temperature sensors and probe assemblies are available from several different
sources in a wide variety of configurations.  You can obtain thermistors just by themselves and
assemble them into your own probes, or order them completely pre-assembled.  Some
manufacturers will have off-the-shelf availability of products (or be able to guide you to one of
their distributors who does) or else provide you with a custom probe configuration to suit your
specific need.

13.15.9 How to Choose Thermistors

Obtaining thermistors can be confusing.  To help, here are a variety of terms and how they
relate to using them with your SmartReader data loggers.

Interchangeable
Interchangeable is a term that refers to sensors that can be freely used with the same
linearizing equation (the type of equation that TrendReader software uses to convert
resistance readings into temperature) and still produce accurate readings within a certain
degree of accuracy (tolerance).  For example, five thermistors with an interchangeability
tolerance of ±0.2°C should be able to produce readings within ±0.2°C.  Most interchangeable
thermistors are available in tolerances ranging from ±1.0 down to ±0.05°C within a defined
temperature range (for example, 0 to 70°C).  This interchangeability can usually be extended
well beyond this range, however, the tolerance degrades.

Interchangeable thermistors are strongly recommended if the sensors are intended for use on
more than one SmartReader channel or data logger.  When acquiring interchangeable
thermistors,make sure to request the specific resistance-temperature data that you will need
for calibration purposes.

Tolerance
Tolerance refers to the amount of uncertainty (expressed as either a percentage of the
resistance value or as a temperature) to expect from a particular type of thermistor.  For
interchangeable thermistors, tolerance is given over a specific range of temperatures (for
example, ±1%, or ±0.2°C over a range of 0 to 70°C).

You can also use non-interchangeable thermistors with far looser tolerances (for example, 5%
or 20%), however, then you will be required to perform your own temperature calibration (see 
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Calibrating Thermistors ) and each one must be associated with a particular unique
equation.  Note that non-interchangeable thermistors are specified with a tolerance applicable
at a single reference point only.

NTC and PTC
By far the most common types of thermistors have a negative temperature coefficient (NTC). 
These are the types that you should obtain for accurate temperature sensing.  Positive
Temperature Coefficient (PTC) thermistors are not applicable for use with SmartReader data
loggers.

Linear Thermistors
Linear thermistors are actually two or more separate thermistors, combined together, for use
with a resistor set.  The result is a "thermistor" with a response curve that approaches a
straight line.  Because TrendReader software can accurately linearize the thermistor curve
using the Steinhart-Hart equation, linear thermistors are not necessary, nor applicable, for use
with SmartReader data loggers.

Resistance at 25°C
One of the main considerations when choosing a thermistor is its resistance characteristics. 
Selecting the right one will help you maximize the resolution and accuracy of your
SmartReader data logger measurements.

Your goal here should be to choose a thermistor that has a resistance of approximately 10k
ohms at the midpoint of the temperature range in which you want to monitor.  The graph in
Figure C-5 shows how the temperature resolution from your loggers changes at different
resistance values.  From the graph you can see that the best resolution occurs at 10k ohms.

A good indicator of this is the thermistor's R25 rating which is a standard value identifying its
resistance measured at 25°C.  To decide which R25 value is best for your applications first
determine the midpoint of the temperature range you want to monitor.  Then refer to Figure
C-6 which shows the best R25 values for different temperature midpoints.

If you wish to measure temperature centered on the boiling point of water (100°C), for
example, the best thermistor to use would have a resistance of approximately 300k ohms at
25°C (and thus approximately 10k ohms at 100°C).

Figure C-5: Thermistor Resolution Chart

369
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Figure C-6: Choosing an R25 Value

Resistance Curves
Always request the Resistance-Temperature data of the thermistors you obtain.  If you are
getting "interchangeable" sensors, this data will make initial calibration very easy.

13.15.10 Probe Assemblies

Because unprotected thermistors are poorly suited to most temperature measurements, they
must be mounted in some type of probe assembly.

A probe may simply be a thermistor on the end of a cable protected by a special potting
compound, or a drilled-out bolt for installation into a tapped hole or pipe well.  An ET Series
Temperature Probe is simply a thermistor attached to the end of a length of high-temperature
cable, then mounted, with special potting, into the end of a short length of stainless steel
tubing.  Endless possibilities exist.  Many thermistor manufacturers offer custom probe
assemblies to fit specific applications.  Thermistor distributors such as Omega® usually have
standard thermistor probe assemblies.

When making a probe, the thermistor should be soldered to a length of wire or cable and
inserted into the probe, generally with epoxy in the probe tip to give mechanical strength and to
create better thermal contact with the probe.  Additional epoxy is used to seal the back end. 
Make sure not to get any air bubbles into the probe or the pressure resulting from high
temperature monitoring may destroy the potting.

Types of Cables
Thermistors require 2-conductor cables.  There are no limitations here as to which cable you
can use as long as the environment you intend to use the probes in will not exceed the specific
temperature ratings of the cable itself.  A good cable to use is 22-gauge stranded with
high-temperature Teflon® or Kynar™ insulated leads.

Shielded cable is not usually required unless the sensors will be used in an environment with
high electromagnetic interference (EMI).  Then we suggest running the sensors in a metal
sheath or conduit that is grounded to a suitable point outside the area of EMI.  The sheath
should extend entirely over the end of the thermistor.  If shielded cable is used, then the shield
should be grounded to the Common connection directly on your data logger.

Cable Lengths
The high resistivity of thermistors affords them a distinct measurement advantage over other
methods when using long lengths of cable.  For example, a thermistor probe that has a typical
value of 10k ohms at 25°C will change its resistance about 4% per degree C.  Even with 30m
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(100ft) leads (which may add an extra 10 ohm resistance) an error of less than 0.025°C will be
introduced.  The higher the resistance of the thermistor, the more negligible this error will
become.

Keeping this in mind you will be able to run cables up to 30m (100ft) without appreciable
accuracy degradation.  If you intend on using longer cables, such factors as electrical noise
and capacitance must be considered.
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13.16 APPENDIX D  Sample Rates

Sample Rates 

13.16.1 How a Data Logger Stores Readings

The sample rate of your data logger is the frequency with which it stores readings in its
memory.  A selected sample will apply for all channels on a SmartReader.

If you set your data logger's sample rate to eight seconds, it reads its input channels and
stores the readings once every eight seconds.  If you choose a sample rate longer than eight
seconds, the logger still reads its input channels once every eight seconds, and stores an
averaged reading at the end of the sample interval you have chosen.

For example, if you use a two-minute sample rate, the data logger takes fifteen separate
readings over each two-minute interval.  At the end of each two-minute interval, the logger
calculates the average of the fifteen readings, and stores that average in its memory.

13.16.2 Sample Rate Tables

The following tables list the maximum time spans over which your SmartReader will record
readings.  The time spans depend on the number of channels enabled and the length of the
sample rate.  A SmartReader has a memory capacity of 32,767 readings. 

In each table, the Sample Rate column lists the available sample rates.  The Days, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds columns list the time spans over which your logger will record readings
at each sample rate.

For example, a SmartReader with two channels enabled, using a sample rate of ten minutes,
will store readings for 113 days, 18 hours and 40 minutes.  After that time, depending on how
it was set up, the logger will either continue to take readings and replace the oldest readings
with the new readings, or it will stop taking readings.

Table E-1:  SmartReader Sample Rate - One Channel Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 3 0 49 4

 16 sec. 6 1 38 8

 32 sec. 12 3 16 16

 56 sec. 21 5 43 28

 2 min. 45 12 16 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 112 6 15 28
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 10 min. 227 13 20 0

 20 min. 455 2 40 0

 30 min. 682 16 0 0

Table E-2:  SmartReader Sample Rate Table - Two Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 1 12 24 32

 16 sec. 3 0 49 4

 32 sec. 6 1 38 8

 56 sec. 10 14 51 44

 2 min. 22 18 8 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 56 3 7 44

 10 min. 113 18 40 0

 20 min. 227 13 20 0

 30 min. 341 8 0 0

Table E-3:  SmartReader Sample Rate - Three Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 1 0 16 16

 16 sec. 2 0 32 32

 32 sec. 4 1 5 4

 56 sec. 7 1 53 52

 2 min. 15 4 4 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 37 10 1 52

 10 min. 75 20 20 0

 20 min. 151 16 40 0

 30 min. 227 13 0 0

Table E-4:  SmartReader Sample Rate - Four Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 18 12 16

 16 sec. 1 12 24 32

 32 sec. 3 0 49 4

 56 sec. 5 7 25 52
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 2 min. 11 9 4 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 28 1 33 52

 10 min. 56 20 0 0

 20 min. 113 18 40 0

 30 min. 170 16 0 0

Table E-5:  SmartReader Sample Rate - Five Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 14 33 44

 16 sec. 1 5 7 28

 32 sec. 2 10 14 56

 56 sec. 4 5 56 8

 2 min. 9 2 26 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 22 10 48 8

 10 min. 45 12 10 0

 20 min. 91 0 20 0

 30 min. 136 12 30 0

Table E-6:  SmartReader Sample Rate - Six Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 12 8 8

 16 sec. 1 0 16 16

 32 sec. 2 0 32 32

 56 sec. 3 12 56 56

 2 min. 7 14 2 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 18 17 0 56

 10 min. 37 22 10 0

 20 min. 75 20 20 0

 30 min. 113 18 30 0

Table E-7:  SmartReader Sample Rate - Seven Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 10 24 8

 16 sec. 0 20 48 16
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 32 sec. 1 17 36 32

 56 sec. 3 0 48 56

 2 min. 6 12 2 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 16 0 52 56

 10 min. 32 12 10 0

 20 min. 65 0 20 0

 30 min. 97 12 30 0

Table E-8:  SmartReader Sample Rate - Eight Channels Enabled

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 9 6 8

 16 sec. 0 18 12 16

 32 sec. 1 12 24 32

 56 sec. 2 15 42 56

 2 min. 5 16 32 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 14 0 46 56

 10 min. 28 10 40 0

 20 min. 56 21 20 0

 30 min. 85 8 0 0
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SECTION 14   OWL Data Logger

14.1 Introduction to OWL Data Loggers

OWLs are easy-to-use, battery-powered data loggers.  Pocket-sized and rugged, they can be
used in a wide range of environmental and industrial applications.  There are a number of
models available to directly measure and record variables such as temperature, electric
current, analog voltage, and current loop.  Each model can reliably record up to 10 years of
time-based data for later analysis using TrendReader software on your computer.

14.1.1 Features

The OWL logger features:

· optical data transfer
· optical flashing alarm
· selective measurement ranges
· holds over 32,000 readings
· Polyurethane water-tight case
· Noryl Plastic water-tight snap case
· water-tight connector for external inputs
· typical 10 year battery life
· on-board serial identification
· mounting magnet and locking hole

14.1.2 Description

OWL Data Loggers record readings continuously at a fixed sample interval.  Using an optical
data link, it transfers these readings to your computer for analysis with TrendReader software.
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Self-contained operation and its small size permit easy installation.  The internal lithium battery
typically lasts up to 10 years or at least 1,000 backups.  Unique identification names stored in
each logger allow for convenient tracking.

A 32,768 byte unlimited-write-cycle memory is used to store the measurements from an 8-bit
(equivalent to 10-bit resolution on narrow ranges) analog-to-digital converter while a quartz
crystal oscillator keeps track of time.

14.1.3 How OWL Data Loggers Take Readings

OWL Data Loggers can store 32,767 readings.  Once the memory is full, the OWL can be
setup to either bump the oldest reading to make room for the newest (sliding window of 32,767
readings) or stop recording.

You can set the frequency at which your logger takes readings through the software.  At a
sample rate of eight seconds, one reading is taken every eight seconds and saved to memory.
As you slow the sample rate the logger begins to average readings before saving them to
memory.  To do this the logger takes a reading every eight seconds, but instead of transferring
this directly to the logger's memory, it stores the reading in a buffer (a temporary memory)
where it is retained until the sampling interval is over.

When you backup a logger's data onto your computer, the correct time and date are
referenced to each reading.  All readings are then individually time and date stamped and
processed by an equation associated with the data logger channel.  The result is a collection
of accurate time-based data ready for detailed graphing and analysis.

14.1.4 How to use OWL Data Loggers

Using your OWL Data Logger for most applications is a simple process.  With proper planning,
setup, installation and retrieval of your data logger, you can be assured that the information
you collect will be both correct and useful.  This section provides general procedures for using
OWL Data Loggers.  For additional and specific information on these steps, refer to the
chapter in this manual that deals with the particular OWL model you have.

How to Communicate
In order to setup or get your logged data, you must interface the OWL with your computer
using the LIC-101 Interface Cable.  The LIC-101 can be either plugged into or pointed at the
logger's optical port in order to send a setup or retrieve logged data.

Planning
Proper planning is the key to successful data logging.  Time spent in this stage will help you
save time and frustration later. To help you plan, answer these questions:

· What exactly do I want to measure?
· Where is the best place to measure?
· How long do I want to monitor for?
· Should other variables be monitored simultaneously?
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Setup
To setup your OWL data logger you must first have TrendReader Software installed and
running on your computer.  You can then configure your logger with various software setup
options.

Set Sample Rate
Always confirm the sample rate (how often the logger takes readings) to make sure it will be
acceptable for your application.  You can alter the frequency at which your OWL Data Logger
records readings by changing the sample rate.  You can choose rates from between 8
seconds and 12 hours in 4 second increments.  In Fast Read mode, you can select intervals
between 0.2 and 10 seconds.

To help determine which sample rate you should choose, answer these questions:

· How long do I need to record data?
· How much time will elapse between when I retrieve the logger and download the data to

my computer (for example, the trip back to the office)?
· How often do readings need to be taken?

Making External Connections
If you are using your OWL Data Logger to monitor external modules, sensors, or circuitry,
make sure the connections are secure.

Clear Memory
Before sending your logger out into the field to collect data, clear the logger's memory.  This
will help keep the collected files smaller as well as decrease the time needed to backup the
logger later.  Note that clearing your OWL's memory is automatic if you make setup changes
(for example, assign different equations, change sample rates, etc.)

Test
You can directly read the values that your OWL data logger is sensing using the Realtime
capability of TrendReader software.  This test gives you the opportunity to check your logger
setup and make any necessary changes before starting the logging session.

Label
OWLs can be setup with a description that can be put into the logger's memory.  It is
recommended that you use this feature in order to know what each graph refers to.

14.1.5 Installation

Mounting
Use the magnetic backing to conveniently mount your logger on metal surfaces like ductwork
or electrical control cabinets.  If you're concerned about theft, lock your logger to a permanent
fixture using the locking tab or take advantage of its small size and hide it completely out of
view.  Because OWL loggers are so light, you can use special mounting methods like Velcro®
fasteners to secure them to almost any surface.  Make sure your logger's mounting method
will last the full length of your data logging session.
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Do not rely on the logger's magnetic strip for adhesion if the mounting surface is uneven,
unstable or above 65° C (150°F).

Keep Track
Make sure to keep a record of where you have placed each logger in a building or system
plan.  You will save time looking for them when your data gathering session is over.  Also,
keep track of when you placed the loggers in the area you are monitoring.  This will help when
producing graphs on your computer.  It may be helpful to label (shipping tag) each logger so
you can properly identify and differentiate it from other loggers.

Analysis
After sufficient time has passed for the logger to obtain a representative profile of data, it is
time to analyze the information.  If you are retrieving the logger from the field, bring it back
immediately to your computer for analysis.

In order to analyze your OWL logger's data, you must first transfer a backup copy of its data to
your computer.  To do this, see Backup in the TrendReader guide.  After transferring your
information to the computer, the data is automatically copied to disk and time and date
stamped.

You can find a detailed description of all software functions in the TrendReader guide.

14.1.6 General Specifications

General
Size: 60 x 48 x 19mm (2.4" x 1.9" x 0.75")

Case Material: Polyurethane

Case Weight: 80g (2.8 oz.)

Snapcase Material: Noryl® Plastic

Snapcase Weight: 54g (1.9 oz.)

Operating Limits: -40 to 70°C. (-40 to 158°F.) and 0 to 95% RH
(non-condensing)

Clock Accuracy: +/-2 seconds/day

Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 1 Amp-hour

Power Draw: 5 to 10 microamps (continuous)

Battery Life: Ten years projected

Alarm Type: Optical red LED

Memory and Data Inputs
Memory Size: 32,767 readings
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Readings: Continuous (first in, first out) or stop when full at
user-programmable intervals between 0.2 seconds and 12
hours.

Resistance to X-rays: Tested for protection against a 160 kV 150 mA-sec. dose @
38 in. F.F.D. (about 100 times that of an airport X-ray
machine).  Tested for protection against Gamma Ray
(equivalent to 0.1337 - 1.38 mega volts) IR 192 - 28 curies @
30 second exposure source to object distance 5".

14.1.7 Approvals

For our U.S. Customers:
ACR's circuitry design has been tested and found to comply with the limits for Class A digital
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules.  These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial
environment.  This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if
not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful
interference to radio communications.  Operation of this equipment in a residential area is
likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the
interference at his/her expense. 

For our Canadian Customers:
ACR's circuitry design does not exceed Class A limits for radio noise emissions as set out in
Schedule V to VIII of the Radio Interference Regulations of Communications Canada.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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14.2 OWL Software Driver

TrendReader software uses a software driver to communicate with OWL data loggers.  The
software driver takes the form of two windows.  The Status window, shown when you contact
the logger, is used to display the settings currently stored in the data logger.  The Setup
window, shown when you select Edit Setup, is used to alter the current settings and apply the
changes to the data logger.  The settings are divided into two main sections:  Status  and
Channel .  Status contains information about sampling, memory and triggering.  The
channel of the logger contains information about the description, equation and Realtime value,
and range.  You can control the level of detail that you see for the settings by clicking on the
"+" and "-" buttons at the left side to expand and collapse the nodes.

When you want to clear the logger's memory and start a new logging session with new
parameters, select Edit Setup from TrendReader.  In the Edit Logger Setup window, make
any necessary changes.  To implement your changes, you can either click on Apply or OK.
OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the window
open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

When you backup a logger, a window pops up with a progress bar showing the time
remaining.  However, OWL loggers store data in a compressed format and the application
does not know ahead of time how much data is stored.  Therefore, the progress bar and time
remaining displayed may not be accurate.

402
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14.2.1 Logger Channel

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Channel line gives the
description, the number of readings stored, the Realtime value, and the time of the next
reading.  The Realtime value is based on the equation that you select for the channel.  The
equation is selected in the Setup window but is not shown in the Status window. 

To set the description, click on the Description field and enter the name.   

The logger collects and stores raw data readings.  An equation is used to transform the raw
data into measurement units, such as °C, with the current reading shown as a Realtime value.
You can use built-in equations or you can create your own custom equations.  See Equations

 in the TrendReader guide for further information.  To set the equation, click on the100
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Equation field and select the equation from the drop-down list. *

* Note that if a custom equation is not available when Edit Setup... is selected (e.g.: deleted)
then the equation will be shown as unknown.  If a new equation is not selected the Realtime
value will not display correctly.  If the logger is backed up the channel will be disabled then
changes to the equation can be made in the graph using the Lines Tab  in Graph Settings.

For OWL 100 and 200 loggers you can set a range for the readings, thereby allowing you to
increase the resolution of the readings.  To set the range click on either the MidPoint or Range
field.  Next, click on the small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing
you to select the midpoint and range by simply dragging the bar.

For OWL 300 and 400 loggers you can set the minimum and maximum values for the range
for the readings.  To set the range click on either the Range Min or Range Max fields.  Next,
click on the small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to

97
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select the maximum and minimum range values by simply dragging the bar.

The OWL 500 does not have an adjustable range but does display the default range settings
for information.

For any of the loggers, if the input value exceeds the range, the maximum range value will be
recorded.  To find out more about ranges available for temperature loggers, see Appendix A
Temperature Ranges .

14.2.1.1 Channel Calibration

The Calibration subsection shows the Low and Mid calibration values. These values are used
to adjust the readings of the logger in order to make the output more accurate. To set each
calibration value, click on the appropriate calibration field and enter the value.

427
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14.2.2 Logger Status

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Status line indicates whether
the data logger is actively logging, waiting to start or dormant.  If you set up the logger with no
delay, it will immediately start logging and the status will show the number of readings, or
samples, that have been taken.  If you want to have the logger wait before it starts logging, set
the start time accordingly.  The Status subsections are Sampling , Memory , and
Triggering .

14.2.2.1 Logger Sampling

The sample rate is the frequency with which a logger takes readings.  The Sampling
subsection indicates if the data logger is performing in a regular or fast sampling  mode and
what the sample rate is.  In normal sampling, the rates available are from once every 8
seconds to once every 12 hours, while in fast sampling, the rates can be as quick as 5 times
per second.  

To set the logger for regular sampling, click on the Mode field and select Normal.  To set the
sample rate, click on the desired time unit and select the value from the drop-down list as

402 404
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shown. 

To find out more about sample rates and to view a set of sample rate tables, see Appendix B
Sample Rates .

Fast Sampling14.2.2.1.1

With the fast sampling mode, you can select sample rates from 0.2 seconds (5 readings per
second) to 10 seconds.  The only memory mode available is "Stop When Full".  

To set the logger for fast sampling, click on the Mode field and select Fast.  Next, click on the
desired time unit and select the value from the drop down list.

*Note that in fast sampling mode the logger will stop recording when you communicate
with it.  

436
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14.2.2.2 Logger Memory

The Memory subsection indicates how the data is stored in memory and what the start and
end times (or capacity) are for the data logging.  In the FIFO (First In, First Out) mode, the
logger continually stores data and when the memory limit is reached, the new readings start to
overwrite the oldest readings.  Using this method, the logger is always collecting data, but only
saves the most recent data in its memory.  In the Stop When Full mode, when the memory
limit is reached, the logger stops recording.

The length of time for data capture of the logger is determined by the sampling rate.  To find
out more about how the capacity is affected by the sample rate, see Appendix B  Sample
Rates .

Usage
To set how the logger stores its data, click on the Usage field and select FIFO or Stop When
Full.  

Start Time
To set when the logger will start recording click on the Start Time field.  Next, click on the
small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and
time.  Highlight the date or time and enter the appropriate value.  You can also click on the
drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  You can set the logger's starting time for up to 6

436
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days, 1 hour, and 38 minutes ahead.

Note that the logger will begin to record based on the Trigger  and Flash  settings once
the Start Time has been reached.

Size
If you do not want to use the entire memory to store readings, click on the Size field and enter
the new size.  The End Time will adjust automatically.

406 406
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14.2.2.3 Logger Triggering

High & Low Triggers
Triggers are used to indicate when any reading has exceeded preset thresholds and begin
logging once the limit has been crossed.

The Trigger Threshold values for the OWL Logger are based upon the Equation and limited by
the Midpoint/Range selected.  If you change the Range values the High and Low Trigger
values will also change.  The maximum High Trigger will not exceed the maximum Range
value and the minimum Low Trigger will not be less than the minimum Range value.

 *  For the OWL, the High and Low Triggers enable you to set upper and lower limits inside
which the OWL will not log depending on the Flash mode you select.  The Alarm and Failsafe
Alarm Flash modes will allow the logger to record within the trigger limits.

To set the High or Low Trigger, click on the trigger's field.  Next, click on the small button that
appears at the right.  This will pop up a form where you can drag the slider bars to set the
appropriate trigger level.

Flash Type
The Flash selection, shown only in the Edit Setup window, indicates under which conditions
the logger's light will flash and when logging will start.  The light flashes every 8 seconds and
the Flash function is not available in fast sample mode.  The Flash modes available are:

· Off:  the light will never flash.
· Until Tripped:  the light will flash until the OWL starts logging.
· Until Full:  the light will flash until the logger is full.
· While Logging:  the light will flash while the logger is taking readings.
· Always:  the light will always flash.
· Alarm:  the light will blink after an event (note that the logger will log within the trigger

limits, but will only flash after exceeding the trigger).
· Failsafe Alarm:  the light will flash before the event (note that the logger will log within

the trigger limits, but will flash when exceeding the trigger).

To set the Flash mode, click on the Type field and select the mode from the drop-down list.  
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* Note that if the Start Time  has been set to a delay that starts after the trigger limit has
been crossed the logger will not start to log until the Start Time is reached.  Once the Start
Time has been reached the logger will record based upon the Trigger and Flash settings as
noted above.

404
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14.3 OWL Temperature Data Logger (Internal Sensor)

Features
The OWL Temperature Data Logger with the Internal Sensor offers temperature recording in a
small, water-resistant enclosure.  In addition to its rugged construction, the logger can be
setup to record a wide range of temperatures, all configurable by a few, easy keystrokes.

14.3.1 Description

The Internal Sensor Temperature Logger uses an on-board thermistor to record changes in
temperature.  The model available is the OWL-100 which operates from -40 to 70°C (-40 to
158°F).

14.3.2 Setup and Use

TrendReader allows you to select the size of a range and a midpoint for the range.  Choosing
the size of range allows you to control the resolution:  a smaller range results in a higher
resolution for the readings.  Choosing the midpoint allows you to control where the highest
resolution will occur:   readings closest to the midpoint of a temperature range are higher in
resolution than those at each end of the range.  See Appendix A Temperature Ranges  for
a list of the available ranges.

The steps required to configure the OWL Temperature Logger are as follows:

1. Run TrendReader Software and choose the Internal Sensor equation.
2. Select a range that best fits the expected data. 
3. Refer to the OWL Software driver  for other options.

427
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14.3.3 Specifications

Internal Temp. Logger

Sensor type: NTC thermistor 10kW @ 25ºC (77ºF)

Range: -40 to 70ºC (-40 to 158ºF)

Accuracy: ±0.5ºC @ 25ºC (±0.9ºF @ 77ºF)

Resolution: 0.5ºC @ 25ºC (0.9ºF @ 77ºF)
Better than 1.0ºC (1.8ºF) between -25 and 70ºC (-13 and

158ºF)
Better than 2.0ºC (3.6ºF) between -40 and -25ºC (-40 and

-13ºF)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

The accuracy and resolution can be increased by using the narrow range feature.

14.3.4 Applications

· testing and balancing HVAC systems

· monitoring temperature of perishable goods

· checking and settling tenant complaints

· providing environmental data

· verifying food processes
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14.4 OWL Temperature Data Logger (External Sensor)

Features
The OWL Temperature Data Logger with the External Sensor offers temperature recording in
a small, water-resistant enclosure.  The connection between the temperature probe and the
logger is water-resistant.  There are four temperature probes available that can monitor a wide
range of temperatures, and custom equations can be written to use other probes.

14.4.1 Description

The External Sensor Temperature Logger uses a thermistor type probe to record changes in
temperature.  The models available are:

Table 2-1: External Temperature Models

Model Probe Range

OWL-200 Supplied with 2m (6ft.) PVC cable

OWL-200 ET-004 Low Temperature -60 to 55ºC (-75 to 130ºF)

OWL-200 ET-016 General Temperature -35 to 95ºC (-30 to 200ºF)

OWL-200 ET-081 High Temperature 10 to 170ºC (50 to 335ºF)

OWL-200 ET-086 Oven Temperature 70 to 255ºC (155 to 490ºF)

14.4.2 Setup and Use

TrendReader allows you to select the size of a range and a midpoint for the range.  Choosing
the size of range allows you to control the resolution:  a smaller range results in a higher
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resolution for the readings.  Choosing the midpoint allows you to control where the highest
resolution will occur:   readings closest to the midpoint of a temperature range are higher in
resolution than those at each end of the range.  See Appendix A Temperature Ranges  for
a list of the available ranges.

The steps required to configure the OWL Temperature Logger are as follows:

1. Run TrendReader Software and choose the External Sensor equation corresponding to
the attached probe.

2. Select a range that best fits the expected data. 
3. Refer to the OWL Software driver  for other options.

14.4.3 Specifications

ET-016 General Purpose Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 25mm (1")
long by 5mm (3/16") diameter cylindrical stainless steel tip.

R25 Value: 10 k ohms

Range: -35 to 95°C (-30 to 200°F)

Max Temp.: 150°C (300°F)

Accuracy: ±0.2°C (±0.36°F) between 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)
±1.0°C (±1.8°F) between -40 to 150°C (-40 to 302°F)

Resolution: 0.5ºC @ 25ºC (0.9ºF @ 77ºF)
Better than 1.0ºC (1.8ºF) between -25 and 70ºC (-13 and

158ºF)
Better than 2.0ºC (3.6ºF) between -40 and -25ºC (-40 and

-13ºF)

Cable: 8m (26ft) standard length with Teflon® protective jacket,
water-resistant / chemical-resistant splice, PVC jacket to IP67
connector.

Equation: 200

The resolution can be increased by using the narrow range feature.

ET-004 Low Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 89mm (3½
") long tapered stainless steel penetration tip with 89mm (3½
") long by 19mm (¾") diameter tapered plastic handle.

R25 Value: 2,252 ohms

Range: -60 to 55°C (-75 to 130°F)

Max Temp.: 150°C (300°F)

427
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Accuracy: ±0.2°C (±0.36°F) between 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F)
±1.0°C (±1.8°F) between -60 to 100°C (-76 to 212°F)

Resolution: 0.5ºC @ 0ºC (0.9ºF @ 32ºF)
Better than 1.0ºC (1.8ºF) between -50 and 40ºC (-58 and

104ºF)
Better than 2.0ºC (3.6ºF) between -65 and -50ºC (-85 and

-58ºF)

Cable: 5m (16ft) standard length with Teflon® protective jacket,
water-resistant / chemical-resistant splice, PVC jacket to IP67
connector.

Equation: 201

The resolution can be increased by using the narrow range feature.

ET-081 High Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 25mm (1")
long by 5mm (3/16") diameter cylindrical stainless steel tip.

R25 Value: 100k ohms

Range: 10 to 170°C (50 to 335°F)

Max Temp.: 190°C (375°F)

Accuracy: ±0.5°C (±0.9°F) between 75 to 175°C (135 to 347°F)

Resolution: 0.5ºC @ 85ºC (0.9ºF @ 185ºF)
Better than 1.0ºC (1.8ºF) between 25 and 140ºC (77 and

284ºF)
Better than 2.0ºC (3.6ºF) between 140 and 170ºC (284 and

338ºF)

Cable: 8m (26ft) standard length with twisted-pair Teflon® insulated
wire, water-resistant / chemical-resistant splice, PVC jacket to
IP67 connector.

Equation: 202

The resolution can be increased by using the narrow range feature.

ET-086 Oven Temperature Probe

Description: NTC thermistor and cable potted into the end of a 25mm (1")
long by 5mm (3/16") diameter cylindrical stainless steel tip.

R125 Value: 26,266 ohms

Range: 70 to 255°C (155 to 490°F)
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Max Temp.: 275°C (525°F)

Accuracy: ±1°C (±1.8°F) between 120 to 260°C (248 to 500°F)

Resolution: 0.6ºC @ 150ºC (1.1ºF @ 302ºF)
Better than 1.0ºC (1.8ºF) between 100 and 200ºC (212 and

392ºF)
Better than 2.0ºC (3.6ºF) between 200 and 250ºC (392 and

482ºF)

Cable: 8m (26ft) standard length with twisted-pair moisture-proof
Teflon® coated glass yarn, water-resistant /
chemical-resistant splice, PVC jacket to IP67 connector.

Equation: 203

The resolution can be increased by using the narrow range feature.

14.4.4 Applications

· testing and balancing HVAC systems

· monitoring transportation and storage temperatures

· providing data for energy management studies

· optimizing hot water temperatures

· testing ovens and freezers
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14.5 OWL Electric Current Data Logger

Features
The OWL Electric Current Data Logger is a versatile equipment performance logger.  It is
useful for recording a single phase of alternating current without having to interrupt circuitry
under test.  It offers added protection against high voltage spikes, such as lightning, with
optical isolation between logger and computer.

14.5.1 Description

The Electric Current Logger uses an external clamp-on-current probe to measure and record
alternating current.  The following models are available:

Table 3-1 Electric Current Models

Model Probe Range Eqn

OWL-300 none must have modified probe

OWL-300 A60FL 60 Hz - 5, 25, 100, 250 Amps 206

OWL-300 A65FL 50 Hz - 5, 25, 100, 250 Amps 206

OWL-300 A70FL 60 Hz - 10, 50, 250, 500 Amps 207

OWL-300 A75FL 50 Hz - 10, 50, 250, 500 Amps 207

How It Works
The OWL Data Logger measures electric current through an external current probe.  The
probe is a transformer with its internal coil serving as the secondary winding and the
current-carrying conductor being measured serving as the primary winding.  The output of the
probe (which is the input to the logger) is conditioned through internal circuitry.  The probe
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produces an output of approximately 260 microamps full scale for each range available on the
current probe.  Readings from the current probe are scaled into amperage units through
equations (in TrendReader software) that match the current probe and its range setting.

14.5.2 Setup and Use

The procedure for setting up the OWL Electric Current Data Logger is as follows:

1. Plug the current probe into the receptacle on the logger.

2. Adjust the range switch on the current probe to suit your application.  A good way to verify
a conductor's maximum range is to check the circuit breaker or fuse rating.  Then set the
range on your current probe to suit.  Since the probes do not give predictable readings
below 10% in any range, always choose the lowest range possible to encompass the full
range of data you want to record.

3. Run TrendReader Software and choose the equation number that matches the probe
being used - Refer to Table 3-2.  Then select the range corresponding to the logger's
switch setting.  Note the software shows the highest possible reading which allows for a
small amount of overshoot.  Therefore, if the switch setting is 5 on an A60FL/A65FL then
choose the 5.438 A range in software.

4. Refer to the OWL Software driver  for other options.

WARNING: DO NOT CHANGE RANGE SWITCH WITHOUT ALSO SETTING LOGGER

Table 3-2 Current Probe Ranges

A60FL / A65FL
Equation 206

A70FL / A75FL
Equation 207

Range Switch Full Scale Switch Full Scale

0 5 5.438 A 10 10.88 A

1 25 27.19 A 50 54.38 A

2 100 108.8 A 250 271.9 A

3 250 271.9 A 500 543.8 A

Precautions
1. DANGER: High voltage may be present!  Do not clamp a current probe around a

conductor without the logger connected to it.  This avoids sparking and prevents the
connectors from prematurely deteriorating.

2. The OWL Electric Current logger can only be used with current probes from ACR
Systems (altered Amprobe Instruments models A60FL, A70FL, A65FL and A75FL). 
These probes provide low voltage DC current in proportion to the signal being measured. 
They have a convenient snap connector added to protect against harsh environments. 
DO NOT use any other probe unless approved by ACR in writing.

3. The OWL Electric Current logger can record current in accordance with the ranges
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available on the A60FL, A65FL, A70FL and A75FL probes.  Always make sure the
current you will be recording will fall into the appropriate range you set on the current
probe.

14.5.3 Current Probes and Accessories

OWL Electric Current loggers come with a choice of current probes modified to plug into the
logger with no tools.  These clamps can be used with a number of accessories to fit most
typical applications.

Low Currents
To log very low currents (such as monitoring the operation of electrical appliances), the probe
can be used with a Line Splitter.  The Amprobe A47L Energizer multiplies the signal to the
logger by ten times over a range of 0.1 to 15A.  It also allows effective splitting of a two-line
conductor, allowing measurements without the need to enter electrical panels or junction
boxes.

For European applications, Amprobe's model A47CL is available with screw-in European
round prongs, two extra British-type prongs and British fuse plug adapter.  Contact your local
ACR representative for pricing and delivery of this product.

High Currents
You can monitor current ranges higher than those available on a standard probe by using it
with an additional transformer.  For this purpose Amprobe Instruments has available their
Amptran® CT50-2 a 50 to 1 transformer (to monitor currents up to 3000 amps).  Contact your
ACR representative for availability on these probes.

14.5.4 Specifications

Current Probes

Output Current: 260 µA full scale into 400 ohms.

Cable: 2m (6ft.) length with PVC jacket to IP67 connector.

Accuracy: ±4.0% of full scale above 10% of range

Ranges: The following table lists the usable range available for each
setting.

Table 3-3. Current Probe Usable Ranges

A60FL / A65FL
Equation 206

A70FL / A75FL
Equation 207

Switch Range Switch Range

5 0.5 to 5 A 10 1 to 10 A

25 2.5 to 25 A 50 5 to 50 A
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100 10 to 100 A 250 25 to 250 A

250 25 to 250 A 500 50 to 500 A

14.5.5 Troubleshooting

The OWL Electric Current logger seems to give wrong readings. What's wrong?

· If the graphs seem incorrect, check the equation number assigned to the graph file. 
This equation number must correspond to the model number of the current probe used.
Refer to Setup  in this chapter for a table of equations to use with the various current
probes and settings.

· If your equation numbers are correctly assigned and you are still getting incorrect
readings, it may be because you are measuring currents below 10% of the range.  To
correct this, make sure the range setting on the probe is at the lowest possible range
that will encompass the readings you are interested in.  For example, do not use the
250 amp range for recording currents below 25 amps.  Use the 25 amp setting instead
as it offers ten times the resolution of the 250 amp range.

14.5.6 Applications

· checking air conditioning and mechanical equipment

· auditing energy use in commercial buildings

· determining tenant electrical consumption

· tracking environmental conditions

· confirming control sequences
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14.6 OWL DC Voltage Data Logger

Features
The OWL DC Voltage Data Logger provides a versatile means of recording a variety of signals
in a small, water-resistant enclosure.  It can be configured for easy interface with common
transducer outputs.

14.6.1 Description

The DC Voltage Logger can measure and record analog DC voltage covering 32 ranges from
120mV to 38.4V full scale.  The model available is the OWL-400.

How it Works
The logger uses a precision 2.5V reference voltage to convert the analog signal to a digital
value.  A set of voltage divider resistors on the front end (before the analog to digital
conversion) allows for 16 different input ranges.  The voltage reference has its own 20:1
resistor divider network making a set of low ranges.  This doubles the number of selectable
ranges to 32 in total.  The digital values are then processed into engineering units by an
equation in TrendReader software.

14.6.2 Setup and Use

This section provides guidelines to follow to get started with the OWL DC Voltage Logger.

1. Connect the cable supplied to the signal being measured - see Figure 4.1

2. Run TrendReader Software and choose the DC Voltage equation.  
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3. Select a range that best fits the expected data - see Table 4-1.  DC Voltage ranges are
picked to match the transducer's full scale output value.  For example, if a transducer with
a 0 to 5 volt output is used then range number 18 which measures up to 7.3 VDC gives
the best resolution.

4. Refer to the OWL Software driver  for other options.

Figure 4.1: DC Voltage Wiring

Table 4.1: DC Voltage Ranges

Range Full Scale Range Full Scale

0 121.0 mVDC 16 2.431 VDC

1 241.9 mVDC 17 4.863 VDC

2 362.9 mVDC 18 7.294 VDC

3 483.9 mVDC 19 9.73 VDC

4 605.8 mVDC 20 12.18 VDC

5 726.8 mVDC 21 14.61 VDC

6 848 mVDC 22 17.04 VDC

7 969 mVDC 23 19.47 VDC

8 1.093 VDC 24 21.96 VDC

9 1.214 VDC 25 24.39 VDC

10 1.334 VDC 26 26.82 VDC

11 1.455 VDC 27 29.25 VDC

12 1.577 VDC 28 31.71 VDC

13 1.698 VDC 29 34.14 VDC

14 1.819 VDC 30 36.57 VDC
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15 1.940 VDC 31 39.00VDC

14.6.3 Specifications

Voltage Input

Ranges: 0 to 120mV, 240mV ... 1.92V
0 to 2.40V, 4.80V ... 38.4V

Max Voltage: ±40VDC

Accuracy: ±1% full scale

Resolution: 0.5% (8 bits)

Input Impedance: > 100k ohms

Cable: 2m (6ft) length with PVC jacket to IP67 connector

Equation: 204

14.6.3.1 Choosing Transducers

A transducer is defined as a device that receives energy from one system and retransmits it, in
a different form, to another system.  A transmitter is a term usually reserved for transducers in
a current loop circuit.  In this section, the terms transducer and transmitter will be used
interchangeably.

For a transducer to be useful, the retransmitted signal must be compatible with standard
instrumentation.  For the OWL DC Voltage logger, this is in the form of an analog DC voltage.

Many compatible transducers exist for measuring such variables as temperature, relative
humidity, pressure, speed, pH and more.  You can obtain these from a wide variety of
manufacturers or distributors.  An extensive listing of sensors and companies is published
yearly by Sensors Magazine.

To figure out what to look for when choosing transducers, it is helpful to know a few technical
terms and how they relate to use with your OWL data logger.

Excitation Voltage
This term refers to the input voltage that a transducer requires in order for it to work properly. 
It is either specified as a range (for example, 9 to 30 volts DC) or a specific voltage (for
example, 10 volts DC).  When a range is specified, it means you can use an unregulated
power supply (such as a battery) as long as voltages within the range are provided.  Usually, if
a specific voltage is required, it means you require a regulated power supply.

When an unregulated power supply is specified for the excitation voltage, a regulated one may
also be used.  The reverse, however, is not true.  Millivolt pressure transducers, for example,
usually require regulated power supplies.
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Maximum Impedance
An important consideration when choosing transducers is the requirement for input or loop
impedance.  This simply refers to how much resistance your instrumentation (for example, the
OWL logger) can have before it will begin to cause problems.  For voltage inputs, a very high
impedance is usually required (greater than 10k ohms).  This prevents the unnecessary
draining of current from the transducer circuit.  The OWL DC Voltage logger's input is high
impedance (greater than 100k ohm).  Check the specifications for the transducer you intend to
use to ensure the OWL's input impedance is acceptable.

Three-Wire Transducers
Three-wire transducers have three connections: a supply (excitation) voltage input (V+IN), an
output voltage (SIG+) and a common (COM-).  A three wire transducer can be identified by
reviewing the wiring diagram and looking for a single common connection.  These types of
transducers are the most popular and are recommended for use with the OWL - see Figure
4-2.

Figure 4-2: Three Wire Transducer Connection

Four-Wire Transducers
Four-wire transducers fall into two categories: line-type and Wheatstone bridge types.  The
isolated supply appears as a line operated or isolated common that has no electrical
connection to the output - see Figure 4-3.  The bridge transducer provides a differential output
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(+/-), usually in the millivolt range - see Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-3: Line Type Transducer Connection

Figure 4-4: Bridge Type Transducer Connection

Output
The specified output of a transducer will determine whether it is compatible for use with the
OWL DC Voltage logger.  The input range selection makes the logger directly compatible with
almost any DC Voltage transducer output.

14.6.4 Applications

· monitoring transducer outputs

· checking process controller signals

· providing laboratory data

· determining random event times

· recording speed
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14.7 OWL 20 mA Data Logger

Features
The OWL 20mA Current Data Logger provides a versatile means of recording a process
signal in a small, water-resistant enclosure.  It is made to connect to 4-20mA type transmitter
current loops.

14.7.1 Description

The 20mA Current Logger measures and records analog 0 to 24mA signals common in
process control and instrumentation environments.  The model available is the OWL-500.

How it Works
Current flow through a loop is logged by measuring the voltage drop across an internal 100
ohm input resistor.  This voltage drop is accurately gauged by comparing it to a highly-stable
voltage reference before conversion to a digital value by the A/D converter.  The digital values
are then processed into engineering units by an equation in TrendReader software.

14.7.2 Setup and Use

This section provides guidelines to follow to get started with the OWL 20mA Current Logger.

1. Connect the cable supplied into the current loop being measured - see Figure 5.1

2. Run TrendReader Software and choose the 20mA Current equation.  
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3. Refer to the OWL Software driver  for other options.

Figure 5-1: 20 mA Current Wiring

14.7.3 Choosing Transmitters

A transmitter is a term usually reserved for transducers in a current loop circuit.  A transducer
is a device that receives energy from one system and retransmits it, in a different form, to
another system.  For a transmitter to be useful, the signal must be compatible with standard
instrumentation.  This is analog DC current for the OWL 20mA Current logger.

Many compatible transducers exist for measuring such variables as temperature, relative
humidity, pressure, speed, pH and more.  You can obtain these from a wide variety of
manufacturers or distributors.  An extensive listing of sensors and companies is published
yearly by Sensors Magazine.

To figure out what to look for when choosing transducers, it is helpful to know a few technical
terms and how they relate to use with your OWL data logger.

Maximum Impedance
An important consideration when choosing transducers is the requirement for loop impedance.
This simply refers to how much resistance the instrumentation (for example, the OWL logger)
can have before it will begin to cause problems.  For current loop inputs, it is advantageous to
have a very low impedance (the OWL 20mA Current logger has a 100 ohm impedance).  This
helps to minimize the voltage requirements and power consumption of the circuit.  Check the
specifications for the transmitter to ensure the OWL's input impedance is acceptable.

Two-Wire Transmitters
Two-wire transmitters are transducers that form part of a current loop circuit.  They vary the
current flow in accordance with changes in the variable with which they are sensing. Most
two-wire transmitters have a 4-20mA output.  The connections are usually marked positive
current loop (CL+) and negative current loop (CL-).  A transmitter can be found in a wiring
diagram by looking for a single common path.  This type of transmitter is very popular and can
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be used with the OWL - see Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2: Two Wire Transmitter Connection

Output
The specified output of a transmitter will determine whether it is compatible for use with the
OWL 20mA Current logger.  The most popular transmitter output is 4-20mA which can be
used with the 0 to 24mA input on the OWL.

14.7.4 Specifications

Current Input

Ranges: 0 to 24 mA

Max Voltage: ±7 VDC

Accuracy: ±1% full scale

Resolution: 0.5% (8 bits)

Input Impedance: 100 ohm

Cable: 2m (6ft) length with PVC jacket to IP67 connector

Equation: 205

14.7.5 Applications

· obtaining environmental data using transmitters such as:
1. conductivity
2. pH probe
3. turbidity
4. carbon dioxide
5. dissolved oxygen
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· checking fluid level

· analyzing pneumatic and hydraulic pressures

· monitoring flow-meters

· testing process control loops
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14.8 APPENDIX A  Temperature Ranges

Temperature
Ranges

14.8.1 Temperature Ranges

The OWL Data Logger allows selection of ranges for each temperature equation entered.  Use
the following table to determine the most suitable range.

The list is sorted by midpoint and the size on either side follows the "±" sign.  For example, the
range 10.8 ± 47.1 °C (51.4 ± 84.8 °F) measures between -36.3 °C (-33.4 °F) and 57.9 °C
(136.2 °F).

The tighter the range, the better the resolution.  For example, if room temperatures are to be
measured then a range large enough to account for the biggest fluctuation is picked.  This
might be 20.33 ± 8.72°C (68.60 ± 15.69°F) in a warm climate.  This is among the smallest of
ranges so the resolution is going to be better than:

0.05 °C (0.09 °F) @ 20.3 °C (68.6 °F)
0.10 °C (0.18 °F) between 12.7 °C (54.9 °F) and 27.9 °C (82.2 °F)
0.20 °C (0.36 °F) between 11.6 °C (52.9 °F) and 29.1 °C (84.3 °F)

*Note that the OWL temperature ranges are only applicable to the OWL-100 (Internal Sensor)
and the OWL-200 (External Sensor) Data Loggers.
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Table A-1: Temperature Ranges in Celsius
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Table A-2: Temperature Ranges in Fahrenheit
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14.9 APPENDIX B   Sample Rates

Sample Rates 

14.9.1 How a Data Logger Stores Readings

The sample rate of your data logger is the frequency with which it stores readings in its
memory.  A selected sample will apply for all channels on a SmartReader Plus.

If you set your data logger's sample rate to eight seconds, it reads its input channels and
stores the readings once every eight seconds.  If you choose a sample rate longer than eight
seconds, the logger still reads its input channels once every eight seconds, and stores an
averaged reading at the end of the sample interval you have chosen.

For example, if you use a two-minute sample rate, the data logger takes fifteen separate
readings over each two-minute interval.  At the end of each two-minute interval, the logger
calculates the average of the fifteen readings, and stores that average in its memory.

14.9.2 Sample Rate Table

The following table lists the maximum time spans over which your OWL Logger will record
readings.  The time spans depend on the length of the sample rate.  An OWL Logger has a
memory capacity of 32,767 readings.

In the table, the Sample Rate column lists the available sample rates.  The Days, Hours,
Minutes ,and Seconds columns list the time spans over which your logger will record readings
at each sample rate.

For example, an OWL Logger, using a sample rate of ten minutes, will store readings for 227
days, 13 hours and 10 minutes.  After that time, depending on how it was set up, the logger
will either continue to take readings and replace the oldest readings with the new readings, or
it will stop taking readings.

Table B-1:  OWL Logger Sample Rate 

Sample Rate Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 3 0 48 0

 20 sec. 7 14 2 0

 1 min. 22 18 7 0

 2 min. 45 12 14 0

 5 min. 113 18 35 0

 10 min. 227 13 10 0
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 20 min. 455 2 20 0

 30 min. 682 15 30 0
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SECTION 15   JR-1000/1001 Data Loggers

15.1 Introduction to JR-1000/1001

The JR-1000/1001 data loggers is an easy-to-use, battery-powered data logger.  Pocket-sized
and rugged, it can be used in a wide range of environmental and industrial applications.  The
JR-1000/1001 directly measures and records temperature variables.  It can reliably record
time-based data for later analysis by TrendReader software.

TrendReader software must be installed and ready to run prior to making use of the setup
instructions in this section of the guide.

15.1.1 Features

JR-1000/1001 data loggers features make them a useful tool for data collection: 

· Pocket-sized
· Solid-state components - no moving parts
· Low-power microprocessor controlled circuitry
· 8-bit high resolution readings
· Precision on-board thermistor temperature sensor
· High capacity lithium battery
· Quartz clock crystal
· Magnetic backing
· Rugged polyurethane encapsulation

15.1.2 Description

JR-1000/1001 loggers can run continuously, constantly measuring and recording readings
from its temperature channel. They can also start logging at a specified time.  Self-powered by
a long-life lithium battery that will provide years of reliable operation, your JR-1000/1001 can
work independently from any external power supply or computer.  When you are ready to look
at the data it has collected, you can transfer all information to your computer through the use
of TrendReader software.
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Main Components
The main components of the JR-1000/1001 data loggers include:

· a memory chip that has the capacity to store up to 244,800 readings (see
Specifications )

· a microprocessor and an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter (A/D) that converts all
temperature signals to digital values

· a quartz clock crystal that accurately keeps track of time and regulates the taking of
readings

· an accurate on-board thermistor that the logger uses to measure ambient temperature
via changes in resistance

· a lithium battery that provides power to the logger and internal sensors

15.1.3 Programmed Operation

JR-1000/1001 data loggers run according to settings that you program.  These pre-selected
settings are stored in the logger's memory and instruct it to:

· take readings at regularly spaced intervals
· associate the channel with an equation in TrendReader software
· start readings with or without a delay
· take readings continuously, or stop when memory is full

15.1.4 How JR Loggers Take Readings

Each JR-1000/1001 data logger has an on-board temperature sensor that you can use to
record ambient temperature.

JR-1000/1001 data loggers can store readings to memory using one of two sampling methods:

1. First-in, First-out (FIFO). In this method the logger continues to take readings when its
memory is full (to make room, it discards the oldest reading every time it adds a new
one).  Thus, the memory will contain a "sliding window" of information.

2. Stop when Full. The logger stops recording when its memory is full.

You can set the time interval at which your logger saves readings using TrendReader
software. At a sample rate of eight seconds, one reading is taken every eight seconds and
saved to memory. JR-1000/1001 data loggers can record readings using one of two modes:

1. Average. As you slow the sample rate the logger begins to average readings before
saving them to memory. To do this the logger takes a reading every eight seconds, but
instead of transferring this directly to the logger's memory, it stores the readings in an
accumulator (a temporary memory) where it is retained until the sampling interval is
over.  Then the accumulator is averaged and the result is stored to memory.

2. Spot. The logger records the value of the reading at the selected sample interval and
stores it to memory.  No averaging is done.

When you backup a logger's data to your computer, the correct time and date are referenced
to each reading.  All readings are then individually time and date stamped and processed by
an equation associated with each logger channel.  The result is a collection of accurate
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time-based data ready for detailed graphing and analysis.

15.1.5 How to Use JR Loggers

Using your JR-1000/1001 data logger for most applications is a simple process.  With proper
planning, setup and installation of your data logger, you can be assured that the information
you collect will be both correct and useful. The following provides general procedures for using
JR-1000/1001 data loggers.  For additional and specific information on these steps, refer to
the chapter in this manual.

Planning
Proper planning is the key to successful data logging.  Time spent in this stage will help you
save time and frustration later. To help you plan, answer these questions:

· What exactly do I want to measure?
· Where is the best place to measure?
· How long do I want to monitor for?
· Should other variables be monitored simultaneously?

Setup
To set up your JR-1000/1001 data logger you must first have TrendReader software installed
and running on your computer.  You can then configure your logger with various options by
connecting it directly to your computer's serial port or via a serial cable.

Set Sample Rate
Always confirm the sample rate (how often the logger saves readings) to make sure it will be
acceptable for your application.  You can alter the frequency at which your JR-1000/1001
logger records readings by changing the sample rate.  You can choose rates from 8 seconds
to 34 minutes.  The sample rate chosen will apply to all the active channels on the logger.

To help determine which sample rate you should choose, answer these questions:

· How long do I need to record data?
· How much time will elapse between when I retrieve the logger and download the data to

my computer (for example, the trip back to the office)?
· How often do readings need to be taken?

Clear Memory
Before starting a logging session, clear the logger's memory.  This will help to keep the
collected files smaller as well as decrease the time needed to backup the logger later.  Note
that clearing the memory is automatic if you save or apply the setup changes (for example, set
memory compression on or off, change sample rate, etc.).

Test
You can directly read the values that your JR-1000/1001 data logger is sensing using the
Realtime capability of TrendReader software.  This test gives you the opportunity to check
your logger setup and make any necessary changes before starting the logging session.
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Label
If you are working with more than one data logger, label each logger, identifying the task and
location before you distribute them throughout a building or system.  To do this, you can simply
use a shipping tag.  Later, when you retrieve them to graph their data, you will know what each
graph refers to.  There is a description field in the Setup that can be used for entering the tag
information.  Note that after editing and saving the Description you will need to click Contact to
update the new Description in TrendReader Explorer and in the Diagnostic Log.

Mounting
Use the magnetic backing to conveniently mount your logger on metal surfaces like ductwork
or electrical control cabinets.  If you are concerned about theft take advantage of its small size
and hide it completely out of view.  Because JR-1000/1001 loggers are so light, you can use
special mounting fasteners like Velcro® to attach them to almost any surface.  Make sure your
logger's mounting method will last the full length of your logging session.

Do not rely on the logger's magnetic strip for adhesion if the mounting surface is uneven,
unstable or above 65°C (150°F).

Cold or Humid Environments
Make sure that the environment you will be placing your logger into will be acceptable by
referring to the Specifications  in this chapter.  If conditions are not adequate for the logger,
consider using a protective enclosure.  For humid conditions you can protect your logger
simply by placing it in a zip-lock plastic bag.

When you place your JR-1000/1001 logger in a cold environment, make sure condensation
will not settle on the logger when you bring it back into warmer surroundings, such as an
office.  The best way of preventing moisture is to place the logger in a container and include a
desiccant (a material that absorbs moisture).  When you bring your logger back to your
computer, leave the logger in the container until it has had a chance to warm up to the
surrounding temperature.  You can then take it out and backup the data to be analyzed.

Keep Track
Make sure you keep a record of where you have placed each logger in a building or system
plan.  You will save time looking for them when your data gathering session is over.  Also,
keep track of when you placed the loggers in the area you are monitoring.  This will help when
producing graphs on your computer.  It may be helpful to label (shipping tag) each logger so
you can properly identify and differentiate it from other loggers.

Analysis
After sufficient time has passed for the logger to obtain a representative profile of data, it is
time to analyze the information.  If you are retrieving the logger from the field, bring it back
immediately to your computer for analysis.

In order to analyze your JR-1000/1001 logger's data, you must first transfer a backup copy of
its data to your computer.  To do this, see Backup in the TrendReader guide.  After
transferring your information to the computer, the data is automatically copied to disk and time
and date stamped.

You can find a detailed description of all software functions in the TrendReader guide.
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15.1.6 Specifications

General
Size: 33 x 43 x 20 mm (1.3" x 1.7" x 0.75")

Weight: 35 grams (1.23 ounces)

Enclosure Material: Polyurethane

Mounting: Magnetic backing (JR-1000 only)

Operating Limits: -40°C to 85°C (-40°F to 185°F)
0 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Clock Accuracy: ±2 seconds/day

Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 0.45 Amp-hour

Battery Life: 5 years under normal use

Memory Size: 32KB
Without Compression: up to 32,640 readings
With Compression: up to 244,800 readings

Memory Usage: 1.  Continuous (First-in, First-out)
2.  Stop when full (Fill-then-stop)

Sample Intervals: User-selectable rates from every 8 seconds to 34 minutes.

Sampling Mode: 1.  Average (over sample interval except for 8 second
interval)
2.  Spot

Resolution: 8-bit (1 part in 256)

Internal Temperature Sensor
Type: NTC Thermistor 10,000 ohms @ 25°C (77°F)

Range: -40°C to 85°C (-*40F to 185°F)

Accuracy: ± 0.2°C from 0 to 70°C (± 0.3°F from 32 to 158°F)

Resolution: 0.4°C (0.7°F) @ 25°C ; better than 1°C (1.8°F) between -25°
and 70°C (-13° and 158°F), better than 2.0°C (3.6°F) between
-40° and -25°C (-40° and -13°F)

Calibration: Factory calibration verification and NIST certificates are
available upon special request.

Equation: Use Equation [45] ET016 Temperature in TrendReader
software. Other equations for this thermistor type may be
selected but will give incorrect results.  You may also create
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your own equations, please refer to the Equations section or
contact Customer Service at ACR Systems.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

15.1.7 Product Approvals

Certified to CE standard EN61326: 1977 + A1: 1998 (European Emissions and Immunity)
covering Radiated Electromagnetic Field, ESD, and RFI

Meets FCC standard 47 CFR Part 15, Subpart B: 1999, Class B, (US Radiated and Conducted
Emissions)

JR-1001 only:
UL approved intrinsically safe for use in:
Class I, Division 1, Groups A, B, C & D
Class II, Division I, Groups E, F & G
Class III, Division I Hazardous Locations TC3

mailto:customerservice@acrsystems.com
http://www.acrsystems.com/
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15.2 JR-1000/1001 Software Driver

TrendReader software uses a software driver to communicate with JR-1000/1001 data
loggers.  The software driver takes the form of two windows.  The Status window, shown when
you contact the logger, is used to display the settings currently stored in the data logger.  The
Setup window, shown when you select Edit Setup, is used to alter the current settings and
apply the changes to the data logger.  The settings are divided into two main sections:  Status

 and Channels .  Status contains information about sampling, memory and logger
description.  The channel of the logger contains information about the channel type
(temperature), equation and Realtime value, and calibration associated with the channel.  You
can control the level of detail that you see for the settings by clicking on the "+" and "-" buttons
at the left side to expand and collapse the nodes.

When you want to clear the logger's memory and start a new logging session with the existing
or new parameters, select Edit Setup from TrendReader.  In the Edit Logger Setup window,
make any necessary changes.  To implement your changes, you can either click on Apply or
OK.  OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the
window open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

445 447
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15.2.1 Logger Status

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Status line indicates whether
the data logger is actively logging, waiting to start or dormant.  If you set up the logger with no
delay, it will immediately start logging and the status will show if the logger is actively logging,
dormant or set to start at a given time.  It will also show the status of the logger's capacity. 
The Status subsections are Sampling  and Memory .

15.2.1.1 Logger Sampling

The sample rate is the frequency with which a logger stores readings to memory.  The
Sampling subsection indicates what the sample rate is.  In normal sampling, the rates
available are from once every 8 seconds to once every 34 minutes.  

To set the sample rate, click on the desired time unit and select the value from the drop-down
list as shown.  

To find out more about sample rates and to view a set of sample rate tables, see Appendix A
Sample Rates .

The Mode is the way the logger stores the data. The Average method stores an averaged
reading of the data read every 8 seconds over the sample interval you have chosen if the
sampling mode is set to Average (this does not apply to a sampling interval of 8 seconds). The
Spot method still takes readings every 8 seconds but only stores the reading taken at the
selected interval.

445 446
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15.2.1.2 Logger Memory

The Memory subsection indicates how the data is stored in memory and what the start and
end times (or capacity) are for the data logging.  In the FIFO (First In, First Out) mode, the
logger continually stores data and when the memory limit is reached, the new readings start to
overwrite the oldest readings.  In this method, the logger is always collecting data, but only
saves the most recent data in its memory.  In the Stop When Full mode, when the memory
limit is reached, the logger stops recording.

The length of time for data capture of the logger is determined by the number of active
channels and the sampling rate.  To find out more about how the capacity is affected by the
sample rate and active channels, see Appendix A  Sample Rates .

To set how the logger stores its data, click on the Usage field and select FIFO or Stop When
Full.  

To set the compression method click on the Compression field and select ON.  A run length
compression method is used.  Run length compression stores the reading plus the number of
consecutive times the same reading was measured.  This means that the logger will store 2
values to memory, the data value and a counter value.  If the reading were 22°C for 3 sample
periods then the logger would store 22°C and the count of 3.  Once the reading changes a
new compression session begins.  The compression session will last to a maximum of 15
consecutive readings that are the same.  If the 16th reading is still the same a new session will
start.

Note that when the compression is set to ON the Start Time will display as NA in the Status
window. If you want to see that Start Time do a Backup of the logger, the Start Time will be
displayed in the Statistics tab of the graph
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To set when the logger will start recording click on the Start Time field.  Next, click on the
small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and
time.  Highlight the date or time and enter the appropriate value.  You can also click on the
drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  You can set the logger's starting time for just
over 65535*8 seconds (6 days, 1 hour, 38 minutes) ahead of the current time.  Note that the
start time will default to the closest time sampling within 8 seconds of the selected time.

15.2.2 Logger Channels

The Channels section indicates provides information specific to the channel.  The channel on
the logger is always enabled and continually recording readings and storing them in the
logger's memory.  The Channel subsections are Channel Information  and Channel
Calibration .

15.2.2.1 Channel Information

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Channel line gives the
description and the Realtime value, if Realtime is turned on.  The Description field is editable. 
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The Realtime value is based on the equation that you select for the channel.  The equation is
selected in the Setup window but is not shown in the Status window.    

The logger collects and stores raw data readings.  An equation is used to transform the raw
data into measurement units, such as °C, with the current reading shown as a Realtime value.
You can use built-in equations or you can create your own custom equations.  See Equations

 in the TrendReader guide for further information.  To set the equation, click on the
Equation field and select the equation from the drop-down list.  To help you select the proper
equation, the Realtime value using the currently selected equation is shown. *

* Note that if a custom equation is not available when Edit Setup... is selected (e.g.: deleted)
then the equation will be shown as unknown.  If a new equation is not selected the Realtime
value will not display correctly.  If the logger is backed up the channel will be disabled then
changes to the equation can be made in the graph using the Lines Tab in Graph Settings." 

100
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15.2.2.2 Channel Calibration

The Calibration subsection shows the Low, Mid, High, and Ext calibration values.  These
values are used to adjust the readings of the logger in order to make the output more
accurate.  To set each calibration value, click on the appropriate calibration field and enter the
value.  The factory equations for the JR-1000/1001 use the Low, Mid, and High values as
offset and span.  Ext values are not used.

Note that the calibration values are based on 255 increments between -5 and +5, the field will
default to the closest value of what is entered. E.g.: -4.9 will default to -4.8828125.
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15.3 JR-1000/1001 Temperature Logger

A self-contained temperature logger, the JR-1000/1001 can be used easily in a wide variety of
applications to collect temperature data.

15.3.1 Description

The JR-1000/1001 is a single channel, low-cost temperature loggers featuring 5-year battery
life and the ability to record for up to 244,800 readings with Compression turned on. Available
in an intrinsically safe version (JR-1001), these loggers are extremely easy to use.

With its precision calibrated internal temperature sensor simply place the logger in the field
and leave it to record. Once the desired information has been recorded plug the logger into the
serial port of your computer and begin downloading and viewing the logged data.

15.3.2 Setup

Once the logger is connected to your computer select the communications port in
TrendReader and click Scan For Loggers. 

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 45

NOTE: The temperature channel is enabled by default.

15.3.3 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) only in the immediate vicinity of
the sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity
and turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature

In a room, temperature levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such factors as
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air stratification, drafts, and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people, equipment,
moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even within a small,
confined area.  The individual sensor associated with your JR-1000/1001 measures and
records temperature only in one location.  They do not, in any way, represent an overall
reading.
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15.4 APPENDIX A  JR-1000/1001 Sample Rates

JR-1000/1001 Sample Rates 

15.4.1 How a Data Logger Stores Readings

The sample rate of your data logger is the frequency with which it stores readings in its
memory.  A selected sample rate applies to the channel on a JR-1000/1001.

If you set your data logger's sample rate to eight seconds, it reads it's input channel and stores
the reading once every eight seconds.  If you choose a sample rate longer than eight seconds,
the logger still reads it's input channel once every eight seconds, and stores an averaged
reading at the end of the sample interval you have chosen if the sampling mode is set to
Average.

For example, if you use a two-minute sample rate, the data logger takes fifteen separate
readings over each two-minute interval.  At the end of each two-minute interval, the logger
calculates the average of the fifteen readings, and stores that average in its memory.

Otherwise if the sampling mode is set to Spot the logger still takes readings every 8 seconds
but only stores the reading taken at the selected interval.

15.4.2 Sample Rate Tables

The following tables list the maximum time spans over which your JR-1000/1001 will record
readings.  The time spans depend on the length of the sample rate.  A JR-1000/1001 has a
memory capacity of up to 244,800 readings when data compression is selected and up to
32,640 readings when data compression not selected.

In each table, the Sample Rate column lists the available sample rates.  The Days, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds columns list the time spans over which your logger will record readings
at each sample rate.

For example, a JR-1000/1001 using a sample rate of ten minutes and without compression will
store readings for 226 days and 16 hours.  After that time, depending on how it was set up, the
logger will either continue to take readings and replace the oldest readings with the new
readings (FIFO), or it will stop taking readings (Stop When Full).

Table B-1:  JR-1000/1001 Sample Rate Table with Compression (max)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 22 16 0 0

 16 sec. 0 45 8 0 0
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 32 sec. 0 90 16 0 0

 56 sec. 0 158 16 0 0

 2 min. 0 340 0 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 2 108 16 0 0

 10 min. 4 240 0 0 0

20 min. 9 115 0 0 0

 30 min. 13 355 0 0 0

Table B-2:  JR-1000/1001 Sample Rate Table with Compression (min)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 1 12 16 0

 16 sec. 0 3 0 32 0

 32 sec. 0 6 1 4 0

 56 sec. 0 10 13 52 0

 2 min. 0 22 16 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 55 21 52 0

 10 min. 0 113 8 0 0

20 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 30 min. 1 88 8 0 0

Table B-3:  JR-1000/1001 Sample Rate Table with Compression (5 times)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 15 2 40 0

 16 sec. 0 30 5 20 0

 32 sec. 0 60 10 40 0

 56 sec. 0 105 18 40 0

 2 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 1 194 2 40 0

 10 min. 3 38 8 0 0

20 min. 6 76 16 0 0

 30 min. 12 153 0 0 0

Table B-4:  JR-1000/1001 Sample Rate Table without Compression

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 3 0 32 0

 16 sec. 0 6 1 4 0
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 32 sec. 0 12 2 8 0

 56 sec. 0 21 3 44 0

 2 min. 0 45 8 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 111 19 44 0

 10 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 20 min. 1 88 8 0 0

 30 min. 1 315 0 0 0
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SECTION 16   Nautilus Data Loggers

16.1 Introduction to Nautilus

Nautilus data loggers are an easy-to-use, battery-powered data logger.  Pocket-sized and
rugged, it can be used in a wide range of environmental and industrial applications.  The
Nautilus directly measures and records temperature variables.  It can reliably record
time-based data for later analysis by TrendReader software.
[****]

TrendReader software must be installed and ready to run prior to making use of the setup
instructions in this section of the guide.

16.1.1 Features

Nautilus data loggers features make them a useful tool for data collection: 

· Pocket-sized
· Solid-state components - no moving parts
· Low-power microprocessor controlled circuitry
· 8-bit high resolution readings
· Precision on-board thermistor temperature sensor
· High capacity lithium battery
· Quartz clock crystal
· Locking hole on cap
· Waterproof stainless steel or aluminum casing

16.1.2 Description

ACR Nautilus data loggers are single channel, waterproof temperature data loggers with the
ability to record temperature in water, food or other liquids. Designed for rugged applications,
Nautilus loggers are available in stainless steel or aluminum. Nautilus loggers can hold over
500 days of data and features data compression capability. With extremely durable and robust
construction and 10-year battery life, Nautilus loggers are your choice for temperature
monitoring and logging in wet environments.

Nautilus loggers can run continuously, constantly measuring and recording temperature
readings. They can also start logging at a specified time.  Your Nautilus can work
independently from any external power supply or computer.  When you are ready to look at the
data it has collected, you can transfer all information to your computer through the use of 
TrendReader software.
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Main Components
The main components of the Nautilus data loggers include:

· a memory chip that has the capacity to store up to 244,800 readings (see
Specifications )

· a microprocessor and an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter (A/D) that converts all
temperature signals to digital values

· a quartz clock crystal that accurately keeps track of time and regulates the taking of
readings

· an accurate on-board thermistor that the logger uses to measure ambient temperature
via changes in resistance

· a lithium battery that provides power to the logger and internal sensors

16.1.3 Programmed Operation

Nautilus data loggers run according to settings that you program.  These pre-selected settings
are stored in the logger's memory and instruct it to:

· take readings at regularly spaced intervals
· associate the channel with an equation in TrendReader software
· start readings with or without a delay
· take readings continuously, or stop when memory is full

16.1.4 How Nautilus Loggers Take Readings

Each Nautilus data logger has an on-board temperature sensor that you can use to record
ambient temperature. You can turn this monitoring capability on or off using software.

Nautilus data loggers can store readings to memory using one of two sampling methods:

1. First-in, First-out (FIFO). In this method the logger continues to take readings when its
memory is full (to make room, it discards the oldest reading every time it adds a new
one).  Thus, the memory will contain a "sliding window" of information.

2. Stop when Full. The logger stops recording when its memory is full.

You can set the time interval at which your logger saves readings using TrendReader
software.  At a sample rate of eight seconds, one reading is taken every eight seconds and
saved to memory. Nautilus data loggers can store readings using one of two sampling modes:

1. Average. As you slow the sample rate the logger begins to average readings before
saving them to memory. To do this the logger takes a reading every eight seconds, but
instead of transferring this directly to the logger's memory, it stores the readings in an
accumulator (a temporary memory) where it is retained until the sampling interval is
over.  Then the accumulator is averaged and the result is stored to memory.

2. Spot. The logger records the value of the reading at the selected sample interval and
stores it to memory.  No averaging is done.

When you backup a logger's data to your computer, the correct time and date are referenced
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to each reading.  All readings are then individually time and date stamped and processed by
an equation associated with each logger channel.  The result is a collection of accurate
time-based data ready for detailed graphing and analysis.

16.1.5 How to Use Nautilus Loggers

Using your Nautilus data logger for most applications is a simple process.  With proper
planning, setup and installation of your data logger, you can be assured that the information
you collect will be both correct and useful. The following provides general procedures for using
Nautilus data loggers.  For additional and specific information on these steps, refer to the
chapter in this manual.

Planning
Proper planning is the key to successful data logging.  Time spent in this stage will help you
save time and frustration later. To help you plan, answer these questions:

· What exactly do I want to measure?
· Where is the best place to measure?
· How long do I want to monitor for?
· Should other variables be monitored simultaneously?

Setup
To set up your Nautilus data logger you must first have TrendReader software installed and
running on your computer.  You can then configure your logger with various options by talking
to it via the interface cable. 

Set Sample Rate
Always confirm the sample rate (how often the logger saves readings) to make sure it will be
acceptable for your application.  You can alter the frequency at which your Nautilus logger
records readings by changing the sample rate.  You can choose rates from 8 seconds to 34
minutes.  The sample rate chosen will apply to all the active channels on the logger.

To help determine which sample rate you should choose, answer these questions:

· How long do I need to record data?
· How much time will elapse between when I retrieve the logger and download the data to

my computer (for example, the trip back to the office)?
· How often do readings need to be taken?

Clear Memory
Before starting a logging session, clear the logger's memory.  This will help to keep the
collected files smaller as well as decrease the time needed to backup the logger later.  Note
that clearing the memory is automatic if you save or apply the setup changes (for example,
assign different equations, change sample rate, etc.).

Test
You can directly read the values that your Nautilus data logger is sensing using the Realtime
capability of TrendReader software.  This test gives you the opportunity to check your logger
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setup and make any necessary changes before starting the logging session.

Label
If you are working with more than one data logger, label each logger, identifying the task and
location before you distribute them throughout a building or system.  To do this, you can simply
use a shipping tag.  Later, when you retrieve them to graph their data, you will know what each
graph refers to.  There is a description field in the Setup that can be used for entering the tag
information.  Note that after editing and saving the Description you will need to click Contact to
update the new Description in TrendReader Explorer and in the Diagnostic Log.

Mounting
Use the locking hole on the cap to conveniently secure your logger.  If you are concerned
about theft lock your logger to a permanent fixture using the loop or take advantage of its
small size and hide it completely out of view.  Because Nautilus loggers are so light, you can
use special mounting fasteners like Velcro® to attach them to almost any surface.  Make sure
your logger's mounting method will last the full length of your logging session.

Cold or Humid Environments
Make sure that the environment you will be placing your logger into will be acceptable by
referring to the Specifications  in this chapter.

Keep Track
Make sure you keep a record of where you have placed each logger in a building or system
plan.  You will save time looking for them when your data gathering session is over.  Also,
keep track of when you placed the loggers in the area you are monitoring.  This will help when
producing graphs on your computer.  It may be helpful to label (shipping tag) each logger so
you can properly identify and differentiate it from other loggers.

Analysis
After sufficient time has passed for the logger to obtain a representative profile of data, it is
time to analyze the information.  If you are retrieving the logger from the field, bring it back
immediately to your computer for analysis.

In order to analyze your Nautilus logger's data, you must first transfer a backup copy of its data
to your computer.  To do this, see Backup in the TrendReader guide.  After transferring your
information to the computer, the data is automatically copied to disk and time and date
stamped.

You can find a detailed description of all software functions in the TrendReader guide.

16.1.6 Specifications

General
Size: 18 mm x 127 mm (0.71" x 5.00")

Weight: Aluminum enclosure: 51 grams (1.8 ounces)
Stainless steel enclosure: 112 grams (4 ounces)

Enclosure Material: Anodized aluminum or stainless steel
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O Ring: Size: AS568A 111
Fluids:

Material Use with These Fluids Do NOT Use with These
Fluids

ACR Part #

DuPont Dow Viton Petroleum Oils, Gasoline,
Transmission Fluid

Acetone, H2S, Hot Water,
Amines

21-0071

Ethylen Propylene
(EPDM)

Loggers are shipped
with this

Alcohols, Brake Fluids,
Refrigerants, Steam 

Petroleum Oils, Diester
Lubricants

21-0070

Mounting: Locking hole on cap

Operating Limits: Up to 2000 PSI
Temperature limits dependent on model (Nautilus 85 ,
Nautilus 135 )

Clock Accuracy: ±2 seconds/day

Memory Size: 32KB
Without Compression: up to 32,640 readings
With Compression: up to 244,800 readings
64KB
Without Compression: up to 65,408 readings
With Compression: up to 490,560 readings

Memory Usage: 1.  Continuous (First-in, First-out)
2.  Stop when full (Fill-then-stop)

Sample Intervals: User-selectable rates from every 8 seconds to 34 minutes.

Sampling Mode: 1.  Average (over sample interval except for 8 second
interval)
2.  Spot

Resolution: 8-bit (1 part in 256)

Nautilus 85
General
Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 0.95 Amp-hour

Battery Life: 10 years under normal use (factory replaceable)

Internal Temperature Sensor
Type: Negative temperature Coefficient (NTC) Thermistor

10,000 ohms @ 25°C (77°F)

Range: -40°C to 85°C (-0.7°F to 77°F)

Accuracy: ± 0.2°C (± 0.36°F)
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Calibration: Factory calibration verification and NIST certificates are
available upon special request.

Equation: Use Equation [45] ET-016 Temperature in TrendReader
software.  Other equations for this thermistor type may be
selected but will give incorrect results.  You may also create
your own equations, please refer to the Equations section or
contact Customer Service at ACR Systems.

Nautilus 135
General
Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 0.85 Amp-hour

Battery Life: 3 years under normal use (factory replaceable)

Internal Temperature Sensor
Type: Negative temperature Coefficient (NTC) Thermistor

10,000 ohms @ 25°C (77°F)

Range: 10°C to 135°C (50°F to 275°F)

Accuracy: ± 0.5°C (± 0.9°F)

Calibration: Factory calibration verification and NIST certificates are
available upon special request.

Equation: Use Equation [47] ET-081 Temperature in TrendReader
software. Other equations for this thermistor type may be
selected but will give incorrect results.  You may also create
your own equations, please refer to the Equations section or
contact Customer Service at ACR Systems.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

16.1.7 Product Approvals

Certified to CE standard EN61326: 1977 + A1: 1998 (European Emissions and Immunity)
covering ESD, RFI, EFT /B, Surge, Conducted Immunity, and Voltage Dips and Interruptions

Meets FCC standard 47 CFR Part 15, Subpart B: 1999, Class B, (US Radiated and Conducted
Emissions)

mailto:customerservice@acrsystems.com
http://www.acrsystems.com/
mailto:customerservice@acrsystems.com
http://www.acrsystems.com/
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16.2 Nautilus Software Driver

TrendReader software uses a software driver to communicate with Nautilus data loggers.  The
software driver takes the form of two windows.  The Status window, shown when you contact
the logger, is used to display the settings currently stored in the data logger.  The Setup
window, shown when you select Edit Setup, is used to alter the current settings and apply the
changes to the data logger.  The settings are divided into two main sections:  Status  and
Channels .  Status contains information about sampling, memory and logger description.
The channel of the logger contains information about the channel type (temperature), equation
and Realtime value, and calibration associated with the channel.  You can control the level of
detail that you see for the settings by clicking on the "+" and "-" buttons at the left side to
expand and collapse the nodes.

When you want to clear the logger's memory and start a new logging session with the existing
or new parameters, select Edit Setup from TrendReader.  In the Edit Logger Setup window,
make any necessary changes.  To implement your changes, you can either click on Apply or
OK.  OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the
window open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

16.2.1 Logger Status

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Status line indicates whether
the data logger is actively logging, waiting to start or dormant.  If you set up the logger with no
delay, it will immediately start logging and the status will show if the logger is actively logging,
dormant or set to start at a given time.  It will also show the status of the logger's capacity. 
The Status subsections are Sampling  and Memory .

16.2.1.1 Logger Sampling

The sample rate is the frequency with which a logger stores readings to memory.  The
Sampling subsection indicates what the sample rate is.  In normal sampling, the rates
available are from once every 8 seconds to once every 34 minutes.  

To set the sample rate, click on the desired time unit and select the value from the drop-down
list as shown.  
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To find out more about sample rates and to view a set of sample rate tables, see Appendix A
Sample Rates .

The Mode is the way the logger stores the data. The Average method stores an averaged
reading of the data read every 8 seconds over the sample interval you have chosen if the
sampling mode is set to Average (this does not apply to a sampling interval of 8 seconds). The
Spot method  still takes readings every 8 seconds but only stores the reading taken at the
selected interval.

16.2.1.2 Logger Memory

The Memory subsection indicates how the data is stored in memory and what the start and
end times (or capacity) are for the data logging.  In the FIFO (First In, First Out) mode, the
logger continually stores data and when the memory limit is reached, the new readings start to
overwrite the oldest readings.  In this method, the logger is always collecting data, but only
saves the most recent data in its memory.  In the Stop When Full mode, when the memory
limit is reached, the logger stops recording.

The length of time for data capture of the logger is determined by the number of active
channels and the sampling rate.  To find out more about how the capacity is affected by the
sample rate and active channels, see Appendix A  Sample Rates .

To set how the logger stores its data, click on the Usage field and select FIFO or Stop When
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Full.  

To set the compression method click on the Compression field and select ON.  A run length
compression method is used.  Run length compression stores the reading plus the number of
consecutive times the same reading was measured.  This means that the logger will store 2
values to memory, the data value and a counter value.  If the reading were 22°C for 3 sample
periods then the logger would store 22°C and the count of 3.  Once the reading changes a
new compression session begins.  The compression session will last to a maximum of 15
consecutive readings that are the same.  If the 16th reading is still the same a new session will
start.

Note that when the compression is set to ON the Start Time will display as NA in the Status
window. If you want to see that Start Time do a Backup of the logger, the Start Time will be
displayed in the Statistics tab of the graph

To set when the logger will start recording click on the Start Time field.  Next, click on the
small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and
time.  Highlight the date or time and enter the appropriate value.  You can also click on the
drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  You can set the logger's starting time for just
over 65535*8 seconds (6 days, 1 hour, 38 minutes) ahead of the current time.  Note that the
start time will default to the closest time sampling within 8 seconds of the selected time.
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16.2.2 Logger Channels

The Channels section indicates provides information specific to the channel.  The channel on
the logger is always enabled and continually recording readings and storing them in the
logger's memory.  The Channel subsections are Channel Information  and Channel
Calibration .

16.2.2.1 Channel Information

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Channel line gives the
description and the Realtime value, if Realtime is turned on.  The Description field is editable. 
The Realtime value is based on the equation that you select for the channel.  The equation is
selected in the Setup window but is not shown in the Status window.

The logger collects and stores raw data readings.  An equation is used to transform the raw
data into measurement units, such as °C, with the current reading shown as a Realtime value.
You can use built-in equations or you can create your own custom equations.  See Equations

 in the TrendReader guide for further information.  To set the equation, click on the
Equation field and select the equation from the drop-down list.  To help you select the proper
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equation, the Realtime value using the currently selected equation is shown. *

* Note that if a custom equation is not available when Edit Setup... is selected (e.g.: deleted)
then the equation will be shown as unknown.  If a new equation is not selected the Realtime
value will not display correctly.  If the logger is backed up the channel will be disabled then
changes to the equation can be made in the graph using the Lines Tab in Graph Settings." 

16.2.2.2 Channel Calibration

The Calibration subsection shows the Low, Mid, High, and Ext calibration values.  These
values are used to adjust the readings of the logger in order to make the output more
accurate.  To set each calibration value, click on the appropriate calibration field and enter the
value.  The factory equations for the Nautilus use the Low, Mid, and High values.  Ext is not
used.

Note that the calibration values are based on 255 increments between -5 and +5, the field will
default to the closest value of what is entered. E.g.: -4.9 will default to -4.8828.
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16.3 Nautilus 85/135 Temperature Logger

A self-contained temperature logger, the Nautilus 85 can be used easily in a wide variety of
applications to collect a wide range of temperature data.

A self-contained, waterproof temperature logger, the Nautilus 135 can be used easily in a wide
variety of applications to collect temperature data in extreme temperature conditions.

16.3.1 Description

The Nautilus 85 is a durable, robust data logger that can monitor temperature in a variety of
applications but is particularly well suited for the food and beverage, biomedical,
pharmaceutical, and industries with hostile or "wet" environments (i.e. wastewater treatment
plant). Housed in a stainless steel or aluminum casing, it can withstand virtually any
environment and with an operating pressure range up to 2000 PSI, it is ideal for monitoring
temperature in any type of water including oceans, ponds, rivers, streams and wastewater.

The high temperature capabilities of the Nautilus 135 make it the ideal logger for monitoring
temperature in extreme environments or environments where conventional data loggers are
not able to survive.

16.3.2 Setup

Once the logger is connected to your computer select the communications port in
TrendReader and click Scan For Loggers. 

Logger Channel Description Equation

85 0 Internal Temperature 45

135 0 Internal Temperature 47

NOTE:  The temperature channel is enabled by default.

Precautions

The Nautilus 85's sensor is designed for long-term trouble-free performance, but there are a
few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· Inspect the O ring regularly and replace every 3 months or earlier if wear and tear is
visible.  You can order more O rings through ACR Systems Inc.,

· The type of O ring to be used with the Logger depends upon your application.  Each O
ring is designed for use with certain fluids only. see Specifications  for details.458
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16.3.3 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) only in the immediate vicinity of
the sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity
and turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature

In a room, temperature levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such factors as
air stratification, drafts, and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people, equipment,
moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even within a small,
confined area.  The individual sensor associated with your Nautilus 85 measures and records
temperature only in one location.  They do not, in any way, represent an overall reading.
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16.4 APPENDIX A  Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rates

Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rates 

16.4.1 How a Data Logger Stores Readings

The sample rate of your data logger is the frequency with which it stores readings in its
memory.  A selected sample rate applies to the channel on a Nautilus.

If you set your data logger's sample rate to eight seconds, it reads its input channels and
stores the readings once every eight seconds.  If you choose a sample rate longer than eight
seconds, the logger still reads its input channels once every eight seconds, and stores an
averaged reading at the end of the sample interval you have chosen if the sampling mode is
set to Average.

For example, if you use a two-minute sample rate, the data logger takes fifteen separate
readings over each two-minute interval.  At the end of each two-minute interval, the logger
calculates the average of the fifteen readings, and stores that average in its memory.

Otherwise if the sampling mode is set to Spot the logger still takes readings every 8 seconds
but only stores the reading taken at the selected interval.

16.4.2 Sample Rate Tables

The following tables list the maximum time spans over which your Nautilus will record
readings.  The time spans depend on the length of the sample rate.  A Nautilus has a memory
capacity of up to 32,640 readings when data compression not selected and up to 244,800
readings when data compression is selected.

In each table, the Sample Rate column lists the available sample rates.  The Days, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds columns list the time spans over which your logger will record readings
at each sample rate.

For example, a 32KB Nautilus with 5 times compression (4-5 times is typical) and using a
sample rate of ten minutes will store readings for 3 years, 38 days and 8 hours.  After that
time, depending on how it was set up, the logger will either continue to take readings and
replace the oldest readings with the new readings (FIFO), or it will stop taking readings (Stop
When Full).

Table B-1:  32KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table with Compression (max)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 22 16 0 0
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 16 sec. 0 45 8 0 0

 32 sec. 0 90 16 0 0

 56 sec. 0 158 16 0 0

 2 min. 0 340 0 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 2 108 16 0 0

 10 min. 4 240 0 0 0

20 min. 9 115 0 0 0

 30 min. 13 355 0 0 0

Table B-2:  32KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table with Compression (min)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 1 12 16 0

 16 sec. 0 3 0 32 0

 32 sec. 0 6 1 4 0

 56 sec. 0 10 13 52 0

 2 min. 0 22 16 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 55 21 52 0

 10 min. 0 113 8 0 0

20 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 30 min. 1 88 8 0 0

Table B-3:  32KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table with Compression (5 times)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 15 2 40 0

 16 sec. 0 30 5 20 0

 32 sec. 0 60 10 40 0

 56 sec. 0 105 18 40 0

 2 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 1 194 2 40 0

 10 min. 3 38 8 0 0

20 min. 6 76 16 0 0

 30 min. 12 153 0 0 0

Table B-4:  32KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table without Compression

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 3 0 32 0
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 16 sec. 0 6 1 4 0

 32 sec. 0 12 2 8 0

 56 sec. 0 21 3 44 0

 2 min. 0 45 8 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 111 19 44 0

 10 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 20 min. 1 88 8 0 0

 30 min. 1 315 0 0 0

Table B-5:  64KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table with Compression (max)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 45 10 8 0

 16 sec. 0 90 20 16 0

 32 sec. 0 181 16 32 0

 56 sec. 0 317 22 56 0

 2 min. 1 316 8 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 4 220 14 56 0

 10 min. 9 121 16 0 0

20 min. 18 243 8 0 0

 30 min. 28 0 0 0 0

Table B-6: 64KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table with Compression (min)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 3 0 40 32

 16 sec. 0 6 1 21 4

 32 sec. 0 12 2 42 8

 56 sec. 0 21 4 43 44

 2 min. 0 45 10 8 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 112 0 59 44

 10 min. 0 227 2 40 0

20 min. 1 89 5 20 0

 30 min. 1 316 8 0 0

Table B-7:  64KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table with Compression (5 times)

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 15 3 22 40
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 16 sec. 0 30 6 45 20

 32 sec. 0 60 13 30 40

 56 sec. 0 105 23 38 40

 2 min. 0 101 1 20 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 1 195 4 58 40

 10 min. 3 40 13 20 0

20 min. 6 81 2 40 0

 30 min. 9 121 16 0 0

Table B-8:  64KB Nautilus 85/135 Sample Rate Table without Compression

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 6 1 21 4

 16 sec. 0 12 2 42 8

 32 sec. 0 21 4 43 44

 56 sec. 0 42 9 27 28

 2 min. 0 90 20 16 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 224 1 59 28

 10 min. 1 89 5 20 0

20 min. 2 178 10 40 0

 30 min. 3 267 16 0 0
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SECTION 17   TRH Data Loggers

17.1 Introduction to TRH

The TRH-1000 data logger is an easy-to-use, battery-powered data logger.  Pocket-sized and
rugged, it can be used in a wide range of environmental and industrial applications.  The
TRH-1000 is available to directly measure and record temperature and relative humidity
variables.  It can reliably record time-based data for later analysis by  TrendReadersoftware.

[****]
TrendReader software must be installed and ready to run prior to making use of the setup
instructions in this section of the guide.

17.1.1 Features

TRH-1000 data logger features make them a useful tool for data collection: 

· Pocket-sized
· Solid-state components - no moving parts
· Low-power microprocessor controlled circuitry
· 8-bit resolution readings
· High capacity lithium battery
· Quartz clock crystal
· Magnetic backing and secure locking hole
· Rugged die-cast Cycoloy® case

17.1.2 Description

TRH-1000 loggers can run continuously, constantly measuring and recording readings from
both channels. They can also start logging at a specified time.  Self-powered by a long-life
lithium battery that will provide years of reliable operation, your TRH-1000 can work
independently from any external power supply or computer.  When you are ready to look at the
data it has collected, you can transfer all information to your computer through the use of 
TrendReader software.
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Main Components
The main components of the TRH-1000 data loggers include:

· a memory chip that has the capacity to store up to 32,640 readings (see Specifications
)

· a microprocessor and an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter (A/D) that converts all
temperature and relative humdity signals to digital values

· a quartz clock crystal that accurately keeps track of time and regulates the taking of
readings

· a lithium battery that provides power to the logger and internal sensors

17.1.3 Programmed Operation

TRH-1000 data loggers run according to settings that you program.  These pre-selected
settings are stored in the logger's memory and instruct it to:

· take readings at regularly spaced intervals
· take readings from both channels
· associate each channel with an equation in TrendReader software
· start readings with or without a delay
· take readings continuously, or stop when memory is full

17.1.4 How TRH Loggers Take Readings

Each TRH-1000 data logger has an on-board temperature and relative humidity sensor that
you can use to record ambient temperature and relative humidity.

TRH-1000 data loggers can store readings to memory using one of two sampling methods:

1. First-in, First-out (FIFO). In this method the logger continues to take readings when its
memory is full (to make room, it discards the oldest reading every time it adds a new
one).  Thus, the memory will contain a "sliding window" of information.

2. Stop when Full.  The logger stops recording when its memory is full.

You can set the time interval at which your logger saves readings using TrendReader
software. The sample rate you select will apply to both channels.  At a sample rate of eight
seconds, one reading is taken from both channels every eight seconds and saved to memory. 
TRH-1000 data loggers can store readings using one of two sampling modes:

1. Average.  As you slow the sample rate the logger begins to average readings before
saving them to memory.  To do this the logger takes a reading every eight seconds, but
instead of transferring this directly to the logger's memory, it stores the readings in an
accumulator (a temporary memory) where it is retained until the sampling interval is
over.  Then the accumulator is averaged and the result is stored to memory.

2. Spot. The logger records the value of the reading at the selected sample interval and
stores it to memory.  No averaging is done.

When you backup a logger's data to your computer, the correct time and date are referenced
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to each reading.  All readings are then individually time and date stamped and processed by
an equation associated with each logger channel.  The result is a collection of accurate
time-based data ready for detailed graphing and analysis.

17.1.5 How to Use TRH Loggers

Using your TRH-1000 data logger for most applications is a simple process.  With proper
planning, setup and installation of your data logger, you can be assured that the information
you collect will be both correct and useful. The following provides general procedures for using
TRH-1000 data loggers.  For additional and specific information on these steps, refer to the
chapter in this manual.

Planning
Proper planning is the key to successful data logging.  Time spent in this stage will help you
save time and frustration later. To help you plan, answer these questions:

· What exactly do I want to measure?
· Where is the best place to measure?
· How long do I want to monitor for?
· Should other variables be monitored simultaneously?

Setup
To set up your TRH-1000 data logger you must first have TrendReader software installed and
running on your computer.  You can then configure your logger with various options by talking
to it via the interface cable. 

Set Sample Rate
Always confirm the sample rate (how often the logger saves readings) to make sure it will be
acceptable for your application.  You can alter the frequency at which your TRH-1000 logger
records readings by changing the sample rate.  You can choose rates from 8 seconds to 34
minutes.  The sample rate chosen will apply to all the active channels on the logger.

To help determine which sample rate you should choose, answer these questions:

· How long do I need to record data?
· How much time will elapse between when I retrieve the logger and download the data to

my computer (for example, the trip back to the office)?
· How often do readings need to be taken?

Clear Memory
Before starting a logging session, clear the logger's memory.  This will help to keep the
collected files smaller as well as decrease the time needed to backup the logger later.  Note
that clearing the memory is automatic if you save or apply the setup changes (for example,
assign different equations, change sample rate, etc.).

Test
You can directly read the values that your TRH-1000 data logger is sensing using the Realtime
capability of TrendReader software.  This test gives you the opportunity to check your logger
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setup and make any necessary changes before starting the logging session.

Label
If you are working with more than one data logger, label each logger, identifying the task and
location before you distribute them throughout a building or system.  To do this, you can simply
use a shipping tag.  Later, when you retrieve them to graph their data, you will know what each
graph refers to.  There is a description field in the Setup that can be used for entering the tag
information.  Note that after editing and saving the Description you will need to click Contact to
update the new Description in TrendReader Explorer and in the Diagnostic Log.

Mounting
Use the magnetic backing to conveniently mount your logger on metal surfaces like ductwork
or electrical control cabinets.  If you are concerned about theft lock your logger to a permanent
fixture using the security loop or take advantage of its small size and hide it completely out of
view.  Because TRH-1000 loggers are so light, you can use special mounting fasteners like
Velcro® to attach them to almost any surface.  Make sure your logger's mounting method will
last the full length of your logging session.

Do not rely on the logger's magnetic strip for adhesion if the mounting surface is uneven,
unstable or above 65°C (150°F).

Cold or Humid Environments
Make sure that the environment you will be placing your logger into will be acceptable by
referring to the Specifications  in this chapter.  If conditions are not adequate for the logger,
consider using a protective enclosure.  For humid conditions you can protect your logger
simply by placing it in a zip-lock plastic bag. Note that covering the logger may affect the
relative humidity readings.

When you place your TRH-1000 logger in a cold environment, make sure condensation will
not settle on the logger when you bring it back into warmer surroundings, such as an office. 
The best way of preventing moisture is to place the logger in a container and include a
desiccant (a material that absorbs moisture).  When you bring your logger back to your
computer, leave the logger in the container until it has had a chance to warm up to the
surrounding temperature.  You can then take it out and backup the data to be analyzed.

Keep Track
Make sure you keep a record of where you have placed each logger in a building or system
plan.  You will save time looking for them when your data gathering session is over.  Also,
keep track of when you placed the loggers in the area you are monitoring.  This will help when
producing graphs on your computer.  It may be helpful to label (shipping tag) each logger so
you can properly identify and differentiate it from other loggers.

Analysis
After sufficient time has passed for the logger to obtain a representative profile of data, it is
time to analyze the information.  If you are retrieving the logger from the field, bring it back
immediately to your computer for analysis.

In order to analyze your TRH-1000 logger's data, you must first transfer a backup copy of its
data to your computer.  To do this, see Backup in the TrendReader guide.  After transferring
your information to the computer, the data is automatically copied to disk and time and date
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stamped.

You can find a detailed description of all software functions in the TrendReader guide.

17.1.6 Specifications

General
Size: 25.4 mm x 58.4 mm x 81.3 mm (1" x 2.3" x 3.2")

Weight: 74 g (2.6 oz)

Enclosure Material: Cycoloy® (GE Plastics) C120 ABS + Polycarbonate

Mounting: Magnetic backing and security loop

Operating Limits: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F) and 0 to 100% Relative Humidity
(non-condensing)

Clock Accuracy: ±2 seconds/day

Battery: 3.6 Volt Lithium, 1 Amp-hour

Battery Life: 5 years under normal use (factory replaceable)

Memory Size: 64KB (up to 32,640 readings per channel)

Memory Usage: 1.  Continuous (First-in, First-out)
2.  Stop when full (Fill-then-stop)

Sample Intervals: User-selectable rates from every 8 seconds to 34 minutes.

Sampling Mode: 1.  Average (over sample interval except for 8 second
interval)
2.  Spot

Resolution: 8-bit (1 part in 256)

Internal Temperature Sensor
Type: CMOSens® (by Sensiron)

Range: -40 to 70°C (-40 to 158°F)

Accuracy: ± 0.6°C @ 25°C (± 1.0°F @ 77°F)
± 2.0°C from -40 to 70°C (± 3.6°F from -40 to 158°F)

Calibration: Factory calibration verification and NIST certificates are
available upon special request.

Equation: Use Equation [91] TRH 1000 Temperature in TrendReader
software.  Other equations for this thermistor type may be
selected but will give incorrect results.  You may also create
your own equations, please refer to the Equations section or
contact Customer Service at ACR Systems.

mailto:customerservice@acrsystems.com
http://www.acrsystems.com/
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Internal Relative Humiduty Sensor
Type: CMOSens® (by Sensiron)

Range: 0 to 100% RH (non-condensing)

Accuracy: ± 4% RH between 20 and 80% RH; otherwise ± 5% RH

Equation: Use Equation [92] TRH 1000 Relative Humidity in
TrendReader software

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

17.1.7 Product Approvals

Certified to CE standard EN61326: 1977 + A1: 1998 (European Emissions and Immunity)
covering ESD, RFI, EFT /B, Surge, Conducted Immunity, and Voltage Dips and Interruptions

Meets FCC standard 47 CFR Part 15, Subpart B: 1999, Class B, (US Radiated and Conducted
Emissions)

TRH-1001:
UL-913 Class-I, Div-1 (intrinsically safe rating)
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17.2 TRH Software Driver

TrendReader software uses a software driver to communicate with TRH-1000 data loggers.
The software driver takes the form of two windows.  The Status window, shown when you
contact the logger, is used to display the settings currently stored in the data logger.  The
Setup window, shown when you select Edit Setup, is used to alter the current settings and
apply the changes to the data logger.  The settings are divided into two main sections:  Status

 and Channels .  Status contains information about sampling, memory and logger
description.  Each channel of the logger contains information about the channel type
(temperature or relative humidity), equation, Realtime value, and calibration associated with
the channel.  You can control the level of detail that you see for the settings by clicking on the
"+" and "-" buttons at the left side to expand and collapse the nodes.

When you want to clear the logger's memory and start a new logging session with the existing
or new parameters, select Edit Setup from TrendReader.  In the Edit Logger Setup window,
make any necessary changes.  To implement your changes, you can either click on Apply or
OK.  OK will implement the changes and close the window whereas Apply will leave the
window open, thereby allowing you to make changes in other features.

17.2.1 Logger Status

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Status line indicates whether
the data logger is actively logging, waiting to start or dormant.  If you set up the logger with no
delay, it will immediately start logging. The status will show if the logger is actively logging,
dormant or set to start at a given time.  It will also show the status of the logger's capacity. 
The Status subsections are Sampling  and Memory .

17.2.1.1 Logger Sampling

The sample rate is the frequency with which a logger stores readings to memory.  The
Sampling subsection indicates what the sample rate is.  The rates available are from once
every 8 seconds to once every 34 minutes.  

To set the sample rate, click on the desired time unit and select the value from the drop-down
list as shown.  

478 481
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To find out more about sample rates and to view a set of sample rate tables, see Appendix A
Sample Rates .

The Mode is the way the logger stores the data. The Average method stores an averaged
reading of the data read every 8 seconds over the sample interval you have chosen if the
sampling mode is set to Average (this does not apply to a sampling interval of 8 seconds). The
Spot method  still takes readings every 8 seconds but only stores the reading taken at the
selected interval.

17.2.1.2 Logger Memory

The Memory subsection indicates how the data is stored in memory and what the start and
end times (or capacity) are for the data logging.  In the FIFO (First In, First Out) mode, the
logger continually stores data and when the memory limit is reached, the new readings start to
overwrite the oldest readings.  In this method, the logger is always collecting data, but only
saves the most recent data in its memory.  In the Stop When Full mode, when the memory
limit is reached, the logger stops recording.

The length of time for data capture of the logger is determined by the number of active
channels and the sampling rate.  To find out more about how the capacity is affected by the
sample rate and active channels, see Appendix A  Sample Rates .

To set how the logger stores its data, click on the Usage field and select FIFO or Stop When

485
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Full.  

Currently there is no compression method available for TRH-1000 loggers.

To set when the logger will start recording click on the Start Time field.  Next, click on the
small button that appears at the right.  This will pop up a form allowing you to set the date and
time.  Highlight the date or time and enter the appropriate value.  You can also click on the
drop-down list arrow to bring up a calendar.  You can set the logger's starting time for just
over 65535*8 seconds (6 days, 1 hour, 38 minutes) ahead of the current time.  Note that the
start time will default to the closest time sampling within 8 seconds of the selected time.
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17.2.2 Logger Channels

The Channels section provides information specific to each channel.  Both channels on a
logger are always enabled, they are active and continually record readings and store them in
the logger's memory.  The Channel subsections are Channel Information  and Channel
Calibration .

17.2.2.1 Channel Information

When you contact the logger, the logger status is displayed.  The Channel line gives the
description and the Realtime value, if Realtime is turned on.  The Description field is editable. 
The Realtime value is based on the equation that you select for the channel.  The equation is
selected in the Setup window but is not shown in the Status window.    

The logger collects and stores raw data readings.  An equation is used to transform the raw
data into measurement units, such as °C, with the current reading shown as a Realtime value.
You can use built-in equations or you can create your own custom equations.  See Equations

 in the TrendReader guide for further information.  To set the equation, click on the
Equation field and select the equation from the drop-down list.  To help you select the proper
equation, the Realtime value using the currently selected equation is shown. *

Some channels compensate their output by using the value of another channel.  For example,
the calculated value for an RH channel depends on the reading of the RH sensor and the
value of the temperature channel.  In such cases, the compensation channel must output in
the correct units.  In the case of RH, for example, the temperature channel must output in
units of temperature.  Using units of byte counts will give invalid results.

* Note that if a custom equation is not available when Edit Setup... is selected (e.g.: deleted)
then the equation will be shown as unknown.  If a new equation is not selected the Realtime
value will not display correctly.  If the logger is backed up the channel will be disabled then
changes to the equation can be made in the graph using the Lines Tab  in Graph Settings.
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17.2.2.2 Channel Calibration

The Calibration subsection shows the Low, Mid, High, and Ext calibration values.  These
values are used to adjust the readings of the logger in order to make the output more
accurate.  To set each calibration value, click on the appropriate calibration field and enter the
value.  The factory equations for the TRH-1000 use the Low and Mid values as offset and
span. High and Ext are not used.

Note that the calibration values are based on 255 increments between -5 and +5, the field will
default to the closest value of what is entered. E.g.: -4.9 will default to -4.8828125.
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17.3 TRH-1000 Temperature & Relative Humidity Logger

A self-contained "air-quality" logger, the TRH-1000 can be used easily in a wide variety of
applications to collect temperature and relative humidity data.

17.3.1 Description

The TRH-1000 is a low-cost, easy-to-use temperature and relative humidity data logger. With
its precision calibrated internal temperature and relative humidity sensor, simply place the
logger in the field and leave it to record. Once the desired information has been recorded, plug
the logger into the serial port of your computer and begin downloading and viewing the logged
data with TrendReader software. No cables, wires or accessories are required, making the
TRH-1000 the ideal data logger for quick and accurate temperature and humidity
measurements in a variety of applications.

17.3.2 Setup

Once the logger is connected to your computer select the communications port in
TrendReader and click Scan For Loggers. 

Channel Description Equation

0 Internal Temperature 91

1 Relative Humidity 92

NOTE:  Both channels are enabled by default.

Precautions

The TRH-1000's sensor is designed for long-term trouble-free performance, but there are a
few precautions to keep in mind to maximize the benefit it can give you.

· Never expose the sensor to organic solvents or ionic-laden liquids.  Any chemical
compound that attracts polymers may affect the sensor.

· Always return the TRH-1000 to a resealable plastic bag during non-use to maximize the
in-calibration life of the RH sensor.
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17.3.3 Troubleshooting

If you are getting what appear to be wrong readings, consider the following before recalibrating
the sensors.  Sensors sample the atmosphere (or medium) only in the immediate vicinity of
the sensors themselves.  The physical state of the atmosphere and its degree of uniformity
and turbulence will limit the validity of a measurement at some distance from the sensor.  This
becomes especially apparent for the measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity.

In a room, temperature and RH levels may vary dramatically from location to location.  Such
factors as air stratification, drafts, and proximity to heat or humidity sources (people,
equipment, moisture, solar gain, etc.) can contribute to a wide variance in conditions even
within a small, confined area.  The individual sensors associated with your TRH-1000 measure
and record temperature and RH only in one location.  They do not, in any way, represent an
overall reading.

17.3.4 Relative Humidity Calibration

If your TRH-1000 is supplied with a calibration certificate it will include calibration values.
These calibration values must be entered in and stored in the logger.  If your RH sensor is out
of calibration check these values against the values in the logger to make sure they are the
same.
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17.4 APPENDIX A  TRH-1000 Sample Rates

TRH-1000 Sample Rates 

17.4.1 How a Data Logger Stores Readings

The sample rate of your data logger is the frequency with which it stores readings in its
memory.  A selected sample will apply for all channels on a TRH-1000.

If you set your data logger's sample rate to eight seconds, it reads its input channels and
stores the readings once every eight seconds.  If you choose a sample rate longer than eight
seconds, the logger still reads its input channels once every eight seconds, and stores an
averaged reading at the end of the sample interval you have chosen if the sampling mode is
set to Average.

For example, if you use a two-minute sample rate, the data logger takes fifteen separate
readings over each two-minute interval.  At the end of each two-minute interval, the logger
calculates the average of the fifteen readings, and stores that average in its memory.

Otherwise if the sampling mode is set to Spot the logger still takes readings every 8 seconds
but only stores the reading taken at the selected interval.

17.4.2 Sample Rate Table

The following tables list the maximum time spans over which your TRH-1000 will record
readings.  The time spans depend on the length of the sample rate.  A TRH-1000 has a
memory capacity of 32,640 readings per channel.

In each table, the Sample Rate column lists the available sample rates.  The Days, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds columns list the time spans over which your logger will record readings
at each sample rate.

For example, a TRH-1000 using a sample rate of ten minutes will store readings for 226 days
and 16 hours.  After that time, depending on how it was set up, the logger will either continue
to take readings and replace the oldest readings with the new readings (FIFO), or it will stop
taking readings (Stop When Full).

Table B-1:  TRH-1000 Sample Rate Table

Sample Rate Years Days Hours Minutes Seconds

 8 sec. 0 3 0 32 0

 16 sec. 0 6 1 4 0
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 32 sec. 0 12 2 8 0

 56 sec. 0 21 3 44 0

 2 min. 0 45 8 0 0

 4 min. 56 sec. 0 111 19 44 0

 10 min. 0 226 16 0 0

 20 min. 1 87 36 0 0

 30 min. 1 315 0 0 0
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SECTION 18   Contact Information

ACR Systems Inc.

Building 210 - 12960 84th Ave.
Surrey, British Columbia, Canada V3W-1K7

Telephone: (604)-591-1128
North American Toll Free 1-800-663-7845

Fax: (604)-591-2252

General Enquiries Email - enquiry@acrsystems.com
Sales Department Email - sales@acrsystems.com

Customer Service Email - customerservice@acrsystems.com

www.acrsystems.com
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